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- T~HE CHUKCIIEE.

INTRODUCTORY.

THE following account of the Chukchee tribe contains chiefly the results
of my own observations, made during a protracted stay in the Kolyma dist-rict
from I890 to I898; and later during a journey to Kamchatka, Anadyr, and
the Chukchee Peninsula, in I900-OI. From I895 to I898 the work was

performed in .connection with the Sibiryakoff Expedition, and part of the
material was published in -Russian by the Imperial Academy of Sciences in
St. Petersburg.' The expedition of I900-OI formed part of the Jesup North
Pacific Expedition. The collections made during this period are deposited in
the American Museum of Natural History.

On these j'ourneys I visited nearly all parts of the country inhabited by
the Reindeer Chukchee, from central Kamchatka and the Upper Omolon to
Chaun Bay and Cape Chukotsky; but I saw only the maritime villages that
are located on -the Pacific coast, between the mouth of the Anadyr and Indian
Point. These are inhabited by Chukchee and by Asiatic Eskimo.

In my protracted intercourse with the northern Reindeer camps I had
ample opportunity to see people from Arctic villages, and was able to obtain
a variety of information regarding their customs and manner of living.

The -material life of the Reindeer Chukchee is quite uniform throughout
all the extensive territory occup.ied by their camps. The same may be said
of the maritime villages, which have exactly the s-ame material culture, whether
they belong to Chukchee or to Eskimo tribes.

In order to avoid repetition, I have found it advisable to describe together
the main features of the material life of both Maritime Chukchee and Eskimo.
The provenience of the s'pecimens illustrated, ho'wever, is indicated in the
legends to the figures.

I See list of authorities quoted) p. 3.
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In the psychological and sociological life of all three divisions of the
population, there are many curious points of similarity and difference, which
will be stated later on in this account.

The illustrations were made by Mr. Rudolf Weber; the photographs in
the field, by Mr. Alexander Axelrod of Switzerland, and by myself. The
drawings for Plates v (Fig. 2), VII, XIV, were made by Mr. A. E. D'orilng
from several photographs in my collection.
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The following alp)habet is used in transcribinog native words:

e, i, u ......have their continental sounds (ill the Chukchee and the Koryak always long).
.. .. ..... ......like o in nor.

.. .. ..... ......obscure vowel (long)...... . .. . . . .. like a in niake.
E, I . . . .... obscure vowels (short).
.. .. ..... ......like e in bell, but prolonged.
.. .. ..... ......a diphthong with an accent on i.. It always has a laryngeal intonation, 'is.
.. .. ..... ......between o and u, long.
.. .. ..... ......mouth in i position, lips in u position (short).

y .. .. . ... . as in English.
Extra long and extra short vowels are indicated'by the macron and breve respectively.
The diphthongs are formed by combininog any of the vowels with i and u. Thus:..... . .. . . . .. like i in h ide........ ........ ,,esi ,vein...... .. . . . .. ,, oi ,choice........ . . . . . . . ,, owu,how...... . .. . . . .. as in German.
.pronounced with the tip of the tongue touching 'the palate a little above the alveoli

of the upper jaw, the back of the tongue free.
.. .. ..... .....posterior palatal 1, surd and exploded, the tip of the tongue touching the alveoli

ofhe ppe jar,the back of the tongue pressed against the hard palate.
.. .. ..... .....posterior palatal 1, sonant.
.. .. ..... .....as in French.
.. .. ..... .....dental with slight trill.

a,
0

A,
e
ei
ei

I

u

w,

ai

oi
au
I

L

I.,

r
r

r .......velar.
m . .. . . . . .. as in English.
n . .. . . . . .. as in Enalish.
Pi ... . . . . .. iiasal it sound.
n . .. .. . . . .. palatized n (similar-to ny)
b, p . . . . . . .. as in English.
b' ~p' d',',' k' have a spirant added (gehauchter Mst f ivr)
v . . . . . ..,. . . bilabial.
g . . . . . . . like g in good.
h . .. . . . . .. as in English.
x . .. . . . . .. like ch in German Bach................ ,

ch ,,,,)I.... ich...............as in Enalish...............velar k...... ......velar g
t .. .. . . .. as in English.
,t. . . . . . .. palatized (similar to dy and ty)...... . .. . . . .. as in English...... .. .. . . ... palatized (similar to sy)...... .. . . . . .. ,, German z..... .. .. . . .. like English sh..... .. .. . . .. ,, English ch
. . .. .. ... .....,j in French jouir

k
q
9
d,
d,)
s

vsI
s

c

J

c

Je

J
.~~ ~ o..............strongly palatized 'c..............strongly palatized..............designates increased stress 'of articulation...............a very deep laryngeal intonation...............a full pause between two vowels: yifne'a...............is used to connect.



I. -NAMES AND HABITAT.

NAMES. -The name of the Chukchee is derived from the Chukchee
word vcau'vcu, which signifies "rich in reindeer.' The Reindeer division of the
tribe call themselves by this name in distinction from other kindred people;
as, for instance, the Reindeer Koryak or the Maritime Chukchee. The same
word is used, too, by the Reindeer Koryak, while both tribes call each other
ta'n-fiitan (fic. ta'n n-it).

The Maritime Chukchee call themselves and other maritime people aniqa'lit
"Usea people"), from a'niqA ("the sea"); or rama'glat ("seacoast dwellers").
In distinction from other alien tribes, both Reindeer and Maritime Chukchee
call them-selves li'i-yi'lilit ("those of genuine language')- also ora'we^Lat ("men")
or li'e^-ora/WeLat ("genuine men"), in the' same way as the Asiatic Eskimo
call themselves Yu'it or Yu-pi'it (yuk, "man;"n yu-pi, "genuine man"). The
fpeople of the alien tribes are called by the Chukchee a'lva-y'e'lilit ("those of
alien language"). All other'names used by various writers in connection with
the Chukchee tribe are for the' most part the result of misunderstanding.
PE-Thus the assertion of so many travellers, from' Krasheninnikoff to Bog-
danovitch,- that the maritime inhabitants of the Chukchee or Koryak shores
call themselves also (,au'cvu shows only that the people with whom they
conversed, though following maritime pursuits to some extent, were originally
of Reindeer stock, and probably still had some herds farther inland. The
like is actually the case everywhere within the limits of the coast of the
Chukchee and the Koryak.

The name Tuski, adopted by W. H_._Hooper_ with the stranve ex~panation
that it means a confede-vation or brotherhood, has probably arisen from an

attempt to simplify the misspelling Tchuski instead of Tchukotski (5V OCTCR
the Russian adjective from the substantive Tchukcha (Ilyicqa, " Chukchee").
Hooper writes Tchutskoi Noss instead of Tchukotskiy Noss ("Chukotsky Cape").'

The name Chukmari, adopted by-A. A.-Resin-for a tribe "intermediary
between the Koryak and the Chukchee,"' is deriv-ed from the popular Kamchatkan
--term for 'the Chukchee, Chukhmaryo (IIyxmapie). He gives this name to the
people living on the Opukski and Tumanski coasts; i. e., respectively to the
-Kerek and the Telqa'p Reindeer Chukchee, who are in reality the rudest and
-most primitive branches of the Koryak and the Chukchee tribes.

W. H. Dall even considers the Kerek to be Eskimo. At least, he
asserts that the Eskimo' are slowly moving to the south along the coast. In

The word Tchutski wis employed before that by M. S;auer.
2 Resin, p. I 56.



th.e year i879, he says, a new Eskimo colony settled at Cape Olutorsky, and
another one was going to join them the next year.' The Cape Olutorsky
of Russian and- American maps is in reality Cape Anannon, close to which
are situated the first southwestern villages of the Kerek; while the real Cape
Olutorsky lies close to Baron Korff's Bay (on the Russian maps, Cape G*ovensky).

In former times the Eskimo of Indian Point and other villages actually
sent trading-expeditions to Capes Barykoff and Navarin, on the shores of which
are situated the first northeastern villages of the Kerek, while Cape Anannon
and Baron Korff's Bay were not within their reach. Furthermore, no attempts
at colonization were made as recently as the eighties of the last century; nor
could the country around any 'of the capes mentioned be found uninhabited,
as Mr. Dall was told by the people of Plover Bay.

The Russians call several of the divisions of the Reindeer Chukchee-
for instance, those living around Chaun Bay and to the north of the Anadyr
River White-Sea Chukchee." This name is probably connected with the
term e'lh-a'Aqa-naw-yIto'ot ("offspring of the white-sea-w'oman"), which the
Chukchee apply to themselves in their heroic tales. To the Maritime Chuk-
chee the Russians give the name "Cape Chukchee," or sometimes "Kavralin,"
from the Chukchee word kavra'lit ("those going around"). The Chukchee
give this niame to a peculiar class of traders, who travel all their lives with
reindeer' from East Cape and Indian Point to the fairs held on the shores of
the Kolyma and the Anadyr, bartering, as they proceed on their way, among.
the camps of the Reindeer people. Almost all the Kavra'lit are of Maritim'e
descent. Many of the'm, in their youth, were poor seal-hunters; then they
turned to reindeer-breeding, and, after obtaining a few score animals, started
to travel for barter.

ANCIENT HABITAT. -According to the traditions of the Chukchee, they
were in olden -times primarily a coast peopie, engaged in maritime pursuits
and occupations, but also carried on reindeer-breeding.- -Tsa the modern life of
the Reindeer Chukchee there are'_ several traces of this former state of affairs.
Thus their tailes treat chiefly of maritime subjects, and but comparatively few
refer to reindeer-breeding. Their .winter habitations are arranged in the same
manner as those of the maritime people. They remain in one place for three
or four months, while the herdsmen move from one pasture to another with
their herds.

Moreovert the inner room of the winter house is called "polar-bear skin"'
(umkA'-ne'lhinw), though at present even the Arctic Maritime Chukchee make
its covering of reindeer-skins. The tool-bag of the Reindeer Chukchee "is'
called "whalebone receptacle" (niala'wgovchin), though no whalebone is used at
present for any kind of implement. The larger bags for storing food a'nd

Geographical Notes (Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society and Montbly Record of Geography,
New Series, Vol. IIIe, No. ii p. 49).
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clothing, though made of reindeer-skins, are invariably given the form of a
seal-skin bag, stripped whole from the carcass, with a cross-slit in the middle
for an opening.

In religious beliefs and rites the -dog plays a more important part than
the reindeer, though, under the present condition of life, dogs are of little
use to the people; besides, dog-breeding does not harmonize well with reindeer-
breeding, as will be shown later on. I was told several times by the Reindeer
people, a"The Russians unjustly wonder why we keep so many dogs. The
dog is the guardian of man, a strong help in every misfortune, a true friend,
keeping off the Evil On¢." In travelling, a dog 'as a companion frightens
the evil spirit away, while a reindeer has no such power. In times of infectious
disease a small pup is rubbed against visitors coming from afar. This will
either frighten away the spirits that may come with the traveller, or, if they
are too powerful, it will at least serve as an expiatory victim.

On the other hand, the names of the months, both in Chukchee and in
Koryak, curiously enough, indicate that both of these tribes, or some parts
of themfl came from more southern latitudes, and that perhaps they had
reindeer-herds at that time. The fact is, that some-- of these names do not

correspond to the real change of the seasons on the n'orthern tundra. For
instance, the fifth month of the Chukchee year (from the beginning of Apri'l
to the beginning of May) is called "[month] of the waters" (Imli'rilin). The
rivers of the tundra, however, open only at the, end of- May. The third
month of the Koryak calendar is called I"false reindeer-birth month" (Ti'nmi-

qoty-yo`e'lhin); and the fourth, X"genuine reindeer-birth month" (Lhe-qo'ya-
.yo-ye -lhin). These na-mes seem to indicate that in some former country fawns
were born a month earlier than in the present home of the Koryak. The
incongruity in both cases was pointed out to me by the natives, who them-
selvres were astonished at it.

Another curious detail in the Chukchee tradition points even farther to
the. south. It is the description of a large worm that lives near the villages
--of-the dead, on the. Aurora Borealis. This worm is red in color, and striped,

4 snd. is so large that it can attack big game. When hungry, it is very active,
and will spring from ambush upon a wild reindeer, and then, after having
, d it, will kill it with the pressure of its coils. It swallows its prey whole,
X ;it has no teeth: Afeaigamal, it becomes inert, and sleeps for

*;iseveral days on the same spot; and the children of the dead cannot arouse

",i,even by pelting it with stones. This is a very accurate description of a

bo-onst'rictor, and is apparently of ancient orign sneis location is in the
-sky and with the souls of the dead. There are no snakes in any part of

1.~ni:ctheastern Siberia; and therefore this tale, if based on facts, must point
toward the south as far as those warmer shores where the boa-constrictor

tactually exists.



Perhaps it will not be out of place to mention here another Chukchee
legend which seems to be even more ancient. In olden times there lived in
the Anui Mountains 'a large beast called Keli'lhu.' He was tall and long,
had a huge mouth'which opened wide, -and long-clawed paws. A certain
young herdsman wandered among the crags, looking for a lost reindeer, and
was seen and eaten by Keli'lhu.

Some time afterward the you-ng man'7s father started to look for him.
He went among the crags, and soon met Keli'lhu. He said, "Keli'lhu, have
a laugh! I am fat, you vwill eat me; my reindeer are fatter, you will eat
them too." a"Ha, ha, ha !" laughed Keli'lhu; and his mouth opened so
wide that his upper jaw reached his back, while his lower jaw hung down to
his breast. When he stopped laughing, he closed his jaws with his paws,
and continued his pursuit; but the man had succeeded in gaining ground.
After a while the beast approached him agailn; but the man repeated, "Keli'lhu,
have 'a laugh ! I am fat, you will eat me;. my reindeer are fatter, you will
eattemto. X X Ha ha,ha!"n laughed Keli'lhu ; -and his jaws s-prangy as

wide apart as before, and he closed the'm in the same manner, and continued
his pursuit. At last they reached the village, where a number of young men
killed Keli'lhu with spears; but he had also killed many, because he was light
and nimble, jumped hiigh, bit with hi.s teeth, and smote with. his paws.

PRESENT HABITAT. -The villages of the Maritime Chukchee are situated
on the Arctic coast between Cape Erri and East Cape, and on the coast of
Bering Sea between East Cape and Anadyr Bay, except where a few Eskimo
settlements are interspersed, two near East Cape, and seven between Indian
Point and Cape -Ulakhpen (Yaaxziiewb). The latter is called by the natives
Wute'en, the same name as the village close by.

The Reindeer. camps are scattered over the whole country to the northeast
of a line drawn, from the mouth of the Indlighirka River to Cape Anannon.

The part of the country lying to the west of the rivers Chaun and Anadyr
forms the so-called "Chukchee territory"' (MIyKoTciiasi 3eMJinLa). This territory',
according to the obsolete but not yet abolished paragraph of the Russian
Code, is considered to be "not thoroughly subdued." Its inhabitants,as well
as all other Chukchee, have the privilege of settling all.their affairs accord'n
to their own customs, including' even murder if committed within the limits
of their own territories. Such privileges sometimes lead to strange results.

G. Dyachkoff3" relates the following incident, that occurred among the,
Olutora Koryak. In I882 a man was murdered. The brothers of the murdered!
man refrained from' the usual revenge, and sent a complaint to the magistrate
in Gishiginsk. During the whole year there was no answer; after that, the

This name is probably a mispronunciation of Ke'li-lu'c "spotted face").
2 See p. I 5
3 Dya.chkoff, p. 64.
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collector of the tribute, a Cossack .officer from Gishiginsk, passing through
Olutora, explained to the complainants that they had -to deal with the offender
according to their own tribal customs. Then the relatives ofthe victim gathered
together, and, coming to the village of the murderer, cSovered with burning
wood the undergroundehouse where he lived with his numerous family, and
all the inmates were burned alive.

The reason for this unusual forbearance lies in the fact that the last
campaigns which the Russians conducted against the Chukchee, in the eigh-
teenth century, utterly miscarried, since th'e Cossack captain, A. Shestakoff,
was defeated and killed March I4, I730, on the rilver Ega'c; and Mayor
Pavlutzky, after some temporary success, was likewise defeated and killed
March 2 I, I747, on the banks of Mayor's Lake, not far from Markova, on
the Middle Anadyr. After that, the government, tired of an expensive and
useless war, withdrew its garrisons, and in I 764 even ordered the fort of
Anadyrsk, the remotest Russian post in northeastern Asia, to be demolished.

Inter'course with the Chukchee, renewed in I 789, wTas carried on the
whole time with much circumspection, and no new attempt as made to
co.nquer the Chukc'hee by fo-rce. The border divisions of the tribe have
gradually submitted to Russian influence. -The bulk of the Chukchee -territory,
however, up to the present time, remains practically exempt from any, trace
of Russia'nization; and there are many camps and villages where a Russian
face has never been seen, nor a word of the Russian language heard.

About a century ago the territory of the Reinde-er Chukchee extended
beyond the 'im'its of the so-called a Chlakchee territory,"' -.'on the -Arctic
side as far as the river Baranikha, and on the Pacific side to -the' river Opuka;
but in the early twen-ties of the nineteenth century the Reindeer Chukchee,
iXnduced in a measure by the increase of their herds, began to extend their
-boundar'ie's westward and southward. In the silxties they crossed the Kolyma
River,^ .and spread over the flat tundra between the Kolyma and the Alaseya;
the people of some camps even crossed the Alaseya, and went as far as the
I-ndighirka. At the same time, other bands went from the Dry Anui to the
Large Anui, and thence to the Oloi and the Omolon, driving the original
inhabitants, the Lamut, farther and farther into the w'oods, or settling side by
side with them on the borders of the forest.'

On the Pacific side, Chukchee herdsmen rapidly spread beyond their
former boundaries,.-and occupied the lower parts of the rivers Opuka, Poqa"cr
(Iaxai), and the high flat country around the Palpal Mountains, - lands which

befre had had no -inhabitants' at all, on account of the continuous petty wars

''{e*tween' the Chukchee and the Koryak. Some of the Chukchee emigrated
. t the Parapolsky Dol,' interspersing themselves among the Koryak as far

BOGORAS, THE CHUKCHEE. I 5,

Ce p. 14.
'he high flat country between Penshina and Baron Korff's Bays.



I 6 BOGORAS, THE CHUKCHEE.-

-as southern Kamchatka. Most of these became assimila-ted to a considerable
degree with the Koryak, though even in Kamchatka the older generation
still speaks -Chukchee. On the border-line between the Chukchee and the
Koryak I came across some camps the inhabitants of which were themselves
unable to decide to which tribe they belonged, since the tribal names of
Reindeer Chukchee .and Koryak are identical and the languages v-ery similar.

NEIGHBORING TRIBES. - In the early years of the Russian invasion-
that is, in the first half of the seventeenth- century -there livred on the
large tundra west of the Kolyma some Reindeer people whom the Cossacks
also called Chukchee, and with whom they were engaged in continual petty
warfaire. Two rivers of the tundra were named after them, the Large and
the Small Chukchee. Accord'ing to the tradition of the inhabitants, the oldest
Cossac'k settlement on the western branch of the Lower Kolyma, the village
Pokhotsk, was destroyed by them; though the story is given in an epic way,
and some of the details call to mind the tales of the Central Eskimo of
America, and must date back to a time prior to the appearance ofthe Russians.
Other villages were pillaged and burned- down by certain Chukchee who are
reputed to havre come by sea in skin boats, though at the present time there
are no maritime villages within three hundred miles to the east off these places.

The Chukchee tradition calls this people, not Chukchee, but (,'a'acven,
from the Ca'an or (:a'wan River C' Chauin" of the maps), whose banks were
their principal territory '(Fig. I). They were, howvever, closely connected with
them, though the Ca'avcet spoke a languaoe of their own. I was shown some
very old burial-mounds on both sides of the mouth of the Kolyma, filled with
large accumulatio'ns of reindeer-antlers which had been offered to the dead.
These were said to have belonged to the -(a'acvet; the Chukchee arguing
that they could not have belonged to their own tribe, because among the.
antlers of slaughtered reindeer were some which had been shed, and they offer
to the dead only the antlers of slaughtered reindeer. Some of the piles were
so old that the antlers crumbled away under one's fingers, and were large
enough to indicate that a long range of years had elapsed during their accu-
mulation. Some of the Chukchee with whom I was acquainted even claimed
detcent from a -remote generation of Ca'avcen stock. The same claim was prof-
fered by the Chukchee Kamakai on Cape Erril, in conve'rsation with Wrangell.

The Russianized natives 2 along the Kolyma tell of still another extinct
tribe, whom they call Shelags (fileuamr), and from whom is derived the name
of Cape Shelagskoy (Cape Erri) on the Arctic. These were maritime people,
and lived somewhere along -the Arctic shore. The remnants of the houses'"

1 W,rangell, p. 338-
2 The Russianized natives of the Kolyma consist chiefly of Yukaghir with a strong admixture of Russian

blood, and some of the Yakut and the Chuvantzy. The Russianized natives of the Anadyr co^_
Yul;aghir and Chuvantzy elements with some admnixtute of Koryak and Russian. -_



Map showing Ancient Distribution of Tribes, by W. Bogoras and W. Jochelson.
I Fig. I.

is known -about the mutual relations of the two tribes. Both are supposed by
the natives to have emigrated westward. This is also mentioned by Wrangell.'1

Maydell, without any apparent reason, denies the existence of either tribe.
He mentions, however, almost in the same passage, that Peter Mangol, one
of his Chukchee fellow-travellers, affirmed that in former times, on Cape'Erri,
there had lived Maritim'e Chukchee who spoke a languag-e different from that
of the modern villages.'2
'Further on he mentions the hunter, Ivan Viligin, who lived in the latter

part of the eighteenth century. He affirmed that he knew an old man by'

.BOGORAS, THE CHUKCHEE. I 7

on the Bear Islands, near the mouth of the Kolyma, are also supposed to be.
theirs. They have 'often been confounded with the (,a'acvet, though nothing
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I 8 BOGORAS, THE CHUKCHEE.

the name of Kopai, who claimed to belong to the Shelag tribe, and who had
his place on the seashore at a distance of two hundred versts (about a hundred
and twenty-five miles) from, the mouth of the Kolyma. Maydell regards the
whole story as a misunderstanding.

I was told by the natives, however, that on the seashore, westward from
the island of Ayo, some ruins similar to those on' the Bear Islands still exist,
and this gives support to Viligin's words.

The name (,a'ac'e'n in its Russianized form, would be Chavantzy or

Chauntzy, which is almost identical with that of Chuvantzy. This latter tribe,
almost extinct at present, in former times lived 'somewhere in the country
between the Yukaghir and the Chukchee reg'ions. It bred reindeer, and'
probably was an intermediate tribe between those two. The last remnants of
the Reindeer Chuvantzy are, at, the present time, assimilated with the Koryak,
and speak the Koryak language; while the fisher-people of that tribe are
Russianized. The few. words of the Chuvantzy language given in the curious
book by G. Dyachkoff,l the native school-teacher of the village of Markova,
on the, Middle Anadyr, who comes from Chuvantzy stock, are mainlv Yukaghir.
There. are still on the tundra to the west of the Kolyma two or three clans
of Yukaghir who to some extent breed reindeer, and are intermingled with
the Tungus. The oldest documents in the archives of Nishne-Kolymsk, dated
about I770, mention several Yukalghzir of the KhXodynsky Chuzvansky clacn.'
Now, the single clan of Chuvantzy existing to-day is called by this same name,
Khodynsky. 3

In later' times the Chuvantzy were always allied with the Cossacks, and
waged common warfare against the Chukchee. The latter, after the defeat
of Majo)r Pavlutsky, are said to have destroyed more than -half of them. The
situation in former times may have been different, since even the YTukaghir
of the Upper Kolyma preserve a curious tradition that the Chukchee were
once their brothers, and that they had a defensive and offensive. alliance
with them.

The names given by the Chukchee to their various neighbors are as
follows:-

Ta'n fiitan (p~/. Ta'n fiit), as mentioned before, 'is given to the Reindeer Koryak.
M'e'lhi-ta'n fiitan, which signifies "fire-tools Ta'n-fiitan," is applied to the

Russians. The same name is given to the Russians by the Koryak. Previously
it may have been M'e'lhig-t-ta'n fiitan (i. e., "Ta'n-fiitan with a fire-lock," or, more

I Dyachkoff, p. Io01.
2 Dr. Kyber, one of WVrangell's fellow-travellers, says, "The Chuvantzy are of Yukaghir stocl;. Their

lanauages are very similar. I knew one Chuvantzy man who, without previous intercourse with the Yukaghir,
could easily communicate with them. But the clothes oftheChuvantzyChukhee."
KYBER, II.

3 In the middle of the seventeenth ceTitury, Deshneff, in his well-known report to the government abou"t-
his travels and discoveries, mentions, in connection with the Chuvantzy, the tribe or the clan of the Anauly?<
'whom he exterminated on accoutnt of the resistance they offered. Nothing is known abouit them except theirn
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literally, a fire-tools-bow Ta'n niitan") . At present, however, on accouint of mis-
pronunciation, there has arisen a tale of a fire-drill which was left on a cam, ping-
place and transformed into a R-ussian. 1

A'tal-ta'n-fiitan is applied to the Chuvantzy. A'tal (e'tel) 2 iS the name
these people give to themselves at the present time. Krasheninnikoff gives
it as the Koryak name for the Yukaghir, which certainly agrees with the
data I have already given concerning the Chuvantzy.

In contrast to all these Ta'n-fiit, the Chukchee often call the Koryak
Li e-ta'n niit (enuine Ta'nfiit") in the same way, perhaps, as they call them-
selves "genuine men,n As to the meaning ofthe word Ta'n niitan, no explanation
couldI be obtained, and there is no existing Chukchee, or Koryak root akin to
it. J. Murdoch says that even the Point Barrow Eskimo use the word ta'nning
or ta'ngin for the Russians or for ships which pass by.'

On the Pacific shore -the Russians are called also Ru'ssilit (from the English
a'Russian").

American whalers are called Lelu'ftvilit (from lelu'OtVEt, "ship ;' literally,
Uwhisker-boat;" tho'ugh no reason is assigned why a ship should be associated
with whiskers [perhaps the whiskers of the crews were included in the definition]).
Sometimes the Russians are also called Le'lu-re'mkin ("bearded people"), whence
the Asiatic Eskimo term la'lo-re'mka. Americans also are called Pnau'kullit
("file-mongers," from pnau'kun, "file" [literally, "whetting-stone"]); or they are
sometimes called e'ven Ta'nniit, like the Russians.

The eastern branch of tlle MIaritime Koryak, who live on the Pacific coast
from Cape Anannon to Cape Barykoff, are called Ke'rek. The origin-of this
name is unknown. It can hardly have anything in common with Koryak,
a name created by the Cossacks from qora'ki, of the southeastern Koryak
dialect, which means a'(being) with reindeer."
-Both Lamut and Tungus are called qa'a-ra'mkit, which signifies "Reindeer
tribe." More strictly speaking, the Lamut are also called qor-eMtA -qa'a-ra'mk t,
or "reindeer-carried Reindeer tribe;" and the Tungus ojf the tundra west of
Kolyma, together with the Reindeer Yukaghir, are called o'rwu-qa'a-ra'-mkit,
or "sledge Reindeer tribe, because they travel with sledges. The Yukaghir
have no special name, and are called ve'emilit ("river people"), the same as
the Arctic Russians, because both are fishermen and live on the rivers or in.
their neighborhood.

The Eskimo of Indian Point and of the neighboring villages are called

I In one of tlle reports of the Kolyma officials I came across another, even more curious mispronunciation,
klh-a'gttAM ("~white bone"), with the explanation that the Chukchee wish to point out the nobler origin of the

Aussians, "white bone" signifying in popular Russian the equivalent of noble origin, and being applied to the
gentry. I cite it here merely as a curiosity.

2 Two forms of the same stem, which replace each other according to the rules of harmony of vowels
existing in the Chlukchee langii,.ge.

3 Murdoch, p. 5 3.
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Ai'wan (p. . Aiwa'nat). This name is also. applied to every Maritime Chuk-
chee -,,ho does not own a single reindeer. Many of the Maritimae Chukchee
have a few reindeer-does in the herds of some friend. On the other hand,
not oiily on the Pacific coast in the immediate vicinity of the Eskimo, but also
even in the language of the Chaun Reindeer-men, ai'wan cIm'ce'kin means "a
maritime relative," cimvce'kin signifying "relative." The Asiatic Eskimo call
themselves Yu'it (the plural of yuk, "man") in the same way as the American
Eskimo call their tribe Inuit (the plural of inuk or inung, "man').

The inhabitants of the Eskimo villagye Ne'ekan, on East Cape, who differ
in language from those on Indian Point, are called simply Ne'ekalit, or, with
derision, Pe'ekit. ' The inhabitants of Wute'en, the last Eskimo village on

Cape Ulakhpen, to the northwest of Plover Bay, also differing in language
from those on Indian Point, are called in a similar way Wute'elit. Mr. Gondatti
maintains the opinion that the Ne'ekalit and the Wute'elit cannot understand
the language spoken on Indian Point, and have to use Chukchee in speaking
with its inhabitants.' Followinor in his footsteps, Mr. Bogdanovitch speaks of
the extensive mixinor of peoples on the coast of the 'Chukchee Peninsula.'
However, from comparative texts in all three dialects, which I brought with
mze, it is evident that 'the dialectic differences are not so great as Mr. Gondatti
supposes. Indeed, I had occasion sevreral times to witness the people of all
three tribes conversing without difficulty, every one using his own dialect. Of
course, being conversant with the Chukchee language, they can also use it
.for the same purpose. In any case, it is not necessary to assume for these
two villages an origin from an independent and unknown stock, as Mr. Gondatti
is somewhat inclined to do.

The language of the Ne'ekalit is intermediary between that of the Aiwa'nat
and that of the natives of the Diomede Islands, who in their turn are con-
nected with the Alaskan Eskimo.

The case of the Wute'elit is not so clear, because they live farther to
the south. They are so seaman-like and hardy, however, that they might
easily have come over from some place on the opposite shore.

The inhabitants of St. Lawrence Island are called Eiwhue'lit: and the
island itself, Eiwhue'n. Their language is quite similar to that of the Asiatic
Aiwa'nat; and they are plainly a colony from the nearest shore, probably from
Indian Point. Tradition clearly points that way; and the immiorration from tlle

1 The Maritime Chukchee ancl the Asiatic Eskimo apply the name Aiwa'nat to t.he inhabitants of
St. Lawrence Island, because the-latter are comparetively poorer in reindeer-skins and other products of reinideer-
breeding, and can get them only from the natives of the Asiatic coast.

2 East Cape is also commonly called Pelek. The origin of this name is doubtful. The Chukchee consider
it to be derived from nip8'whaqe'n ("envious"); but according to Maydell, Cape Ro'wtin., on the Arctic Sea,'
wvas in former times also called Pe'ek. The Chukchee call Cape Ro'wtin at present also Pee'kiniei ("Mount Pe'ek").

3 The PopulatioD of the Anadyr District (Memoirs of the Amur Section of the Imperial Russian Geo-.
graphical Society, Vol. III: Part I) pp. I67, I68; quoted from Bogdanovitch, p. 64).

4 Bogdanovitch, p. 66.
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mainland is considerable, even at the present time, while the old familie-s of the
island are slowly dying out. Of course, some influence and connection with
America have also existed on the island from ancient times.

The categorical assertion of Mr. Gondatti, however, that the Asiatic Eskimo
came from St. Lawvrence Island, seems to me highly improbable, though I also
assume that the Asiatic Eskimo are not indigenous to the Pacific coast. Whether
they came from the Arctic coast of Asia or that of America is another question;
but, in any case, they migrated from north to south, and St. Lawrence Island
is the limit of their migrations. W. H. Dall repeats a statement of a native
of Plover Bay by the name of Nokum, who told that the "Bowhead [whale]
men" came to Asia long ago from the Islands to the northeast (the Diomedes),
and were allowed by the "Deer men" to settle on the barren, rocky coast.'1

The inhabitants of the Diomede Islands are called Yikirga'ulit ("the [large]
mouthed"), from yiki'rgin ("mouth"), the labrets which- they wore in former
times having made their mouths their most conspicuous feature. The American
Continent is called Ki'imin. 2 Its inhabitants are called Ki'imilit, and also
Yikirga'ulit, or, again, Ro'vchilit ("opposite-shore people").

It is a question open to discussion, whether in former times 'there were

any Eskimo villages on the Arctic coast. At present there are none except
Ne'eka'n; though some of the inhabita'nts of Uwe'len, the nearest settlement
to the west, are Eskimo. The older travellers, such as Luitke and Wrangell,
mention a few tribal names supposed to be Eskimo, as Onkilon and Namollo;
but of these, the former resembles the Chukchee aniqa'lin, while Namollo brings
to mind the Koryak word for "maritime settlers," ni'milu, w'hich in Chukchee
takes the form ni'milit ("inhabitants"), from -ni'mnim ("habitation").

Wrangell, and also Nordenskiold, follow'ing in his footsteps,' mention an
Eskimo tribe that some tw-o hundred years ago occupied the whole Arctic
coast from Cape Shelagskoy (Erri) to Bering Strait, and was driven away by
the Chukchee. They base their chief argument upon the difference between
the actual Chukchee dwellings and the remnants of the old underground houses
found here and there. In reality, this difference means nothing more than
that, with the increase of reindeer-breeding, the underground houses, being,
unwholesome, and requiring a great consumption of oil, were gradually abandoned
by both Eskimo and Chukchee for another type of house, probably'also ancient,
but more similar to the tents of the Reindeer people, and with a sleeping-room
made of thick skins.

The Pacific Eskimo were slower to effect this change, since they had no

I Dall, I) p. 3 75 -

2 Taken from the Asiatic Eskimo Ki'xmi (an inhabitant of Cape Prince of Wrales, opposite East Cape).
Cape Prince of Wales and the Eskimo village on it are called by Asiatic Eskimo Ki'hi (cf. p. 30): hence Kilxmi
-coines to mean "tthe inhabitant of Ki'hi." In their own language, the inhabitants of Cape Prince of Wales call
themselves Ki'niugmut.

3 Plural, aniqa'lit (see p. II). 4 Nordenskiold, I, p. V06.
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reindeer of their own; yet at the present time, on the wvhole West Bering
coast, there are only five underground houses still inhabited, - one in Uwe'len,
and four in Ne'ekan. It is easy, however, to understand that to Wrangell,
who approached the northern shore from the Kolyma side, the tents of the
Reindeer people appearod to be typical Chukchee dwellings. The difference
was the more striking, since around Kullu'vci Bay the inhabitants turned from
maritime pursuits to reindeer-breeding.-. I know of some, whom I saw on the
northern tundra, who claim that their grandfathers lived on the coast and
occupied themselves with seal-hunting. Thi's same change occurred in several
other places, as will be shown farther on.

It is not my intention to deny that 'on the Arctic coast there was previously
more of the Eskimo element, which little by little became assimilated by the
Chukchee. Thus, some of the Chukchee village names, both on. the Arctic
and on the Pacific shores, hav-e an Eskimo sound, and moreover, especially
in their Ai'wan form, can be explained on the basis of the Eskimo language.
Compare, for, instance, the followilng village names.

ON THE ARCTIC COAST.
Chukchese. A i'wan.

Ne'ossqAn. Na's-kok ('head").
- Kulu'vci. Kulu'sik ("old iceberg').

Iqa'lurun. lqa'luwhak (fish of the species Galdus wachna).

ON THE PACIFIC, COAST.
Chuzkehee. Ai'wan.

Nigvci'en. Nixci'rak (from ni'xcak, a"ringed seal").
Nund'£,mun. NTuna'mo ('land's end").
,te/win. Ca'vik ('knife").
Ce'vcin. Te'sik.
Mevci'wmin. Me'sik.

In regard to the legend cited by Wrangell, about the Eskimo chief Krachoj,
who is said to have emigrated across the sea to certain islands, I may say
that I too heard it among the Chukchee; but it is mythical in character, and
is connected with other tales about vanished- tribes, similar to correspo'nding
tales of the Eskimo. It is true, however, that the northern Chukchee believe
that in some northern land, not very far distant from the continent of Asia,
there lives a race of men .sprung from these ancient emigrants. This land is
said to have been seen by -the crew of a boat which drifted out into the open
sea. It corresponds to Wrangell's Land, and I have heard from people from

St. Michael's Fort: in northern Alaska, is called by the samIe name. In Central Eskimo it signifies "tlake."
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the same village, Kulu'vci, which was mentioned by Wrangell, a tale of seemingly
still more recent origin than his, in which it was asserted that a few years ago
two kayakers of the village were carried out by the wind to this land across
the sea. They discovered houses and stole some provisions from the under-
ground cellars, and finally succeeded in getting away unnoticed. All these
details were given so vividly, that, if-I had not known that Wrangell's Land
is destitute of inhabitants, I should -have had no hesitation in crediting the
narrative.

The belief that there are unknown tribes still liv7ing in some remote part
of the country, exists 'in vrarious places in northeastern Asia. Besides the tale
of Krachoj, the Chukchee tell a story about the Vai'nie-qa'a-ra"mkit, or "twilight
Lamut, and say that they, too, emigrated beyond the sea, but that they often
swim back again, overcome by homesickness, and may sometimes be seen in
the twilight, outlined against the last short rays of the fading day. They are

supposed to be quite inoffensive, only stealing an occasional ration of food.
from the storehouses. From time to time the Chukchee have a chance to
shoot one of them; and then it is see!n that the victim looks very much like
an ordinary man, except that his feet are larger and the toes are webbed for
swimming.

The Chukchee do not ass'imilate readily. Whene'ver they come in contact
with another tribe, they do not learn its language, but force the other to learn
theirs. The chief rea'son for this is that they are the greatest reindeer-breeders
in the country, and other tribes have to depend upon them for food and
sustenance. Thus it is that outsiders are forced to seek a means of easy
intercourse with them. The Marit'ime Chukchee in the immediate vicinity of
the Eskimo likewise learn very little of-their language, while all the Eskimo
men and a maj'ority of the women speak Chukchee as fluently as they do
their own language.

Again, in the same way, a few Chukchee families living on the Anadyr
River, not far from. the Russianized village of Markova, have not learned much
Russianl, while at'least all the men in Markova speak Chukchee fluently.

The Chukchee are so self-sufficient that they prefer to make words oftheir
own for new objects coming from the civilized world, rather than adopt the
foreign names. Thus they have for mustard, vci'myivcin ("abitterness") ; flour,
pifi-wu'rrin ("powder-like" [Kolyma dialect]); bread, pin-teki'vchin (" powder-
meat"); brandy, a'cq-i'mil ("bad water"); iron file, pilvi'nti-pnau'kun ("metal
whetting-stone"); tea-kettle, pi'lhi-kuk ("muzzle-pot").

CHARACTER OF THE COUNTRY.- The territory of the Chukchee is situated
chiefly in the tundra region, and includes the northern border of the forest.

1 At the mouth of the Anadyr the Chukchee call them vacy-qa'a-ra'mkit ("Cgrass Lamut"). They say that
they are clad in grass- garments. During the night-time they creep cautiously along, and occasionally kill young
children when met alone, with nobody to protect them. Here the notion about the mysterious human tribe
evidently comes nearer to the usual ideas concerning evil spirits.



In the Kolyma district, on the western'side of the mountains, the climate is
cold and dry. The snowfall is not so heavy, and tempests are not so frequent,
in the coldest time of the year, as on the Chukchee Peninsula.

On the Pacific coast, while the temperature does not fall so low, the
snowfall is much heavier; and snow-tempests, dry in winter, and damp and
misty in the fall' and spring, 'often last for several weeks without cessation.
Therefore the floras of the two districts are quite different. On the Kolyma
side the -chief tree is the larch,. which attains a great height and has a well-
developed form even beyond the polar circle and as far north as latitude 69'.
The limit of its distribution is quite sharp, and runs along the larger rivers,
about fifty miles from the seacoast. Shrubby willows of about a man's height
are found even twenty miles farther north, and their growth becomes stunted
only a few miles from the seacoast. On the Pacific side -in the valley
of the Anadyr River, for example -the larch-tree is less commonly found
than west of the mountains, and thrives only in the interior portion of the
country, along the river Main, a tributary of the Anadyr. The chief trees are
the willow and the poplar, which are distributed about evenly. Even on the
southern side of the polar circle, a hundred miles from the coast, their growth
becomes stunted, but as shrubs they continue for some distance to the north.
Almost everywhere some very small shrubby willows and alders are found in
the river-valleys. -The coast for many miles is bare of every kind of growth
except reindeer-moss and a few lichens. On sandy spots, like Indian Point,
the inhabitants cannot gather- grass enough even for the soles of their boots,
and are obliged to bring it from farther inland.

Bogdanovitch mentions that he has seen good grass on the mountain-slopes
around Konyam Bay, but he does not specify how large these grassy spots
were; he even expresses the opinion that the Chukchee Peninsula can be
crossed with horses in the summer-time.l I wish to point out, however, that
even farther to the south, along the forest-line, horses used for travelling2
often starve for want of fodder.

According to the latest meteorological observations, the .average temperature
of the seasons in the Kolyma country is as follows:-

-Mshne-Kolymosk. Sredne-KolymAi.
Winter. . -....32.79g°C. (-27.ooo°F.) -35o°'C. ( 3I.oo° F.).
Spring . . . . . . -.. 3.o6° CC (+ 8.490 "c ) -I4.60 it (+ 5.720 'C).
Summer .......+10.370 " (+5o.670 cc) +I 1.2° "cc 52.i60 )
Fall . . . . . . . . . -14.660 cc (+ 5.6I° cc ) -I2.60 cc (+ 9.32 ).
Average of the year ...-I2.50° C. (+ 9.5o° F.) I1 2.750 C. (+ 9 I40 F.).
Absolute maximum, Sredne-Kolymsk, +29.40 C. (+84.920 F.).
Absolute minimum, Sredne-.Kolymsk, -54.00 C. (-58.720°F.).
1BogdanovitchI pp. 5 I, 70.

2 This was the case with the merchant Trifonoff and others between Anui and Anadyr; with D. Melikoff
and several Yakut traders between Okhotsk Sea and Sredne-Kolymsk.; with W. Jochelson between Gishiginsk
and Paren.
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The Kolyma River freezes, at Nishne-Kolymsk, Oct. I2; at Sredne-Kolymsk, Oct. II1. The
ice breaks up, at Nishne-Kolymsk, June I5; at Sredne-Kolymsk, June. 4.'

The average temperature in the Anadyr country is as follows:
Mariinsky Post. M<arkova.

Winter . 8.8° C. (- I.84° F.) _22.4° C. (- 8.32' F.).
Spring . 3.4° "s (+ 7.880 CC ) 3.2° s (+ 8.240 s)
Summer. .......+ g.oo "c (+48.20° ' ) +12.6°0C (+54.68° C)
Fall .........-4.4°0 C' (+24.o8° C' - 7.60 Ic (+I8.34°6 cc

Average........ 6.90 C. (+I9.580 F.) -7.60 C. (+I[8.34° F.).
Absolute maximum, Mariinsky Post, +20.20 C. (+68.360 F.); Markova, +26.6° C. (+79.880 F.).
Absolute minimum, Mariinsky Post, -42.7°C. (-44.860°F.); Markova, -47.00°C. (-52.6°F.).

The estuary of the Anadyr freezes, at Mariinsky Post, Oct. 17. The ice -breaks up in the
Anadyr River, at Markova, June 5; in the estuary of the Anadyr, at Mariinsky Post, June 17.2

The average temperature at Pi'lhaqai (Pitlekai), Arctic Sea,'3 iS as follows:
October . -5.20°C
November . ... I 6. 580
December.2. 2.8o°" Average for winter months,
January . . ... 25.o6° "c 224 320 C. (-I I.8I° F.).
February...........-25 09' "cJ

March. . . ... 2i.65' cc Average for spring mzonths,
April . . .... ii8.930 -II5-790 C. (+3.~580 F.).
Mfay . . . . . . . . . 6.79°
June .. .. ....-o.6 ° "i
July ( I-17 ) * * * * * * * + 2.680

Absolute maximtim, +II.s°50C. (+52.70°F.); absolute minimum, -46.io C. (-5o.980°F.).

-CAMPS AND VILLAGES.-The camps of the Reindeer Chukchee are situated
in groups, mostly along the rivers; and their grazing-grounds are divided by
watersheds, which are ordinarily so devoid of vegetation and so exposed to
winds as to be unfit for reindeer-breeding. In the fall the camps are moved
to the border of the forest to find shelter from the winter tempests; while in
the spring of the year the herds are driven to the tundra, as far as the 'sea-
coast, in order to be freer from noxious insects, and to give them pasturage
better suited for the summer season. Some of the camps near the head waters
of several rivers move to the mountains instead of to the sea, and stay near
some small glacier, where the insects are less numerous than in the valleys.
C)ften these herds do not thrive so well as those which are driven down to
the sea. The range of the wanderings of a Chukchee camp -extends from a
hundred to a hundred and fifty miles, and in most cases covers the same or

nearly the same territory every year; but any camp that becomes dissatisfied
with its range may pick out a new one wherever it chooses, the only condition

I The Climate of the Province of Yakutsk (in the Note-Book of thle Yakutsk Province, for the Year
I 896, pp. 8, 26).

2 Annual Report of the Main Physical Observatory, St. Petersburg, I900 (in Russian ancl French), p. 301.
3 Observations Me'te'orologriques, redluites par H. Hildebrancl Hilclebrandsson (Vega Expeclitionens veten-

skapliga iakttagelser, I, pp. 598-649).

4 JESUP NORTH PACIFIC EXPED., VOL. VII.
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being that it may not trespass on any ground already occupied by others for
the season running.

The groups of Reindeer Chukchee are as follows:-
The Indighirka and Alaseya Group, along the rivers of the same names, 13 camps, with a popu-

lation of about I50 souls. This is the most westerly group, and its territory is surrounded by
districts inhabited by Yakut and Tungus. Some of its reindeer-herds consist of as many ass,ooo head, and their owners reguiarly supply the Russian town of Sredne-Kolymsk and other
settlements with meat.

The Western Kolyma Group, as the name indicates, on the tundra to the west of the Kolyma
'River, about 35 camps, with a population of 400 souls. This group, on account of a severe
epidemic of small-pox, which in I884 devastated it and caused one-third of the population to
perish, is rather on the decrease. After the epidemic many large herds, left without guards,
disintegrated, and joined the herds of wild reindeer; while some of the. western camps, wh,o
formerly lived in this district, recrossed the Kolyma River and re-occupied their former territory.

The Dry Anuai Group, between the Arctic Ocean and the Dry Anui River. This group is the
largest of all, and its camps extend at intervals of from five to ten miles from the right bank
of the Kolyma, along the Anui, to the confines of the Chaun tundra. The camps number
about Ioo. Their herds are not very large, for the most part consisting of from 300 to 400
head, which is sufficient to supply two families (i. e., from ten to fifteen persons, the average
size of a camp) with meat, clothing, and trading-skins. Several herds, however, number 2,000-
3,ooo animals. Farther to the east the herds of this group are of larger size.

The Large Anui Group, consisting.of bardly 20 camps. Their number has been considerably depleted
by migration southward to the rivers Oloi and Omolon, where at present the most southerly
portion of the tribe is living. This is a group of about 45 camps, with a population of 500
souls. Some of their herds are as large as those of the I-ndighirka, and supply two Russian
towns -Sredne-Kolymsk and Gishiginsk - with meat. They have no access to the sea,
however, and consequently live in the mountains during the summer months, so that there have
been considerable losses in reindeer among them from timne to time.

The Upper Anadyr Group, which comprises about 30 camps. These also resort to the mountains
in summer. Of late their herds, too, have been greatly reduced.

The Chaun Group, -about 50 camps, living on the tundra near Chaun Bay. They are separated
from the Anui Group by the mountains of the watershed. Their herds, like those of the Eastern
Anui, number about 400 or 500 head, though more numerous herds also occur. The same may
be said of

The Erri Group, whose territory lies farther to the east, and which is made up of about the samle
number (40-50) of camps.

The O'nmilin ("the inland one") Group, living between the north bank of the Anadyr River and
Holy Cross Bay,- about 60 camps. It varies considerably in the proportion and distribution
of its herds. Many camps are very poor, and live on fish and seal three seasons out of four,
while others are well-to-do. This whole group includes a number of Maritime Chukchee from
the Pacific villages who have turned reindeer-breeders within the last thirty years. Their hera's
have not yet had time to become very large.

The Telqa'p Group, called by the Russians Tumanskiye Chukchee (Ty.-,aHCKie 11yKqH), -about 50
camps. Their herds are of moderate size (400-5oo bead). These are the roughest and most
indomitable of all the Chlukchee, and in former times were the leaders in the wars against
the Koryak.

The camps along the river Utte'gni'cen, a southern affluent of the Anadyr (called by the Russians
Big River), and farther on along the Koryak border, including those scattered on the Parapolsky



Dol I and in Kamchatka, numbering perhaps 80 in all. Owing to the extent of territory covered
by thlem, the strength of their herds is very unequal. Their herds also resort to the mountains
in summer.

The White River Group, numbering about 25 camps; ana the group in the Pe'qul-fiei Mountains,
containing the same number.

On the so-called Chukchee Peninsula, between Kulu"ci Bay, Holy Cross Bay, and the Pacific Ocean,
the whole number of reindeer-camps is from about 80 to IOO. The herds are not very large,
owing to the severity of the climate and to scanty pasturage. Almost half of these camps
obtain the best part of their food from the sea; they keep dog-teams, own skin boats, etc.

Within the last thirty years the breeding of reindeer has increased grad-
ually, and even some- of the Eskimo have succeeded in gathering herds of
their own; but the winter of I 900o-o IX when we were in the field, was so

unfavorable, that the reindeer were famished everywhere, and many of the
northern herdsmen especially lost about one-half of their whole stock.

It would be easy to increase the Inumber of the divisions, since almost
every small cluster of camps, united by ties of kinship, claim to, have a

separate name derived from the river on the banks of which they wander
with their herds. Thus Mr. Bogdanovitch gives the name Tahrait to those
living around St. Lawrence Bay near the river Marich. Perhaps this is a
distorted form of the word tegre'tilit ("those coming down [the river]").

According to the situation of their districts in the western or the eastern
part of the country, the divisions of 'the Reindeer Chukchee call eac'h other
eio¢,i's qi1it ("westerners;" literally, "those coming leeward") or aiva'Lact ( east-
erners;" literally, "those coming windward"). These names have arisen from
the fact that the chief wind' of the country comes from the west along the
Arctic shore. Perhaps the names Ai'wan and Eiwhue'n have a common origin
'with aiva'Lat (from ai'g-'epu, "windward"), since the inhabitants of the Pacific
coast are called Aiva'Lat by all the inland and Arctic Chukchee, whom they,
in their turn, call indiscriminately Eigl's qilit.

All camps to the southeast from CShaun Bay are called by the more
eastern people U'nmi-nute'kinet ("those from the inland country").'2

The whole number of reindeer camps amounts to about 650, with a

population of 75oo-gooo, rather more than less.
In compiling the list of the maritime villages, I have utilized, besides

information collected by myself, the very valuable paper by Nordquist and the
ofiScial "Register of the Inhabited Places of the Seacoast Province of Siberia."
In the latter the data relating to the Chukchee were furnished by Mr. N.
Gondatti. Unfortunately, while writinu this memoir, I have not been able to
use the very valuable article of Mr. Gondatti, the title of which is given on

p. 2o, but, so far as I can remember, it does not differ much from the Register.
The journey of Mr. Gondatti from the mouth of the Anadyr to East Cape
was made in the spring of I895. Some data givenby Krause, Bogdanovitch,
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Hooper, and Hilder, have also been taken into consideration as far as possible.I have enclosed in parentheses the statistics obtained from these author'ities.Krause's geographical information, and -his maps of the coast, seem to me tobe quite correct; his list of villages from Holy Cross Bay to Kulu'vci Bay isalso accurate.' 1

Only- the- names of the princip al villages are here g'iven, because thesmaller ones mentioned by many travellers are not fixed dwelling-places. Theyare simply hunting-stations, that are used for a few years, and afterwards aban-doned for other places a few miles away. The name belongs to the locality,not to the village. 'Even the larger villlages. are not very stable; and thepopulation often desert one and move to another, according to the changingconditions of seal-hunting. However, those among the smaller settlementswhich were mentioned by several older travellers, and which happen to beinhabited at the,present time, are included in the following list.The villages on the Pacific coast are as follows:-

CHUKCHEE.
VeMn,in Anadyr Bay, near the mouth of the Anadyr River.2 The Russians subsequently foundeda settlement near by, and called it Mariinsky Post. In former times the Chukchee village laynearer the open sea, on the low sandy shore of Geek Land. Vet:fhas at present 7 nativehouses and about 4 0inhabitants.

3i oy C B
yMI's qAn ("hill"), on the west point of the long, narrow island MI's qAn,3i oyCosBy nRe"tke'n("clayish"), on the east point of the same island. During my visit inI9OI the formervillage had 3 houses, and, besides, I family was liv-ing a few miles off:while in two placesthere were 6 tents of some very poor half Maritime, half Reindeer people. The total populationwas4I1(according to the Register, 7 houses, 30inhabitants). Re"tke'nhad 6 houses with 35inhabitants (Register, 6 houses, 22 inhabitants).Farther~~~~~~~~~al

stony"), there used to be a small settlement whoseinhabitants afterwards turned to reindee'r-breeding and went inland.
I

In his statistics, Krause gives for the large village Uiii'sak (Indian Point) onlyI3 houses "from personalobservation." He evidently confounds the small village Ku'ku n with the larger Lu' Cren, since he states that there
are20houses in Ku'kun, and only 2 in Lu'cren, whereas in reality the numbers are the reverse.2 On the Middle Anadyr live about ten Chukchee families scattered in five or six places. Of these,
Chikayeva has two families:-andU'nder-the-Cliffs three. The first name has been borrowed by the Chukchee
fromthe Russianized natives; the second name has the same meaning ,both in the Chukchee and in the Russianlanguages. The other settlements are unstable.

3 Long,narrow islands or spits, consisting of sand cast up by the waves, are met with everywhere on
theshores of Bering Sea and the Arctic Ocean^ , especially at the mouths of rivers or of narrow ,deeply indented
bays. These islands are called by the ChukchleeTe'ppinin the Pacific dialect,and Te'pqan in the Arctic dialect. With
theKamchadal and Koryak, where salmon is abundant, the villages near such spits lie on the mainland sbore,which is less exposed to the wind. Mouths of rivers and entrances to bays are very convenient places for
catching salmon, wbichenter there in masses for the purpose of spawning. The Maritime Chukchee and the
Eskimo, on the contrary, build their villages on the outward-shore of such islands or spits for convenience of
sealing. The same is true of all islands lying near the shore. Forinstance, the Koryak village in Karagha
Bay,of northern Kamchatka, lies on the mainland shore, opposite the large island Karagha. The Chukchee
villagein Kulu'6iBay, on the contrary, is situated on the small island some distance away from the narrow
mouth of the bay. OnKlihi'ni'lIsland the village Kihi'ni lies on its outward northwestern shore. The villages
ofMi'SqAD,Re'tke'n,and Yanraatke-not are situated on sandy spits which lie at the entrance to the bays.
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Valka'Le'n ("having houses of whale's jaw-bone"), which had during my visit 4 houses with 28 people
(Register, 7 houses, 39 inhabitants). The underground houses alluded to in the namze went
out of use long ago, and the inhabitants now live in large "genuine houses" of the usual type. I

E'nmilin ("craggy"), in the Ai'wan Eskimo language Tiki'vak;, which lies five miles farther on, along
the shore. It had 17 houses, and a mile from it 2 more, with a total population of I26 (Register,
I9 houses, I04 inhabitants).

Nu'nligren (see Plate I, Fig. 2), which had 17 houses in one place, and 4 in another near by, with
apopulation of IO4 (Register, 25 houses, IcIO inhabitants).

A'con, the last Chukchee village, which had during my visit 5 houses with 24 inhabitants. They
were very poor Reindeer people, who had turned to seal-hunting ag a last resort, but were not
successful even at that (Register, 4 houses, I9g inhabitants).

ESKIMO.

Wute'en or Wu'turen (Eskimo, (,eri'nak), the first Eskimo village, which lies near Cape Ulakhpen.
It had 8 houses with 58 inhabitants (Register, I4 houses, 77 inhabitants). 2

Betwe-en A'6on and Wute'en, in former times, there was asmall settlement, :e'nlin,-oc-cupied by
the Wute'elit and the Chukchee. The greater part of its inhabitants, however, perished in -the
famine of I88o. The remainder turned to reindeer-breeding or emigrated to Wute'en and to
St. Lawrence Island.

I'mtun (Eskimo, I'mtuk), a few miles off, which had 12 houses with 65 inhabitants (Re'gister, g
houses, 43 inhabitants). Most of the people are Ai'wan, but four families came from-WIlte'en.

I'cen (Eskimo, ]I'rak), in Plover Bay, which had only 2 houses with 9 inhabitants (Register, 4
houses, 24 inhabitants); but two families moved to Eu'nmun a little while ~before our coming.
The people are Ai'wan, and very poor.

Eu'nmun (Eskimo, A'vak), near Cape Chukotsky, which during our visit had 12 houses with 88
inhabitants. Besides these, two families with IO men cam'e over from I'cen, where of late
sealing has been very unsuccessful. There were then 98 inhabitants in Eu'nmun- (Register, I6
houses, IOI inhabitants). The people of Eu'nmun are Ai'wan.

IeVc"in (Eskimo, Te'sik), on the west shore of the. bay of the same name (vCevci'kin qu'im, i. e., - (2e'cvin
Bay), 3 which had I8 houses with 94 inhabitants (Register, 25 houses, I42 inhabitants)., The
people are Chukchee and Ai'wan, half and half.

Unii'in (Eskimo, Unii'sak), on Cape Chaplin (Indian Point) (Plate I, Figs. I, 3), which had 6I houses
with 442 inhabitants, all of them Ai'wan (Register, 5-I houses, 500 inhabitants).4

NORTH OF INDIAN POINT. 5

Nepe'kuten (Eskimo, Napa'kutak), on the island called Ipe'kut in Chukchee (Eskirno, Ci'r.lukG)
the last Ai'wan village: 4 houses, 37 inhabitants (R,¢gister, 5 houses, 52,inhabitants).

1 The Chukchee use the expression "genuine house" for a tent-like clwelling with. an inner sleeping-roomn
made of heavy skins. For description see the chapter on IHabitations," farther on.

2 See p. 20.
3 Mr. Gonclatti has confoundecl Pr.ovidence 13ay with C"e'6in Bay, which led him to many misunclerstand-

ings, and inducecl Mr. Bogdanovitch to 'hint that Mr. Gondatti did not visit all the places that he mentioned
(BOGDANOVITCH, PP. 66, 67). On the Russian maps lte'cin Bay is called Tkach'en Bay or Aclmiral Butakoff's
Bay. 'American whalers call it Marquis Bay, of which Krause made "Marcus Bay."

4 The decrease in population on this coast since Mr. Gondatti's visit is due undoubtedly to the epidemic
of measles in the year I899.

5 Northward from Inclian Point my information is reliable only for the number of houses. The Register
gives the number of inhabitants in every case, but I fear the figures are often only approximate. The average
of inmates in a house, according to my calculations, which agree with the data given by Mr. Gondatti, is about
6 1 or 7. Lieut. Nordquist allows for the villages of the Arctic shore not more than 5 to a house, but this
seems to me rather too little.

6 Messrs. Bogclanovitch and Gondatti call it Ettyhren.
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Kihi'ni (Eskimo, Ki'hi ),on an island of the same name: 3 houses (not mentioned in the Register).
The people from here northward are Chukchee.

Ye'rgin (Eskimo, Ya'rga), on the southwestern end of the island Kihi'ni: 3 houses (not mentioned
in the Register).

Ala'yon ("the summer place"): 3 houses (Register, 5 houses, 26 inhabitants).
Ilhi'nin: 2 houses (Register, 5 houses, 28 inhabitants)-
Ce'win (Eskimo, Ca'vik, "knife") : 2 houses (Register, 2 houses, 8 inhabitants).
Nigcl'en (Eskimo, NixcVtrak, "one with seals") : 2 houses (Register, 2 houses, I2 inhabitants).
Yan'ra'ke'-not ("cseparate land"): 2 houses (not mentioned in the Register).
Me'ci'wmin (Eskimo, Me'sik), on the bay of the same namne: 6 houses (Register, 2 houses, I8

inhabitants).
A'gritkin, on the Mevci'wmin spit: 2 houses (not mentioned in the Register).
Lu'cren (Eskimo, Nu'kak): IO houses (Register, 21 houses, I 15 inhabitants).
Ku'kun: I house. All the other inhabitants have become reindeer-breeders. (Register, 3houses,

23 inhabitants).
Aka'ne'n (Eskimo,.Aka'nik): 7 houses (Register, IO houses, 42 inhabitants).
Ya'nfa-fnai ("cseparate peak"): t5 houses (Register, 28 houses, IOI inhabitants, which number seems

to me rather too large).
Nute'-pi'nmin ("tongue of land"): 2 houses (not mentioned in the Register).
Nuna'cmun (Eskimo, Nuna'mo, "land's end"): II houses (Register, I13 houses, 63 inhabitants).
1ti'fiin (Eskimo, Si'nik): 5 houses (Register, 4 houses, I7 inhabitants).
Puo'ten (Eskimo, Puwu'xtak): 6 houses (Register, 17 h1ouses, 40 inhabitants).
Enmita'hin (cliff's end"): 6 houses (Register, 8 houses, 42 inhabitants). The people are Ne'ekalit

Eskimo.
Ne'ekan (Eskimo, Nabu'qak), on East Cape: 48 houses (Register, 50 houses, 299 inhabitants). The

people-are Ne'ekalit Eskimo.

The villages on the Arctic coast are as follows:

Uwe'len (Eskimo, U'lak, "carving-knife"): 30 houses (Register, 38 houses, 231 inhabitants; Nordquist,
4o houses). Half of the people are Chukchee, and half Ne'ekalit Eskimo.

Tu'fnqen (Eskimo, To'fnqak): 4 houses (Register, 2 houses, 17 inhabitants; Nordquist, 5 houses;
Krause, IO houses). From here westward all the villages belong to the Chukchee tribe.

In'co'win (Eskimo, In6o'rvik): I8 houses (Register, I9 houses, 142 inhabitants; Nordquist, 33 houses).
Inie'cen (Eskimo, Innie'rniik): 3 houses (Register, 3 houses, 2T inhabitants; Nordquist, 5 houses).
Ot-Enmita'hin ("cliff's end of U'ten"): I house. All the rest of the inhabitants had turned reindeer-

brebeders. (Register, 2 houses, 27 inhabitants; Nordquist, 8 houses.)
U'ten (Eskimo, U'tak), I2 houses (Register, 8 houses, 64 inhabitants; Nordquist, 20 houses).
Itu'lpen (Eskimo, Itu'lpak), called in the Register and by Lieut. Nordquist Cvu'tpen: I 2 houses

(Register, 4 houlses, 32 inhabitants; Nordquist, I5 houses).
I'c'cen (Eskimo, I'cak): II houses (Register, II houses, 78 inhabitants; Nordquist, I3 houses).
(,ei'tun (Eskimo, (-a'xtuk): I6 houses (Register, 8 houses, 56 inhabitants; Nordquist, I8 houses).
UMea'fin (Eskimo, Cve6a'ik): IO houses (Register, II houses, 77 inhabitants; Nordquist, IIT hous'es).
Iqa'lurun (Eskimo, Iqa'luwhak).: IO houses (Register, 7 houses, 48 inhabitants; Nordquist, 5 houses).

I Cape Prince of Wales is called by the same name (cf. p. 2I1).



Ke'fiicvun (signifying, with a slighlt modification of the last vowel, "curve"): II houses (Nordquist,.
17 houses; it is not given in the Register, and probably the inhabitants are counted -with those-
of Ne'te-ke'niicvun, a hunting-station near Ne'ten).

Enu'rmin (Eskimo, Ano'rmik): I2houses (Register, 20 houses, I25 inhabitants; Nordquist, 20 houses)..
Ne'te-ke'niicvun ("the curve of Ne'ten"): I house (Register, 5 houses, 29 inhabitants; Nordquist, 2

houses).
Ne'ten (Eskimo, Na'tak): g houses (Register, 5 houses, 33 inhabitants~; Nordqulist, I4 houses).
Nat-Enmita'hin ("Ccliff's end of Ne'ten"): 2 houses (Register, 4 houses, 30 inhabitants; Nordquistt

2 houses).
IMI'IE ("the whole one"): 4 houses (Register, 7 houses, 49 inhabitants; Nordquist, 4 houses).
MV'mi-pi'lhin ("mzouth of M3'gMi"): 2 houses (Register, 3 houses, I9 inhabitants; Nordquist, I house).
Md'8mi ("lwith arrows"): 3 houses (Nordquist, 7 houses; not mentioned in the Register).
Te'pqan ("low straight coast"): 8 houses (Nordquist, 9 houses; not mentioned in the Register).
Palo'nnan: I house. The other inhabitants had turned to reindeer-breeding. (Register, 4 houses,

28 inhabitants; Nordquist, I house.)
Ne's-qAn (Eskimo, Na's-kok, "head"): 8 houses (Register, Io houses, 59 inhabitants; Nordquist, 6

houses).
Velkatl-tinu'p ("jaw hill"). 4 houses (Register, 6 houses, 33 inhabitants; Nordquist, probably under

the name KEakodla, g houses).
Ne's-qAqai ("clittle Ne's-qAn"): 6 houses (Nordquist, 7 houses; not mentioned in the Register).
Irguennu'p ("cpointed hill"): 5 houses (Nordquist, 6 houses; not mentioned in the Register).
Yi'nfiiIn ("chaving steep hills"): 5 houses (Register, 4 houses, 26 inhabitants; Nordquist, 4 houses).
Pi'lhin ("imouth"): I house. The other inhabitants had turned reindeer-breeders. (Nordquist, .3

houses; not mentioned in the- Register.)
Kulu'c'i (Eskimo, Kulu'sik, "old iceberg"): I I houses (Register, 14 hou-ses, 94inhabitants; Nordquist,

20 houses).
Nute'-pi'nmin ("tongue of land"): 4 houses (Register, 4 houses, 23 inhabitants; not mentioned by

Nordquist).
Wafnkare" man (derived from Wa:tnka, "walrus-tusk"): 7 houses (Register, 4 houses, 28 inhabitants;

Nordquist, g houses).
Rirkai'piyan ("cwalrus barred off") II houses (Register, ghouses, 52 inhabitants; Nordquist, I5 houses).
Nota'-ti'mlin (close to the land"): 4 houses (Register, 4 houses, 28 inhabitants; Nordquist, 3 houses).
Re8n ("food"): Ic house. All the other inhabitants had turned reindeer-breeders. (Not mentioned

either in the Register or by Nordquist.)
Kinma'nka-u'tir: 3 houses (Register, 2 houses, I3 inhabitants; Nordquist, 4 houses).
Ya'qan: 3 houses (Nordquist, 5 houses; not mentioned in the Register).
Enmaa'tir ("icliff-brook"): 2 houses (Nordquist, 4 houses; not mentioned in the Register).
Enmita'hin ("cliff's end"), 3 houses (Register, 2 houses, Ii6 inhabitants; Nordquist, 6 houses).

Uwga'rgin: 2 houses (Nordquist, 4 houses; not mentioned in the Register).
Three different places on Cape Erri: 6 houses (Register, 2 houses, Io inhabitants; Nordquist, 13 houses).

In summing up the whole population, we obtain in round numbers, for
the Chukchee on the Pacific shore, I Ioo; for the Eskimo, I1200; ' for the

1 Besides these, there are about 400 inhabitants on the Diomede Islands and on St. Lawrence Island;
so that the whole number of Eskimo in Asia, in round numbers, is I6oo.
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Chukchee on the Arctic shore, i6oo, which should be increased to 2000,
because I omitted in my enumeration some of the minor settlements the names
of which I obtained, but which I was unable to identify with villages mentioned
by Lieut. Nordquist. Lieut. NTordquist arrives at the s'ame number of inhabitants,
but the number of houses in his list are more than 400, as compared with
266 enumerated by me. His estimate is based, according to his own statement,
,on the assumption of only five persons to a house, whereas my figure is Six
and a half.' With an equal average of inmates to a house, his census of the
population on the Arctic shores would exceed mine by 6oo. It seems probable,
therefore, as Mr. Gondatti asserts, that the maritime population has diminished
of late years. -His assumption, however, that the Arctic shore-is more thickly
populated than the Pacific, seems to me unfounded.

The total number of the Chukchee amounts to I2,000, rather more than
less, of which three fourths are reindeer-breeders, and only one fourth mnaritime.
The decrease in the maritime population may be partly accounted for by the
fact that each year many families turn from maritime pursuits to reindeer-
breeding.--

Several villages have nearly or altogether disappeared, because all the
inhabitants have gone inland and have turned reindeer-breeders. These are,
on the Arctic coast, besides those of Kulu'vci Bay, mentioned above, the
villages Regn, Ot-Enmita'hin, Palo'nnan; on the Pacific coast, Ku'k-un, te,`nfin,
Wu'kw'en, also nearly one-half of the inhabitants of the large village E'nmilin,
and others.



II. - GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS.

APPEARANCE. - AS ascertained from anthropological measurements ( I 48
of men, and 49 of women, all adult), the height of the Chukchee is, men,
maximum, I 86 mm.; minimum, I 50 mm.; average, I 62.2 mm.: women, maximum,
i68 mm.; minimum, 138mm.; average, Is52 mm. The -cephalic index of the
men is, maximum, 96; minimum, 75; average, 82: of the women, maximum,
88; minimum, 74; average, 8 I.8.

The Chukchee are well built and healthy, though rather heavy; so that
the saddle-reindeer bought from the Lamut frequently prove too weak for
their new masters. Nor are the Chukchee as nimble of foot as are the Lamut
hunters. Stout people, however, are rare. I met only one who was rather
portly, and on this account he received the nickname Um-Kutu'wgi; i. e.,
"'Stout Kutu'wgi."

The hands and feet, as with all tribes of Arctic Asia, are small. The
young men of the Reindeer division sweat copiously upon slight exe'rtion,-
for instance, while running ab'out the herd, -and on this account the Reindeer
Chukchee call themselves, half facetiously, "the sweating-people" (glLo'ta-ra'mkin).
Many of the women -are clumsily shaped, with short waists, and legs out of
proportion to the rest of their bodies. Some of the Chukchee have consider-
able physical strength, especially the reindeer-breeders, who have -a superior
diet. I saw men who were able to carry a whole reindeer-carcass on their
backs for a quarter of a mile, or lift a great stone about two hundred pounds
in weight. The you-nger Chukchee are 'continually bent on increasing their
physical powers by lifting and carrying stones, by runnina foot-races for long
distances, etc. The Maritime Chukchee and the Eskimo even have special
lifting-stones for each man. These are picked up among the crumbling rocks,
and are usually cylindrical in shape, w1ith smooth surfaces. One of my European
fellow-travellers, however, was able to surpass all the men of the villages
between MIariinsky Post and Indian Point in a hand-pulling contest.

The cheek-bones of the Chukchee are much less prominent than those
of the Tungus or Yakut; their noses are often large, well-shaped, and even

aquiline, though noses with the low Mongolian bridge are also' freqIuently met
with, especially among the women.

Many Chukchee have faces that are clumsy in outline, flat skulls, and
low straight foreheads, while the lower part of the face is disproportionately
large and strong A handsome head is frequently compared to a round
grassy hummock. In their tales, man is sometimes called "hummocky-head."

ICompare Nelson, pp. 27, 28.
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Faces strongly Mongolian in outline are more frequent among the women,
though many are as fair and as well formed as the average woman of the
white race.

Their eyes are straight, and frequently as large as those of Caucasians,
and plica occurs but rarely among them; and their hair, as well as that of
the Koryak, is often wavry or even curly, while the Kamchadal always have
straight hair. Several Reindeer Chukchee that I met in various parts of their
territory had the surname "curly" (ka'm'ci) because of their very c'urly hair;
as, for instance, "Curly Ya'tirgin" (Ka'm'ci-Ya'tirgin). The hair of som'e people
in Pacific villages even looked woolly. This effect was produced because the
hair was coarse and thick, and at the same tim'e formed tight curls.

In the interior and on the Arctic coast the color of the hair is black,
but on the Pacific coast about fifteen, per cent of the people have dark-brown
or even light-brown hair. The growth of hair on the face is scanty, but
beards are more frequently seen than among the Lamut or- the Yakut.
Accordingly, while the Lamut are very careful to pull out the beard-hair with
tweezers, the Chukchee frequently 'allow their beards to grow, and are even

proud of them. With the Reindeer people a mustache (or, rather, the appear-
ance of a black down on the upper lip) is considered the crowning feature of
full growth, the warrant of independence. The eyebrows are often thick and
bushy, especially among old men. -The growth of hair on the body is scanty.
Thick eyebrows, long thick braids, and hairy pubes are counted as marks of
beauty in wo-man.'1

The color of the face is bronze, with intermediate tints varying from
brick-red to blood-red. The ideal of beauty in both sexes requires that the
face be "as red as blood, burning like fire." The color of the skin of the
body is generally scarcely distinguishable from that of Caucasians. There are,
however, numerous cases of brown or even dark-brown skin, more frequently
among the Maritime C-hukchee. The latter even consider the brownish com-

plexion to be the handsomest. The breasts' of women who are with child
frequently assume a dark-brown color over the whole surface.

One of the marks of superiority is the ability to eat quickly. "When
.the young men eat quickly, the old men look on with pleasure," says the
proverb. Accordingly the Reindeer. Chukchee have adopted a peculiarly fierce
and hasty method of eating, accompan'ied by sounds reminding one of the
snarling of a hungry dog. One of the young hlerdsmen whom I saw on the
Anui River acquired so much skill in this respect, that he could strip a whole
joint of its flesh by taking hold of it with his teeth and pulling off first -one

side, then the other, like a wolf," his companions remarked admi'ringly.

A Chukchee proverb says, "Hairy pubes of the wife keep.s, the husband's hands busy." -The pubes of
the Lamut and Yakut wvomen is, on the contrary, almost hairless. The women of these two tribes, moreover,
shave the scanty hair of their pubes, or pull it out-with tweezers.
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MIXTURE WITH OTHER TRIBES. - Notwithstanding considerable diversity
in the features of the Chukchee, I -doubt whether their blood is much mixed.
At present the Reindeer men do not hesitate to take wives from among the
Russians, the Lamut, or the Chuvantzy; but these intermarriages' are of recent
date. All cases of such intermarriages are .on record, and they are but very
few in number. Moreover, the births- resulting fromt the marriages of Russian
women (or,- more strictly speaking, of Russianized Yukaghir women) with
Chukchee' men have not been numerous. The reason for this is probably
that these women, who are not very prolific in- their native- environment, are
still less so under the conditions of nomad arctic life.

On the Kogzak border considerable intermixing with this tribe is going
on at the present time. The Maritime Chukchee may have been intermixed
with the Eskimo from ancient times. At the present date, in the village of
Uwe'len on the Arctic, and of (:c'cin on the Pacific, one half of the families
are Chukchee, while the other half are Eski-mo, and very extensive intermar-
rying is taking place. Other villages have an unmixed population, and mixed
marriages are not so frequent as one might suppose. -However, the question
is not yet settled as to whether the Chukchee and the Eskimo belong to the
same anthropological stock or not.

FERTILITY. - The Chukchee- are the healthiest of the, tribes 'in north-
eastern Siberia. Their families contain more children than -those of any of
their neighbors. While taking the census in the Kolyma district in I897, I
came across several families having five, seven, and even nine children living.
Ten per cent of the families had not less than five children living'. -One man
had by two wives twelve children living. Another, by seven wives (three of
them dead), had fourteen children living.

On the 'Pacific coast, among the Maritime Chukchee, one woman had
had thirteen children (seven living and six dead); another one, eleven (three
living and -eight dead).; still another, nine (five livilng and four dead); etc.
Several times, chiefly among the Reindeer Chukchee, I met with twins. Trhis
degree of fertility results in the steady 'in'crease of the Chukchee, es-pecially
among the Reindeer division, in spite of the contagious diseases which ravage
the country once every ten or fifteen years. It is interesting to note that
even among the Kamchadal, who are steadily decreasing 'in numbers, I came
across, several women with many children. One, for instance,' had eight living
and two Idead; another, five living and ten dead; a third, five living, two
dead, and five abortions; a fourth, seven living, three dead, and three abortions;
a fifth, six'living, two dead, and two aboTtions; etc.: so that here, at least,,
the decrease is not produced by any reduction in the number of births.

As far as can be ascertained, the decrease of native tribes in northeastern
Siberia was produced by the direct or even indirect contact with civilization,
exactly as was the case in other countries. It began with extermination during
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the bloody wars of the early conquest by the Cossacks, and in subsequent
mutinies, which were subdued by wholesale murder. After that came severe

oppression; demand of tribute (hitherto wholly unknown); exactions from the
officials and Cossacks, who succeeded in enslaving a number of the strongest
men and women; and the fraudulent acts of the merchants, who imposed on

all those that remained free the burden of interminable debts. Then came

contagious diseases, which made havoc not only among the natives, but also
among the conquerors, who lived under the same material conditions.

Worst of all, the natives lost their vital energy and their zest for life,
which gave them the power and the will to struggle with the harsh Arctic
nature. A number of them abstained from matrimony and from producing
offspring. They dropped a large part of their former pursuits, and patiently
submit.ted to regular periods of famine, considering their tribe doomed to
destruction. For instance, among the vanishing clans of the Ynkaghir on the
Lower Kolyma the number of unmarried people is disproportionately large.
The hunting of reindeer and the capturing of moulting birds to a considerable
degree went out of practice, becaulse they required too much exertion. The
people live solely by fishing, and every spring suffer from the scarcity of food,
often amount'ing to a real famine. It must not be forgotten that also under.
the natural condition of affairs before the arrival of the Russians, the increase
of population, even among the strongest tribes, was very uncertain, and was

.continually checked by war and famine.
One of the old men at Indian Point said to me, "The spirits, it seems,

take care t-hat the people of this country shall not multiply. In olden times
war was sent down to ward off increase. 'After that, in spite of the'abundant
vtariety of sea-game, famine would come and carry off the surplus. At present,
with the fulsome supply of American food, the disease comes down, and the
result is exactly the same."

BIRTHI AND CHILDHOOD. -The Chukchee women are delivered with little
labor. Custom strictly forbids the woman to groan, or to give way to the
pain by any audible sign. Nor may h.elp be given by other women. The
woman who has been -delivered has to attend to her own needs herself,' and
to those of the new-born infant. She cuts th'e navel-string and puts away the'
placenta.' The woman who accepts help 'in these operations will be mocked~
her whole life long, and even her husband will 'occasionally receive the derisive
nickname a"the helped one." Accordinglyr a large pelvis, because it eases

delivery, is considered one of the chief features of womanly beauty. The
Chukchee 'lover, in praising his beloved, will begin with her strength and

I The help that the Chukchee woman in labor gets from lier assistants among the neighboring tribJes
is such, that, for the most part, she is better off without it. Among the northern Yakut, and even among
the Russianizecl natives and the Russians, if the labor-pains last too long, especially with the first birth, the
assisting women often take a heavy box aiid press one of its sharp edges against the abdomen of thle laboring
woman, thinking by this means to squeeze the child out.
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stature, then state that she is fat, then mention her large pelvis, and only
after that call attention to her long hair, heavy eyebrows, and ruddy face. 1

A short formula of praise is simply, "large woman, large pelvis, long braids"
(niaus qa'ttiChin, fioi'niichin, kitta'lvciiin).

The Reindeer Chukchee assert that their young people become' matu're
later in life than do those of the Maritime Chukchee, and give as a reason
for this the hardships of nomadic life. This is, perhaps, partly true. However,
so far as can be ascertained among a people who do not keep any written
records, full growth is attained by the Chukchee not lat'er than'by northiern
European races. The young men marry early, and sexual relations sometimes
begin before full maturity is reached-. Not infre-quently very young girls bear
children, and the language -contains a special term for them, ecvva'k-dFLa` (,,the
fawn-mother"). Nevertheless the Chukchee hold to the idea that.-early mar-

riages are injurious to the health of the woman, and tend to diminish the
number of births. It is therefore usually held to be blamable to have inter-
course with a girl that is' not perfectly mature, or, according to their own

statement, with "one not having full breasts and the menses." Notwithstanding
this, the Chukchee are sensual, and enjoy ribald sayings and lewd gestures.
When refused by a woman, they are inclined to violence and rape. Many
of their pet names and ni'cknames are very obscene.

Their endurance in undergoing cold, hunger, and various hardships, is very
great. Small children are left all day in the open air in'winter. I have 'seen
infants lying on the snow attempt to get out of their fur combination-suits.
The upper part of their bodies remained naked for a long time, yet they did
not show any signs of discomfort, though the cold was severe and the wind
blew sharply. The women work with the needle in the open air even in
March, at a temperature of .3o° below zero, Centigrade. Their fingers remain
unprotected for- several hours at a stretch.' The exertion even makes them
feel warm and perspire so, that they throw aside their ample fur bodices and
remain half naked, or else even thrust large cakes of snow into their bosoms.

The reindeer-hunters frequently start outbiwith very little food, depending
upon future quarry for their sustenance. When unucsful, they get along
on very little food for several days, and all the while display the utmost agility
in walking about and searching for game. Reindeer herdsmenl, men or womenz,
often. go without sleep for two or three days. A young girl will work for a

whole day on skins, then watch the herd all night long, and in the morniing
return home and busy herse'lf till evening, without any visible strain upon-her
strength.

EXTREME AGE. -Among the Reindeer Chukchee there is a fair number
of old men. Sometimes four generations live together- in the same family, the
great-grandfather being from- seventy to seventy-five years old. Among the

I See p. 34-
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Maritime Chukchee the men who seem to be quite decrepit almost always
prove to have become so r'ather from the hardships of life than from old age.
Such men are speedily carried away by disease. Therefore the really old men,
in my opinion, are not numerous.

THE SENSES. -Of the special senses, smell seems to be more developed
than with civilized races, since the Chukchee assert that every man has a
smell peculiar to himself, a'nd that his clothes, etc., can be ascertained from
it. I was told that in olden times, during the wars among the Koryak, the
invading Chukchee parties, finding an old camping-place, were able to ascertain,
from the odor of broken bones and other remains, whether they belonged to
the Koryak or to their own tribe. Accordingly mutual sniffing has the same
value as kissing, as is the case with many other primitive tribes. The Chuk-
chee father, when leaving his family for a trip, will perhaps kiss his wife,; but
he will usually apply his nose to the nape of his children's necks, and inhale
the odor of their fur shirts.

I must note, too, the sensitiveness of the Chukchee to unfamiliar odors.
Every time that I happened to open my small chest of medicines in a Chuk-
chee sleeping-room, the inmates complained loudly of the offensive smell which
came from it, and sometimes I was obliged to go away to the outer tent
with my patients. Similar complaint was made against some wild onions that
I brought in, though the Russianized natives use them for food and even
store them in large quantities for winter use. The Chukchee name for them
is tik'e'-va'glifiin ("asmell-grass").

The taboo against bringing into a Chukchee sleeping-room any objects
connected with the hearths and households of other families is founded, in the
minds of the people, chiefly upon their unfamiliar odor. I have had some
curious experiences regarding this idiosyncrasy. In I896, while travelling among
the Anui Chukchee, I happened to procure a document of the year I78.9-
acknowledging the loyal faith of a certain Qi'miqai, evidently a rich reindeer-
owner (the document calls him,-with the usual misapprehension of the Chuk-
chee social organization, a Chi.tf of the Chaun Chukchee"). This document
had been preserved in the family of Qi'miqai for more than a century, and
had gradually come to be considered, along with the fire-drills and strings
of amulets, a part of their sacred possessions. The family became extinct,
and I was able to acquire it, together with a curious wooden case adorned
wTith beads and tassels, for a moderate price. When I brought it to the tent
in which I was temporarily living, my host warned me against 'taking it into
the inner room ; but as it was bitterly cold outside, and as I wished to examine
the paper, I took it in. No sooner had I produced the fatal wooden case
from my bag, than the mistress of the house, a sickly woman of thirty, who
sat opposite me, nursing a child on her lap, moaned and fell senseless. We
had much trouble in reviving her, and afterwards I had to expiate my offence
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by 'making offerings to the household spirits. .She declaored that an unfamiliar
odor given off by the case made her feel giddy and sick; "since it has seen
so many strange countries and hearths," was added by way of explanation.
On the other hand, my books and instruments, although they- have been in
still stranger countries, were not objected to at all; nor were the provisions
of civilization -canned meats, fruit, vegetables, sugar, etc. -rejected on
account of their foreign odor.

Regard'ing taste there are also some peculiar features. Thus the Chukchee
generally do not care for salt; many of them have, in fact, a decided aversion
to it, declaring th.at it is bitter and tastes of sea-water. The Lamut, on the
contrary, relish salt, and, when it is at hand, often use it with their tea. Some
of the Chukchee have also an aversion toward soft bread, which to them
tastes too sour. They will consume only hard biscuit, especially unsalted. hard-
tack. The Russianized natives, on the contrary, who are used to baked bread,
find ship-biscuit tasteless. The desire for fat seems to be innate in the Chuk-
chee. I saw an infant not a year old that cried every time an oil lamp was
carried past his head. As the oil was very rancid, he evidently recognized
it by its odor, and wanted some of it. To grown people an admixture of fat
will improve the taste of all spoiled provisions: therefore putrid'meat which
has been stored in summer is usually consumed wvith oil or tallow. The
consumption of fat, however, has some limitations. Many persons, especially
women, cannot eat the blubber of the male rough-seal (Phvoca hispia because
of its disgusting odor. Among the Reindeer people the marrow of the wild
reindeer-buck is considered the best food in the world. Notwithstanding -this,
most of the people are not able "to break the joints" (i. e., to eat the marrow)
of a whole animal, and some are contented with a single leg. There is a

special term for the taste of food that is excessively fat and sweet, -nifii'riuqin
("too rich" or "too savory").

The Chukchee scale of colors is also somewhat peculiar. The best-known
colors are white (ni'lhAqin), black (nu'uqin), red (nce'oe) ga(cva'r)
Among reindeer-skins the color 'yellowish" (ipli'li) is also recognized. Occasion-
ally this term may be applied to other skins, but never to anything else.

Other colors are'not strictly defined, but are included among the preceding,
or described by comparison with various exilst-ing objects. Thus we have the
following:

aWeed-like" (nu"wticvi'rrAqen), an indefinite term, that is applied to all
the tints of green, yellow, or even blue when not very deep. The usual
summer color of the weeds on the tundra is green for the leaves and the
tip-ends of the stalks, but the lower parts of the plant are more or less yellow.
When shown both green and yellow, the Chukchee are able to distinguish
between them; but generally they apply one term to both colors, and in
ordinary conversation always confound the two.
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" Black weed-like" (n-uwa'la-nu'wticvi'rrAqe'n), which is given as the color
of gall. On the other hand, sprouting leaves, in the Chukchee eye, have the
color of gall (ni-le^le'-pe'ra'qe'n, "gall-like').

Withering leaves look red to the Chukchee.
Light yellow ranks sometimes with white, sometimes with red.
"Ochre-like" (ni-cve`ra-pe"ra'q'en) is applied to the straw color of reindeer-

skins curried and dyed with ochre.
The color of the sky seems to them light green.
" White weed-like' (n-e`lhi-nuwtiCvi'rrAqe'n).
Deep blue is grouped with black.
The Chukchee are fond of s'inging, especially on ceremonial days. Every

family, and even every individual, has several songs of his own. Some of
them are hereditary, and others they compose themselves. The shamans have
numerous and various tunes, some of which have a pleasant effect, even on
the civilized ear. The Chukchee are likewise sensitive to the melodiousness
of a fine voice; and the people often gather in the h-ouse of some. young
shaman' known not so much for his skill as for his pleasing voice, to enjoy
his Singing.

The Maritime- Chukchee are said to have a larger percentage of deep
and rather hoarse bass voices than the Reindeer people, by whom they are
much ridiculed on tlwis account.

CLEANLINESS. - The Chukchee cannot be called a clean people, at least
from a civilized point of view. They eat their own lice (Plate xx, Fig. 3),
wash with urine, and allow the dogs to lick out their dishes. They consume
the large larvae of the reindeer-fly, and in-summer the herdsmen occasionally
consume even reindeer-dung mixed with young leaves of various plants. Habits
of cleanliness, however, are liable to be considered from different standpoints.
For instance, many of my 'native acquaintances strongly objected to cow's milk
on account of the unclean ways of the animal that yields it. They asserted
al'so that beef has a peculiar and unpleasant odor, similar to that of cow-dung,
and some of them even refused to enter the room where beefwas beinog cooked.
On the other hand, whe'n we objected to the odor of seal-meat, they, in their
turn, would say, "The seal is quite clean. It washes itself continually in clean
water. Why do -you not object rather to the meat of your own filthy animals ?"

DISEASES. -Contagious diseases have repeatedly made their appearance
among the Chukchee.. Small-pox has several times ravaged the population
of northeastern Siberia., Its latest outbreaks were on the Lower Kolyma in
I884, and on the Mi'ddle Kolyma in I889; though the latter epidemic affected
chiefly the Russians and the Yakut, and had little effect on the Chukchee.

In I899 an epidemic of measles, brought from Vladivostok by a Russian
trader, spread northwards, and in the sum'mer of I900 reached the Chukchee
villages and camps. Everywhere its effects were most disastrous, especially
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as it requires the utmost caution against colds during convalescence, and the
conditions of arctic life make'this practically impossible. Even in the Russian
settlements, such as Gishiginsk and Markova, almost a fourth of the inhabitants
were carried off. The Chukchee, suffered even more severely. -In several
Reindeer camps near the Pacific coast only a few children were left, and the
masterless herds were scattered. This also happened on the Kolyma tundra
in I884, after the epidemic of small-p'ox. In the year I90oI the disease crossed
over to America, and there also carried off many victims. The whole number
of people who perished from this disease must have amounted to several
thousands.

Some fifty years ago syphilis was much dreaded. The Chukchee regard
it as indigenous, though its name (a/tal-va'irgin .[a'tal, "'Chuvrantzy;"' va'irgin,
"substance"]) suggests the tribe who in earlier times were mediators between
the Russians and the Chukchee, and probably, after obtaining -the disease
from the Russians, introduced it among the Chukchee. However this may
be, one afflicted writh syphilis was regarded as unclean. At home he was

provided with bedding of his own, with a separate dish and bowl, and was

kept aloof, lest others 'should contract the disease. A family liaving several
syphilitics amonu its older members was considered- as "subject to shunning"
(ku'rgu li'n yo). Their fire especially was regarded as tainted. They were
not allowed admission into clean camps, lest the odor of their hearth and the
shadow of their entrance mic,h't prove infectious to their neighbors. Nowadays.
syphilis has evidently decreased; but elderly men and women with deformed
noses and ugly scars on their foreheads, showing the third' stage of the disease,
are frequently met with everywhere. Even nowz these are considered unclean,
though the precautions against them are not observed. The outbreaks of
syphilis which occasionally occur among the younger people are considered
simply as a different sort of disease, milder and less contagious.

Curiously enough, among the Reindeer Chukchee of the Kolyma, the
children have a game in which th'e winner each time "immerses" the loser
one degree deeper into syphilis; for instance, the fourth point scored is called
t_eiqiinnu/pet -hit ("aI [immerse] you to the instep"); the sixth, t-imip'ca'k-git
("I [immerse] you to the boot-tops"); etc.'

Another contagious disease, a kind of grippe or influenza, spreads through
the various parts of the country almost every year, claiming scores of victims.
I found it mientioned in the archives of Kolyma as far back as a hundred
years ago, and witnessed it myself two or three times among the Chukchee,
the Russianized Yukaghir, and the Kamchadal. Its symptoms are those which
usually occur in influenza, -violent cough; headache; affection of various
organs and parts of the body, such as deaffness in one ear, partial lameness,
sharp pain in the muscles etc. It usually spreads from the south and the

I Compare p. I 8. 2 Compare Chapter XI.

6-JESUP NORTIH PACIFIC EXPED.) VOL. VII.
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west, and therefore must be considered as coming from the Russian settlements.
The Chukchee are very much afraid of this disease, since it occurs so often.
In I896, while I was. travelling on the Upper Anui, all the Chaun people,
hearing of some cases of the disease on the Wolverine River, fled from the
whole western part of the Chaun tundra in order to avoid the "spiri.ts seeking
for prey."

Of nervous diseases, which are also dreaded and considered "subject to
shunning," I may make mention of ite'yun, akin t'o epilepsy. Sometimes it
occurs with the usual fits; sometimes with convulsions or-with contraction of
the muscles, amounting almost to a temporary catalepsy. It lasts for several
hours, and the patient is unconscious during the whole time;, then it gradually
passes away, but in a, few days returns, perhaps in a more violent form.
Ite'yun progresses rapidly, and invariably ends in the death of the sufferer.
Sometimes, however, it lasts for years before the fatal issue.

Another disease of a like character is iu'metun,,a kind of violent nervous
affection, which conmes on at night like niohtmare. During an attack the
breath appears shortened, the blood rushes. to the face, and sometimes the
sufferer chokes on the spot. The Chukchee attribute both diseases to special
spirits, and do not like even to mention their names. A man suddenly afficted
with such an illness while travelling, may be almost sure that he wfill not be
allowed to enter any house, nor will he be gilven either fire or warm food.

The well-known form of Arctic hysteria,. which is so,widespread among
the Yukaghir and Lamut women, is vrery rare among the Chukchee, especially
among the-Reindeer branch of the tribe. This disease develops chiefly in'the
form of an uncontrollable desire to repeat in a loud voice each word spoken
by somebody else, and to imitate every sudden gesture or action. Even the
women among the Russianized nativres, and Russians, are affected with it to
a considerable extent, while those of the Chukchee are practically exempt
from it.

Leprosy, so frequent amo)ng the Yakut, does not attack the Chukchee,
who have, however, various kinds of skin-diseases, perhaps on account of their
filthy habits of living. They often call themselves " the not-washing people"
(ilhiteu'ka-re'mkin) .

The most common of skin-diseases is scabies, which often afficts whole
families. The Chukchee pay little attention to it. Scabby people have told
me, half in joke, that they even find pleasure in spending their spare time
fingerinor their itching sores.

More uncommon is ta'irgin, -a peculiar disease that increases the pigment-
in the skin, so that the afficted look like mulattoes. They do not complain
of any pain, but lose in strength and agility; nor can they endure the hard-
ships of their former pursuits, though their term of life does not seem to be
shortened. I met with only five cases of this disease.
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Kal'e'li-ta'irgin ("spotted ta/irgin") covers the skin with large spots of a

light, -ashen color, often over the whole body, including the face and the hair
of the head. It does not seem to affect the health. 'A man named Tu'rkew,
who was affected by this disease, received the name of Keli'li-Tu'rkew ('Spotted
Tu'rkew"). lIIe was well known in the Anui co-untry on account of his piebald
hair. At the aoe of fifty years he was still active for his time of life.

I came across five deaf-mutes. Three of them were full-grown, and took
part in, all the daily pursu'its of their camp. They communicated with other
people by means of, simple signs. Sleep, for instance, wsas expressed by leaning
the face on the palm; eatinu and drinking, by representative motions of the
hand to the mouth; woman, by forming an imaginary braid on each side of
the face; man, by pointinu out the mustache; going, by a motion of two
fingers on the palm; etc. These signs are similar to those used by the Chuk-
chee for communicatingy with people who do not understand their language,
though no conventional signs exist in either case.

I met two dwarfs. One of them was married, and had three well-developed
children. There were several weak-minded people. One of them was a deaf-
mute; another had been struck with the palsy, and could not walk or move
his left hand. But the Chukchee h'ad no notion of supernatural power possessed
by such people, as is held by the American Eskimo. Cases of violent madness
also occur. I was told by a woman shaman that she was out of her mind
for three years, because of a spell wrought on her by a rival. When in a

fit, she would lose all feeling in her wrists, and sometimes in her whole body.
At such times she would snatch a stone and pound her fingers with it, without
feeling any pain. In fa'ct, the upper joints of two of her fingers were missing.
Frequently she would want to harm other people, and then her housemates
would tie her hands and bind her to one of the house-poles.

In another case I heard that a man of the Reindeer division of the tribe,
who for a long time was afficted with similar fits, kept making attempts to
injure his camp-companions, and ultimately was put out of the way by common
consent.

Blindness occurs often, especially among old people. The young herdsmen
often have sore eyes on account of loss of sleep in the seasons when the
herding of the reindeer requires extra exertion, and because of the corrosive
action of sweat mixed with dirt. Snow-blindness in the spring is very common

among all who make journeys across the tundra. In treating inflamed eyes,
the lids are sometimes turned outward and bled by being rubbed with the
large hard larva of the reindeer-fly, the segments of which act like the teeth
of a fine file.

Lame people use crutches of various shapes, made in the same way as
those used by civilized people.

The Chukchee do not use any remedies of their own except macric, unlike



the Kamchadal and Russianized Yukaghir, who apply many plants and minerals
for medical purposes. Even the medicines of civilization, of which the Chuk-
chee are often very fond, have received the name e'n-en-, wVhich, in the proper
sense of the word, signifies 'shamanistic spirit,' and also "Russian (Christian)
God, "crucifix," aimage of a saint," etc. The civilized physician is called
simply efie'iilin ("shaman").

MENTAL TRAITS. - There exist two exactly opposite notions concerning
the natural disposition of the Chukchee. The older writers,- drawing chiefly
from the accounts and narratives of Russian Cossacks and other adventurers,
represent the Chukchee as the inscription on Lotteri'7s chiart of their country
runs: 'Tjutzchi natio. ferocissima et bellicosa, Russorum inimica, qui capti se
invicem interficiunt." All tribes in their neighborhood, even at the present
day, hold a somewhat similar opinion regarding them, perhaps on account' of
former wars, in which the Chukchee always gained the ulpper hand.

Recent travellers among the Chukchee, -Hooper, Maydell, Nordenskiold,
Gondatti, Dr. Slunin, Melikoff, -- on the contrary, describe them as quite
peaceful and inoffensive. Maydell undertakes the thankless task of defending
them against the former reports of the Cossacks, who, as he has it, were

always deceived by the treacherous Koryak, and ascribedl all their misdeeds'
to the Chukchee.°

W. H. Gilder, who in I882 made a long journey among the Chukchee
villages quite alone and unarmed, and the Russian priest 'Benedict, who in
I 898-99, without an assistant or provisions, made a still more remarkable
trip among the Reindeer Chukchzee, and thence through all the villages on
the Arctic and Pacific, were treated very kindly and hospitably by the inhabitants'
though unable to pay even for conveyance and food.

These cases indicate very clearly that the Chukchee have laid aside their
former hostility toward 'the civilized world, and after more than a hundred
years- of constant trading with Russian settlers on the Kolyma, and with
American whalers on the Pacific coast, have tried to show themselves friendly
to the few white people who have happened to come to their villages and
camps. From the visits of several men-of-war, the Chukchee have been able
to form an opin'ion of the real'-power of the white people.. Trade has become
quite indispensable to them; and those who have come into c'ontact with
Russian officials have been willing to submit, at least nominally, to Russian
authority, and even to pay tribute, however slight and precarious. "These
are peaceful times," said one of the wandering Chukchee traders to me at
Indian Point. 'Wars have ceased, everybody thinks only of gain, and all

I Nordenskiojld) II, p. 79.
2 Maydell, I, pp. 627-68o. He even asserts (p. 77) that the poor Koryak attacked the rich Reindeer

Chukchee to get their herds, though the facts are quite the reverse, and also assumes that in the rebellions the
K(oryak would disguise themselves in Chukchee garb to lead the Cossacks astray.
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tribes and nations intermingle." Ra'le gene'Leet ("blended together") is the
ordinary Chukchee term to describe intertribal relations on all borders. On the
other hand, when in I895, during a brawl at the Anui fair, a Reindeer Chukchee
was killed by the Cossacks, the others resented the deed so much that they were
almost ready to- attack the fort. Notwithstanding the ."weregild" paid by. the
officials to the. family of the slain man, the Chukchee harbored a feeling of ill will
for a long time afterwards; and the next winter, when travelling among the
An,ui camps, I had one or two rather unpleasant encounters with the people.

A considerable part of the'ir former intractability remains at the present
time, especially among the Reindeer people, and shows itself even in the minor
details of every-day life. The Chukchee is easily angered; often a trifle will
sufice to transform his merry laughter into the most unreasonable rage. They
themselves are not unconscious of this peculiar feature of their mind. 'I am
a tundra wanderer," one of my Chukichee acquaintances, named &fro'n, would
say to me. "My anger rises suddenly. It comes and goes of its own accord."
Some women bear a special name on account of their violent temper. They
are called "quarrelling women" (mara'-rLa'us qatt'e). These are regarded as

nuisances even by their housemates. Among the men, some have the very
suggestive epithet "hasty" (qivr) prefixed to their names, as "Hasty As-mu'lin"
(Qivr- Agmu'lin).

The Chukchee, when angry, growls, shows hia teeth, and makes a threatening
bite on his sleeve or on the handle of his knife, in defiance of his foe. Some
of them, when angered, shed tears of rage, and tear their hair like unruly children.

Their language is singularly poor in abusive terms, and quarrels are

immediately settled by blows or wr-estling. There is n'o lack of murders, some

of them of a barbarous character. Thus, in a camp near Cape Erri, the son

and the nephew of the rich reindeer-breeder Yeku'tku, being goaded to the
extreme by constant blows and abuse, cut his throat, and that with the knowl-
edge of his wife, the' mother of one of the murderers. In the summer of
i896 on the Poplar River, an affluent of the Small Anui, a young man killed
his brother in order to get possession of his flock. The murclerer, wvit-h his
accomplice and their victim, arranged a contest of jumping over a barrier,
the loser to pay the forfeit of skipping about for a while with his feet and
hands bound together. When the elder brother lost, the other two men

accordingly tied his feet, and. coolly stabbed him with their knives. I heard
the details of both deeds from the murderers them'selves.

In the tale of "Elendi and his Sons, published in my "Chukchee Materials,"
Elendi, to avenge the treachery of his slave, kills him in a most cruel manner.

With sharp stakes he fastens the slave's hands, feet, the fleshy parts of his
sides, and the skin of his scalp, to the ground, and then makes both of his
wives urinate -and defecate into his mouth.'1

I Bogoras, C:hukchee Materials, p. 350.
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Not all the Chukchee are of this irascible type. Some are quiet and
good-natured, often prone to loquaciousness and to g'iv'ing reasons even for
obvious things; but these also are not free from occasional outbursts of anger.
An old man named Aiinanwa't, who had lived with me for two years in the
Kolyma country, and had patiently helped me the whole time even in the
most tedious ethno'graphical work, told me an incident of his former life.
When vexed by the unruliness of his reihndeer-herd, he so lost his patience
that he suddenly stopped running after the reindeer, and, turning to the setting
sun, invited the wolves to come and devour the herd. According to the
belief of the Reindeer Chukchee, such words amount almost to a sacrilege;
since the wolves are classed with evil spirits, and the curse, once uttered aloud,
can never be revoked, because it becomes a promise o'f sacrifice.' Within a
few moments the exasperated herdsman realized what he had done, and tr'ied
to. avoid the disastXrous consequences by the sacrifice of his best team, but it
was of no avail. His luck had turned, and his herd suffered misfortune
without end.

In addition to this irritability, the Chukchee shows a peculiar obstinacy
in accomplishing whatever seems of momentary interest to him. In trading,
when a Chukchee has set his heart on any trifling- object, he is often ready
to offer thrice, or even ten times, the price of it. If his offer is not accepted,
he will start a brawl rather than desist from his purpose of his own free will.
The small Russian traders sometimes skilfully avail themselves of this weakcness
by goading their wild customers on, and then' withholding the article, in order
to get a larger price for it. In a wrestling-match the defeated competitor
will again and again try his luck, though repeatedly thrown, until at last a

fight ensues. When thwarted in his purpose, the Chukchee is ready to go
to any extreme, even to committing suicide, from uncontrollable rage. I know
arf instance of a young girl who went out to the herd and hung herself to a
tree, out of anger because her mother refused to take her along to the feast
in a neighboring camp.

This motive frequently plays a part even in cases of voluntary death
among old men,.of which I shall speak later on. Thus in one of the texts
published in my Chukchee Materials" (p. 5 2), a man, Little-Spoon, having
been angered by his sons, requested that he be killed. The Chukchee frequently
have a lurking inclination towards suicide, which is mentioned in the words
of Lotteri previously quoted, and is well known even to the Chukchee them-
selves. 'You know our people," I was told on several occasions. "For any
reason they want to kill another man or themselves." During the -epidemic
of 'influenza on the Wolverine River, before mentioned, there occurred two
cases of suicide. One was that of a husband vexed at the loss of his yroung
wife; the other, that of a mother who had lost her only son, a child of ten.
'There are cases of something like ladiumn vilev. 'In I895-, at the Anui failr,



I spoke with a man named Ka'tik, who declared that he did not want to
live any longer. He gavre as his reason, that fortune was adverse to him,
that all his relatives had died, and that he was afraid that his herd at some
time might begin to dwindle away, although at the time of speaking his
reindeer were prosperink. I did not pay much attention to his,words, but the
next winter I heard that he really had ordered himself to'be strangled.

At the head waters, of the river Omolon I met a family four of whose
members had taken their own lives within four years without any apparent
reason. Their neighbors felt much afraid, and expressed the opinion that the
spirits who wanted more prey had treaclierously led them on to self-destruction.

A rough kind of compassion for all suffering characterizes the Chukchee
mind. Once in my presence a Reindeer man rescued a ptarmigan that was

being hunted down by a hawk and had come to the camp exhausted, and
angrily expostulated with some children who wanted to catch the bird. Another
time a Reindeer woman paid a ransom to one of my dog-drivers to stop him
from punishing one of his own dogs.

Still more remarkable is the generosity which the Reindeer Chukchee
display to'ward everybody who is in need, even if he be of strange tribe and
language. On the Chaun tundra live a small 'number of Lamut families,
members of various clans who have wandered northward. They are a peculiar
people, vrery poor and very indolent; and fully one-half of their food is drawn,
with very little pay, from the herds of their well-to-do Chukchee neighbors.

Similar relations have existed of late between the Chukchee and the
Tungus on the western Kolyma. At present, however, most of those Chuk-
chee are poor; and the few rich'breeders farther to the west have acquired
a taste for trade, and have gradually adopted the ways of the Yakut or
Russian dealers. In occasional times of need the starving Russian settlements
on the Kolyma and Anadyr were relieved, up to a very recent time, by the
neighboring reindeer-breeders, who' often slaughtered several hundred animals,
taking very little or no pay for them. This disposition to help the needy
of a strange tribe probably sprang from the peculiar relations of both branches
of the Chukchee, which in so many respects form a unit, although they differ
widely economically.

The woman, as is the case among all peoples, is more compassionate
than the man. In the tale of "Elendi and his Sons," quoted before, the hero
reproves the wife of his foe, who had been very severe to his neighbors,
saying, "Why did you -not feed your neighbors in secret? Why did you not
gi-ve them food yourself?" ' In reality, in the camps of rich reindeer-breeders,
when the master is too niggardIy toward his helpers, it is considered the duty
of the mistress to make up for his shortcomings from her storerooms and
clothing-bags.

I Bogoras, Chukchee Materials, p. 346.
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I heard of no cases of cannibalism among the Chukchee, notwithstanding
the fact that several cases of famine which wiped out whole villages were still
fresh in the memory of the people. On the other hand, a Yukaghir family
which was starved in I895 on the Middle Omolon had recourse to the most
horrible cannibalism. Nor am. I aware of any cases of exposure of new-born
girls, as among the American Eskimo. New-born babes, indeed, after the death
of their mothers, are frequently smothered, and carried out with them to the
funeral-places, but this -is because of the impossibility of raising them. I have
heard, too, of women just delivered, who, when feeling very ill, would smother
their childr-en as a sacrifice to the spirits.

Hospitality to travellers is much more liberal among the Maritime Chuk-
c}iee than among the reindeer-breeders. The Arctic people say, that, even
if a guest wants to strike his host, the latter must continue to be friendly.
During my last journey along the Pacific coast, when we were several times
detained in Chukchee or Eskimo dwellings by a storm, it would often happen
that the master of the house, having little blubber and no wood to feed the
fire, would break up his sleds, and even tear out one by one the wooden
supports of his house, thus endangering its safety.

With the Reindeer people it is otherwise. First of all, they are much
more superstitious about the "shunning" of diseases. In times of disease, even
a healthy traveller, when he comes to a Chukchee camp from afar, especially
if he arrives at night, runs the' risk of not being admitted to 'any of the tents.
This would never happen' 'in a Mar'itime village. Many travellers of the
Reindeer tribe are themselves averse to entering strange houses at such times,
and prefer to sleep in the open, content with an incantation against the spirits,
in lieu of supper. Even at ordinary times a guest arriving at the camp is
considered as having 'no more rights than the inmates of the'house. He will
have to wait outside with the other people till evening, when the sleepinog-
room is made ready. Sometimes he will be given no food until the time of
the principal meal, which is eaten in the evening. At the time of the great
reindeer races, scores of people come to ta;ke part in the races or to look on.
Often they are given n'o food at all, and, after a whole day spent in the open,
return in the evening to their respective cam-ps, scattered around at a distance
of some thirty -or forty miles.

Theft amona the Maritime Chukchee is comparatively rare. To steal
from a neighbor in the same village is considered very improper. It is cus-
tomary for a stranger to place all his property in the storehouse of his host
and under his personal care. In recent years, however, the increase of trade
has spoiled this native honesty. Now, in all large villages, the owners of wooden
storehouses, which are bought from the, whalers, carefully lock their doors with
steel padlocks' for fear of robbers. During, my stay in Indian Point a shaman
woman was cauoht twice almost in the very act of stealing some peltries from'
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a storehouse in order to sell them to the whalers. The skins were restored
to their owner, but the thief was not punished, except with harsh words. As
witnessed by Nordenskiold, theft, and deceit toward a stranger, are not considered
unlawful. I must acknowledge, however, that, during -my journey among the
Maritime Chukchee and the Eskimo, hardly any of my belongings were lost;
while among the Reindeer people not a single trip would pass without almost
open attempts at stealing, amounting even to robbery. 'Look out for my
mother!" I was once warned by my host. "Her nature is such, that she
will steal evren fresh excrement from under' a man."

Among the Reindeer people, indeed, theft between the camps and herds
is held to be an almost lawful p-ursuit. There is in the language, besides the
usual word for stealing, ti-tule'erkin (I steal"), still another, rather euphemistic
term, ti-ngintiwe'erkin (" I abstract ;" literally, a'I cause [the thing] to flee").
Quarrels are continually going on b'etween'I neighbors on account of muitual
accusations. Several of the people that I knew were gilven new derisive names
on account of their thieving exploits. One was called "Knee-Walker" (lSire'-
cei'vun) because he was once accused of crawling on all-fours to his neighbor's
herd in the calving-season with the intention of taking away some of the new-
born fawns. Another was called a Necklaced Latu'we" (E'nnicvhi-Latu' Wge)
because while on a visit to another camp he stole some half-cooked entrails
that were boiling in the kettle, wound them arou'nd his neck, and, when pursued,
continued to eat from one end thereof. These names stick so well, that at
last even the persons themnselves begin to use them, especially after some
troubl'e with the spirits of disease, when the Chukchee like to change their
names. During the Russian fairs small thefts take place every day in the
block-houses as well as in the camps, and even inside the tents. In my
presence, a young man who came into the trading-store, picked up a bunch
of squirrel-skins from the floor, and tried to sell them to their real owner.
When detec'ted, he'only said, "Take them, if they are yours," and then sat
down on the bench, waiting for the usual hospitality.'1 I have in my collection
a white fox-skin roughly patched with hare-skin t'o make it look whole. Norden-
skiold ' relates similar tricks, chiefly of the Arctic Maritime Chukchee.

As mentioned before, quarrellina between the Chukchee and their neig'h-
bors has almost ceased. The Kerek of Cape Barykoff occasionally complain
that the Telqa'p Chukchee ill-treat them, taking their peltries without paying
for them, and carrying away their children to use as herdsmen; but even
here a good mutual understanding usually prevails, since the Kerek obtain
from the Telqa'p Chukchee reindeer-skins for ga'rments, sinew for nets, meat,
Russian wares, and American rifles and cartridges, which come all the way

I It is usual with traders to treat their Chukchee customers to some tea and hard rye bread two or

three times a day.
2Nordenskiold) II) pp. I3,6, I7
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from Indlian Point. The dog-drivers from Kulu'vci complained at Indian Point
that. the inhabitants of the Pacific village Lu'gren had the habit of occasionally
robbing the sledges which returned from tradin'g-tr'ips loaded with foreign wares.
Between Lu'gren and -the village Ya'nvra-niai a kind of feud is kept up that
was going on even two generations ago.

-The inhabitants of Lu'gren, Ya'nvra-fnai, and other villages and camps around
St. Lawrence Bay, are'- famed for their roughness. Some of them buy from
American whalers revolvers, which they carry in a special pocket up the sleeve,
ready to handle. Mr. J. Kelly, the American agent for buying reindeer, who spent
the winter of I897-98 on the shores of St. Lawrence Bay, in a block-house built
for the purpose near the village Ya'nrva-fiai, had considerable trouble with the
natives; and I heard that an attempt was made to attack his house and to rob it.

The Chukchee cannot be called quick-witted, especially in trading-transactions,
in which they are easily imposed upon by their neighbors. Trheir system of
calculation is quinary-vigesimal, but very imperfect, and all numerical operations
are performed with the help of the fingers of both hands. The word for
counting means literally "I finger" (t-ri'lhirkin). The question "How many?"
runs a"How many fingers ?" (Ter ri'lhit ?) The numbers procee'd in the way
usual to many pr-imitive languages, so that mi'LI en ("five") is shortened from
mingI'Llinin ('hand"); mingi'tk'en ("ten") signifies "belonging to two hands ;
kilhi'nkin ("fifteen") is probably -contracted -from gitka'lhik'en ("belonging to
the foot") ; qli'kkin ("twenty") signifies "belonging to a man." The word, qla'ul
(Ccman") is also used frequently for "twenty." The fingers and toes play such
a prominent part in counting, that I doubt whetlher a Chukchee would be able
to make a calculation without them. The larger numbers are composed of
groups of " twenty" ("man"). They are also counted on the fingers, so that
the limit of enumeration is "twenty scores" (qlik-qli'kkin). All numbers above
this are called a"knowledge limit" (giyeu'-te'hin).

This term is also applied by a few rich traders to express the idea of
Uone thousand." Many of the people, especially the Reindeer men, are unable
to deal with as high a number as a couple of scores. Therefore when dealing
in small skins, like those of fawns, squirrels, etc., which are traded in large
numbers, they tie them in bunches and trade off each bunch or small group
of bunches by itself. Squirrel-skins are tied in tens after the manner of the
Lamut; the fawn-skins are done up in threes (the usual barter price of a piece
of compressed tea, called a "brick") or in fives; then four bunches are fastened
together to make a score.

In recent years the Chukchee traders, and especially the collectors of
tribute, i-n irnitation of the Russians, have begun to use small notched sticks
as tallies, every notch representing one fivre, and the fourth notch being marked
out by a deeper cut to indicate a score.

I Hoop'er, p. I 53-
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The herdsmen, of course, never count their reindeer, nor are they able
to remember all their animals by their looks, as has been asserted by traveller's.
In the larger herds they know only the more conspicuous animals, su-ch as
breeding-bucks, old dams, harness-animals, etc. If there be any loss, th'ey
become aware of it only by the absence of one of them. Of the smaller'
animals they take little notice, nor do they care much about them.

The Rev. Argentoff relates that one Mai'nii-qlaulll a rich reindeer-breeder
from the Dry Anui, tried to ascertain the number of his animals by counting
them by corrals. Each corralful was -represented by a chip of wood, and these
were- placed together in a glove.° Operations of this kind were performed
by the rich Tungus for the same purpose; but among the Chukchee they canl
occur only exceptionally, because every new experiment with the herd is
considered to thwart the qa'a-va'irgin (literally, 'reindeer substance;" i. e., the
-herd's good fortune).

SEASONS. -It may not be out of place to add h-ere the Chukchee method
of divriding the. year. The year is divided into twelve lunar months or "moons'
(yi'8-lhin). The series beoins with the. winter solstice, the time of which is
marked pretty accurately. The dark interval between two "moons" is called
"moon interval" (yu'gtir). The names of the months are

I. inp-lu'wlefn-yi'llhin ("Cold-buck month"), from about the 20th of December to the 20th of January.
The origin of the name is uncertain.

2. Cac'anl'orgin ("cold udder [month]").
3. Le"e'-lo'rgin ("genuine udder [month]").
4. G~ro'-6`91hin ("calving month").
5. Imli'rilin ("water [month]'').
6. Ta'wtifi-ye"glhin ("making-leaves month'').
7. Om-ye"ulhin ("warm month") or A'no-ye"glhin ("summer month")
8. Nei-i'lilhin ("rubbing-off-vielvet [antlers] month") or Ele -yi'glhin (''midsummer month").
9. Re'rgel-i'glhin ("light-frost month").

IO. Githa'-e"glhin ("autumn monlth"'), called also ilv-ei'fne-yi'81Ihin ("wild-reindeer rutting month").
I I. Yara'u'cin, probably from Ya'raw ("muscles -of the back"), because it is supposed that the

muscles of a reindeer's back strengthen in mid-winter. The same name, with the same expla-
nation, was found among the Koryak of the western shore of Kamchatka in the form
yara'wuvcin. This month is also called by the Chukchee Tu'r-eg'ce ("new-snow cover").

12. Qu'ulej-i'glhin ("Vshrinking [days] month").

The Maritime Chukchee use the same table of months. The Koryak in
different localities have different systems of names, but for the third and the
fourth month most of them have names signifying "false reindeer-birth month"
and "genuine reindeer-birth month.' ' Of course, the twelve lunar months do
not exactly' coincide with the solar year between two winter solstices; but the
Chukchee do not care about a few extra -days. In ordinary talk the names
of the months are often replaced by those of the seasons, which are much more
numerous than with us. The following are most frequently employed.

BOGORAS, THE CHUKCHEE. 5 I

I Compare Melikoff, p. I136. 2 Argentoff, II. 3 See p. 13.
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I. Emyi'rik ("in the extending [of the days]"). Loosely speaking, it corresponds to the first month
of the year.

2.Ure'tvik ("in the lengthening"). This corresponds to the second month.
3. Niwle'wki ("during [the' days] growing long"). It lasts about six weeks, until the reindeer-dams

begin to calve.
4. Am-gro'k'l ("in the calving [tinme]"). This corresponds more or less to our term "spring."
5. ,rur-ele'tvuk ("'^n the new summer growing").
6. Ki'tkitik ("in the first summer"y).
7. A'nok ("in the second summer")
8. E'lek ("in the middle summer").
9. Eh-i'ntok ("with the- fresh air going out").

IO. Rerge'rik ("with the first light frost").
Ii I. Tur-aglettik ("twith the new snow").
I12. Githa'k ("in the fall").
I3. Lasle'nki ("in the winter").

Yawri'na means "in the next year," and is applied to the beginning of the next fall.

LANGUAGE. -The Chukchee language is rich in words, and pliant in-
forms; and the people are eloquent in their own way, -but they do not like
to be bored with questions. The Reindeer men, who are in their houses
practically only when eating or sleeping, and keep in motion. all the time,
were with difficulty persuaded to spend a few hours with me in the tent,
.giving explanations or dictating texts. Even the old men would say, " Bad
thing, dotage,' and would prefer to stay outside. Most of them, moreove'r,
were quite unable to dictate. Even their curiosity is not lasting. When I
came to a new camp, the inhabitants would pay close attention to my doings
for a few hours; then they would cgradually drop off, and finally would be
interes'ted only in barter. There were certainly exceptions, as Aifnanwa't, whom
I have mentioned, and a few others. In the Maritime villages, where the
inner rooms are much larger, and furnished with steadily burning lamps, the
old people are mor'e used to sitting indoors, and accordingly are more tractable
and more useful for scientific investioration.



III. -TRADE.

ANCIENT TRADE. - Even before the arrival of the Russians, a lively
traffic was carried on between the Reindeer Chukchee camps and the Maritime
villages (both Chukchee and Eskimo), and also between Asia and America
across Bering Strait. The Reindeer people were in need of blubber, thongs,
and seal-skins, and would offer in e'xchange reindeer-skins and ready-made
garments, just as is done at the present day. - On the American side, reinde-er-
skins brought a much better price than in Asia: therefore Chukchee and
Asiatic Eskimo parties crossed over every year on trading-expeditions, occasion-
ally, however, indulging in piracy.

In the tale of "Elendi and his Sons, the hero, coming to an American
Eskimo, requests "a score of ground-seal skins, a score each of bleached and
black-dyed coils of thong, the same of rougrh-seal skins; whatever you have,
one score of each." The host asks for an equivalent, but Elendi has nothing:
so a quarrel arises, and they fight. Elendi vanquishes the Eskimo, commands
the people of the village to deliver up to him everything he had asked for,
and returns home carrying' his subdued enemy away as a slave.l

The chief part in such expeditions, however, belonged to the Ne'ekalit
Eskimo of East Cape, although the Chukchee often accompanied them. It
is. told that as late as three generations ago large parties would start from
East Cape for America. The Nte'ekalit went in their large boats, sometimes
with thirty paddles in each; the Chukch'ee from the neighboring Arctic villages
went in smaller boats. These fleets crossed to America, carrying on trade
or piracy, as circumstances dictated. Similar expeditions of Eskimo and Chuk-
chee, though on a smaller scale, went over from Indian Point to St. Lawrence
Island.

Trade, even in Asia, -was carried on with considerable mutual distrust.
I was told that in very .ancient times there was a kiind of fair in N!ie'ekan or
in Uwe'len, which was held outside of the village, on the flat seashore, for
fear of hostilities (the same custom was afterwards universally adopted in
the Russian fairs, and it is persisted in at the present time in Anadyr). The
people came to trade fully armed, and offered their wares to each other on
their spear-points; or else they would hold a bundle of skins with one hand,
and with the other a bared knife, in readiness to raise a fight upon the
slightest 'provocation.

A mute trade took place in Asia as well as in America. In this manner
a party of adventurers, who in I646 sailed from the mouth ofthe K(olyma west-

I Bogoras, Chukchee Materials, p. 345.
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ward along the Arctic coast, carrie-d on trade with the Maritime Chuk'chee.
They would leave their wares on the shore and go away. The Chukchee
would come afterwards, take the wares, and leave their equivalent in peltries,
.ivory, an'd ivory icarvings.'

Chukchee 'tradition relates the following regarding trade with America:
"On the other side of the sea, in a large forest, live 'the invisible ones.'

When they come to trade, one -can see only the fox and beaver skins which
they carry in their hands, and it seems as if the peltries move of themselves.
They come to meet our traders on the border of the forest, and shout, 'Let
us trade !' The traders take a bundle of tobacco and fling it far away.
'Tobacco, tobacco!' rings through the fo-rest, but nobody is seen. After a
while a bag filled with fox or beaver skins is flung from the forest. For one
bundle of tobacco they will give a bagful of white-fox skins."

Some trade with the K(oryak was also probably carried on before the
advent of the Russia'ns. I heard that in the south of the Parapolsky Dol, on
the river Anapka, an ancient fair, was held at which several camps of Reindeer
Koryak and Chukchee, of Maritime Chukchee, and even of Kamchadal, used
to gather. Perhaps a few articles of Japanese manufacture may have come
to the north in this way. At least, the question of the origin and manufacture
of Chukchee iron armor. suggests a connection with the Japanese which does
not exist at present.'2

This armor, made of small pieces of iron with fastenings of narrow leather
strips, was very common among the Reindeer Chukchee until recently. Even
now, many individulals preserve their armor out of reverence for its antiquity.
Besides armor, helmets and greaves were used, all of which are in some

degree similar to those of Japanese production. The Chukchee, however, are
not sufficiently skilled in the blacksmith's art to forge such armor. The only
place where it could have been made is in the Koryak village of Poi'tin
(Russian Paren, IIapeHb), the inhabitants of which have for a long time occupied
themselves with farriery-; and the tradition of the southwestern Chukchee points
in this direction. The question arises, whether the manufacture of this armor
was really developed o'nly after the arrival of the Russians, especially as the
wars have decreased since the last half of the eighteenth century.

Not less remarkable are the armor and helmet of Japanese make which
I acquired from a Reindeer Chukchee of the North Anadyr tulndra. They
are old and rusty, and it was asserted that they had been in the family of
their owner for several generations. It is certain that in recent times no

Japanese traders have visited Anadyr Bay. The Japanese probably had some
intercourse with the southern Kamchadal. Steller and Krasheninnikoffmention
that the Kamchadal name of the Japanese (Suihsemen according to the former,
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Shishaman according to the latter) was derived from the, Kamchadal word stihse
or shish ('needle"), because of the iron needles obtained from them.l

The Cossack S. Yepischeff, sent to the mouth of the Okhota River, on
the Sea of Okhotsk, in the year i656, reports that he met '.numerou's natives
with arms and ammunition, with bows -and spears, with breastpla'tes and helmets
of bone and iron.2

In the report of Midshipman Matiushkin, the Omoki 3 of the Kolyma
country are supposed to have been acquainted with the use of iron before-
the arrival of the Russians.4 The Chukchee name for the star Aldebaran is
Ce'Lo'-ma'r,qim (" copper arrow"), 'ce'L c'el signifying "something red, copper."
The same word for a"copper," with proper phonetic change, is repeated in
several Koryak dia'lects; likewise it is used for the name of Aldebaran. It
seems to indicate that both tribes knew copper-tipped arrows in very remote
times. It is pretty sure that a name like that applied to the star could not
have been created in the course of the last two centuries, since the arrival of
the Russians, and spread from tribe to tribe over a space of two thousand miles.

TRADE WITH RUSSIANS. -The wares of civilization added to this primitive
trade an importance quite unknown to it before. The natives still preservre
reminiscences of the strong impression which the iron tools, tobacco and brandy,
made upon the minds of their forefathers. The Yukaghir on the Lower
Kolyma tell of a native who was challenged by a new-comer to a tree-cutting
match, and then received an iron axe as reward for his dexterity. The
Yukaghir on. the Upper .Kolyma report the ecstatic exclamatilon of one of
their old men of that period concern'ing brandy: a"Have no evil thoughts,
boys! In my life I have tasted no water so delicious as this."' The Chuk-
chee describe how their warriors coveted the iron arrows, spears, and the
glistening coats of mail of the invaders, and how much the women valued
the beads, and how they wvould sometimes pay a good price for a single pair
made into ear-rings.

Even the terms of the language applied to trade and its operations
changed, and became more detailed. In olden times the Chukchee applied
to the trade simply the verb Elpu'trirkin ("zto exchange"), with. its derivatives.
The same word was applied also to the vendetta, with the meaning "to exchange
revenge." The modern language has a special word, vili'urkin ("to trade"),
with many derivatives, such as vi'lvil ("goods"), v'eli'tko-qla'ul (" merchant"),
etc. This word, in Koryak, with the proper phonetic change, is vili'vikin,
and signifies "to -make peace with." The difference between the old and the
new term is very striking.

The first century of intercourse between the Russians and the Chukchee

I Steller, p. 320; Krasheninnikoff, II, p. 49. 2 Slunin, I, p. 12.
3 The old Russian name for the Yukaghir. 4 WTrangell, p. 187.

5 Jochelson, Yukaghir Materials, p. 77.
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was spent, however, in war, and very little is known about the trade relations
of th-at period. I heard in the Anadyr that the bartering of iron arms to the
Chukchee was strictly forbidden, but that they bought kettles and cut iron
into knives and arrow-points. Even now old kettles are utilized in this manner.
Firelocks taken in battle were hammered with stones into rough spears.' At
the present time the Chukchee make knives and adzes out of American files
by hammering them into the de'sired shape.

ANUI FAIR. -In 1788, forty-one years after the defeat of Pavlutsky, and
twenty-four years after the recall of the garrisonl from the fort of Anadyrsk,
Banner, the chief oficer-of the town of Sashiversk, on the Indighirka River,
who also held command over the Kolyma country, succeeded in establishing
anew peaceful relations with the western Reindeer Chullchee. As a result,
a regular trade was started the followinu year. A few Chukchee were induced,
by means of gifts and promises, to subject themselves to Russian authority
and to pay tribute. The Chukchee were more anxious for trade than the
Russians. From the Anadyr came complaints that the people of the district
wrere forgotten by the Russians and did not get- any wares. A tradition of
the Anui Chukchee relates that three Chukchee warriors took captive the
deputy of the Czarina, and consented to release him. only upon his promise
to establish an annual fair. After this, to appease his anoer, they gave him
rich presents of black and blue fox-skins. The Chukchee fair was held at
irregular intervals, sometimes on the Dry Anui, near Mount Obrom, and at
a place called Ostrovnoye ("Insular"),. sometimes on the Large Anui, near the
mouth of its affuent, the Angarka. Finally Ostrovnoye prevrailed, because
the Chukchee were more numerous on the Dry Anui; moreover, travelling
on the Large Anui was difficult for dogs and reindeer because of the heavy
snowfalls; while the Dry Anui, which is contiguous to the tundra, is more

open to the winds. The Russians built at Ostrovnoye, a wooden fort called
Fort Anuisk. The fair grew rapidly in importance, and in the second decade
of the last century its traffic amountecl to two hundred thousand rubles' yearly,
which is a considerable sum in view of the scarcity of money in that period.
Some of the best peltries (such as beaver, marten, and lynx), muskrat and
marten garments, also a large port'ion of every kind of fox and polar-bear
skins and of walrus-tuisks, came- from the American shore. For instance, in
I837, according to data contained in the official records found among the
archives of Kolyma, there were so-Id at the fair Io00 beavers, 395 martens,
30 lynxes, 31 marten garments, 13 musk-rat grarments, etc., all from America,
since these animals are not found in Asia. To this must be added about
one-half of the 580 red foxes, 80 aray foxes, I lc oe,28wiefxs
8 blue foxes, and I563 walrus-tusks sold that year at the fair. These figures,

1Compare Krasheninnikoff, II, p. 48. 2 Catharine the Second.
3 A ruble is equivalent to about fifty cents.
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moreover, must be at least doubled to reach the real trade value, because
the merchants of Kolyma always greatly underestimate data for oifficial records.
The products of reindeer-breeding were then of very slight importance, while at
present they amount to about three-fifths of the total Anui purchases. The
fair took place in the spring, and lasted three days; it was held in the open,
before the gates of the Russian fort, sometimes even farther' away on the ice
of tile river. The Chukchee came fully armed with spears, bows and arrows,
and large knives tied to their belts. Altercations and brawls, and even
bloodshed, were not. uncommon because of disagreements. about prices. There-
fore in I 8 I 2 Gen. Treskin, the governor of Irkutsk, who also ruled the Yakutsk
province (i. e., northeastern Siberia as far as Chaun Bay and the-Anadyr
River), ordered that trade in tobacco, the principal commodity, which was
bartered by the Russians for beavers, foxes, martens, and walrii's-tusks brought
by the natives, should be conducted on terms fixed beforehand by the chief
oficer, with the advice of prominent merchants. The prices were fixed annually
by the common consent of the merchants, and iron and copper kettles were
often included in the list of commodities with fixed price.

At the usual rate, one pud (thirty-six pounds Avoirdupois) of tobacco or
of iron kettles was equal to ten red foxes, and one pud of copper kettles
was equal to twenty foxes. In later years a wolverine-skin or a large kettle
was given in addition to the large tobacco-bags of three puds each, which
were valued at sixty fox-skins. The value of other peltries was expressed in
red-fox units. For instance, four white foxes were equal to one red fox, one

gray fox or one beaver was equal to two red foxes, one black fox was equal
to twenty red foxes, etc. The details of these rules were oppressive to the
small traders, who were punished for the slightest infraction. In several
instances even the richer merchants forfeited their right to trade with the
Chukchee, by accepting a seal-skin as the equivalent of a single missing paw
in a lot of many hundred red-fox skins. The fox-skin should have had all
four paws to be worth a price in tobacco. In the sixties of the last century,
with the decline of the fair, the rules began to go out of use, and in I869
they were abolished by Baron von Maydell.

In its most flourishing time, the Anui fair drew not only numerous

Reineer-camps and Kavra'lit traders, 1 but also enterprising men from the
maritime villages as far as East Cape -and Indian Po'int, who came with dog-
sledges the. whole long distance, often running the risk of losing their animals
from exhaustion on the retur-n trip. These were called A'"tti-kavra'llt, i. e.,
"Dog-kavra'lit." Their -route was along the Arctic coast. as far as Ya'qan or
even Cape Erri, then around Chaun Bay along the line of the Reindeer-camps,
and across the watershed to the Upper Anui, whence an unbroken line of

, 1 ~~~~~Seep. 12.
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Anui camps led them to the fair. As late as 1879 Nordenskiold saw several
dog-sledges passing by on their return from the fair, while during the whole
of my stay in the Kolyma district (I890-98), hardly a single dog-sledge came
to the fair from the maritime villages.

At the present time about six or seven hundred people gather together
for the Anui fair (Plate ii, Figs. I, 2). One-fourth of these are Russians,
Russianized natives, and Yakut, from settlements on the Anadyr, Kolyma,
Alaseya, and Indighirka; one-fourth are Kolyma Lamut; and the rest, Rein-
deer Chukchee and Kavra'lit. Commerce has fallen off greatly, because American
peltries have nearly ceased to come, and part of the peltries from the Asiatic
shore are bought by the whalers. Of the remainder, a large portion goes to
the Anadyr. Of late the total of the Anui trade has been, according to official
data, from twenty to twenty-five thousand rubles. annually. Of this amount,
two thirds is contributed by the Reindeer Chukchee; the remaining third belongs
to the Lamut, Russianized Yukaghir, etc.

OTHER FAIRS.- At about the time of the founding of the Anui fair, the
Anadyr and the Telqa'p Chukchee began to trade at Gishiginsk and Kamen-
skoye, on the Sea of Okhotsk. In the beginning of the century, simultaneously
with a spring fair for the Reindeer Koryak, was established another one for
the southwestern Chukchee on the Parapolsky Dol, not far from the upper
part of the river Opuka. In the villaae of Markova, on the Middle Anadyr,
a fair was held, for the Anadvr and O'nmilin Chukchee. During the last
fifteen years, from the time of the institution of separate district administ-ration
in Anadyr, three more fairs were opened, - one, the Tumanskaya fair, on
the west (Plate III, Fig. I), near the mountain 1'rgu-fnei ("pointed mountain"),
chiefly for the Telqa'p Chukchee; another in the small village of Va'karena,
on the Middle Anadyr, for the O'nmilin; and a third on the Yeropol River,
-for the Chukchee of the Upper Anadyr and for the Lamut (Plate III', Fig. 2).
The extent of trade in the Anadyr region, however, 'is by no means sufficient
to support all these fairs, the annual receipts being about twenty thousand
rubles. In I90oI, on account of heavy snows, only two Telqa'p camps went
to the Tumanskaya fair, and but three O'nmilin camps to the Va'karena.
The annual trade at the Chukchee fair on the Opuka River amounts- to not
more than a few thousand rubles.-

ROUTES. -In former 'times a few Russian traders we'nt with dog-sledges
along the seashore from the mouth of the Kolvma to the Arctic villages. This
route- was sho'rter, but more diffcult, than the inland one, because between the
mouth of the. Kolyma and Cape Erri there are no settlements whatsoever. The
last of these traders was the Cossack, Ivan Kudrin, who, in i882, brought W. H.
Gilder to the Ko1yma, and in a way wanted to take himz captive, as Mr. Gilder
relates in his book.' Mr. Gilder names him Vanker, a corruption of his- two

I Gilder, p- I148.
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Fig. I. Antui Fair: Chukchee before the Closed Gate of the: Fort in the Morning.
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names. The trouble evidently arose from their being unable to understand a

single word of each other's language; though Kudrin, now deceased, had the
reputation of being out of his mind. His brother, Theodore Kudrin, who is
still living, is even one of the few Russian shamans of the Lower KSolyma.

The people of. the Pacific villages continue to go every year with doog-
teams to the Russian settlements on the Anadyr, because the route to that
point is much shorter than to the Anui. The best place for meeting is not
at the fairs mentioned above, but in the neighborhood of the mouth of the
Anadyr, whither the journey from the nearest Chukchee village, across Holy
Cross Bay, can be made, in the spring of the year, in five or six days. For
half a century the meeting-place has been on the tundra, twenty miles north-
ward from the mouth of the Anadyr, near the Hare Mountains; but for the
last ten years two small fairs have been arranged instead at Mariinsky Post,
one in the spring, and the other in the summer, about the time of thie arrival
of the mail-steamer. In the spring about fifty dog-sledges come from the Chuk-
chee and Eskimo villaores as far as Indian Point, and about twice as many
reindeer-sledges from the O'nmilin and Telqa'p camps. In summer ten or

fifteen skin boats from the same maritime villages, a few boats of the Telqa'p
Reindeer Chukchee, and even some of the Kerek, visit the port.

TOBACCO AND' BRICK-TEA. -- Of all Russian wares, tobacco held the first
place. The craving of the natives for it is aptly expressed in a tale well
known to all tribes of northeastern Siberia.

In the time of a tobacco famine, when all the people were nearly mad
because they had nothing to smoke, one well-to-do reindeer-breeder possessed
a largye pouich quite filled with tobacco, but would. not share it with any one.

At last his own brother asked for a pipefuil, and was refuised. The nex't day
he overtook the owner of the tobacco on the tundra, stabbed him fr-om behind
with his spear, ripped open his breast, and took out his lungs, which he foun'd
covered with soot. He scraped away a part of this, and used it to fill- his
pipe. The pouch he left untouched. When caught by the Cossacks and
bro-ught before the Russian magistrate, he showed him the big pouch and the
sooty lungs, and was acquitted of the charge.

Tobacco has found its way from Siberia far eastward into arctic America.
The Chukchee tradition in regard to the ancient trade, previously referred to,
continues as follows:

"Farther on live men who dissever themselves at will. They stay amonog
the trees on the shores of the lakes, cleft in halves; but, at the slightest
rustling, the parts come together, and they dive into the water. These, too,
have a longing for tobacco, and pay for it with large fish and otters.

"Still deeper in the. woods live dwarfs not larger than the fore-arm of a

man. Three of them can hardly overcome one goose. They dwell in trees,
and buy tobacco with the skins of the lynx and 'of the muskrat.



I Nelson, p. 229.
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"Then, again, there are shaggy people with the bodies of polar bears
and the faces of men. These pay best of all, since for a small piece of the
black deposit from a pipe-stem, not larger than a finger-nail, they will give
a marten.

"And all men of that land covet tobacco throughout their lives."
The kind of tobacco traded with the Chukchee was the strong cheap tobacco

of southern Russia, called Cherkassky (qepiiacciciif, from the old Muscovite
name for the southern Russians, -qepitacm). Some English authors (for instance,
Nelson ') misspell it "Circassian" (Cherkessky, -qepiteccxift). It is sold either
in -bundles of about a pound and a quarter each, Avoi-rdulpois (Fig. 2) or in

X SB b.large and small bags. A small bag has about
N 1i71 ~tenty-five bundles; a large one, three times as

' 111 t 1many. A bag of the latter size generally forms
n id2| ~one side of the usual horse-pack. Since the arrival

t ~~smoking and chewing tobacco has begun to replace,,Z4[tF. ~he Russian, because It IS sold more cheaply, and
, , ~~~~isbrought in abundance everysummer. The natives,

/+%fl.'tVND Meven as far as S. Lawrence Island, still prefer the
i Russian tobacco, however, and are often willing to

X my>iXa ~~pay a higher prcforC smaller qtlantity of it.
{x~Al Other Russa ware are suigar, iron and copper

i~~~~~~fo Yhakus) beards, etc. Within the last fifty
S ~~~yearsbrick-tea (tea compressed into so-called "bricks"),
y

g ~~which furnishes the favorite drink of east-ern Siberia,

t w ~has become of mre importance than anything else
X

u ~~~~(Fig. 3). It iS now used in the remotest inland
T < * ~~~camps ad all along the Arctic and Pacific coasts.
w Q - | ~Those few people who still have -no tea-kettle are~~~~~derided by their neighbors as " tea-shunners"

Fi.2(-7f A). Bundle of Leaf- (aicEat)
Tobacco. Lengthl, 32 cm. SPIRITS. -Trade in spirits has at all times

been strictly forbidden, but in the Kolyma country it forms one ofthe important
items in the Russian dealings with the Chukchee. The town of Sredne-Kolymsk,
which has thlree saloons, and imports from the south three hundred barrels
(eighteen thousand bottles) of unrectified alcohol, is the central point whence
the spirits are carried out through the settlements and ca-mps. The traders
have numerous ruses to elude official watchfuLlness when -it occasionally becomes
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more than nominal. For instance, they put small wooden flasks of alcohol,
more or less diluted with water, in among the bundles of tobacco that are

placed in large bags. These bags are afterwards sealed and sold to the rich
Kavra'lit. The Yakut traders disguise the flasks ,i' j,l('!':g 'i

by covering them with a kind of whipped cream, ;,"',,jllj"jll, ' ,,,:,,1,
which IS much used in the north in ahard,frozen 1'1aWlllllL,i!
state. Petty traders of Nishne-Kolymsk some- IA.lj}r ill \1'llll'll'
times soak in alcohol fresh rye bread, still hot |!illllygl\ 'lzl
from the oven, and prepare a kind of bitter 0l;' tffX! llq|
bread, afterwards to be sold at retail. Mostl ,'1'l ) t !!
frequently the traders and the officials simply It g rl ll f
take large quantities of alcohol to the camps and 1 i ii4 0 l111lllX.
fairs, labelled "for personal use." I.:01l}1l 0@gSilfl,XJj

The Anui brawl of I 895, owhcIspk ,1;'I'Y,I'l lllil i,ll W /ll',
in the preceding chapter,'t arose out of the trade
in spririts. On the Anadyr side, strong -drink is Fig. 3 (fT70a). Cake of Brick-Tea.

scarce; and whatever is brought there, is actually Iegh 4m
for the personal use of the traders. The Chukchee have a chance to buy it
only from the mail-steamer, -which, during the two weeks of her stay in Anadyr
Bay, forms a retail store for the sale of every kind of provisions.

On Bering Sea, trade, as already stated, was formerly carried on by
parties of Chukchee and Eskimo traders, who travelled in large skin boats
along the Arctic and Pacific coasts to East Cape, and thence crossed to
America, after stoppinog at both the Diomede Islands. American natives also
went to Asia, though not so frequently, because all the products of civilization
came from the Asiatic side, and the prominent part in this trade belonged to
its inhabitants.

TRADE WITH WHALERS. -Since the year I848, and especially after the
purchase of Alaska, American whalers resorting to these waters started a trade
on both shores of Bering Sea. In the beginning, the articles, they sold were

chiefly cheap rum, rifles and ammunition. Afterwards were added all kinds
of wares needed by the natives, flour, biscuits, granulated sugar, black
molasses, 'drilling and muslin, hardware and cutlery, beads, etc. They took
in return chiefly whalebone, making enormous profits, since the natives had
large stores of it for which they had no use except to make lashings and to
shoe their sledge-bottoms. It is curious that Russian traders, even at present,
care little for whalebone.

The trade in spirits has somewhat decreased in the last few years, because
most of the whaling-captains have ceased to consider it a very desirable way
of making profit. Of ten ships which called at Indian Point during my stay

1 See p. 45-
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there in i go I, only two carried on a regular trade in rum. Besides, the
natives are not so eager for liquor as formerly, because their means of buying
have rather diminished, and new and varied wants have been acquired, which
they are bent upon satisfying above everything else. However, quantities of
rum, put into bladders and small gut bags, are carried inland far from Indian
Point and East Cape. In the traffic in the Hare Mountains it even formed
one of the most important items bartered. by the Chukchee to the Russians.
At present similar transactions take place at Mariinsky Post every time the
Chukchee and Eskimo traders 'come from the north. Thus the relations of
the Russians and the natives toward each other are quite reversed, as often
happens in remote parts of Siberia. The Russians pay in tea, tobacco, etc.,
also in live dogs, which last are considered to be much better than the Chuk-
chee race, and are taken every year from Anadyr to northern native villages.

The guns sold nowv by the whalers are chiefly Winchester rifles of 44,
45.6o, or 45.70 calibre, for the most part second-hand.. They also sell cheap
shotguns, and reloading-tools for both kinds of guns. At present all the
natives on both the Arctic and Pacific shores are armed with these rifles, and
use them for every kind of hunting. At Indian Point alone the number of
fire-arms in I9OI was over four hundred in a population of four hundred and
forty. The Reindeer Chu1kchee eastward from the Kolyma also have many
Winchester rifles;' while those of the western tundra and of Omolon' still use
firelocks, with only a small number of second-hand- Berdan rifles sold by the-
Russian Government.

Wheat flour has become an article of regular consulmption on'the Pacific
shore, especially in times when seals are scarce. Then, according to the
asse'rtion of the nati'ves, it is their only means of keeping off famine. In
truth, during the spring of I9gOI, people in the village of l'2'en, on Plover
Bay, and also at Indian Point, lived chiefly,on flour. cakes baked with a little
oil. The same spring, at Indian Point alone, about five hundred sacks-of
flour (forty-four pounds to the sack) were bought from the whalers. On the
wvhole coast, about twenty-five hundred sacks of flour -rather more than
less -- are sold every summer. Among the Reindeer Chukchee, cakes -made
of wheat flour form one of the most relished dainties, while rye flour is little
cared for, even in the vicinity of the Russian settlements. -

Besides these provisions and wares, the natives willingly buy second--hand
whaling-boats, small whaling-guns,, exploding-harpoons, and also mineral oil
and oil-stoves; in I9OI even Primus lamps, ships' compasses, the use of which
is well known to the Eskimo at least, etc., were traded in.

.In I882, Kuva'r1 the richest trader of Indian PointX triedtobuyaschooner
for the purpose of carryling on whaling and trading on a larger scale.-
Unfortunately a Russian warship, the 'Kreisser," had been -sent that very year
to keep off the American whaling-ships, and to seize such of them as might
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be found trespassing in Russian waters or carrying on unlawful trade on the
shores. I cannot tell whether the C Kreisser" seized any American ships or

not, though several of them have been taken at different periods; but she
met the schooner 'Henrietta," just bought- by Kuva'r, and carried her off as
. prize, in spite of all remonstrance. The schooner was afterwards fitted with
. steam-engine and used. for keeping watch on the Sea of Okhotsk, where
she was lost in a storm in I895. Kuva'r applied several times to the authori-
ties for redress, but without avail. The officials in Vladivostok maintained
that the schooner was not yet paid for; but I was told at Indian Point that
Kuva'r gave for it the whalebone of two whales, a large pile of walrus-tusks,
three bagfuls of white-fox skins, and three polar-bear skins. During -my stay,
another occasion to buy a schooner presented itself, and I was asked for
advice as to the possibility of a second confiscation, but withheld my opinion.

American wares generally are twice as cheap as those brought from the
interior o'f Siberia. Even those brought from Vladivostok by sea cannot
compete with them, because most of them are of American origin, and have
come by a more circuitous route. American granulated sugar fornils an exception.
It is inferior to the well-refined, hard lump-sucgar of the Russians. American
cutlery is not always so well adapted to the uses of the natives as are the
rough strong kniives made for this purpose in Yakutsk, Sredne-Kolymsk, Mar-
kova, e-tc. Moreover, the wrhalers do inot trade in brick-tea, because they do
no3t visit any Chinese or southern Siberian ports. Once or twice they brought
brick-tea from Japan; but Japanese brick-tea is of much poorer quality than
Chinese, and the cakes a're smaller in size.

After the native stock of whalebone became exhausted, the whalers began
to accept instead walrus ivory and the skins of white foxes and of black and
polar bears. Other Asiatic peltries, s,uch as those of red and cross foxes. and
of wolves, also skins fronm America, like the beavrer and marten, are taken to
the Russian fairs because they fetch a much better price in Asia than would
be paid by the whalers. At the present time the chief source of income of
the natives are fawn-skins, which are much needed by the American natives
and by the Alaskan miners for making garments; also skins of fLill-grown
reindeer for sleeping-bags, ready-made garments even of poor quality, and,
most of all, various kinds of seal-skin boots, which are used both by the
whaling-crews and by the -miners. Asiatic and American natives sell these
boots by the thousand every summer; but the demand keeps increasing, and
in I9gOI the price at Indian Point was a sack of flour per pair.

The chief places for trade continue to be East Cape, and especially Indian
Point, where the sea is cleared of ice by the strong currents as early as the
middle of April. Two or three native traders in both places have acquired
year by year a larger amount of native products, until finally they are able
to obtain by exchange each summer a sufficient amount of European wares



to last for the trade of the whole year. They have even bought wooden
storehouses brought on purpose from San Francisco.

At the present time the whole number of such storehouses on the Pacific
shore is fourteen. Indian Point has five, of which three belong to Kuva'r,
nlow the richest man on the Chukchee Peninsula. NTe'ekan has three; Uwe'len,
one. Single storehouses are found in several Eskimo and Chukchee villages.

The whalers seldom skirt the Arctic coast westward from Uwe'len, and
even then almost never go beyond Kulu'vci Bay. All the Maritime people
who wish to take part in this trading, resort, those from the Arctic villages,
to East Cape; those from the Pacific villages, to Indian Point. No positive
times are set for these gatherings; but, beginning with the middle of March,
the dog-teams and reindeer-caravans begin to appear one after another. They
keep coming long after the appearance of the first whaling-ships, because the
snow melts away only late in the spring. Travelling with skin boats begins
at the end of May, and from July on wholly replaces journeying wi'th sledges.
Only skin boats are used, since it is difi;cult to make a landing with wooden
whaling-boats, owing to the heavy surf, and because they are too heavy to
be pulled ashore.

Direct trading with the American natives has fallen off, because the whalers
act as middlle-men. At the present tirne the American Eskimo ha've not enough
peltries and seal-skins to trade with the Asiatic natives, because all such thinogs
go to the local white traders.

People from St. Lawrence and Diomede Islands often come over to the
Asiatic shore, for the most part on board the whalers, carrying their skin
boats with them for cases of emergency. Trading-parties from Indian Point
still go over in boats to St. Lawrence Island to barter reindeer-skins for spare
blubber, walrus-hides, and some whalebone, which last now forms an important
item in the native trade before it is sold to the whalers. They also gather
driftwood on the northern shore of the island, or buy rouohly-hewn runners
and parts of skin-boat frames from the natives of the island. A similar trade
in wood and in roughlv-hewn runners, dishes, trays, etc., is carried on across

Bering Strait. Enterprising men from Indian Point and East Cape sometimes
go over with the 'whalers to St. Michaels or to Cape Nome, carrying loads
of reindeer-skins, which are sold chiefly to the white people.

TRADE IN REINDEER. - Live reindeer have alwra)7S formed an object of
trade between different native tribes. Durinzg the last ten years the American
Government, to wishing breed reindeer in Alaska and on St. Lawrence Island,
has also begun to buy live reindeer from the Asiatic shore. In I899 there
were g herds in Alaska, with an aggregate of 2,837 reindeer, of which I,02 I
had been bought on the Asiatic shore,' I44 imported from Lapland. The

I Jackson, I, P. I 6.
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remainder came from the natural increase of the herds. In I90oI there were
in these herds 4,i64 reindeer, of which 229 more were bought on the Asiatic
shore, and I,IiOO were fawns that survived from the spring. The total of
those bought on the Asiatic shore was I,300.1 The American agents paid
three times the usu.al price of reindeer, but nevertheless 'could not secure

enough animals, because reindeer-herds are not suficiently numerous on the
seacoast fromz Kulu'ci Bay to Indian Point.

It is remarkable that the inland Reindeer Chukchee, especially the Kavra'lit,
are very hostile to this traffic, since they are conscious that their trade with
American natives is decreasing all the time, and are afraid that the newly-bred
American reindeer will diminish it still more. Five years- ago, while the American
purchasing agents still had the good-will of the Russian Government, I heard
a curious tale among t-he W9olverine River people, who asserted that the chief
aim of the Russian cruisers was the pursuit of the ships that carried on the
trade in reindeer.2

Apart from this apprehension, trade in live reindeer, if organized in a

proper way, can only be profitable to northeastern Asia, because there the
reindeer number millions, and as many animals are slaughtered for food in
three days at any of the larger fairs as the American Government has pur-
chased in ten years. The Administration in Vladivostok, during my visit there,
ceased to countenance the idea of this trade, influenced partly by the last two
Russian travellers on the Chukchee Peninsula, Messrs. Gondatti and Bogda-
novitch, both of whom do not favor the continuance of trade in Bering Sea,
at least in the way it is carried oni at the present time.3'

INLAND TRADE. -Inland trade among the Chukch'ee is carried on at

present in much the same -way as it was before the advent of civilized people.
In the Reindeer branch of the Chukchee, a man inore active than the others,
though oftentimes not over-attentive to his herd of reindeer, of which he has
but comparatively few, will want to go to the seashore- for barter. There is
a special term for this journey, t-n-irke'urkin ("I go to the country about East
Cape for trade"). He will begin collecting fawn-skins for trading, and pack-
sledge reindeer for the journey, his relatives and neighbors loaning him some

of the latter. He will go partly 'as their agen't, and will carry skins to sell
for them on commission. These skins to be sold on commission have a special
name, vi'lin'rir ("property held for sale"). He will start with a travelling-camp
in February or March, and will proceed very slowly, being careful not-to
ovrer-fatigue his reindeer, by routes leading from the Anui and Omolon to Chaun
Bay; thence he will advance from one small watershed to another, follow"ing
the general direction of the seacoast, but all the time keeping at a consider-

Jackson, II, p. 17.
Boooras, Chukchee MIaterials, Introduction, p. xxxii..

3 Compare Bogdanovitch, Chapter V.
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able distance from it. With the advance of the season, he will proceed east-
ward as far as possible, and turn to the shore only when travelling with
reindeer becomes impossible. Sometimes he will reach East Cape; more often
he will stop in some other village between Kulu'vci Bay and- East Cape. To
stay west of Kulu'vci is inconvenient, because in the western villag'es the
population is scanty, and the sea-journey to East Cape presents more trouble,
and even danger.

He will spend the whole summer on the seashore;- lie will take part in
the seal-hunting, so as to have a share in the spoils without paying for it;
and he will journey by boat to East Cape. In exchange for his skins, he will
try chiefly to get ground-seal hides and all. kinds of thongs, and American
products, -alcohol, Winchester rifles, and cartridges. In the middle fall he willI
start on his return journey as slowly as before, and will finally go back to
his ,own country in the spring. He will return the borrow'ed reindeer, for the
most part wvithout any particular pay, and will distribute some of the wares
he' has bought among those whose agent he has been, retaining a considerable
share of profit for himself out of every transaction of this kind. Such a journey
will last a whole year, and perhaps even longer; so that a caravan leaving
two months before fair-time at Anui will be back j'ust in time for the next
fair. Travelling between Indian Point and the Anadyr is much shorter, and
is usually accomplished in one winter, so tllat a caravan starting in the fall
will come back about the middle of the next spring.

When a man finds zest and profit in such journeys, he makes them his
vocation, and becomes a Kavra'lin. As mentioned before, the greater part
of the Kavra'lit are maritime people who first turned to reindeer-breeding and
then to trade, and thus are experienc'ed in both pursuits and in the customs
of both parts of the tribe. The Kavra'lit are continually en route. In former
years they were anxious to visit the Russian fairs. They went down to the
seashore to meet the boats coming from the Diomede Islands and America,
and often associated with them and made a trip across the sea to secure an
additional supply of valuable peltries. Sometitnes the father of a family would
start westward with a reindeer-caravan. Meanwhile one of his sons would
wait till summer and cross Bering Strait in his boat. The next spring father
and son would meet, and arrange for the distribution of their wares for new
journeys. Even now a few Kavra'lit traders have not restricted the range of
their travels, and continue to visit both the Anui fair and the Diomede Islands.
Others, however, trade chiefly in fawn-skins, and do not go as far as the
Ostrovnoye market-place or the Kolyma settlements.

At the present time about ten or fifteen caravans, each consisting of six
or eight tents, resort every spring to the Wolverine River, on the eastern
confines of the Anui countrv, coming from the east. Some of these come
from the Chaun tundra, others from the neioghborhood of Cape Erri, Ya'qan,
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and Rirkai'piyan; still others from beyond Kulu'vi Bay. Lively barter goes
on for two weeks; then the traders start on their return journey.

In former times there were richer men among the Kavra'lit than there
are at present. About forty years ago one of them bought horses and made
summer trips between the Reindeer camps, carrying his wares on horseback.
Another one, at his own request, was sent to Yakutsk by the oficials of the
Kolyma district. He visited the Russian governor at Yakutsk, and received
through him a gold medal and a parade coat adorned with silvTer lace. At
present none of them equals in wealth Kuva'r and the other Eskimo traders
of the Pacific shore.

Several other regular trips, but of shorter range, are made for the pur-
pose of trading. In the Anui country Russian traders travel among the camps,
in winter with dog-teams and in summer with horses, collecting chiefly small
fawn-skins and white and red foxes. The Russian traders of the Anadyr do
not make such trips, and they do not go even as far as Holy Cross Bay;
indeed, neither the Russian traders nor the Cossack invaders cared to go
beyond the forest border, at le'ast when travelling by- land. On the other
hand , ptyraders go in the winter-time with dog-sledges from every native
villaae of the Chukchee -Peninsula to the Reindeer camps, collecting large
fawn-skins and ready-made garments. Later in the summer whole squadrons
of boats start from Indian Point on their journey to Holy Cross and St. Law-
rence Bays, where the Reindeer people perform the ceremonial slaughtering
of the season. They return heavily laden with skins and meat. Some of the
boats go to the Anadyr and proceed upstream to take part in-the large rein-
deer-hunts. Twenty years ago they proceeded along the seacoast to the Telqa'p
summer camps, and as far as the Kerek villages. Here, near Capes Barykoff
and Navarin, was the southern limit of the Chukichee-Eskimo trade on the
Pacific coast.

UNITS AND PRICES. -The Chukchee trade is carried on exclusively in.
barter. Money is quite unknown.. The Reindeer people have not even a
word for it, and call it keli'tul ("a piece of variegated"), which name may be
applied also to any piece of paper with writing oyi it. The Maritime Chuk-
chee call it man'e'man (from English 'money" of th~e whalers).

The unit of value in Russian trade remains a bundle of tobacco "not
tampered with," because the traders often abstract a few leaves and replace'
the bindings. In recent years brick-tea has also come into use as a stanldard
of -value, and is even preferred because of the uniform size of the bricks.

In the trade with whalers no particular unit is applied. Prices are very
variable, according to season and place. IThe same commodities are sold in
some places and seasons at prices two and three times as high as in. others.
The following are a few samples of prices from different districts:

In the nineties of the last century, in southern Russia, a -bundle of tobacco



1 A kopek is equivalent to about half a cent.
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(a pound and a quarter Avoirdupois) was worth about 30 kopeks;' in Yakutsk,
60 kopeks; in Sredne-Kolymsk, I.8o rubles; at the Anui fair, 2.4o rubles -or

3 black fawn-skins of small size; in Anadyr, 80 kopeks; on the tundra, 5
black fawns-kins; in the Chukchee. Peninsula, I white-fox skin.

In Vladivostok or Irkutsk a piece of brick-tea is worth about 30 kopeks;
in Yakutsk, 50 kopeks; in Sredne-Kolymsk and on the tundra it is equivalent
to a bundle of tobacco. One Russian pound (nine-tenths of a pound Avoir-
dupois) of sugar is worth in southern Russia I 5 kopeks; in Yakutsk, 40 kopeks;
in Sredne-Kolymsk, I ruble; at the Anui fair, I .50 rubles or 2 black and I

gray fawn-skin of the smaller size.
A bottle of undilut-ed alcohol is worth, in Sredne-Kolymsk, from 2 to 2.50

rubles; at the Anui fair (largely diluted with water), 5 rubles or a good red-
fox skin; on the tundra and in the Anadyr, any price that it will bring.

In trading with the whalers, a storehouse that 'is worth $ I 00 in San
Francisco, is sold for I00o slabs of whalebone (about 400 pounds), worth from
$2.50 to $3.50 per pound; i. e., for $I0004$400. A second-hand whale-
boat, with equipment, is sold for 20-30 slabs of whalebone, or from $200 to
$420; a shotgun or a Winchester 'rifle with reloading-tools, for 4-6 slabs; a
small box of chewing-tobacco (6iF pounds), for 2 pairs of boots; a keg of black
molasses, for I or 2 pairs of boots ; a sack of white flour, for I or 2 pairs
of boots; etc. A good fawn-skin is equal in value to a pair of boots; a plain
garment, to 2 pairs of boots; an embroidered garment, to a slab of whale-
bone ; etc.

At the mouth -of the Anadyr, American wares are bartered away by the
Chukchee for, commodities that, according to our scale of prices, are worth
less than what is paid to the whalers for them. -One rifle is sold for from
20 to 30 pieces of brick-tea, i. e., 8 to I2 rubles; one whale-boat, for 70
pieces of brick-tea, 30 pounds of sugar, 20 pounds of tobacco, in all, about
50o rubles. Smaller articles, such as powder, percussion-caps, cotton goods,
are bought by the Cossacks at still cheaper rates. The reason is, that in
former times tlle Russians did not accept whalebone, and set on their wares

high prices in peltries; so that the Maritime natives who barter at present
for American wares with whalebone are accustomed to regard them as of
lesser value in comparison with Russian wares.

In the inIland trade among t"ne western camps, prices are as follows: for
a hide of a large ground-sea], from Io to I5 fawn-skins of large'r slize; for a
coil of white thong, 5 fawn-skins; for a large bag full of seal-oil, 3 reindeer
for slaughter; for a Winchester rifle with accessories, 2 sledge-reindeer; etc.
Among the Kerek a Winchester rifle with accessories is worth 2 sable-skins.

The total yearly trade between the Chukchee and the Russians, in all



the three northern districts, yields about 70ooo rubles. The total amount of
the whalers' trade on the seashore is uncertain. "In the last -few years there
have come annually to the shores' of Asia about ten whaling-ships, each of
which carries on trade to the amount of about one or two thousand dollars;
so that the whole yearly proceeds may be anywhere from $i0,000 to $20X000.
As stated before, this trade is carried on chiefly with the Eskimo'l

The yearly amount of trade done in the three districts of northeastern
Asia by all the tribes -including the Chukchee, the Koryak, the Eskimo,
the Lamut, the Yukaghir, the Russian settlers, t'ne Russianized natives, and
the Yakut - does not exceed 200,ooo rubles, - 70,000 in Gishiga, 70,000
in Kolyma, 25,000 in Anadyr, and about 30,000 on the Chukchee Peninsula.
Of course, even the first three figures, though based on official reports, are

only approximate.
1 Mr. Gondatti (op. cit., p. 12) mentions Tfie'sqAn of Uwe'len as being the. wealthiest trader on the

Arctic coast. The name Tnie's qAn is Chukchee, as are the majority of the inhabitants of Uwe'len. A fe'w years
after the visit of Mr. Gondatti, Tnie'sqAn died. It is true, however, that the Chukchee on the Arctic coast do
take a more active share in trading with whalers than those on the Pacific.
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IV. -REINDEER-BREEDING.

GROUPS OF REINDEER-BREEDERs. - The domestication ofthe reindeer among
the tribes inhabiting the Asiatic side of Bering Sea forms the chief distinctive
feature in their economic condition as compared to that of the Arctic tribes
of America. Nevertheless it is difficult to say how reindeer-breeding, and the
nomadic state of life entailed by it, were introduced into the extreme north-
eastern corner of Asia.

Along the western parts of the Arctic shores of the Old World there
dwell -a number of tribes who have possessed from ancient times domesticated
reindeer that are' harnessed to sledges and also u.sed for food. Their herds
are, or rather were, large; and their whole existence is based on the supply
of meat and skins furnished by these herds. Their economic condition resembles
in this respect that of the more southerly cattle-breeding tribes. These reindeer
tribes are the Laplanders, Zyrians, and Samoyeds (European and Asiatic). Their
methods of reindeer-breeding are somewhat uniform, and they all use the
shepherd-dog in managing their herds.

The widespread branches of the Tungus and Lamut constitute the most
prominent reindeer tribe of eastern Siberia. Usually they live some distance
from the shore, and many bands use the saddle in place of the sledge. Their
herds are so small that they can use their reindeer for riding and transportation
only, not for slaughter. They have not becom'e nomadic, but, owing to the
introduction of the reindeer, have been enabled to extend. their hunting and
fishing expeditions over a largrer extent of territory, in the same way as the
North American Indians did after the, introduction of horses. Several bands,
however, raise large herds, so that they are able to live on their products.

Although the riding of reindeer is the most striking feature among Tungus
reindeer-breeders, numerous bands have adopted a peculiar form of sledge
(Fig. 4) with stanchions fitted into circular holes in the runners and fastened

Fig. 4. Tungus Sledge. (From a photograph.)-

with thongs, and with a circular bow-like fore-part for attaching the traces,
the same as is used throughout eastern Siberia for dog-teams.

[70]



Between the Yenisei and Indighirka Rivers the Tungus approach the
seashore. In this region they are intermixed with a group of the Yukaghir, who,
here at least, also used to possess some reindeer. The ethnography of this
tract is still very imperfectly known; and the problems to be solved here are

exceedingly intricate, owing to the invasion of the Yakut, who assimilated all
the smaller tribes, and modified in many respects their original cultures. The
Tungus do not use the dog with their herds. Their lean, small, and nimble-
footed dogs are used only for hunting-purposes, and they retain all the ferocious
habits of former freedom. They consider all reindeer, wild or tame, their
lawfpl prey: therefore in camp these dogs are carefully tied up; otherwise
they would give chase to the herd and disperse it in every direction. The
reindeer are less thoroughly domesticated than among the western tribes,
though tame enough to be milked, and used for regular service. with post and
merchant -caravans.

The Koryak and Chukchee form the third group of reindeer'-breeders,
and live to the east and north of the Tungus. Like the Itribes of the extreme
west, they use reindeer only with the sledge, not for riding, and their herds
are very numerous, perhaps the most numerous in the world; but the degree
of domestication is very imperfect. One is almost tempted to assume that
they did not introduce the tame reindeer from their neighbors, but that, in
imitation of them, they attempted to domesticate the race of reindeer inhabiting
their own country. This would seem the more plausible, since their reindeer
is quite different from that of the Tungus. Their dogs are likewise the natural
foes of the reindeer-herds, and the latter are so wild that they return easily
to their former freedom. Milking is impossible; and the reindeer are dificult
to manage even in harness, and are unable to endure prolonged and regular
service

BEGINNING OF KORYAK AND CHUKCHEE REINDEER-BREEDING. -Although
at presenut the herds of the Koryak atld Chukchee are numerous, it was

probably otherwise in former times. Among the various Koryak bands in
northern Kamchatka and around Baron Korff's Bay there are still some who
combine 'seal-hunting with reindeer-breeding; and while one part of the band
is settled in huts on the coast, fishing and hunting, the other part is wanderinog
about with its reindeer-herds on the neighboring mountains. Usually each
band has only one village on the coast, but several inland camps, each with
one herd. ,There is a constant interchanging of the inhabitants between the
village and the camps, since every fisherman possesses a few reindeer, which
are in charge of one of his relati'ves among the herdsmen. From time to

I G. Mortillet, in his well-known work on prehistoric man in France, asserts, on the authority of Karl
Vogt, that reindeer-breeding is imossible without the use of the watch-dog (Prehistorique, p. 439). V- g
knew only about the European Reindeer tribes. It remains an open question whether reindeer-breeding was

begun with or without dogs.
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time he visits them to enjoy the freedom of a wandering life unde.r the skin
tent. The herdsman', on h'is part, wishes to catch fish and to spear seals, and
during the hunting season descends to the shore. The herds are not numerous,
however, since the attention of the people is divided between their care and
the sea-fisheries.

Not more than a hundred and fifty years ago the forefathers of the
people of almost every Koryak village of Kamchatka had reindeer, while now
the inhabitants live solely by fishing. Similar conditions prevail among the
Reindeer Chukchee around the mouth of the 'Anadyr and along the seacoast
from Holy Cross 13ay to Cape Erri. Everywhere about half of the Reindeer-
camps have small herds only, and support themselves largely by seal-hunting.
It was only in the last century that the herds of the Chukchee became
numerous. Even at the time of the appearance of the Ru-ssians, the continuous
warfare on the Koryak border was carried on by the Chukchee chiefly for the
purpose of carrying away herds of reindeer. For instance, according to
Krasheninnikoff,l the Chukchee, in I738-39, had driven off the herds of the
Koryak of the Opuka and Khatyrka; and the latter, had to settle in under-
ground huts, and lived on fish and roots. The Koryak fishermen oni the
River Opuka claim to be descendants of those reindeer-breeders who were
robbed of their herds by the Chukchee; and in reality they speak the Reindeer-
Koryak dialect, and in some- respec'ts are different frorn their western Mlaritime
neighbors. Almost all Chukchee tales referring to this subject give the same
reason for, the beginning' of their border wars. The Reindeer'Koryak are
described as having large herds, living exclusively on their produce-, and as

being unskilful in sea pursu'its. The Reindeer Chukchee are represented as
a semi-maritime tribe, with a decided aversion to getting too far-away from
the seacoast, and with an excessive liking for sea-meat (anqa'tel), -whale--
skin and seal-blubber, often ready to risk their livres to procure this relished
food.' In the tale of 'aElendi and his Sons " a Chukchee girl is carried away
by a Koryak warrior, and forced to become his wife. She upbraids him for
his way of living, in words like these: "When I lived with my brothers, they
fed me with sea-meat and seal-blubber. Why do you annoy me with your
everlasting reindeer-meat?"3

INCREASE OF CHUKCHEE REINDEER-BREEDING. - The increase of the Chuk-
chee herds has taken place chiefly during the last fifty years, and is simultaneous
with their forward movement in a western and southern direction.' When I

I Krasheninnikoff, II, p. 204. 2 Bogoras, Chukchee Materials, p. 352. 3 Ibid., p. 342.
4 As early as the first part of the nineteenth century, Dr. Kyber called the Reindeer Chukcchee very rich

reindeer-breeders. "The poor Chukchee," he says, "has several hundred animals; the well-to-do, a thousand; th-e
rich one does not know the number of his herd" (KYB3ER, II). His information, however, seems to me to be drawn
.from the Russian. inhabitants of the Kolyma, who are inclined to exaggerate the wealth of the inhabitants of
the tundra. According to the unanimous assertion of the old men of the Chukchee two generations ago, only
very few herds numbered their reindeer by the thousands.



was visiting the country on both Anui Rivers, twenty-five years after Baron
von Maydell, the natives pointed out to me that at present the families who
in Maydell's time were dependent -on othe-r people's herds, had for their
subsistence, as a rule, herds of their own. On the Omolon, Ei'heli, the son.
of Amra'kwurgin, -the rich herdsman (now deceased) who was selected by
Maydell for tlhe position of "principal chief," - had five large herds instead
of the two of his father.1 His brother-in-law and one of his cousins had three
each, etc. In 19oi, however, I heard in Anadyr that the reindeer-herds in the
Omolon country were greatly reduced bDy the hoof-disease.

I mentioned before that the inhabitants of several maritime villages have
turned reindeer-breeders, and that even some of the Asiatic Eskimo have acquired
reindeer-herds. Thus Kuva'r of Indian Point had two large herds that he had
placed in charge of a Reindeer-Chukchee friend, whom he kept supplied with
every American, Russian, or Eskimo ware required for the use- of his family.

DOMESTICATED REINDEER. - There are several races of domesticated rein-
deer. The Chukchee reindeer (tim-ne'-qor, a"ordinary reindeer") is distinctively
different from the Lamut reindeer (wa'wa-qor or wa'waq). It is undersized,
its legs are shorter, body heavier, head not so long, the antlers thicker and
heavier and the difference between buck and do'e in this respect less marked,
and the general color of the animal of darker hue. The Koryak reindeer is
still smaller and darker than that of the Chukchee. The Lamut reindeer on
the Sea of Okhotsk is large, and the darkest of all. The Chukchee reindeer
is quite unfit for the saddle, and is not so strong in the harness, especially
in heavy snow, as the Lamut reindeer; but it is much better for slaughter,-
since it fattens quickly, and does not lose its fat as easily. In good pasture
the Chukchee reindeer accumulates so much fat that it's whole body is cbvered
with it. On the hind part, near the tail, the fat is about two inches thick.

At present a brisk trade in reindeer is carried on between the Lamutt
and the Chukchee. The Lamut reindeer commands about twice the price of
the C'hukchee reindeer. Usually a Lamut fawn is exchanged for a grown
Chukchee reindeer. A broken Lamut reindeer is worth three Chukchee rein-
deer; and the Lamut and' the Tungus often break'all the'young bucks in
their herds in order to barter them away to the Chukchee. Therefore the
larger portion of Chukchee harness-reindeer are at the present time of the
Lamut race. The Lamut, on the other hand, have stopped slaughtering their
own reindeer, because they can always oret Chukchee reindeer, which are

cheaper, and better fitted'for the purpose.
Crossing between tame and wild reindeer frequeritly occurs, especially -in

the Chukchee herds, although with the wild reindeer the rutting-season begins
a couple of weeks later than with the tame one.- One by one wild bucks

1 Ei'heli succeeded his father in the office of "principal chlief."' I spent about six months among his
herds on the Middle Omolon.
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I Albinos have pink eyes. Their velvet is rosy on account of the transparency of the skin. They are
weak and sleepy, thougli very tame. The Chukchee usually l;ill them at an eaily age, as, on the whole, they
do not like anything abnorm-al among their reindeer.
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come to the herd, fighting with their tame rivals, and seeking for some doe
that is still rutting. During this time the herdsmen visit the herd as little as

possible, even at the risk of losincr some animals. When visiting the herd,
they are carefuil to keep on the windward side of the shy guest, in order not
to frighten him away. The visits of wild bucks are considered as blessings,
obvious tokens that Providence looks favorably on the -herd: therefore the
herdsmen, with special charms and incantations, strive to allure and to detain
as long as possible- the wild reindeer. After the crossing, the herdsmen try
to kill the wild buck as speedily as they can, since its escape is interpreted
as the recall of the blessing. If several bucks that have crossed -with the
herd should make good their escape, they will1 induce the herd the next spring
to return the visit, and will keep them afterward. The offsprina of the cross
between tame and wild reindeer is highly valued by the Chukchee. They trace
the lineage of such blood for three or four generations. All cross-breeds are
broken for the harness, and used especially in racing, because they are swifter
and have more mettle than any tarne reindeer. The offspring of the wild
buck and the tame doe is called rite'qau; and that of the rite'qau buck and
the tame doe, 1 cve-tei'kin (" wild reindeer made"). Sometimes the Chukchee
buck, when roaming about free, will cross with a wild doe. The offspring,
when caught young, can be broken, and is prized more hilghly than any other
reindeer. The Chukchee assert that the first cross-bred generation of rite'qau
is better and even more docile than the second, in which the innate wildness
returns. The crossing between thle Lamut and the Chukchee reindeer does
not attract any special attention.

The tame reindeer shows considerable variety in color, rangi'ng- from spot-
less snow-white to dark gray and hazel-nut brown (usually called by the natives
black). It is darkest shortly after shedding its hair, and lightest in the spring,
before shedding. Fawns are darker than the old ones, and white fawns are
therefore much valued. The Chukchee distinguish the following colors of
reindeer-skin :

i. Tefn-uwe'IE ("quite black" [chestnut brown]). 9. vCec'chen-ya'qilhin ("under-leg grayish" [light-
2. u'trgilin ("sblack hair tipped"). gray spots under the legs and on the groins,
3. Ce'va'ro ("gray"). body brown]).
4. Elhi-ceva'ro ("gray with white") or yigli-lug' IO. Uw-ya'qACvhin ("sblack, under-leg grayish"

("moon-faced, ) since the white is usually on [same as before, belly light gray, white spot
the face). on the forehead]).

5. ir;'pirgin ("yellowish hair tipped" [on brown IIr. Ya'qilhin ("sunder-leggrayish" [same as before,
ground]). -brown parts less extended]).

6. UU8P1IIIE ("black yellowish" [somewhat lighter I2. Yi'hilhin ("whitish" [with brown stripe along
than the preceding one]). the back]).

7.IgpllI1E ("yellowish" [on gray ground]). I3Elhr(wiefx)
8. Ilh-igpliI'E ("whitish yellow"). I14. Ilhi-lile' ("white-eyed" [albino]1)
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1. Elve'ek ("one hind-leg in white stocking" 22. Keli'lin ("spotted" [white spots on brown or
[body gray or brown]). gray ground]).

I6. Ke'mvekem ("both hind-legs in white stock- 23. ReW_ej,8tin (ptarmigan-neck" [white body
ings"). with a black head, like a ptarmigan in spring

17. 'I£nIit-qe'fiu (tinose-tip white" [literally, "'nose- plumage]).
tip white mixed with brown"]). 24. igpli'li-qe'inu ("gyellowish gray mixed with

I8. Ar'-qa'ino ("groin white mixed with brown"). white").
I9. Ri"'ccit-qe'fnu ("4belt whitemixedwithbrown"). 25. ilpli'li-keli'lin ("syellowish gray spotted with
20. Qe'fnu ("white mixed with brown"). white").
2 I. Mei'nii-qe'inu ("very much qe'inu," i. e., more 26. Kergi'pitku-qe'niu ("speckled with white" [on

white than brown). yellowish-gray ground]).

The name of the reindeer is generally taken from its color or from some

peculiar feature of its antlers. Examples of such names are The-quite-Black-
One, One-with-a-Cross-Branch-over-the-Forehead, etc. Some breeders give real
names to a few reindeer of their herds: e. g., Young-Lamut-Reindeer (Tor-
wa'waq), -though this name was gilven to a Chukchee reindeer partly for
the purpose of increasing its agility through the force of the word, - Mush-
room-Eater (Po'niolin), etc.

The term of a reindeer's life is from twelve to fifteen years, though some
animals live considerably longer. According to age, they are classified as
follows:

Qayui' ("fawn"), both male and female.
Qli'kin ("male fawn") and e'cve'k ("female fawn").
Pe ecvak (both male and female), less than one year old.
Pe'nvel (male) and vaniqa's--qor (female), from one to two years old.
Krimi'nti (male) and kri'm-qor (female), from two to three years old.
Taa'cimi nti (male) and nera'n-igri'm-qor ([literally, "two times kri'm-qor"] a female), from three

to four years old.
Rireqa'ulin (["one of the second time"] male) and tur-rewkutettilin (["nhew doe grown"] female),

from four to five years old.
R'lroqa'ulin ([one of the third time"] male) and re'wkut (["doe"] female), from five to six

years old.
R'raqa'ulin ("one of the fourth time"), male only, from six to seven years old.
(,u`mfiff ("4buck"), more than seven years old.

The reindeer begins to shed its hair in the spring, and finishes in the
middle of summer. Well-fed animals start shedding before lean ones, and
grown animals before younger ones. A herd in good condition wvill finish
two weeks earlier than a lean one. The new hair is short and sleek, but it
thickens rapidly; and in September the skins of fawns are suitable for mnaking
winter garments. For this purpose skins of fawns are used almost exclusively.
The fawns are killed at two set periods in early fall, according to the kind
of fuir desired. The late fall fawn-skins are used only for heavy overcoats;
and the skins of grown animals, for sleepi.ng-room coverings, bedding, and the
like. For the Russian trade, spring fawn-skins of smaller size, called by the
traders uvyporotki" (BMIIOpOTICH), are required. Of these, the black skins are
more highly valued, and bring almost three times the price of gray ones,
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Fall fawn-skins (black), called by the traders a pyshiki" (HHIMEzC), are also
traded. The full-grown skins are soft-curried before being sold to the traders.
In bartering with American Eskimo, white'spotted fawn-skins" are most highly
valued. Pure white skins ar'e highly prized everywhere. For making garments,
the Chukchee men lay equal value on white, black, and spotted skins; b'ut
the women prefer spotted ones.

In winter the reindeer feed solely -on reindeer-moss, which grows in
abundance everywhere on the flat tundra and on the hills. -There are some
seven species of reindeer-moss:
I. Le"e'-watta'p ("genuine moss," Cetraria Islandica), otherwise called e'lhu-watta'p (wiems"

or ko'o-watta'p ("large moss").
2. Qai-watta'pqai ("small moss") or e"mu-watta'p ("fine moss"), small moss with thin tender fibres.

There are two varieties of different color: (a' ki'm'cir, black; and (b) lo'gqai, light green, like
the ordinary large moss.

3. Kaima'-watta'p ("bald moss, Stenocaulon pasehale), otherwise called gm-tal-watta'p ("Cground-
bones moss"). It is light green in color, with small round rolls of fibres.

4. Koihu'-watta'p ("tglacier moss"), like the ordinlary large moss, but dark brown in color.
5. Mi'rgic'hin, also of two colors: (a) uwa'la-mi'rgi'chin, black, similar to very rough horse-hair tangled

together; and (b) e'tw-mi'rgiC'hin ("wolf's moss"), similar to wolf's hair.
6. Ka'kwel-watta'p ("ear-like moss, Cetraria arctica), in large flaps, and light green in color.

Sprouts chiefly on burnt ground.
7. Aio'picu-watta'p ("pricking -moss"), of two different colors, -light green and dark brown.

Of -all these varieties, No. I iS the most common; No. 3 is scarce,
especially on the tundra; No. 4 is very good fodder, but grows only in cer-
tain places; No. 5 is poorer fodder; Nos. 6 and 7 are good fodder, but they
grow only on burnt places, and are scarce.

With the first green sprouts that shoot up through the snow, the reindeer
cease to care for the moss, and scatter over considerable distances in search
of new kinds of food. In summer they feed on 'sprouts growing on the tundra,
chiefly on various species of reed-arass; also on young leaves of low willow-
bushes, shore-grass, and the like, with the exception, however, of common
grass, - "horse-fodder" (ko'ne'n-va'P-glifin) as the Chukchee call it. Even late
in the fall, reindeer require some reed-grass and withered leaves mixed with
moss, and without it they will not fatten. On the other hand, toward the
end of summer they require moss mixed with the grass, and without it they
will not thrive. 'rhis season is the most critical one'-for the herdsman, since
a herd that does not gather fat enough- in late summer will not be able to
keep 'in condition through the whole winter, even in the best pastures, and
in the springtime will be in danger of losing all fawns on account of the
exhaustion of the dams. In the fall the reindeer has a great relish for mushrooms,
and seeks for them, so obstinately as to neglect its ordinary fodder, and lose
fat. It also consumes bird-dung with relish, quantities of which are. heaped
around the moulting-places of ducks. The Yukaghir on the Middle Omolon,
who subsist on fish, and ride reindeer instead of driving dogs, keep their
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animals, especially the younger ones, during the season of insects, pent up in
sheds to avroid losing them in the thick forest. They feed them all this
time with willow-sprouts and fresh fish.. Two small graylings ( Thymallus vulgaris)
is the daily allowance of a grown reindeer. Frequently the reindeer has a

liking for animal food. Occasionally it catches mice in the moss, 1 and unfledged
birds among the sprouts, and picks up around the houses scraps of fish and
meat. Some even steal frozen reindeer-meat from the stores; but such a
reindeer is speedily killed, for 'it is considered to bring misfortune. The rein-
deer drinks water in the summer-time; but in the winter it is contented with
eating snow, as are the dog and every other Arctic animal. If in the fall,
after the lakes and rivers are frozen over, snow does not fall for a long time,
the herd is in a sad plight, as the reindeer, on account of the peculiar position
of its convex hoofs, is unable to walk on ice toward open places. The herds-
man breaks water-holes in the ice near the banks. Nievertheless, without
snow, the herd loses fat very quickly.

Reindeer-moss grows throughout the year, but, if too much trampled upon,
it will wither and dry up. Such spoiled pastures are exceedingly slow in
recovering, and they sometimes remain. waste for more than twenty years.
The same is true of districts that are burnt over.

Reindeer cannot remain too long at one place, since- the constant scraping
of their hoofs hardens the snow, and it becomes difficult to reach the moss
under it. Large herds especially have to move forward after a few hours,
and actually keep moving the whole winter. Therefore the animals in very
large herds do not have much fat. A pasture, after having been grazed over
for a day or two, is useless till the. next year, and will not be resorted to
again in the same season. A pasture that has been used for three or four
successive years has to be given a rest for five or six years. Thus reindeer-
herds will thrive only when the avTailable grounds are large enough for a
continuous change of good pastures, carefully picked out amona the vast spaces
of poor land and coarse fodder. The summer pasture's are not so easily
exhausted; and on the Arctic seashore, between the Kolyma and Chaun ,

although resorted to every year for half a century, they still thrivre, and sprout
again every spring. The best str-ip of pasture-land here lies close to the shore,
and is usually occupied by poor people, who quite overcrowd it, -at least
in the Chukchee conception of the word. They live so close together that
"the tents are visible one from the other" (am-ya'ra-wu'rra). In the spring of
the year, when going to the shore, several camps often start a running-match
in order to secure the best place. Their herds, however, get so tangled up
at the end of the season, that it is diifficult to separate them before leaving
for the forest. Rich men do not care to go to this reglion, notwithstanding

1 Compare Middendorff, p. 949.
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its abundant pasture, because they would lose half of their reindeer among
those of their neighbors. In other, more spacious districts the reindeer-breeders
keep a careful-eye on- the grounds around their summer camps, because they
have to take-the herd there for the ceremonials and slaughtering of the early
fall. Therefore trespassing on these pastures is held to be a grave offence,
and leads to quarrels and fighting. In the w'inter-time, trouble often arises, not
from the encroachment upon- pastures, but rather from the entanglement of
the herds grazing togrether on the same spot, the separation of w'hich requires
considerable work and time. A rich breeder who finds a poor neighbor cominog
too near, always suspects that the latter wants the herds to become entangled,
that he may have an opportunity of appropriating some stray animals, whose
ear-marks he can change.

The reindeer scrape the snow with the hoofs of their fore-feet, the sharp
rims and pointed ends of which penetrate the snow, even when covered with
a very hard crust. But wherever the snow is very heavy, -for instance, in
the thick of the forests, the reindeer soon become 'tired, and want to lie
down before they have had enough to eat. Reindeer-breeders, therefore, do
not like to go too far into the forest. The hills of the forest-border are most
favorable for them, because on their slopes snow is always scarce, and moss
abundant.

The females calve from the middle of March till the breaking-up of the
ice; i. e., the end of May. The fawns, after a few days, begin to dig for
moIss. They are weak, and sensitive to frost and hunger; and hundreds of
them perish under unfavorable conditions'(in the average year, about fifteen
per cent). -The wild reindeer calves two or three weeks later, in accordance
with its later rutting-season. This is favorable for the fawns, which do not
perish in such numbers as in the domesticated herds. During calving-timne
the herdsmen resort to an open place well sheltered from north winds, and
with little snow; as otherwise the females will lack milk, and the fawns will
be starved. In all the larger herds the preornant females, before calving, are
separated from the bucks, harness-animals, etc.; and each part of the herd is
pastured on separate grounds. Otherwise the bucks would injure the fawns
in their runs, which occur several times a day. The two parts of the herd
are joined again late in summer, or in the fall of the year, when they are
returning from the summer pastures. The reindeer-doe begins to rut when one
year old; but some begin in the same year in 'which they were born. The
more-favorable the summer, the more frequent will be the cases of half-grown
fawns beginning to rut. I was told by the herdsmen of the American Govern-
ment herd on St. Lawrence Island, that, on account of the rich moss-pastures
without insects, almost all the fawns began to rut the first year.

This early fertility accounts for the rapid increase of the reindeer-herds
under favrorable conditions, altbough the doe rarely brings forth more than one
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fawn. Even twins are often born dead. One of living twins, or even both,
are often killed by the Chukchee because they are afraid of anything unusulal
in connection with their herd. Some of the breeders, however, value twins
highly, asserting that when orown up they will be very sw1ift, and will make
good racing-reindeer. Therefore when living twins are born into their herd,
they look for another doe that has just given birth to a dead fawn, and
carefuLlly wrap one of the living twins into the placenta of the dead fawn to
make the dam raise it as its own. Of course, this is feasible only in large
herds, where in calving-ti'me there are daily about twenty or thirty fawns born.
If a suitable reindeer-dam is wanting, they will sometimes kill some new-born
fawn and put one of the twins in its place. If they prefer to kill one of the
twins, they keep a female one, because they believe that it will grow up to
be a barren doe, fit to use for the harness.' Breeding-bucks are best at the
aae of three aiid four years; later on, their value decreases, although the bulk
of the body and the dimension of the antlers continue to increase until the
fifth or sixth year. The doe breeds to the end of her life.'

The Chukchee, herdsmen are carefLil to select for breeding those does
that bear the strongest fawns. Those whose fawns have died for several years
in succession are killed first, when meat is required. The herdsman observes
the lineage (yi'chi'yikwin) of his animals through three or four generations in
selecting the best breeding-does.

Although the Chukchee havre a very imperfect system of numerals, and
never know the exact number- of animals in their herd, still they keep a strict
proportion between its integral parts. Fertile does always form a large majority.
The largest bucks, aside from those used for breeding, are usually gelded.
Such geldings and a few barren does are allowed to fatten. The harness-
reindeer are also geldings, with the exception of a few large barren females
with larue antle'rs. The majority of the bucks are killed for their skins in
the first fall of their lives. On an average, there are in a herd, to.every
hundred breeding--does, about a dozen breeding-bucks, from ten to fifteen sledge-
reindeer, and from sixty to seventy half-grown fawns. In a large herd (Plate
IV, Fig. i) there may be to a thousand breeding-does thirty breeding-bucks,
eiahty sledge-reindeer, and from three hundred to four hundred fawns. The
ntimber of fattened bucks varies from a very few to about as many as there
-die breeding-does. However, large bucks and barren does are highly prized,
since the Chukchee assert that a herd without bucks with large antlers looks
poorly, and that without barren fattened does, all signs of wealth disappear.
Evenl in sprinortime, when almost every doe is with fawn, the Chukchee herds-
man is often more ready to kill a breeding-doe than a large fattened buck.

1 See below.
2 The Rev. Argentoff (I, p. 92) says that some of the does bring forth fawns for forty years. Perhaps

this is a misprint, since the average life of the reindeer is from twelve to fifteen years. See also p. 75.
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During the greater part of the summer the reindeer are much worried
by large and small mosquitoes, and still more by two kinds of reindeer-flies.
The first one (ffstrus tarandi Nordenskiold, Tabaznus larandinus Slunin)
lays its eggs on the hair of the reindeer, fastening them to the ends of the-
hair. After a little while a small maggot hatches from the egg, and immedi-
ately makes its way into the epidermis. W7hile there it grows rapid'ly, and
finally reaches the size of a hazel-nut. When full grown, it protrudes from
the skin, and is 'ready to fall down. The maggots evidently cause itching,
since the reindeer scratches its back whenever possible. When the maggots
are very numerous, the reindeer loses its fat, and sometimes even dies. Later
in spring the backs of some hapless animals look as if they were stuffed ove-r
and over with maggots, and the skin is riddled with small holes. Chukchee
.herdsmen very dexterously pick out these maggots, when large enough, from
the reindeer's back, and eat themx with great relish. The Lamut sometimes
gather a quantity and boil them in water. Although this fly, when laying its
eggs, does not cause the reindeer any pain or discomfort, the animal is much
more afraid of it than of the stinging mosquito, and the herd will not remain
quiet when the flies are numerous.,

Another fly, of smaller size and darker c'olor (fdemagena tavrandi Slunin),
lays its. eggs in the reindeer's nostrils. The larvx go up to the throat, and
penetrate the cartilage. The next year, when the maggots are full-grown,
they cause a constant cough, which continues until the last one drops to the
ground. The Yukaghir and the Tungus, following the example of Yakut
cattle-breeders, try to protect their reindeer from obnoxious insects by a smudge
of smouldering dung, or of a fire covered with green leaves. But with the
wild and large herds of the Chukchee such fires are of little value, and not
without danger. Thus,- some five years ago,. Tungus herdsmen who were

tending the herd of a rich Chukchee on the Alaseya River tried to surround
it with fires, and. finally burned the whole pasture, and injured half of the
animals.

Hoof-swelling is the nizost common of reindeer-diseases, and occurs almost
every year to a greater or less extent in most herds. It develops where the
animals walk on dry and hot ground. Large abscesses break out between
the joints of the foot. Sometimes the foot swells to the size of a child's head.
The disease is catching, and is more- dangerous in the mountains than on tn(:
seacoast. The Chukchee believe that when an animal afflicted with hoof-disease
steps on the tracks of a healthy animal, it communicates the disease to the
latter. Therefore an infected herd sometimes finds trouble in moving about
the country. In an unfavorable summer a third or even half of the herd may
die of it; but usually the loss amounts to only a few score. The first cold
rapidly restores health to those that were not seriously affected. The symptom
of another disease, that is not so frequent but much more dangerous, is a
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scab covering the whole skin, and causing all the hair to drop off. The
disease is said to proceed from a very small insect that burrowvs through the
skin, probably a species of tick. Dr. Slunin mentions havilng seen it, though
he does not give the name of the species. It develops in mid-winter, and
.the reindeer die of cold and exhaustion. This disease is also catching; and
a herd, once infected, will generally be ex-terminated. Sometimes the disease
will last for several years, disappear for a while, and then break out with
renewed vigor. When it assumes a violent form, the Chukchee herdsmen
often leave the whole herd, house and everything in it, even stripping them-
selves to the last fur shirt, as a sacrifice to the spirit of the disease. Some-
times they kill all their animals, and pile them together around the tent.
According to data contained in the archives of Nishne-Kolymsk, in the spring
of I872 a Chukchee reindeer-breeder, Tiniei'mit,broughthiswholeherd,stricken
with scabies and about three thousand head strong, to that town to be
slauightered. The inhabitants of all the neighboring villages flocked together,
and all the slaughtering was done in three days. The scabies infected the
dogs and the people, who had touched and eaten -the diseased meat; but the
results were not so fatal as with the reindeer. Dr. Sluinin also mentions that
scabies may be conveyed to men. Other diseases - such as muzzle-swelling,
abscesses on the sides, etc. - are of no great importance. The Chukchee
do not undertake to cure any of them, but slaughter the affected animal, and
consume it as readily as they would a healthy~one. Occasionally they tie up
a fawn's broken leg in t'hin boards, or they cut open the swollen penis of a buck
that is too much affected by the rut, and sometimes they even bore with a
knife an extra outlet for the urine.

A number of beasts of prey are dangerous to the herds. The wolverine
and the black b'ear will occasionally kill a stray reindeer. The polar wolf is
much more dangerous, since, in the localities where the Chukchee herds are
numerous, it follows them wherever they wander, and generally lives on them.
The natives assert that there are two varieties of polar wolf. One is smaller
and swifter than the other; it hunts the wild reindeer, and- never approaches
the herds, since it dreads the smell of man. The other variety 'is of larger
size, and, since it is not swift enough to overtake the wild reindeer, it preys
entirely on the dlomesticated herds. In winter the wolf selects for its raids
dark, windy nights, or those with heavy snowfalls. Oftentimes several wolves
make a joint attack from various points. In such -case they may in a single
night kill several scores of reindeer, and -what is worse -disperse the
herd so widely that some of the younger animals cannot be found again.
The Chukchee consider the wolf a shaman, who, among other things, possesses
a charmed hood of thick hare-skin as white as snow. To make his raid suc-

cessful, he will put it over the herdsman's head when snow ia falling, and
thus put him to sleep. In summer the wolf sometimes becomes so bold that

I I -JESUP NORTH PACIFIC EXPED., VOL. VII.
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he makes an attack in broad daylight and in the presence of several herdsmen,
as I myself had occasion to witness. Possibly this may be due to the fact
that the Chukchee have a taboo against the use of fire-arms on the wolf, and
will use only a lasso or a trap for killing it.

THE HERDSMAN'S WORK. - On the open, st'ormy tundra the Chukchee
herdsman, whlo has no watch-dog, has a considerable amount of trouble with
his half-wild herd. The reindeer are only half domesticated, and ready to
disperse on the first occasion. When left to themselves in the open tundra,
they soon become quite wild, and even more wary than the wild reindeer,
since they know the- ways of man. Every now and then, when going to a
fresh pasture or wa'ndering over the tundra, some wayward animals will start
in the wrong direction, and the herdsman has to head them off. The herd,
therefore, progresses but slowly; and the more slowly, the larger the number
of animals. The highest praise for a herdsman is to say that his herd moves

along swiftly; like "the small cluster of a poor man, to employ the usual
expression of the heroic tales.

During certain seasons, especially with the coming of insects, the herd
requires the utmost exertion of everybody in the camp, includi'ng girls and
married women. The latter, though not very active, are able to relieve the
men for a little while, so as to give them their much-needed rest. The herd
will not stav on the same spot, even for a short time, but wants to move

against the w'ind to find relief from insects. When stopping for a while, only
the centre of the herd stands quietly. The outer animals move swiftly around
it -now from left to right, then from right to left -as if performing a
dance, and then suddenly dash forward against the breeze, carrying along the
whole herd. When the herdsmen are too few for regular watches, they may
not get time to sleep for two or three days in succession, and often are so
tired that they drop to the ground and fall asleep against their will. The
worst weather is a heavy warm fog without wind, because then the insects
are most troublesome, and the herdsmen cannot watch the movements of the
distant animals. At such times a herd may easily be lost, if the herdsman
should fall asleep even for a moment. To find its tracks in summer is no

easy matter; and the reindeer may either disperse, small bands joining neigh-
boring herds, or, in more lonely districts, run wild again. After the small-pox
epidemic of I884 on the western Kolyma tundra, so many domesticated. herds
ran free and dispersed, that their descendants may 'be recognized even now

among the wild reindeer at the mouth of the Kolyma. The wild reindeer in
Asia is uniformly gray. All those having black or white spots are descended
from the domesticated race. The best qualities of a herdsman are endurance
in walking, and ability to go witbout sleep for a long time.

A small herd is more difficult to hatidle than a large one;'1 and several
"A smrall herd) like a short lasso, slips out of the hands," says the proverb.
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poor families usually combine for the summer and form a large herd with plenty
of herdsmen. Early in the fall the herds are separated; and in winter some
o>f the poor men will join their wealthy neighbors and help them watch the
herd, receiving for their pay some skins, and some animals for slaughter.
Such temporary helpers generally leave in spring,' before the calving-season,
since. at that time a large herd gives much trouble. It must'be kept moving
in search of new pastures. Does with young ones are very slow. In a herd
of a-0thousand does there are some thirty calvings daily. The herdsman has
to keep his eye on every one of these. He leavres them behind, then comes
back for them, and even assists the inexperienced darni.

Many poor families, especially those who want to raise a herd of their
own, enter the service of one of their wealthy neighbors for several years.
They. are very hard-worked, and receive as pay their meat-supply and skins
from the herd 'of their master; but in moving from carnp to camp they must
use their own pack and driving animals. Meanwhile their owsn little stock is
left undisturbed to multiply. In return for good services, they may expect to
-receive from their master every year about ten fawns; and with the natural
increase of their own animals they may secure one hundred reindeer in the
course of five fairly favorable years. Such helpers are called "dwelling-mates"
(nim-tu'mgit); and the owners of every large flock, when short of hands, will
strive in every way to attract at least one poor family. Often these are poor
relatives of the owner of the herd. If there are- any young unmarried men
in these families, they will be offered a girl of the master's family in marriage,.
and thus become relatives of his.

With the beginning of summer, when sledges become useless and tents
cannot be moved around the country, the Chukchee herdsmen usually leave
their families in camp, and move with the herd about twenty miles away, to
the summer pastures. Boys and girls of more than ten years, and young
women having no~small children, usually go along for a time. While moving
about with the herd, the herdsmen have to carry on their backs all necessaries,
such as extra clothing, rifle and ammunition, kettles, and provisions. After
they havre killed a reindeer, they must carryr its skin and meat until it is
consumed. For this reason the herdsmen are so a'verse to slaughtering an
animal at that season, that they sometimes go for several days on starvation
rations. If the hoof-disease, breaks 'out, they havTe plenty of meat, but they
have to carry along additional loads of skins. Sometimes they are so heavily
laden as to be hardly able to move. The burdens are carried by girls and
by men who are not very agile; while the best herdsmen must remain unen-
cumbered for moving swiftly around the herd.

The time of the first sprouting of wee'ds, and the mushroom season in
the fall, are also hard on the herdsman; but the winter is easier, especially
the coldest months, which have clear sky andl ca'lm air. If no wolves'9 tracks
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are seen' in the vicinity, the herd may be left for a day, and even for a night,
without any watch; and two boys are sufficient to keep watch for several
weeks, with an occasional visit from their father or elder brother, who -attend
chiefly to the change of pasture. Thus in the winter-time the older people
have more leisure for visits and amusements.

The Chukchee are supplied with meat and skins from their herds. NTo
imilking is possible on account of the wildness of the reindeer. Early in- summer
the herdsmen may catch one of the does with fawn, strike her to the ground,
and try to suck some milk from her udder, although she may kick desperately
all the while. The man has to strike her udder with his fist,I just as the fawn
does with its forehead, to cause a more abundant flow of milk. Sometimes
the milk that has been sucked out is spit into a bl-adder and brought home
as a rare present. The amount is rarely more than half a glassful. But these
milking-operations must not be repeated too frequently, otherwise the fawn
would be starved. Wthen the herdsman is very hungry, he may also chop
off a' few pieces of the soft velvet of some buck with large antlers, and eat
the thick, soft outer skin. The animal is released without any dressing of the
wound; and the blood will sometimes continue to trickle down for hours.

Bucks are gelded in a way somewhat corresponding to the process of
milking. The animal is struck to the ground, and the herdsman bites with
his teeth either through the dowcets or through the spermatic ducts. This
operation does not affect the reindeer much, and immediately afterward it
continues to graze. Sometimes the scrotum is tied very tightly with, a sinew
thread, and after a while becomes atrophied and drops off. Usually tlte antlers
of the driving-reindeer are cut short with a saw early in the fall, wThen they
are. dry and hard. The mark of the owner (ve'lo'lhin, "ear"), which is a very
simple one, is bitten out of the fawns' ears in late summer, or the next spring

during the separation of bucks from pregnant dams.
- | ~~~~Forcatching reindeer the herdsman uses the long1tt 10 ~~lasso (vca'at) with a knot on one end and a noose

A % 1.l 0 ~formed by means of a bone eye on the other (Fig. 5).
, 0X: il 2i lXlIt is made of thin seal-skin straps plzaited together,
f1+1 lilitl S; 1 1ssometimes of intertwined sinew cords, or of ground-
5 |tj}2, 1 11}seal and walrus thong carefully softened by rubbing,
f\ g 1 :' 4 and well smeared with blubber to make it more

GW ~~Agood lasso is worth a fat buck for slaughter,
a 9 (q u?> or even a sledge-reindeer. The Chukchee herds-

h ~man will not go abroad vvithout his lasso, even
Fig. 5 T7-) a, Lasso (total length, when far from his herd (Fig. 6; also Plate XXVII,

I5 m.; thickness, I cm.); b, Noose. Fig. 2). WIhile walking, he usually carries it around
his neck in a thick coil, like a huge boa. It is sometimes used in hunting
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wild sheep, also 'for catching wolves that are first hunted down with a swift
sledge, and occasionally
for black bear and wol-
verine. Once, in my I

presnce a man ivh wa

the bank byimeansofhr,>~9-
Tomen heldethe coinder,;

strongsit, threwgthe nQoeat-
acosin thegthinvnfei.r.Hrsa.trwn aso Fo poorp.

poightens athoe line and

string inoughe cils Athebc o obn o aiy hsisal oeb
thm aen time anowever,oigtlakome,grsadyugw enhv

byontendf ithe anters, andcrytekie nterbls hrwtelso n
wihterformtherslaugtrng,deftlylsmn.Frscrfcsanncreoil
stabsritdeerough sthbedheat, a pa-7aeVIi.I.Atepeettm
usin Lamuklong thin knindeerb tbig u a odi h oyadsrc
thatintveryatneiend, ande Fig.LamuIerstrangethr eing aniso.(rmaphowtogah.)rnnn

sRogEINough-DInvING.-Reinotdeer-andsoearusialy Thise is usull dostwnter.y
Totntheherdsma seleyt carrthis knifoe thos theiaets,e thowb the leasst shy.
perormeisthesLamugtereingeejstubmtls then.rs timescitfics andint cerness,owials
the Chukheeri stbeidee reqithasearconideabletvimeFig ibeA thoruglpresent.im
The Lau iltereindeerbykstabstbouing;FobthIreastolin, ther Chkolyma hedistr-c
thatn veryaenieer-drimerhs thedLmtohsbetorage fatheirdanimals withg arunnin

Theatherdsaurn-eselet(Fig. t)hichpupoe thses tohattracmtothe thendereaht shy.

wishes to harness. Wihen thoroughly tame, reindeer will come and drink
1 Compare Slunin, I, p. 640.
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from the hands of their masters. Reindeer that are to be trained for pack-
N. sledges are usually attached

to the last little sledge of
<at the line. On this sledge the t

( = ~~~~~~~tent-pols are ca*rried 1tie

t [t~~~~~~~~~~armto theY load. The

preceding ones, w~hich are ,

^1 i ~~~~Ina few days the youngFig. 7G-F;,) Urinle-Vessel. Height, i i cm. reindeer, after having been,0

\.s~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ie bein th

Fig.9.einder-arnss.Froahotorap.)arnsk tor beven

-c2 ., 17 D rX--- L ----C--V-
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to turn its head, the vci'kil is violently jerked several times by the drivrer,
causing the animal considerable pain. When the newly broken reindeer kicks
too' much, or, after pasturing, does not allow itself to be caught for harnessing,
the herdsman will pull it for half an hour by one of its hind-legs by way of
punishment. Reindeer are generally attached singly to the pack-sledge, and
in pairs to the driving-sledge. Only a poor man will drive a single reindeer,
and then for short
distances only, be-
cause the reindeerA
would very soon be {A J
completely tired out. 4 1 )'J

The reindeer-
harness iS quite g i 6

strapceoulehantiess-stra ofteakren
ter sieieswide which de atcoeewithpsotsking epcallintesaongo
theaightshedeig ofhen h kno h en

edee cros ther lefstiv n eoe oe,-
asholy.Idwner ltecarened thgien 7

toetween tharess sine-teride osnt
legs.pire, callthianssialysdynd
bighta thTwolthnasr. p flahrae Fg I(r.Dti fRide-rcs
and~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Lnt of toggle,togl

isaiseteed ineac slide Figioola.Theiney HresFrmapoorp.
ineacharond (Fi.echest Thnd btedarejondpymasseofharooden theggle. ofthe

wtimesoft stronge beastpeiayinteisefastene oftesaewy
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With the driving-reindeer the collar is slung over the left shoulder of both
animals; and they have separate traces, which are fastened to the middle of
the sledge-front (Fig. I 2). The larger reindeer is usually placed on the right
I!} ~~~~~side; and it does more work than the

i-1--,,?b'-one on the left, especially in turning
g:==_;ZZl;"l and changing the course. Two reins-

j
-; 1 i ~~~~one on the right-hand side and one

I1k,a 1\i -- between the reindeer -are fastened
to a common halter (Fig. I T)ahey
end with loop that are usually put

6@g ~~~~~around the mittened wrists of the driver.
Fig. 12 (w_,-IO): a, Attachment of Traces: b, Detail The end ofthe right rein is strengthened

(~tAtachenofRiht rae.by a thin piece of whalebone wound
around with thin thong, and sometimes supplied with rings of ivory or lead

ffir1 ~~to give a better hold for the
\ */ ~~~hand. Several sharp, notched
\<// ~~~attachments made ofivory, antler,

; \; ~~~~~oriron, serve in place of the bit
\,7\ ~~~(Fig. I4)1 When the reins are
\-e<\^ ~~~pulled, these prick the animal.
< 9 1; ~~~~When one of a couple of drivina-

\d'tX ,:e ~reindeer iS inclined to Jostle itS
E
< < ;-w-<companion offthe track,a wooden-- ~~~implement with sharp antler«a y 1M X ~prongs is fastened on the body

-~~~ ~~~o thae lattethos pric theChukchee

Fig.I3(Tst7).ReindeFig.aIter.
Pack-reisndeeaevted totheLp

landrs.ungu rendee-colar (sed ack-reindeerdoaku twandth wRsith-
reineerdrierspasesalog te lftideofuth letbeingdeer atdtahed. gh

sideofherghtone Thetraeisdoule, apefo asttahosen of simplChukche
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across the curved fore-part of the sledge, so that both reindeer are compelled
to pull with equal force. -
Otherwise the traces of the ¢sc: te !.; !
weaker one would become A \ t X,79
shorter, and its hind-legs \ 3~> }
would be struck by the t U \'

The driving-harness of X'

rein, and therefore IS less X\ i | j
handy. Their draught-rein- g jl0l. l
deer are attached to the v | ij
sledge in twos with the same X! 4 w
doubletrace and tied toa, Length, 13 cm.; b, c, height, 1.75 cm., 5 cm.

the fore-sledge with two !1
separate halters. A Chukchee pack-reindeer li

hauls from a hundred to a hundred and fiftyl) : j
pounds on the sledoe; a pair of Tungus or | 1
Yakut pack-reindeer, from two hundred and , 1
fifty to four hundred pounds; and a Lamut /S f
saddle pack-reindeer, from forty to fifty pounds. , . I|

The whip is made of a Iong, thin, pliant 2+:Z,-j;, 15rt
rod of willow or birch, usually broken in one / ;1 fl \{
or two places 'and fastened t.ogether with sinew 't'l/'' ':/ K1
thread to give it greater pliabilitv. It has a 2>9 !
thick antler ring on the hand-end, and an ivory ,djl!'
cap, usually made of a molar of the walrus' Fig- I5 (T,R4)@-'' t!f

Implement to prevent
with one protruding, somewhat blunt end (Fig. Reindeerfrom jostling j9 X'
T** * 1 1 * 1- 1 1 ~~Each Other. Length,i6, a-c). In experiencedl handls, this li ht and 5!cm.\ !,

apparently inoffensive instrument can drawbloodi
from the thick skin of the reindeer-buck, though generally the
Chukchee do not strike their reindeer very hard. Maltreat- \
ment of reindeer or dogs is considered a areat slin against b
Ya'gtavc-va'irgin ("Life [giving] Being").l Occasionally a wrhip e
with shorter handle and thin thong is used (Fig. I 6, d). Fig(X673) a 6TAT)

The details of the Koryak harness, whips, and sledges, d (,vA°0 Wllips.
are more or less similar to those of the Chukchee. Total legth, a,cm

The Chukchee reindeer-sledge has double curved cross-ribs
made of antler, or of strong boughs naturally curved. The fore-ends of the
runners are joined to the upper rails, the whole forming a curve (Fig. I 7, 6, i,f),
and the ribs are tied to the runners in shallow slots roughly hollowed out, but not

I See Chapter XII.

I12 JESUP NORTH PACIFIC EXPED.1 VOL. VII.
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7:7-

Fig. I17. Sledges.
a ( ) Detail of fastening rib to runner; b (f, c (4tp), d (-4q$U), e (4hPack-sledges (from models);f(-g , Drvn-seg (length, 2 m.); g, Detail of shoeing.

___W __~
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exactly fitting the rib (Fig. I 7, a). A hole is drilled through the upper edge of the
slot on the inner side of the runner, and the line that fastens the rib passes
through that hole. All joints are fastened together with thin, pliant thongs,
which are drawn very tight, without any pegs or nails. The pack-sledge
(Fig. I7, b) is made of larch-wood, and is of rude workmanship. The fore-
ends of the rails are often straight, and tied to the runners in a very simple
way (Fig. I 7, C). The runners are thick; but the ribs frequently break or
become unfastened under pressure. These sledges vary in size, according to
their special loads. Those carrying the halves of the outer tent-cover ar-e the
largest; those for house utensils, kettles, etc., are supplied with a framework
open on one side (Fig. I 7, d); and the smallest ones, on which the poles
are carried, often have a forked rail in the m'iddle (Fig. I 7, e). The tent-
poles are attached to the arms of this fork. The driving-sledge (Fig. I 7, f)
is made of birch-wood, with thin, flat runners, curved ribs, and a frame of
flat, slender sticks tied together with thongs. Often a hoop is fastened in the
middle in an upright position, from which to suspend a bell. In the spring-
time, when' the birch runners do not glide so smoothly over the half-melted
snow, they are shod with slabs of whalebone, or with several lengths of flat
pieces of bone cut from the whale's jaw and joined together (Fig. I 7, g).
This shoeing is fastened with thongs, which are sunk into grooves in order
to avoid friction against the snow, or simply with wooden peas, or with a
combination of both. Driving-sledges are not ungraceful in shape; but they
are very brittle, and can be shivered to p"ieces by striking against any obstacle.
They varv in form and dimension. The woman's sledge is usually larger than
others, and has a wider and more comfortable seat. The usual measurements
for the man's driving-sledge are: length, i80-200 cm. ; distance between the
runners, in, the middle, 30-35 cm.; height in the middle, 24 cm. The measure-
ments for the woman'Is driving-sledge are: length, 220-250 cm.; distance between
the runners, 35-40 cm. height, -25 cm. The racing-sledge, on the contrary,
is so small, that the driver has hardlv room to sit. Even the woman's sledge
is so -light, that a man can easily lift it with one hand and carry it on his
back, not to speak of drawing it with a rope over the snow. The seats of
driving-sledges, of whatever shape, are usually sup:plied with a low back.

A special sledge, larger and broader than any pack-sledge, has a square
frame (Fig. x8, a) covered with skin, and is used for carrying small children
when changing the abode in the cold season. The woman's driving-sledge is
sometimes furnished with a small covered space on the back seat in which to
carry her infant (Fig. i8, 6, c). The coverings are usually adorned with a
fringe of tassels, and are embroidered along the edges (see Plate XXI, Fig. I).
A .large circular piece of embroidery (see Plate XXI, Figs. 2-4), called "sun"
or a moon" accordingt its pattern, is also fastened on the back of the sledge.

A man or a woman riding a sledge usually sits astride of it, with a piece
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c

h

Fig. I8, a (7s)b, c (,"cg,). Family Sledges. (From models.)
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of skin for a seat-cushion, andi with feet hanging down or resting on the
runners (see Plate, v.) Thus they easily direct their course with their feet,
and avoid stumps, bowlders, and other obstacles. The same position is
required by the dog-sledge of the G'ilyak, and especially by that of the ancient
Kamchadal (Fig.i19), that had also c'urved ribs, and, on the whole, was similar

Fig. I9 (Ty Kamchadal Dog-Sledge. (From a model.)

to the reindeer driving-sledge of the Koryak and the Chukchee. When gliding
down a slope, the driver generally uses his feet as a brake. In the spring,
when the upper snow-crust becomes hard and slippery, a brake made of antler
is used (see Fig. I 7, f'), that is loosely tied to the right runner, and, when
required, firmly pressed with the foot against the snow.I

The Chukchee driver, as a rule, does not carry anything on his sledge,
for fear of fatiguing his reindeer. Even for a lonor journey he takes on his
sledge only a lasso, a spear, an outer coat for protection against storms, and
for provisions a cake of ground meat mixed with tallow, but no kettle and
no cup. For subsistence he depends solely on the villages and camps along
his route, or, if he fails to find these, he sleeps patiently on the snow without
meals. For the most part, however, Chukchee journeys are undertaken with
a train of from eight to ten sledges, a woman goes along to attend to it,
and a few score reindeer drag it along.

All pack-sledges have their definite place in the travelling-line, which
begins with the woman leading it, and ends with the pole-sled. One woman

can lead from ten to fifteen sledges; and a well-to-do house with a large family
may have forty or even sixty sledges, which travel in from four to six,separate
lines. When starting, the sledges are packed early in. the morning, and placed
in the usual order. All the lines are joined together, forming a large corral
(Plate IV, Fig. 2) in the shape of -a horseshoe, into which -the reindeer are

driven. -Most of the sledges are stood up one against another in a slanting
position, and the corral is strengthened with sticks, shovels, large skins, etc.,



and watched in all the weaker parts by old women and children. The herds-
men bring the herd, and first of all try to catch with their lassos, or by means
of the urine-tube, about ten harness-reindeer, which are placed at' the -entrance
of the corral; otherwise no free reindeer could be induced to enter it. Then
they drive the herd to and fro before the corral, picking out one by one
Other harness-animals and driving them into the corral. The wildest ones are

caught with the lasso, which is thrown over them, or spread like a snare on
their track. When all the harness-reindeer are inside, the entrance is barred
with a heavy rope, and all the men and women immediately enter and secure
the reindeer with halters and traces. A few usually escape, breaking through
the corral, or jumping it; and sometimes the whole pack succeed in over-.

throwing the sledges, and running away to join the herd. This happens
especially when any of the unbroken breeding-bucks have entered the corral
among the harness-reindeer. When all the animals are in their places, somebody
gives the sianal, and all the sledges drop to position at the same moment
and start on, going in their respective lines. This difficult process requires
the help of several people, and occupies usually three or four hours. A small
family, living by chance in a separate camp, especially when lacking young,
swift men, will sometimes fail to catch their own harness-animals for two or
three days in succession. The Koryak and the Lamut harness-reindeer, on
the other hand, are taken without any corral, by means of a long leather
rope, which is drawn around the required animals (Plate VI, Fig. 2). All
those not surrounded by the rope will come in of their own will. Many can
be taken by hand. The whole operation takes not more than an hour.

Lieut. Polander, as an eye-witness, describes one very docile Chukchee herd,
about fifty head strong, that every morning came to greet their master. Then,
at a signal of the master, the animals, which all the time stood in regular
line, wheeled about and walked away to the pasture in the same unbroken
order. I do not know the reason for this unusual docility. Possibly, since it
happenied early in the morning, the animals were attracted by the pieces of
the large snow-clAod, soaked with urine, that is carried out of the Chukchee
tent every morning and eagerly consume.d by the reindeer when near at hand.
I can hardly imagine Chukchee reindeer, however, making turns at a given
signal, "like the crew on a man-of-war," to 'use the words of Polander.

W;hen. driving a single sledge and stopping for the night in the open air,
the Chukchee traveller cannot turn his reindeer loose, because they would
probably go back to the herd, even if at a distance of forty or fifty miles,
or because he would not be able to catch them in the morning. The reindeer
are hobb3led by means of a short noose tied loosely to one of the fore-feet -of
the ar-imal, so that it keeps continually treading on it with the hind-feet.

I Nordenskiold, II, pp. I17, I 8.
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Sometimes a medium-sized log, or a clumsy wooden implement similar in shape
to a thick two-pronged fork,, is tied to the animal's neck, though it'hinders it
from grazing pr'operly. The reindeer, secured by the end of the lasso, are

usually turned out to pasture for a short time daily; but at night the man
who wants to pasture his animals well will sit up- himself, holding the end of
the. rope in his hand, and now and then, whiles dozing, take a look at his
reindeer; otherwise they wouild become entangled, and could not graze at all.

If well pastured and not overworked, reindeer are swift; and in two days
a single driver often makes two hundred miles, provided the snow is thin and
hard, as it usually is o-n the tundra. The lightest camp makes, on an average,

twenty-five miles a day; and the large camp, from. ten to fifteen miles, though
often, especially ea-rly in the fall, not. more than from three to five miles.
When tired, the reindeer, especially the Ch-ukchee reindeer, must be given
immediate rest. If compelled to make further effort, it will become quite
exhausted, and oftentimes drop dead on the spot. Therefore wealthy men
are always on the look-out to acquire additional harness-reindeer, either for pack-
sledges or for fast driving, that they may be able to relieve frequently those
in use. The Chukchee saying is, however,. 'The poor man's reindeer are
m-ore enduring," compelled as they are to constant exercise. In the reindeer-
races, the fresh, well-rested reindeer always win;. and, to quote another, saying,
"All stakes are taken by the largest breeders."

ECONOMICAL VALUE OF REINDEER-BREEDING.- The possession of reindeer-
herds makes the material life of the nomadic Chukchee more stable, especially-
when compared withl the precarious subsistence of most of the fishing and seal-
hunting tribes in his neighborhood, not excepting even the Russians and the
Russianized natives. In the Kolyma district, where the white salmon does not
come from the Arctic Sea in large numbers, and where wild reindeer are

thinly scattered over a large wilderness, the Reindeer Chukchee, though in
every other respect inferior to0 the fisher-folk of the river, play the most
prominent part in the economic life of the country. The river people depend
on them for skins and fur clothing; and every spring, when the fish-supply is
exhausted and the usual famine is at hand, the river inhabitants, one by one,
drive over the tundra with their dog-teams, carrying with them all the household
things they can spare, to buy with them such animals as their' half-wild nomadic
friends will sell. Even the officials of the towns of Sredne-Kolymsk and Nishne-
Kolymsk find themselves obliged to visit the wealthy camps, and urgently beg
the reindeer-breeders to come nearer to the river with animals for slaughter,
as otherwise the people of the town and the cossacks will be starved. The
trade of the country at present is carried on chiefly w'ith the produce of rein-
deer-breeding, such as fawn-skins, curried leather, etc. The costly peltries,
before coming to the market, also pass through the hands of the wealthy
reindeer-breeders, who buy them with slaughter-animals from the Tungus, Lamut,
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and Yukaghir. At the fairs the numerous Russian dogs, as well as their
masters, subsist solely on reindeer. At the Anui fair, for instance, there are
killed in three days several hundred animals, besides which there are large
supplies of meat, blood, and- intestines, which have been stored in skin bags
from summer time. The number of reindeer killed by the breed.ers for the
benefit of their neighbors muist be tounted by thousands. Every small trader,
when travelling with two or three dog-teams among the camps for barter, will
want three reindeer daily for his three teams. I my'self, when travelling with
dogs among the Reindeer Chukchee, sometimes had to bu'y 'in one nionth, for
dog-food, from fifty to sixty reindeer. Reindeer for slaughter are very cheap
throughout the whole country. The highest famine price in Sredne-Kolymsk
is eight rubles (four dollars) for a large buck. The usual barterprice at fair-
time for an average reindeer for food is one piece of brick-tea and one bundle
of leaf-tobacco. The price of th'ese two 'items together varies with the locality.
It is a ruble and a half at Anadyr and Gishiga; three rubles at Sredne-
Kolymsk; and four rubles at the Anui fair. Dog-food is much cheaper, espe-
cially in camps, where a young, not fat, buck is often bought with half a piece
of brick-tea or a -few leaves of tobacco. This peculiar dependency, however,
in no way hinders every river inhabitant -from the well-to-do trader down
to the poorest, half-starved dweller in'the remotest Arctic hamlet .from
striving to deceive and cheat in a hundred different ways the half-wild nomad,
who cannot even count more than one or two scores.

According to Krasheninnikoff, the same relations have existed from very
ancient times farther to the south, between the Maritime and the Reindeer
Koryak. On the Anadyr River, which the red and pink salmon from the
Pacific Ocean ascend in co'untless numbers, and which the wild reindeer twice
cross. in large herds, the Russianized fishermen are much more independent of
the reindeer-breeders.

The relations between the Reindeer and the Maritime Chukchee are more

complicated, since the breeders-, though rich in reindeer, depend on the Mari-
time hunters for thongs, seal-skins, and especially for blubber and walrus-meat,
which, as I said before, are considered the most palatable of the common diet.
Moreover, the Maritime hunter is more daring, used to greater danger and to
every kind of adventure, than the lonely herdsman living on the dull plain,
always encumbered with his herd. However, a herdsman is considered to be
much more amply equipped for life; and every year y-oung. men and whole
families go from various Maritime villages to the Reindeer camps, often far
inland. They settle as "dwelling-mates," marry i'nto families of the Reindeer
people,' and gradually :acquire a competency of their own. The Eskimo of
the Pacific shore, some forty years ago, were, on the contrary, in a position
inferior to that of the Reindeer people, notwithstanding their trading ability
and their constant journeyings between the shores of Bering Strait. Even
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their nanie, Ai'wan, was used among reindeer-breeders as an expression of
contempt. With the coming of American whalers, however, Eskimo traders
came into possession of so many things necessary or tempting to the Reindeer
people, that they could no longer be despised. With their increased trading
capacity, their demand for Chukchee reindeer is much greater than ever.

Every fall the squadron of Indian Point skin boats and whale-boats returns
from St. Lawrence Bay or from Holy Cross Bay, where the Reindeer people
are numerous, deeply laden with skins and meat, part of which is bartered
off to the Eskimo of St. Lawrence Island for whale-skin and blubber.

I13- JESUP NORTH PACIFIC EXPED., VOL. VII.
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GROUPS OF DOG-BREEDING TRIBES. -The origin of dog-team driving is
still more obscure than that of the domestication of the reindeer. In Asia
there are three groups of dog-driving tribes, differing in their methods of
harnessing, the shape of harness and 'sledge, etc. Those belonging to the
first g_roup, who inhabit northwestern Siberia, use a peculiar circular strap that
girds the dog's body about the middle, like a belt, and without bands across
the shoulders, so that the dog can pull on'ly with the hind-part of its body
(Fig. 2o, a). This method of harnessing does not work well: the dogs do
not draw as heavy loads as the East Siberian. teams, and they go more slowly.

b<

Fig. 2o, a, Dog, showing Harness of Northwestern Siberia (from Nordenskiold, I, p. 353);
b, Dog, showing Harness used by Asiatic Eskimo.

East of the Lena River, and as far south as the Amur, all fishing and
seal-hunting tribes use dog-teams with uniform sledge and harness. Th'e
sledge has three or four pairs of stanchions Iand a circular fore-part. The
dogs are attached in pairs to a long, thick strap, in place of a wvhiflletree,
with about a fathom's distance between the pairs; and a full team consists
of six or seven pairs. The course is directed by the voice, with special call-
words. These are understood and obeyed by the leading dog, which is trained
specially for that purpose. The harness is somewhat similar to the ordinary
horse-harness, with a breast-piece, and two or three bands across the back.

The third group of tribes - those of the Chukchee Peninsula- used,
I In the collections of the Smithsonian Institution) in Washington, I saw a sledge of the Alaskan Eskimo,

which, curiously enough, is similar in shape to a Siberian form of sledge used by the Gilyaks of the Amur
River. Its runners are bent upwards at both ends, and are joinecl by a horizontal bow similar to that at the
front end of the Chukchee sledge (p. I05). The stanchions, too, are similar ill shape, only their upper ends
are bent inward and fastened to cross-pieces, in the usual Eskimo manner.

[98]
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up to the mniddle of the last century, a sledge with curved ribs, similar to the
reindeer-sledge, and a peculiar kind of harness (Fig. 20, b), identical with that
used by the Ainerican Eskimo. They harnessed the dogs abreast in the same

way as is done in North America. Since that time, however, they have entirely
abandoned the old mode of dog-driving, and have adopted the southern form
of sledge and the "tandem" method of attachment. Nelson1gives a sketch
of a dog-sledge from Plover E3ay, on the -Siberian Pacific coast, which seems
to me rather to be a reindeer-sledge, as it is too long and slender to be
driven with dogs. It is somewhat strange that he did not see any othzer dog-
sledge on the Siberian shore. Nordenski6ld,2 too, gives a sketch of a dog-
sledge similar to a reindeer pack-sledge. Of the native drawings reproduced
in his book, one represents a man driving a similar sledge with three~, dogs
harnessed abreast and a leader ahead; and another pictures a man driving
an ordinary East Siberian dog-sledge with a tandem team. Lieut. Nordquist,
in his 'Report given by Nordenski6ld, 3 describes likewise the old method of
dog-harnessing; but Nordenskiold says elsewhere that it was used only for
short trips, and that almost all drivers that passed along the coast on a

prolonged journey had dogs attached tandem fashion. The old method of
harnessing has gone entirely out of use; and I have never seen it employed
in Maritime villages, though poor Reindeer people along the seacoast, when
using dogs, sometimes attach them to a reindeer-sledge. Among the Asiatic
Eskimo there are cases (for example, in the ceremonial races in the spring)
in which the dogs are still attached in the old way (Plate VII, Fig. I ).

A model made in Mariinsky Post shows that the bone eyes at the ends
of the long traces were strung on a line tied across the sledge in front of
the first cross-piece joining the rails. This line is more or less similar -to that
of the Eskimo sledge described by Boas.'

I met with instances among the inland Yakut where ordinary house-dogs
were attached singly to small sledges by means of a wooden shaft, or even
-with a small wooden yoke, in a manner similar to that used for harnessing
bulls to wooden sledges. This method has no connection with that emnployed
in the common dog driving-sledge adopted by the northern fishing Yakut on
the Lena and Indighirka.

Perhaps in former- times the methods of dog-driving among the first and
second groups of tribes were not so different as they are at present. The
ancient Kamchadal sledge, to wl;ich I referred in the preceding chapter, as
has been said, was similar in shape to the Chukchee reindeer-sledge; and the

1 Nelson, p. 208. 2 Nordenskiold, I, p. 453- 3 Ibid., p. 459.
4 Compare Central Eskimo, p. 533. The dog'sledge of the Eskimo group in the Anthropological Museum

a' Chicago has curved ribs made of antler, and in all its details belongs to the ancient Siberian type. -It seems
to me probable that this sledge is actually of Siberian provenience. I understand, however, that it is supposed
to be characteristic of the Eskimo of Port Clarence in Alaska. It would be interesting to know to what extent
sledges of this shape are or were manufactured by Eskimo on the American shore.



driver sat on it astride, with his feet hanging down. H'e used for a seat-
cushion double bags of seal-skin, that were thrown across the sledge, and hung
from each side like saddle-bags. It is curious to note, that even now, when
another form of sledge has been universally adopted, the dog-driving people
on the Kolyma and Gishiga Rivers still use these saddle-bags for carrying
provisions, etc., though now a single bag would be more convenient. The
dog-teams were not so large as they are now. Krasheninnikoff says that the
average team was three. pairs, while now it is twice as many. A two-pair
team was also much used. The driver frequently walked before the team,
especially in heavy snow, breaking the path with his snowshoes, and with voice
and motion urgi'ng the team to follow. This is, still done in Kamchatka, and
the dogs follow obediently; while Kolyma dogs, should the driver go ahead
of them, would take it as a suggestion to stop. The method of walking
before the dogs, urging them to follow, is generally employed by Eskimo
drivers. It is interesting to note that two terms relating to dog-driving, and
used by the Russians in northeastern Siberia, - kayu'r for the driver, and
o'shtol for the brake, are both of Kamchadal origin. In Kamchadal the
driver is called ke'yux; and the brake, O'CXtIEnani, from the verb t-ocxta'l-ick
('I work with a brake'). This is the more 'curious, as the Cossacks went to
Kamchatka later than to the Kolyma and to Anadyr.

Amoing the Yukaghir of the Upper Kolyma, who are probably the most
primitive of all the tribes concerned, only a few dogs are attached to a sledge.
They are placed in tandem position, - not in pairs, but separately,l three
or four dogs forming a team. There is no leader; but the men and women,
on snowshoes, walk on both sides of the t;eam. By means of long straps
placed around the shoulders they help the dogs draw the sledge, and direct
their course. The same method of dog-driving was adopted by the Yukaghir
of the Lower Kolvma, of both the Anuis, and of the Omolon, as early as the
fifties of the last century.

DOMESTICATION OF THE DOG. -The domestication of the dog in north-
eastern Asia surely preceded by a considerable period of time its adoption for
carrying-purposes. Lamut dogs, for instance, are now used exclusively for
hunting-pursuits. They scent squirrels and sables in the w'oods, overtake elk
and reindeer on the hard-crusted snow in the spring-time, and catch white an.d
red foxes on the open plain. Notwithstanding their fleetness, they are not
well fitted for drivino, on account of their roaming dispos'ition. On the other
hand, some European dogs, bought by Kamchatka drivers from merchant-ships,
prove to be well adapted for the harness, and are able to keep pace with the
native team, at least for short distances.

It is an interesting fact, that, among all northern dog-driving tribes, stories
1 In this tlle Yukaghir method of attaching dogs is similar to that of the Gilyak, as described by Schlrenck

(II, p. I172; and Plate XXXVI, Fig. 2).
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are told oxf experiences in harnessi'ng young wolves. One Russianized Yukaghir
told me that his ownv-grandfather tried to harness tame wolves, but that they
proved useless. They were too shy, and would frequently lie down flat -and
allow themselves to be dragged by the team. Moreover, the amount of food
required by them daily was three times as much as is needed by the dog.
According to the belief of the Russianized natives of the Kolyma, the "forest-
owner, a supernatural being, 1 drives, instead of dogs, foxes and wolves.
Perhaps this belief accounts for the amplification of the above story.

Among the Chukclhee and the Koryak the dog is also used for sacrifice,
and even for food. The Maritime Koryak sacrifice so many dogs, that not
enough are left for driving. The Reindeer Chukchee sacrifice both reindeer
and dogs frequently, but the poorer people sacrifice principally dogs and puppies.
Besides this, the Maritime Chukchee and the Eskimo use dogs for food in
case of famine. In the winter of I9gOI, for instan'ce, the Chukchee families
of Mariinsky Post, at the mouth of the Anadyr, suffered greatly from famine,
and ate nearly all their dogs. I know of cases where families of the Arctic.
shore have, in tim'es of famine, eaten all their dogs. Even in times of plenty,
some families occasionally kill a fat dog to feast on its head and intestines,
although, on account of the jeers of Russian cossacks and American whalers,
that taste has decreased rapidly, or at least its gratification is concealed from
other people. However, when I wanted specimens of do -skin, the natives
who killed the animals for me were careful to take the meat home for their.
own private use. Sacrificed dogs are not generally eaten. The assertion of
Nordenski6ld,' that the Chukchee do not eat dog-flesh even in times of need,
evidently refers only to sacrificed dogs.

It is not necessary to speak of the races of the East Siberian team-dog,
since all dogs are much alike in size and color. On an average, they are
of the size of an ordinary shepherd-dog; rather smaller, however, than the
dogs of the American Eskimo. Their appearance calls to mind the wolf; and
the form of their heads, the jackal. They are shaggy, and have very thick,
woolly tails, especially in the more exposed regions along the seacoast. Among
the Yakut on the Upper Kolyma I have often met dogs, of curious appearance,
resemblinog that of the fox. They were undersized, with rather long bodies.
and furry tails. Their fur was red or reddish gray. These, however, were
not team-dogs.

The most 'frequent colors of team-dogs are brindle wolf, black, white,
black with white spots, white with black spots, red, and reddish yellow (the
last two chiefly on the Pacific sidie); in southern Kamchatka they are some-
times white with gray or red spots.

The names of dogs among the Chukchee are derived chiefly from their
colors; for instance, wute'l ('brindle wolf"), uwe'IE ("black"), e'lhar ("white

BOGORAS,, THE CHUKCHEE. IOI
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fox"), etc.; though other names have a different originl, for instan'ce, kei'-nin
('bear"), Ve'LE ('raven"), nene'n ("infant"), titi'nii ('needle"). Other names cannot
be translated ; for instance, pappa'lhin, which is given only to black dogs,
and eli'hiki.

Dogs of the southern and western districts are considered the swiftest and
the most enduring. Among the Russianized natives the large and shaggy
dogs of the Indighirka River are especially valued; among the Kamchadal,
those of the southwestern villages Yavina and Golyghina; and among the
Koryak, those of the Poqa'c. The Chukchee dogs are considered the poorest
of all, probably on account of their more -scanty diet. Therefore the trade in
live dogs between the Russian settlements in Anadyr and the Chukchee villag'es
on the Pacific shore is of importance. A good dog can be bought with four
or five white fox-skins, or two dogs with an American shotgun with accessor'ies, etc.

Kamchadal, Koryak, 'and Russian dogs are fed exclusively on fish, -raw,
dried, or frozen, according to the season or the locality (Pla'te VI, Fig. 3).
The Kolyma Russians often cook for their dogs a kind of porridge made of
putrid fish, roe, fish-bones, refuse of human food, etc., and serve it in long
wooden trays; but this kind of food is convenient only at times of rest, since
the dogs feel heavy with too much liquid food. The Chukchee dogs are fed
on the intestines of seals, and on seal, walrus, and whale blubber. Their share
of meat is small, and consists only of kitchen refuse, since their masters want
all the meat proper for themselves. However, exclusive blubber diet is insuf-
ficient for dogs. In the summer-time, in the Chukchee villages of the Pacific
coast, I saw large pieces of blubber strewn all over the. gr-ound; and the dogs
prowling among them did not appear to be overfed. The natives said, that,
whenever the dogs were satiated, they would desist from eating blubber for
a long time. On the contrary, in, the fishing villages of the Koryak or Kam-
chadal, at the same season, when food is scattered on the ground, the dogs
grow so fat that they can hardly walk. '

The continuous fluctuations of success in seal-hunting, and the frequent
seasons of famine, have a deteriorating effect upon the Chukchee race of dogs;
but fishing among the more southern tribes 'is much more regular. Chukchee
dogs need something to season their blubber, and are generally inclined to
eat up all the dry thongs they can get; they even gnaw at the lashings of
sledges, and destroy their own harness and traces, much more than do the
southern fish-fed dogs. On the contrary, the Russian fish-fed dogs thrive best
when they are given blubber mixed with their dried fish. The dogs are fed
once a day, usually in the evening, by some of the drivers immediately after
stopping; while others prefer to wait until they have had three hours of rest.
A piece of blubber measuring two inches each way, and some shreds of putrid
walrus-meat or whale-skin, form the daily ration of every dog. During the

1 As regards the poor quality of blubber diet for dogs, compare also Maydell, I) p. 570,
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day's run, most drivers, when food is not scarce, give their dogs a piece of
blubber by way of encouragement. The dogs can go several days without
food, even on the journey. They will, of course, becornie very weak, and
unable to carry heavy loads. When not at work, the dogs can subsist on

very little. At the end of spring, when sledge-driving is over, the dogs are

released for the summer, and are not fed at all, because the seal-catch is not
abundant; then they live on such scraps as they can secure. During the
entire summer, in certain" localities, the dogs find their own subsistence. In
the Kolyma country, for instance, they live on mice and spermophiles; on the
southern shores of Bering Sea, on dead salmon, etc.

After the summer rest, the dogs, before being put into harness, have to
be carefully tied up and kept for a day or two with very little food, or even
without any, according to the amount of fat they have accumulated. Dogs
harnessed too soon will be spoiled for the whole winter, being unable to endure
long, fast runs. Dogs are harnessed in the first autumn of their lives, often
when only two months old. Sometimes the female dog is' attached in the
front, and her whole litter of pups in the rear. In a few months, when the
pups are quite~grown, such a team will perform heavier and more uniform
work than any other.

The females are good leaders; but, since they are weaker and smaller
than the males, they are not good for drawing heavy loads. The males are

gelded with an iron knife. The operation, contrary to that upon the reindeer,
;w~equires some skill, since the fat male dog will easily die from bleeding or
inflammation. On the Kolyma, the operators assert that they can cause the
animal operated on to assume afterward whatever pace they like, -trot, canter,
or gallop. .On the Pacific side there is no occasion for such assertion, because
the dogs are not allowed to go at any swifter pace 'than a brisk trot. The
Kamchadal and the Koryak crop the tails of their dogs, beli'eving that this
will increase their speed. Disobedient dogs often have their tails cropped on

the road, and have to go till evening, the blood trickling all the while. The
team-dogs serve till ten or twelve years old. After the sixth or seventh year
they begin to decline. Contrary to what has been said of the Eskimo dog,
the Asiatic harness-dogs are sullen, and care little about their masters. I
i-nyself had occasion to breed several generations of dogs under the ordinary
conditions. Most of those that I gave away would not recognize me at all
after a few months.

The same dog, however, when ungelded and rarely used in harness, is
as merry and affectionate as any European dog, though perhaps more un'couth
and boisterous in the display of feeling. The dog Mr. Jochelson brought
with him from the Kolyma to St. Petersburg, though considered remarkably
mild when in its own country, was a -continual nuisance. It wanted to kill
every domestic bird it happened to come across; it frightened the horses, and



had to be kept carefully tied all the time. The Siberian harness-dogs are
more given to howling than' barking. Their howl is long and whining, and
ends with an occasional yelp. On winter nights the whole canine population
of the village, often several hundred head strong, will raise a chorus that will
last for half an hour, subsiding several times, and then breaking out again.

Of dog-diseases, the peculiar Arctic form of rabies -occurs frequently,
especially in the spring. I observed that it occurred most frequently after a

long course on the open tundra; and, according to native ideas, it results
from the action upon the brain of the excessive brightness of the snow, analogous
to the spring snow-blindness of men. Dog-rabies, however, is not so bad in
northern as in southern latitudes; and, though I have known of many men
being bitten by a rabid dog, I have never heard of any bad results from the
bite, but I have heard of some such cases with rabid wolves. However, any
dog bitten -by a rabid one will itself go mad, and sometimes, w7he'n the rabid
dog is not killed in time, several teams will be orreatly injured. On long
journeys the drivers simply muzzle the rabid dogs at first, so that they cannot
bite their companions; and they continue to drive them thus for two or three
successive days, as I witnessed when travelling among' the Chukchee between
Anadyr and Indian Point in March, I go I . Dr. Slunin 1 asserts that animals bitten
by a rabid dog are not infected. However, I had dogs in my own team
perish from such cause. A. dog suspected of being rabid is speedily made
away with, for fear that it may bite some of its companions -except on long
journe'ys, when the driver has to utilize the whole strength of his team. I
would also mention a kind of palsy -a disease of northern dogs, that affects
the head of the animal, and disables it for walking -and a kind of cramp
that often precedes the palsy. Both diseases are contagious, and may destroy
a whole team in twenty-four hours, since the animal generally dies with the.
first fit.

DOG-DRIVING.- The dog-sledge now in use in northeastern Siberia (Fig. 2 I)
is long and narrow, and has three or four pairs of stanchions. The lower end
of the stanchion is cut off squ'are, except a rough peg which is left standing
in the middle. The peg is inserted in a circular hole in the runner (Fig. 2 I, b).
Each pair of stanchions. is joined at half their height by a round stick, which
is mortised into a circular- hole in the stanchion. A thin, broad plank -or
rather two planks laced together -rests on these sticks. Two rails are fastened
on the upper ends of the stanchions, and are lashed to the boards with thong,
which forms a kind of retaining-net all around the sledge. The runners are
flat, and their front ends are strongly curved and tied to a strong wooden bow,
whic'h is fastened to the foremost stanchions with strong lashings (Fig. 2 I, C).
Another vertical bow is fastened above the foremost stanchions; and the driver
directs the course of the sledge, and prevenits it from overturning, holding on

I Slunin,' I) p. 628.
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to the top of this bow with his left hand, while with his right hand he works
a brake (Fig. 2I, a'). The length of the runners is 3-3.5 m.; breadth, 8 cm.;

1

,/~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~e

Fig. 21 (.54-g). Dog-Sledge, showing Methods' of fastening Parts. Length 3.6m.

thickness, 3cm.; height of the standing bow, I20cm.; height 'of the sledge
when heavily laden, I m. All joints are fastened with strong, ingeniously
twisted lashings (Fig. 21, b, c). The general shape of this sledge is, as has
been said, identical with the Tungus reindeer-sledge, -which, however, is shorter
and clumsier. The latter has only three pairs of stanchions, and no-standing
bow in the middle. Its planks are broader, and the lashings are stiffer
and ruder.

All parts of the dog-sledge, especially the runners, are made, if possible,
14 JESUP NORTH PACIFIC EXPED., VOL. VII.
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of birch-wood; but the Arctic Chukchee use also various kinds of driftwood,
especially American pine, and even oak picked out from wreckage. On some
parts of the Arctic shore driftwood is piled up in large measses (Plate VII, Fig. 2),
sometimes covering an entire acre, and wreckage may be found evrerywhere
among the wood. The Pacific people buy lumber from whalers, or even bring
it themselves from St. Lawrence Island or the Alaskan shore in their boats.
Birch runners are fit only for the cold season, and after the end of March
will not run easily in the daytime, when the snow is damp and loose and all
the sharp points of the ground protrude. The friction of birch-wood is so

strong as to tire out the best dogs, and, besides, wear out the precious ruin-
ners in a couple of weeks. In the Kolyma district and in the eastern Arctic
villages, runners made from the outer layer of the larch, with twisted fibre
(called in local Russian RcpeH6), are substituted for use in springtimfe. The
material is obtained from.the trees that grow on the mountain-slopes, and is
much harder than the ordinary larchwood. In the damp weather of spring
the drivrers will sometimes smear the birch runners with oil, though it may spoil
them for the winter; or they will tie a piece of blubber to the quirt, and
every now and then, while going ahead, whip it across the track, to be passed
over alternately by both runners, to make them more slippery. Much more

frequently the runners are shod with whalebone, or with pieces of bone taken
from the whale's jaw, sewed to the runner with sunken stitches (see Fig. I 7,g9)
or fastened with wooden pegs. On the Chukchee Peninsula, drivers protect
their wooden runners with bone shoeing throughout the winter, though it makes
the sledge twice as heavy, and the bone does not run smoothly on the cold,
crisp snow.

In the winter-time the birch runners are covered with a thin sheet of ice
to make them run more smoothly. For this purpose they are well saturated
writh water in the early fall, usually by immersing them in a pool or small
lake for a couple of weeks; or in winter, when the pools are frozen, by steaming
them in long troughs filled with hot water or by frequently wetting the bottoms
with boiling water. Only damzp wood, well soaked with water, will hold
the ice-sheet, which is formed by wetting the bottoms of the runners several
times over by means of a small piece of skin. The colder the day, the hotter
the water that is used for the process. Larch-wood holds the ice-sheet only
for a short time, and bone hardly at all: therefore it is not subjected to the
process. This method. of covering the runners with ice is adopted. by all the
West Bering tribes. The people in South Kamchatka, however, on account
of their damp winters with frequent thaws, do not employ it much. The
Kolyma Yakuit cover the runners of their reindeer and horse sl'edges also
with i ce.

Among the Maritime Chukchee and the Asiatic Eskimo there exists also
a peculiar form of small sled, -not related to the usual Asiatic forms, but
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Fig. I.- Asiatic Eskimo Dog-Team of Former Times.

Fig. 2. Driftwood on the Ttindra near the Mouth of the Kolyma River.
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quiite similar -to the small sledge of the E-skimo. It has runners made of
walrus-tusks or of whale's ribs, also of wood shod with ivory or with bone
of the whale.

Fig. 22, a, represents a sled from Mariinsky Post, which was used by
hunters on the ice
of the sea for
carrying to the
shore walrus-meat
cut into square
pieces. It iS simi-
lar to one from
St. Lawrence Is-
land which is illu-
strated byNelson.1
Fig. 22, 6, shows
a sled from Indian
Point, that is used
for carrying skin
boats. A wooden
sledge of a similar
and the Anadyr. for conveying tubs of water from the common 'water-hole"
of the village.

In former times a kind of tobsoggan made of whalebone was used for
carrying meat over the ice, while at present the whalebone has too high a
market value to be applied for any such purpose. The model in the collection
(Fig. 22, C) iS made of a single piece of whalebone, while the real toboggans
had several slabs laced together side by side.

AXt the present t'ime an ordinary dog-team has six or seven pairs of ani.mals
(Plate VIII, Figs. X, 2 ; also Plate VI , Fig. 4). AXn odd dog is attached
separately, generally at the rear end; or, if the central strap is too long for
the number of dogs, two or three of them are attached separately. Chukchee
drivers going on a long journey borrow from their friends and relatives as

many dogs as they can, and thus havre teams of from sixteen to eighteen
dogs. Even double teams of more than twenty dogs are used; though this
does not work well, because the foremost pair will hardly do their share of work,
and the whole team will lack in unity. Moreover, a double train requires two
drivers wherever the road is uneven, as on the hills and in the forests.

The strap serving as whiffletree (Fig. 23) is either made of one piece,
or consists of two or three lengths of thong (a), each about a fathom Iong,
joined together with bone or iron eyes (b). The ends of each 'piece of thong
are slung through the eyes, and sewed together with thin leather or fastened

Nelson, Plate LXXVI, Fig. I, p. 208.

-c^........... , s =X

Fig. 22, a (T7F)Sled from Mariinsky Post (length, 45 cm.); b (XO) Small
Sled from Indian Point (length, 39gcm-); c (a5,Toboggan from St. Lawrence
Island (from a model).

pattern is used by the Russianized natives of the Kolyma
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to them with toggles. The rear end is fastened to the shaft with a larger
toggle (c), or simply twisted around the curved shaft and then tied to the

Fig. 23 (TT). Details of attaching Dog-Harness.

standing bow or to the right rail (Fig. 23 ; see also Fig. 2i a, 6). The large
toggle is made of wood or iron, and. is often combined with a swivel which
ends in a large eye. The rear end of the central strap and the first two traces
are fastened to this eye. The rear end is thicker, and the strap gradually
grows thinner toward the front end. If the strap is of one piece, loops are
tied in it (Fig. 24) at distances of about a fathom. The toggles of the traces

Iof each pair of dogs are fastened
g s = ~ ~ ~~~~~~inone loop (Fig. 2i d). The

to the harness iS illustrated
1 ~~~~~inFigs. 2I and 23. The dogs

pull on the traces somewhat
Fig. 24. Method of tying Loops in Dog-Strap-. obliquely, so as to leave sufficient

room between the animals belonging to the same pair for them to walk without
jostling. The two lines of dogs generally follow in the tracks of the runners

Fig. 25, a (24N "Oblique" Dog-Harness; be, v (T4#-), Chukchee Dog-Harness; d, Dog, showing Best Style
of Dog-Harness (from a photograph). Length, II7 cm.

of sledges that 'have preceded them. Thus on beaten trails an elevation 'is
left between the two lines, which keeps the dogs apart.

The harness described above allows of variation. One form, the so-called



" oblique" harness (Fig. 25, a), is short, and has only one band across the
back. With this harness the animal pulls in a quite oblique position, and its
outer shoulder has to work harder than the inner one. This form of harness
was introduced from the south. It is in use among the Amur tribes, as may
be seen from the description and drawings by Schr'enck.l It is also used
everywhere in Kamchatka, and in the countries farther to the north it is
therefore called the Kamchatka -harness. The usual harness of northern type
(Fig. 2 5, b) has two cross-bands and a single or double -trace (Fig. 2 5, c).
Those of the finest style even have a third narrow cross-band (Fig. 25, d).

Iron, bone, or "ivory swivels (Fig. 26) are inserted in the traces to prevent
their twisting around

Well-traineddogs,how- X^<| xj_
ever, are extremely
careful not to get their
traces tangled up with
the central strap. Even
when a young or badly
traineddogis matched Fig. 26) a (T+°7v d)) Ornament of Dog-harness with Iron Swivel;

b (-610y), Bone Swivel. Length of swivels, 7 cm., 9.5 cm.
to an old one, the latter
will actually prevent its companion from causing trouble, biting it severely
every time it wants to leap across the strap. I had opportunity to see this
many times while driving. Wily or disobedient dogs are attached nearer to the
sledge, where they can be reached by the stick. Moreover, the nearer they are

to the rear end, the more exertion is required, since the sledge, on every slight
deviation from the track, gives the rear dogs a hard shake and a pull back-
ward. Therefore strong animals, somewhat slow from age or from lack of
mettle, are usually placed at the rear;, and those that are younger and more

brisk, in the front. Sometimes even the leader may be placed,in the extreme
rear by way of temporary punishment. While on the run, the driver changes
the do'gs' places from time to time, according to the chang,e in their disposition
and mettle.

The southern drivers cover their dog-harness with colored paint, and adorn
it with red flannel and embroidery (Fig. 26, az). The Chukchee do not make
such harness themselves, but gladly buy it from the Russianized natives of
Anadyr. The Asiatic way of attaching dogs, when compared with North
American methods, has its advantages for travel on land, especially in t-he
woods, where the path is narrow and winding. With short traces fastened to
a central strap, it is difficult for the animals to jump around any tree standi'ng
close to the road', as they would do with the long Eskimo traces. Even on

the open tundra, the Asiatic method is more convenient, since the dogs do
Schrenck, III? Plate XXXVI, Figs. 3, 4, 5.
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not entangle the traces so much, and well-trained dogs not at all. On the
contrary, for journeying on rugged ice, the American method must be much
more convenient; and from personal experience I can confirm the opinion of
Dr. Boas,'1 that the cross-lines of the Asiatic harness would make it very
difficult, and even dangerous, to travel on rugged ice.

When bountifully fed, the dogs are quite unwearying, and can' make long
runs for twenty. successive days with but two daily rests. Their feet, however,
are very sensitive. Uneven ground with clods of hard snow, for instance; a
moss pasture recently left by a reindeer-herd; or rough, bare ice in late spring,
will make their feet bleed, and rapidly disable them. Sore feet heal slowly,-
though a well-trained dog sometimes keeps pace with the team when all its
feet are bleeding. Occasionally small boots of curried reindeer-skin (Fig. 27)

, ~are put on the sore feet, though many dogs cannot
/ > ~~~~endure them, and will1 tear them off as-soon as started
.; ~~~~~onthe journey. Frost-bites of the groins are still worse,

since even after recovery, the dog remains weak, and
X >> = ~~susceptible to cold. The drivers, when caught on the
[ ~~~~road bya severe tempest or even by a cold, contrary
p ~~~~~wind, prtect the dogs with strips of soft skin tied around
[ ~~~~~thegroins (Fig. 28). The suckling females have square

strips of skin tied over their bellies for the same purpose.
Wen resting fo?r a night, the dogs are usually

unarnessed, but are tied up with a halter. Sticks or

pieces of horn about thirty centimetres long are fastened

Fig. 27 (Tg7q h). Dog's to the dog-collars. The ends of these sticks are tied
Boot of Curried Reindeer-Skin. by short lines to stakes or to the sledges. The sticks
Height, 13 cm. are long enough to prevent the dog from gnawing the
thong fastenings at the other end. Iron chains bought from traders or made

_ s ~~~~~~~~~used.The dogs lie down

-\ S/ ~~~~~~~~~~~nosesin their bellies, and
9_--< S~~~~~. JY~~ covering their heads with
Ci-i t~~~~~~~~~ithe familia attitude

Fig. 28 (T;R i). Groin-Protector for Dog. Total length, II5cm.* *
of all Arctic animlals with

large tails. In severe storms, however, the dogs are 'released altogether;
otherw'ise, without freedom of motion, they would be in danger of being buried
in the snow and stifled, especially when they are too tired to stand up every
little while, and shake off the snow.

In the old method of Chukchee dog-dlriving, the course of the team was
I Boas, Central Eskimo, p. 537.



directed by means of a whip with a very long lash, that was made to snap
either from the right or from the left, indicating to the leader to which side
it was to turn. The urging call was 'Ke, ke, ke!' The stopping-signal
was the slow and drawling "HE!"' In the usual East Siberian method, the
driver has only a short whip, which is used occasionally for punishing the
slow and the disobedient animals. The team is directed chiefly.by -different calls
and signals. According to the various localities and tribes, they are as follows:

To the right! To the left! Go aheadl Stop

Indighirka Russian and iTax, tax,orJ
Yakut .. .. . . . .. Tara'x, tara'x, tara'x. ........Tainim, tainim, Po.W. Toy, to-oy.

tax, tax, tax.
Kolyma Russian . . . .... S uta', s-uta'. . ........Nax,nax. Poga; pod-, pod-. Toy, to-oy.
Anadyr Russian . . . .... S-uta', s-uta'. . .......Q,!x!,q!x!. Ho, ho, ho. Toy, to-oy.
Kamchadal and Koryak, S uta', s uta'. Q!x!, q!x!. Hugy, hugy. Onia. 2

Chukchee . .. . . . .. (,'uta', 6uta', or Mra. .......Q!x!, q!x!. Ho, ho, ho. Toy, to-oy.
(QUI quj, or

Asiatic Eskimo . . . . .. TI,tI. ........Q!x, q!x!. AiA, ani, or Toy, to-oy.
tTu'lla, tu'lla.

Of these calls, S uta' or (,uta', Pod-, pod-, and Toy are of Russian origin.

S-uta' (from s-uda [cIoAa]) signifies "here." Pod-, pod- (]1A16, IIO,1E.) means 'GXo,
go!" Toy (instead of Stoy [CTOIR]) signifies "Stop!"n Q!x! is probably an imitation
of the raven's cry. Mra is the Chukchee word for "right.' Qu, qu; Ani, ani;
Tu'lla, tu'lla;-are identical with the urging calls of the Point Barrow Eskimo.

When running fast, the dogs are urged forward by whistling, shouting,
or the utterance of various short words suitable to the occasion;g such as, " He
boys!" "Home, home!" 'Goose!" " Reinde'er!" When tired, the leader ceases
to obey the driver or to understand his calls, and accordingly looks around
more and more frequently.

The training of. the leader is very simple. A swift and clever young dog,
perhaps two yea'rs old, is placed as one of the front pair in the team, and in
a couple of months begins to learn from its companion. Well-trained dogs,
when turning aside, will cast a glance towards the driver to ascertain whether
they are doing right. However, dogs that look around too often are consid-.
ered to be badly trained, since this habit indicates either shyness or too much
fear, and always impedes the pace of the team.

With a strange driver, the dog-team is wayward and very shy. For
instance, if the leader knows that some turning of the road likely to be taken
by the driver is ahead of it, it will accelerate its pace to the utmost, and try
to pass before the word of command is given. A dog placed in a s'trange
team feels shy, and often refuses to work, allowing its trace to slacken.

Siberian dog-driving requires the use of a special brake, which has the
1 Phonetic spelling.
2 The first sound is produced by drawing the set lips tightly in, and then quickly opening the mouth.
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shape of a strong wooden stick (Fig. 2 f, a'). In Kamchatka the brake is
slightly curved, while that of other countries is straight. It has a bunch of
jingling rings on one end, and a sharp iron spike on the other. A short
strap is tied to the jingling end. The driver holds the brake with his right
hand, and when required checks the- motion of the sledge by thrusting the
brake into the snow close in front of the first right sta'nchion. 'The brake is
used to prevent the sledge from overturning or to raise it when overturned,
to slacken the pace when the dogs go too fast, and, in connection with the
wTord of command, to stop the team.

When a dog is disobedient on the way, the driver jingles the rings of
the brake, or strikes the brake against the standing bow. Sometimes he
throws it over the head of the animal, being careful, however, to hit it with
the jingyling end, because the spike would kill it outright. After the brake
is thrown, the driver has to pick it up very quickly; otherwise the team might
go ahead, leaving the driver on the road. When thus started, the team will

_ ~~~~~~notstop until it reaches the next village, unless
t

| ~~~~the sledge should be overturned. Drivers not

~~~over-confident tie the brake to the bow with
8\ ~a strap, and avoid throwing it at the dogs.

Lil 1} ~~~~~Besides the brake, the Chukchee drivers
T\tI , ~~~use a quirt with a short wooden handle and
\\ / ~~~~~athick twisted lash (Fig. 29, a). The handle
&\\ 1 ~~~~haslikewise a bunch of rings, and the driver
i:l()b \ ~~~uses the quirt instead of the brake for intimi-
!t1)I\\E X ~dating and punishing his animals. This quirt
l0\LiB | ~~is probably a modification of the former long-
i;J1t \ 2 ~lashed quirt of the Eskimo. A special whip

I
N ! 7 N 1~~~S used for punishing dogs (Fig. 2 9, b). It

!1 ~~~~~hasa longer handle and a lash with a very

851&!§ ~~~slender end, also similar to the end of the
:II\$l ~~Eskimo quirt. Some of the dogs pull with
Oil\13 ~~~such energy that foam flows from their mouth,
6\X ~~~~their legs become strained, and they may die
gg z ~~~~~fromover-exertion. This happens especially
\2 ~~~~~~atthe start-off, with a heavy load, and before

Fig2)(X°a) (f47).Doghis.the team is fairly under way. Other dogs are
Length of Handles 45 cm-; 68cm, Eskimo, lazy and shy, and will pull the trace just
Indian Point.

enough to tighten it; they will even lean their
backs against the central strap for a while. Pups, when first harnessed, often
pull too obliquely, or lie down and are pulled along with the team. To prevent
this, their collar-straps are fastened with a thin line to the next loop-hole ahead.

The driving of East Siberian dogs is very fatiguing, and more like a race



than an ordinary run. Well-rested dogs become excited at sight of the harness,
and it is difficult to hold them in till everything is ready.

From the start, they go very fast, and want to go at a faster pace than
they can keep up afterward. Down hill their pace is quite dangerous, since
the sledge behind is liable to hit them. The sledge -long, high, and
narrow -overturns easily; and the driver, at any unevenness in the road,
has to exert the utmost care to swing the sledge, now to the right and now
to the left, and to s-upport it by hanging down fromn one side or by standing
on one of the runners. Of course a light sledge, although it goes faster, is
easier to handle than a heavy one.

In short runs, dogs may be a little 'slower than the best reindeer or

horses; but for long distances they excel any animal used for conveyance.
I once had occasion to make, with a light sledge and good dogs, a hundred
'and fifty miles in twenty-three hours, and two hundred miles in two days.

Maydell mentions that in I869, in a race between the merchant Baramigin
and Chief Officer Anatovsky, on the Lower Kolyma, the dogs of the former
made the distance between the Anui market-place and Nishne-Kolymsk (a
hundred and fifty English miles) in fifteen hours, -and the dogs of the latter
in sixteen hours. While on the Kolyma I also heard of this race; and, in my
opinion, the speed displayed on that occasion is 'the highest that Siberian
dogs have been known to exhibit over long distances.

In the month of March and on a good trail, a strong well-rested team
can make five hundred miles in ten days, and, after two days' rest, will continue
with the same speed. 'In the winter of I900-OI I made from four thousand
to five, thousand miles with do1gs, 'changing from time to time those that had
sore feet or were over-tired. In the spring, after a continuous drive offourteen
days, our dogs were so tired that they would lie down on the slightest provo-
cation, and we had much trouble in rous'ing them from sleep after even a-
moment's stop. However, three dogs of mine were able to make the entire
journey from the mouth of the Anadyr River to the middle of Kamchatka, up
and down, and farther on to Indian Point, and still looked sleek and fat in the
summer, after two weeks~' rest. Progress with a few weak and half-starved
dogs is exceedingly slow. The opinion of Nordenskiold, that the Chukchee dogs
show much endurance, but little speed, is evidently based on experience at a

time of famine, when the teams were weak. I saw teams that were hardly able
to drag an empty sledge, although the driver walked the whole' time. The
animals had been ill fed in the fall, and well-nigh starved in the spring.

A good Anadyr team of twelve dogs can carry from four to five hundred
pounds, 1 besides a hundred pounds of their own food. Of course over a

short distance a dog-team can haul much more than that. The Kamchatka
I According to the local way of measurinig) two "horses" of freight. A "horse" of freight is the load

of one pack-horse, which is about 6 pud; i. e., 24o Russian pounds, or 2I6 pounds Avoirdupois.
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teams are stronger, though the mountainous roads of that country are more trying
for the dogs than the level tundra. Chukchee teams are not as strong and well
trained, nor are the drivers so skilful, as are the Koryak or -the Kamchadal.
Maydell asserts that on the Lower Kolyma a team of from twelve to fourteen
dogs can haul a load of 60 puds (2 I6o pounds Avoirdupois), which would
average about I 54- I 80 pounds for each dog. 1 This is evidently a mistake, since
even postal reindeer-teams- often carry only 6 puds on each sledge, which makes
3 puds (Io8 pounds Avoirdupois) for each reindeer. The dog-drivers of the
Kolyma allow for each dog (according to a local saying) " I pud to carry, Iooo

herrings to store" (i. e., for winter food). The "herrings" mentioned are, properly
speaking, not herrings at all, but of the species Coregonus alfiuta.

Middendorff says that on the Yenisei each dog is reckoned as able to
carry not more than X oo Russian pounds' weight (go pounds Avoirdupois).
This is also too high an estimate, and seems improbable, s'ince a few lines
before he calls the system of attaching the dogs on the Yenisei undeveloped
and full of defects.'2

In dragging a heavily loaded sledge, the dogs take advantage of its
impetus, for they can draw it along only at a rapid pace. When stopped,
they cannot even start again without the help of the driver. When going up
hill, the driver has to walk along and pull the sledge with his utmost strength,
and at especially steep places he sometimes has to partially unload. Every
five or six miles the dogs are given a rest of about five or ten minutes, after
which they start again writh renewed vigor. In the middle of the day there
will be given a longer rest (Plate VI, Fig. 4), perhaps three-quarte'rs of an
hour, while the driver melts snow for drinking, and cooks food for himself.

While in harness, the dogs are perhaps still wilder than when at large.
A wild reindeer, a hare, or the fresh smell of seal, is quite enough to lure them
off the track, regardless of the driver. When passing by a reindeer-herd, the
dog-driver may always cal'culate that the excited animals'will carry him into the
middle of the herd, and may even succeed in seizing a reindeer, notwithstanding
the exertions of the driver to arrest the heavy sledge with the brake.

The dogs preserve their hunting qualities, even while in harness. A
Chukchee driver, meeting a white fox on the tundra, will set free his fleetest
dog in the hope of good luck. However, hunters say that the speed and
acuteness of the dog for hunting are spoiled by the harness, since its back
grows stiff. The Kamchadal hunters, wThen tracking a bear in late spring,
sometimes let the- team overtake the bear, and, while the struggle is going
on, wait their chance for a sure shot. The bear has no advantage in this
struggle, and often is so entangled with stra'ps and traces as to become quite
helpless. The keen-scented dog, able to find the seal-hole for the hunter,
may also be found among-the team-dogs.

BOGORAS, THE CHUKCHEE.I I4
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HUNTING AND FISHING.

SEAL-HUNTING. -The Maritime Chukchee support themselves almost
exclusively by hunting sea-mammals, the most important among which are the
following species of seal: Phtoca hispida (English, "ringed or rough seal;jn
Russian Siberian, aicraicma; Chukchee, mem'mel), Phoca ocholensis macrodens 1
(Russian Siberian, iiapra; Chukchee, keli'lin ["the spott'ed one"]), HIistriophoca
fasciala (English, a'ribbon-seal ;" Russian Siberian, itpw[aTaff HepHIa [winged seal];
Chukchee, ve'hil-keli'lin), and Er'gnathus 6ar6alus (English, "ground-seal" or

"thong-seal ;" Russian Siberian, JIaXTaECn; Chukchee, u'gnel).
The seals are killed with harpoons, shot with fire-arms, or caught in nets,

according to their mode of life in the different seasons. The varieties of
harpoons used by the Chukchee in seal-hunting differ mainly in the length of
the shaft and the size of the point. Short, light harpoons are used chiefly in
winter in killing the animals through their blow-holes. Long-shafted harpoons
are used in spring to stalk the animals on the smooth ice, and also during the
sumlmer on the open water. Now, however, this latter style of harpoon has
been almost superseded by the gun in this kind of hunting. The form of the
head is more or less uniform, while there are two different ways of attaching
the head to the shaft, the method being the same A
for short as for long harpoons. The head of the /.i
Chukchee harpoon is cut out of bone, ivory, or antler.
It is from three to four inches long, and has a piece | VI1
of iron inserted in a slit at the top. I obtained one |0iNil|@lu
harpoon-head the body of which IS made of brass, -lli ,rf
with the usual slit for inserting the iron piece. Two 1t2INll
varieties of blade are used. One, found chiefly in the . f l El!\; vj ii
smaller heads, has a lanceolate form, with loweri f

ends curved and filed off almost close to the body t- F '1
of the head (Fig. 30, a); the other form is broader, a
with lower ends protruding on both sides in sharp,a
cutting angles (Fig. 60). These two styles Of Fig- 3o, a (2b), b t7TT Iro9-30, H~~~~~~~~~~~Earpoon-Heads. Length, 7 cm., IO.5 cm.
blade correspond probably to two distinct forms of
stone or slate harpoon-points, which were used before the iron ones (Fig. 3I).
The iron blade is firmly fastened into its slit with a wooden, bone, or iron peg.

1 Similar) on account of its spottedl skin, to the "harbor-seal," but identified by Professor Allen as a new

sub-species of Phoca ochotensis of Pallas.
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line is, for the most part, parallel to the plane of the
blade. The same two types occur among the Eskimo.

I brought a number of harpoon-points from the
Olutora and Kamchatka K'oryak and northern Kam-
chadal., which present considerable variety in material
and shape (Fig. 32). Some of the points resemble
those of the Chukchee, although the hole is more

frequently at right angles to the blade (Fig. 32, a).
Ot'hers are made of a single piece (Fig. 32 , C), bone
or iron, with one, two, or several ba'rbs (Fig. 3 2, d-h),
which prevent their slipping out of the wound. Still
,another form (Fig. 32, i). has a round body. It is

The usual hole for the

Fig.3 I , a w)b (4XI). Anc
Harpoon-Heads of Stone. I,en
8 cm., 5 cm. Eskimo, Wute'en.

411~~~~~~~'

cien',
nigth.

tipped- with copper; and in the middle is a circular,
scalloped notch, which
acts as a combinlation of
barbs. The Kamchadal
seal-hunters consider this
the most effective of all,
since the slender, some-
what rounded point enters
the flesh easily, and the
circular notch immediately
tightens its hold under
the skin. Specimens
found on ancient Chuk-
chee and Eskimo village
sites (Fig. 3 3) present,
besides the usual type,
also the barbed variety,
made of a single piece
of bone or antler. Some
of the lattwer seem to have
been worked with stone
tools (Fig. 33, a, b).

Of all the contriv-
ances employed -by the
Es.kimo in maritime hunt-
ing, the detachable har-
poon-head is most widely
employed on the Asiatic
shore. Its use extends
even as far as the Amur
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Fig. 33-
a-d, from Wute'en;

Ancient Harpoon-Heads.
e, from Eu'nmun. a, Tg$;

'T nat. size. Eskimo.e
bi T%Zf; c,, JE; d) T"-g; e),(

country. The skin boat used ex-

tensively by the Chukchee and
the Koryak is quite unknown -to
the Kamchadal, although all three
tribes undoubtedly belong to the
same stock.

A strong piece of thong or

sinew, about fifty centimetres long,
is passed through the hole of the
Chukchee harpoon-point. The two
ends of the thong are tied together,
so that it forms a loop (Fig. 34, a'),
and the sides of the loop are sewed
or tied together very near to the
hole (Fig. .34, a'). The lower end
of the loop is fastened to a long
line (Fig. '41 which, for the
most part, is free from the shaft.
The body of the line is wound into
. coil, sometimes held together by
. few thin threads of damp sinew
twisted around it, which will-ea-sily
come off when desired (Fig. 34, b2).
Sometimes the line is fastened to
the lower end of the shaft with a
similar twisting, which is undone
by the first violent pull of the
game. The end of the line is usu-
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Fig. 34, a (7;4T), Long Harpoon (length, 2-79 cm-);
b (_F, 0 ),) Short Harpoon (length, I52 cm.).
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ally tied into a loop. A short bone or ivory rod, or a long, slender piece
of iron (Fig. 34, a'), is inserted in the upper end of the shaft, where it is
held firmly with lashings. Sometimes it is also wound around with a thin
strip of leather. The upper point of the rod is inserted in a circular hole in
the slanting base- of the harpoon-head, which fits it tightly (Fig. 34, a'). The
harpoon-head is released as soon as it strikes the game.

Frequently the rod is replaced by two separate pieces. The lower piece
(Fig. 34, 63), which is stout, and cylindrical in shape, is fastened firmly to the
shaft. The upper piece- (Fig. 34, 64) is a slender ivory rod, with a hole in the
middle. Through the hole is passed a thin strip of leather, bothl ends of which
are fastened to the lashings of the ivory cylinder, forming a loop. The lower
end of the rod fits into a hole in the cylinder, and the loop, thus tightened,
holds it in place, while the harpoon-head is firmly set on its top. The whole
is at the s'ame time tight and elastic. The head becomes disengaged with the
blow and remains in the wound, while the movable rod separates from the
cylinder and hangs down suspended by the loop.

The lower end of the shaft is furnished with a strong bone or iron point
(Fig. 34, fi5) firmly attached by means of a strip of leather. The old method
of attachment, by passing the line through holes made with a drill (Fig. 34, b6),
is still employed. The point 'is used as an ice-pick for breaking holes through
the ice, also for testing the depth of the snow, etc. In some cases a slender
piece of ivory, used for testing thin, newly formed ice, is substituted, for the

ilIn bone or iron point. The shaft of the long harpoon sometimes
>:81 has a small wooden or bone peg (Fig. 35, a, 6), halfway of its
'l

l length, to allow a firmer grasp of the hand in throwing the
5,Jg|N weapon. The shaft of the short harpoon is about four feet and
!;1tl vsa half long; that of the long harpoon, eight feet and a half long.
'!d ° The short harpoon is used in winter for killing seals through
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their breathing-holes. These holes are found on the land-ice, or
on.-the floe nearest to the shore, whither the ringed and the
spotted seals resort in the winter time. The holes are concealed,
for the most part, under small snow mounds, and can be located
only with the aid of a keen-scented dog selected from the team
for the purpose. When the hole is found, the sealer sits down
to wait patiently, sometimes for hours. He brings along a small
wooden stool to sit on, or' makes himself a seat of square pieces
of snow piled together, covering the top with a piece of reindeer-
piece of skin he lays under his feet to keep the cold from his

..

soles. He gets the harpoon ready, frees the coil from the sinew twisting, and
lays it on his lap. If the snow covering of the hole is very thick, he cautiously
removes a portion of the snow. As soon as the seal is heard blowing, the
hunter suddenly stands up and throws the harpoon straight down into the hole
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with all his might (Plate IX, Fig. I), paying out the line, but keeping hold
of the loop on its end. The force of the blow detaches the shaft, which remains
on the surface. The seal pulls strongly only during the first few minutes.
Then it becomes tired, chiefly from want of breath, and is easily hauled in,
and despatched with a blow on the -nose. When a wvait of several hours is
expected, the sealer sometimes builds around his seat a semicircular wall of
snow-blocks to keep off the wind. The harpoon is laid across two wooden
pegs stuck into the snow within easy reach. The sealer covers himself with
a large cloak of reindeer-skin, puts on his fur-trimmed hood, pulls his arms
inside of his fur shirt, folding them over his breast, and remains motionless,
waiting for the familiar sound of the blowing seal.X

In the spring, when the seals come up to the surface of the. snow to
bask in the sun, another method of hunting is adopted. The- hunter puts on
a special hunting-dress, consisting of a short shirt of reindeer-'skin, worn with
the fur' side' next to the body and
the gray inner skin outside. As
the Chukchee have no seal-skin i'j
coats, this serves as. the nearest ;

head, in imitation oftheseal-muzzle,
with two round black pieces for <>o
eyes (Fig. 36, a). The left elbow 4a 9? \
and knee, sometimes both knees, < '
are protected by square pieces of X
polar-bear skin, to prevent friction,
and to keep off the moisture of
the melting snow. Whenever the
left hand is raised, the protecting
piece acts like a white screen,
helping to conceal the hunter from
his prey. As soon as the animal
is sighted, the sealer begilns- to creep.
towards It from the windward side,
armed with a long-shafted harpoon,_
or, more rarely, with a gun. lie,
proceeds very slowly, imitating the >-r-P
motions of the seal, and from time Fig. 36, a75 ) ea-utrsa,iTmiaino
* * 1 ~~~~~~Seal-Muzzle (width of front part below, io cm.); b ( ff),to time scratching the'snow, as the s (-4*), Ice-scratchers used in sealing (length, 23 cm,.j 2.8 cm.).

seal does, with a wooden scratcher
tipped with seal-claws (Fig. 36, b, c). When the seal lifts its head, the hunter
immediately lies still, and does not. proceed until the seal lies down again.



Gradually he approaches so close to the seal as to be able to- play the harpoon.
These two methods are quite similar to those of the American Eskimo.1

Seals are also killed in the spring on the edges of the ice-cracks, where
they like to sleep at noontime. Before the breaking-up of the ice, wherever
small streams of fresh water run into the sea along an ice-crack, seals gather
around their outlet to bask in the sunshine. A sealer will tie into a rough
bundle some scraps of old skin and send it downstream. It will float down
unobserved, but, on coming to one of the small whirlpools which form in the
cr'ack, it will pop out suddenly and frighten away the seals lying around, so
that they can easily be overtaken on the ice. Seals sleeping on the ice, when
suddenly frightened, will often lose their holes and crawl away in the wrong
direction. Then they can easily be overtaken, especially the younger ones.
Perhaps this accounts for -the method of hunting of the Netchilfirrniut, reported
by J. Ross, 2 where a party of hunters slowly approach the sleeping seal, then
those in front shout as loudly as they can, and the others run up to-the seal
and spear it. A basking seal sometimes sleeps so soundly that it may be
caught by a fast-running dog-team before it wakes up. At other times -it
will lose its hole altogether, and will be found crawling helplessly on the ice.
The natives say that this is because the seal wants to take a walk on the
ice from one to another of its holes, but loses its way.

--?In some places large numbers of seals are killed while trying to go over
a narrow strip of land between the sea and the inner bay. Occasionally the
seals make 'quite long trips overland. Thus they ascend the largest rivers,
like 'the Kolyma and the Anadyr, for more than a hundred miles. Dur'ing
my stay in the Kolyma country a seal was even caught on the middle course
of the Dry Anui, about two hundred miles from the mouth of the Kolyma.
Trustwor'thy people relate that the seals which ascend the Anadyr after the
salmon-shoals often turn into its affBuents, the Kanchalan and Big Rivers.
If belated for, return by river, on account of low water or early frosts, they
start on a quite wonderful overland journey on impracticable roads among
the hills. I was shown the skin of a rough-seal killed on such a journey in
the Kanchalan Hills.

All throuoh the winter, wherever the open water is not far from the
shore, the natives go sealing and walrusilng at the edge of the land-ice. The
animals are shot in- the water or on the drifting 'ice. Then, if feasible, they
are secured by means of a special implement (Fig. 3 7), which is made of
wood, is round and somewhat spindle-shaped, and has several iron hooks, and
a long stout line at the bottom. It is flung at the passing body, and, if the
aim was correct, one of the hooks will catch into it. When the body is too

1 Boas, Central Eskimo, pp- 477-486.
2 Narrative of a Second Voyage for the Discovery of a North West Passage, p- 451, cited in Central

Eskimo, p. 485.
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far away, the -hunter will pick out a small cake of ice, and, using his spear for
an oar, will push forward to the body, and then drag it to the r
land-ice with the harpoon-line. i

-In summer, seal-hunting is done chiefly with guns from the
shor'e or from large skin boats. Kayaks are used on the Arctic,
while on the Pacific shore they are employed only in reindeer-
hunting on the Middle Anadyr, as will be described.-later. The
Maritime villages on the Pacific have but very few kayaks. I saw 1
one in the'Eskim'o village Wute'en (see Fig. 47, c), which was
about fifteen feet long, and obtained a model of a kayak made at t
Indian Point. I had no opportunity of seeing the Arctic kayaks, |
but, according to the natives, they are of various sizes, sometimes l
have two seats, and ar'e used for seal-hunting and travel, as
mentioned many times in Chukchee tales. These kayaks are so !A
large, that sometimes a man creeps into one and lies down, to 'jy
be carried as a passive passenger. I was told of one case where 1<A.l,
three men set out in a kayak across Chaun Bay. Two of them X il't
fastened themselves in the manholes, and the third lay down in i
the hold. A tempest suddenly arose and capsized the kayak, Xtl,i
so that the paddlers were drowned; but the man inside 'remained \v
safe and sound, and on the second day arifted ashore in the \
kayak, together with his dead companions, and was able to get out Fig. 37 (TH750)
and go away. Perhaps this is only a fragment of some folk-tale. Retriever.Lenglth

In hunting from boats, the harpoon is thrown at the animal, 34 cm.
and the shaft becomes detached from the point in the same way as de'scribe(1.
Then the animal is hauled in, and the floating shaft picked up. At present,
however, seals do not allow the boat to come near enough for the use of the
harpoon. With the rifle they are shot at wherever they come out of the
water, no matter how far away they may be. The native hunters are pretty
good marksmen, but of course many shots go amiss. The animals that have
been killed sink so rapidly that they are often lost before the hunter can
secure the body. Especially is this true in shooting from the shore, though
the small boat stands ready to hand. Only fat seals, mostly the younger ones,
do not sink after death.

Hunting on open water is more successful early in the -season, when the
drift-ice is abundant, because all kinds of sea-animals go along with it, basking
all the while on its surface. -Later on, when the ice has drifted away, the
animals become more scarce and the hunt diffcult. Then the seal-hunters go
far out to sea in search of game. The Arctic hunters in their large boats
sail off with fair wind, and go so far that the highest mountain-tops near the
shore are out of sight. They remain in the open sea for two or three days,
waiting for a change of wind to get back to land.
I 6 JESUP NORTH PACIFIC EXPED., VOL. VII.
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WALRUS AND WHALE HUNTING.-The long harpoon used in walrus-hunting
has the same shape as the harpoons already described; but
the end of the line has one or two floats tied to it (Fig. 38).
These are thrown into the water after a successful blow. Floats
(Fig. 39, a) consist of a whole seal-skin.skilfully removed from

1{ the carcass. of the animal. The mouth is enlarged by an oblong
cut down the neck, and the skin is pulled off like a stocking.
The head -is carefully sewed up, the fore-flippers often cut off, and

0 ~the openings firmly tied up. One of them is used for inflating
,#111 -the float, which is done without' an 'in'flating-pipe such as is used
d1i1 by the Eskimo. The skin of the hind-flippers is carefully stitched;

!7 ~and when the body is inflated, the flippers stand out, furnishing
t ~~ahold for the separate loops on the end of the line (Fig. 39, b).
]i ~At the present t'ime, however, walrus-hunting is done almost

exclusively with rifles, especially on the Pacific. Tliirty years
aogo American whalers applied themselves to a great extent
to walrus-hunting, and the number of walrus on the Pacific

4, consequently began to decrease rapidly. Later on, the whalers
a ~desisted from the pursuit, asserting that prices were too low,

~and that the wvhole business was not remunerative enough.
The'n the decrease slackened, although ev'en now the reckless

X ~shooting of walrus by the natives continues to work disaster.
2 ~To the south 'of Anadyr the walrus have greatly diminished in

m ~~numbers. That is the reason that the Ker-ek on the southern
% ~~shore of Anadyr Bay, who in former times subsisted on walrus,
47 ~are now rapidly starving to death. Farther to the south walrus
1) ~became very rare in the vicinity of most of the villages, and

t;i are now met with only on the -shores of some islands, as Karagha
X 1jil Island, for instance. lTo -the north of Anadyr, beginning at
wP ~the northern shore of Holy Cross Bay, considerable numbers

wit
.81w3). of walrus are still killed. For some villages, - as Mi'sqAn- and

on Flatrs-ut Re tke^n in Holy Cross Bay, al'so Ye'rgIn and Kihi ni, on the
(Fromamodel.) is-land of Kihi'ni, they still form the staple food ofthe inhabitants.

Fig.
Harpo(
used ir
ing. .(

b

Fig- 39, a (7A~b), Float (length, 103 cm.); b (-W44T), Details of attaching Float. (From a model.)
-On the Pacific shore the walrus 'is killed chiefly (luring 'its migrations

from Holy Cross Bay to East Cape and back again (Plate x, Figs. I, 3).
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The first shoals pass northwar'd in May with the drifting ice. The later ones

begin to leave their winter places in Holy Cross Bay about a month after the
first migration, and go northwards all along the shore. At the end 'of June,
when returning from Indian Point to the mouth of the Anadyr, we met in one

,day, near the village E'nmilin, a great many of these shoals, containing perhaps
more than a thousand animals. Their course lay a few miles from the shore;
and the nat'ives everywhere' would open on them a most wanton shooting, killing
a few, and wounding many more. Next day we saw on the shore in different
places three large walrus-carcasses. The animals had evidently died from wounds,
and were carried by the tide to the shore. One was already in a quite putrid state.

On the whole, at least half of the wounded sea-animals -seals, walruses,
and white whales escape the hunter, and are afterwards drifted ashore in
a putrid state. Any animal of this kind that is found by the people is used

Fig. 40 (^.Seal-skin Splasher. Length, 85 cm.

for dog-food, and the blubber is tried out for lamp-oil, but of coulrse the greater
number are wasted. Several times I saw a man who was shooting from the
shore use about three dozen cartridges in three hours. Although nearly every
shot was well aimed, he would secure but a. single seal. Of the others, two or
three would occasionally be found afterwards by other people, twenty or twenty-
five miles off, but without benefit to the hunter.

In the middle of September the walrus start on the return journey. The
natives assert that at this time the walrus are most easily killed, since they
are quite unmindful of the hunter's presence until the shooting begins. Several
boats join in the hunt in order to cut off the retreat ofthe animals. A peculiar
kind of splasher (Fig. 40), made of seal-skin and about three feet long and
four inches wide, is used to frighten the animals. Every time the walrus dive,
several splashers from various boats are struck against the water, making a

sharp sound, similar to the report of a gun. The walrus are so much frightened

Fig. 41: a (^)b (,.Lances used in Walrus-Hunting. (a) from a model; b, length, 59gcm-)
that they hasten to come out again, and are shot. After diving and emergilng
a few times, they become quite confused, and cannot discern which sounds are
connected with the real danger. The wounded walrus are despatched by
means of a long lance with an iron point (Fig. 4I).



Whaling was done in former times chiefly by the Arctic Chukchee, and
on the Pacific coast by the Eskimo. For this purpose -a large harpoon, with

a heavy head perforated at right angles to the blade,'was used.
ffi ~The line was very long and stout, and floats were attached
^ ~~to it in pairs at several places. Altogether there were two,

aaVl]11llW three, or even four pairs. Now, on the Pacific, but little
0'I' whaling is done, and that exclusively by the E-skim'o of Indian
glPijZ Point, of Cape. Chukotsky, of Cape Ulakhpen, and also by
8Aj the inhabitants of Cibu'kak on St. Lawrence Island. They

i!i:;r: all use explosive harpoons. On the Arctic the number of
tIIiigl B whales has also considerably dwindled. Thus the natives of
0;1 Ya'qan told Maydell that they had hardly caught a whale in

' $ ~later years. The whalers ceased going along the Arctic shore
0O of Asia, because whales became too scarce in that region.

* ~~The single harpooh-head that I was able to procure at Indian
0g Point is old and wTorn, showing. that it is the remains of an

tJi < <old, now unused weapon (Fig. 42, a, fi).
s.ME£ The white whale is killed in the same way as the walrus,
in C-0 with the rifle, and sometimes with the harpoon. The natives
il;R -oxeagerly pursue it, because its meat and blubber taste better than
5
fl b Sthose of any other sea-animal (Plates x, Fig.4; XI, Fig. I ).

) ) m EI did not find current among the Chukchee the rlotion, peculiar
0;l!>B;s to some American Eskimo, that white whales must be struck
^tilxBrm-with a flint.' It is curious that this idea re-appears among the

S .= M Koryak on the Okhotsk Sea, in the villages of Kamenskoye
)1 = ~and Paren.
|1CE0 ~SEALING-NETS. -Sealing-nets are perhaps still more effic'ient

Cd- than harpoons, especially in the winter-time. They are made
.

gs,
of thin strips of seal-skin or reindeer-skin, with buoys of wood

, ~~~or of inflated pieces of gut, and stone or ivory sinkers. A
60A e Peculiar net used on the Arctic and on portions of the Pacific
s | >^ coast is square in shape, and is fastened beneath the seal's
!;nV bi) breathing-hole like a cradle (Fig. 43, a).'2 For. this purpose
,Aeyv four wooden poles tied to the mouth of the net are put through
j t ~the hole and arranged underneath the ice so as to form a

@ ~~square. The net hangs by the corners on short cords, allowing
the seal a free passage into the hole from all sides. The seal,
arrivring at the hole, may see perfectly well that something

unusual has happened, but, as it is its breathing-time, it slips in between the
net and the ice, and rises to the surface. That done, it will, as is its wont,

1 Murdoch, p; 240.
2 ln this figure the ice is represented only on one side, in order to show the position of the net.

BOGORAS, THE CHUKCHEE.I 24
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plunge down head foremost; but instead of diving, it lands in the net, where
its flippers easily become entangled, and it is drowned. Often the animal,
with the fiet, comes out of the hole and dies on the ice. This net can be
used -only in the spring, when the ice is several feet thick and blow-holes are
less numerous.

The more common kind of seal-net has a shape similar to that of the

;. 1;
.! , h: I:

,.. ,'

/7

Fig. 43, a (44-y), b (f6)Seal-Nets. a, 96 cm. square; b, total length, 250 cm.

straight fish-net, only that its meshes are much larger (Fig. 43 b). The
specimen obtained is twenty-seven meshes long and ten meshes high, each rnesh
being six inches square. It has large wooden buoys and stone sinkers. It
is set under the ice between the breathing-holes or along the-cracks, and
during the summer in those places to which seals frequently resort. Thus, in
the stnall bay of E'nmilin, near the village of the same name, the nets are
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set under the water very near the shore. The place abou'nds in seaweed,
quantities of which gather near the shore. Numbers of small fishes live in
this weed, and seals are all the time hunting for them. Therefore the net-
catch is abundant; and while we were 'in E'nmilin every owner of nets secured
daily one or two seals.

Ivory plugs for stopping the wounds of seal are known to the Chukchee,
and have nearly the same. shape as those'of the American Eskimo. Seal-
drags, however, are not used, but the seal is dragged along by means of a

rope passed through a cut in his nose (Plate x, Fig. 2).
BOATS., -- The large skin boats used by the Chukchee and the Asiatic

Eskimo are very similar to those of arctic America in shape' and in details
of construction. The differences are not greater than those between boats of
the western and eastern Eskimo, especially since whole frames and parts of
them have been carried from ancient times across Bering Strait as objects for
sale. The Koryak boats, with their flaring sides and semicircular stern and
bow, on the contrary, form a quite separate type; while the Kamchadal have
no skin boats, but use instead dug-outs w'ith planks fastened to the-upper edges.

The reason for this does not rest exclusively with the difference of the
natural surroundings of the tribes mentioned. It is true, that with the Chuk-
chee the scarcity of wood suficiently explains their predilection for'the skin
boat, but the Koryak shore abounds in large trunks of driftwood suitable for
building wooden boats. On the other hand, the shores of Kamchatka are

probably. ev'en richer in sea-mammals than those of the Chukchee Peninsula,
and thus afford every convenience for constructing skin boats. The Kamchadal,
nevertheless, remain a fishing tribe, with clumsy wooden canoes; and they have
never shown much skill in maritime pursuits, although they crave blubber and
hides as much as do their northern neighbors.

The Chukchee and the Asiatic Eskimo cover their boats with walrus-hide,
which is split for the purpose, one thinx strip being left intact for joining the
halves. The walrus-hide is so large that a skin and a half suffice to cover
the largest boat. The specimen in the American Museum of Natural History
is thirty-five feet long, and is covered with less than two skins. Ground-seal
skin, though quite suitable for boat-coverings, is never used because of its
great value for thongs and soles. The Koryak, on the contrary7, cover their
boats with skins of the Okhotsk variety of ground-seal, having indeed no other
material. I have never heard of large Chukchee boats -being made of skins
of smaller seals. The Koryak, and especially the Kerek, sometimes have
no better material, tho'ugh such boats are weak, and tear very easily when
landing in rough weather.

Besides the large boats, others of lesser dimensions are used, especially
on the Pacific, where no kayaks are employed. They may have three or two
thwarts, and sometimes only one thwart with two oars. Tlle smallest carry
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but a couple of men, and are used for short trips within the village range ;
for instance, to catch dead seals floating on the surface or sunk to the bottom,
to go shooting water-fowl along the shore, to inspect the fish and'seal nets, etc.

The frame of the large boat resembles that described by Nelson, 1 except
that the ribs and the cross-pieces of the bottom are set much closer together
(Fig. 44). The dimensions of the boat secured for our collection are, length,
35 feet; breadth in the middle, between the gunwales, 4fet radho
bottom in the middle, 21 feet ; height, 2 feet 8 inches. It has 2I cross-pieces,
and as many ribs on each side ; 4 th'warts; 5 large oars and as many paddles.
It requires a crew of from six to eight men, and can carry freight up to two
tons. The central timber, strips and gunwales, according to the man who
sold m-e the boat, were brought from America in a rude state. The frame
was con'structed on East Cape, and taken thence to Me'ci'wmin, and afterwards
to Indian Point. At the last-named place it w1as covered with skin and used
for several years; so that, from the very circumstances regarding its construction,
it mu-st be called typical for the'Asiatic coast (Plate XI, Fig. 4). The home-
made boats of the Pacific villages between Indian Point and Anadyr, however,
are clumsier, and their sea qualities poorer'.

The skin cover is unfastened for the winter and safely hidden from the
dogs. Late in the spring it is taken out and soaked for several days in
some pond or in the sea, though in the latter case the owner is obliged to
keep a sharp lookout for drifting 'ice and for the force of the current, which
may break the thongs by which it is secured and carry away the skin. The
work of covering is done by several perso-ns;-the boat Is crew, in order to
hasten matters, calling on their acquaintances and relatives to aid them. The
wet cover is pulled around the frame as tightly as possible, and its edge is
bent over the gunwale and laced to the middle strip with stout leather thongs.
After a while, when the lacings have dried a little, they are tightened by
means of walrus-tusks, which serve as marline-spike and hand-lever. Every
little hole in the skin is carefully patched and the boat turned bottom-side
up and allowed to dry for twenty-four hours. Durihg this time it receives
two or three coatings of oil, and the patches are smeared around with thick oil-
drippings, at present more frequently with o-il paints bought from whalers.

In former times boats were propelled by paddles (Fig. 45, a), and a large
broad-bladed paddle was used for steering (Fig. 45, b). At-present, along
with the paddles, long narrow oars are used (Plate XI, Fig. I ). These are
imitations of the American whale-boat oars, and are often simply bought from
the whalers-. Rowlocks, also copied from civ7ilized designs, are fastened to the
skin covering. Each thwart has, for the most part, only one mIann who rows in
civilized fashion. A rude helm (Fig. 45, c) has gradually replaced the steering-
paddle. It is curious that the oars of the Koryak boats, rest in loops instead

I Nelson, Plate LXXVIII, Fig. 38i p. 21I8.
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a

Fig. 44, a-c ( ).Skin Boat (length, ii.85 m.). b, c, Details of Frame.
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of rowlocks, after the manner of
furnished with wooden guards to
prevent friction of the oars.

Wherever the shore will allow,
the boats are towed by a long thin
rope. Dogs are used for the pur-
pose; and with a well-trained leader,
they will, go by themselves, if the
shore is straight enough, and has
no sharp, projecting bowlders that
will catch the rope.

On our journey. from Indian
Point to the mouth of the Anadyr,
eight dogs were strong enough to
tow the heavily laden boat; and
when the weather was favorable,
we made about a hundred miles
in twenty-four hours of uninter-
rupted travel.

The skin boat has a mast,
which is set on the central timber
between the two foremost thwarts,
more rarely between two middle
thwarts. A small piece of wood
serves as its socket (Fig. 44, c2).
The mast is supported by four stays
fastened to its top or passing
through a hole in it. The fore-

American Eskimo; also their gunwales -are

a ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I'

Fig. 45, a-c (^e, f, i). Paddle, Steering-Paddle, and Helm
of Skin Boat. Length, 200CM., 220CM., 130cm.

stays are joined together and simply slung over the end of the bow. The
back-stays are fastened to the middle' strips by means of ivory blocks (Figs.
44, aL; 46, a'; 46, b), which are occasionally replaced by loops of thong
(Fig. 46, a'). Sometimes, when the weather is rough, two extra stays are

fastened, one on the right, and the other on the left side.
The sail is large and square, and is fastened by loops to a yard.

It is hoisted by means of a stout 'seal-skin thong which is passed through a
hole in the top of the mast, sometimes with the aid of a pulley. Four slender
lines extend from the ends of the sail and yard to the stern, where they are
tied to the inside strip-lashings. By means of these lines the position of the sail
can be changed, enabling the boat to go with a side wind. The boat I
obtained has two sails, one above the other, with separate halyards and lines.
At the present time the square sail is gradually be'ing.superseded by a trian-
gular one, copied after that of the whalers (Plate XI, Figs. 2, 3), which enables

I17- JESUP NORTH PACIFIC E:XPED.1 VOL. VII.
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the boat to beat to windward. With the wind aft, however, the square sail
is much more effective; and even with a side wind it keeps
the boat much steadier.

In -former times sails were -made of curried reindeer-
skins sewed together. Nowadays white and blue drilling is
used in the trading-villages, while in more remote places
numerous pieces of cotton and skin are patched together to
form a large sail. In rough weather, if the wind is fair,
two large floats 'are fastened on both sides of the boat,
below the rail'ing; while. with.a side wind the boat itself is
too buoyant to allow- the floats to be added. The sides of
many boats are provided also with flaps of skin or drilling,
which in rainy weather are used for covering the cargo, and
in rough weather are raisied, and hela in place by sticks or

simply by inverted paddles. These are very convenient, and
keep off the dashing spray even in very rough weather.

The skin boat has many advantages over the wrooden
whale-boat. It is much lighter, and, while it carries more
freioght, can be propelled or towed along the shore with less

Fig. 46, a' (,j-),DetaiIs
of attaching Stays of Mast
to Skin Boat (length of
block [I] 7 cm.);b()
IvoryBIock used in attach-
ing Stays (lengtb, 6 cm.).

labor. For the' windward motion the skin boat is not so convenient, because
it is too buoyant, and, 'moreover, has no outer keel. Much more important
is the advantage the skin boat -possesses in being able to land through heavy
surf. Both on the Arctic. and on th'e Pacific shore the sea is -very rough,
especially in the fall; and sudden squalls are frequent. The skin boat, when
caught in a storm, does not seek the harbor, but makes for the first sandy
spot free from stones, and screened from th-e rushi'ng wind in some way by
coast cliffs. The landing is effected in a peculiar way: the boat, propelled
by oars, boldly makes for the shore, and in a favorable moment the end of
a rope is thrown to thie shore, or, when there is nobody to catch it, a man
will jump out with - it. The boat, while free on the water, is made by the
steersman to turn in alongside the shore, and then thwe end of another rope
is thrown from the stern, or another man j'umps out with it. By pulling the
ropes tight, the men on the shore make the water side of the boat stand up
high against the breaking -surf, and the first incoming wave catches the boat

crewa, cargo, and all -and casts it ashore. The flat, slippery boat acts
like a live fish ; and the stronger the wave, the farther on shore will the boat
be carried. Then all the crew jump out and begin to unload, the first two
men all the time pulling the ropes, and makina the boat, as it becomes
lighter and lighter, bound farther and farther toward the shore. To prevent
the skin from rubbing against the ground, oars are thrown under the boat
and secured with separate lines, so that they cannot be carried away by the
waves. When the boat is lightly laden and the people are numerous, - as, for
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instance, on a village shore,-they simply seize the boat by the lashings and
carry it along, cargo and all. These methods of landing, quite impracticable
with the ordinary wooden whale-boat, look strange to a civilized eye; but when,
in the first heavy surf encountered on our journey, we tried to land with the
bow forward, in the ord'inary way, the boat fill'ed with water and- n'early
capsized; and it would have been completely wrecked had it not been for the
extreme toughness and elasticity of its frame.

Of the wooden boats I had occasion to s'ee, the "sampan" of northern
Japanese fishermen with flat botto'm'and smoo'th sides, more nearly resembles
the skin boat. Like that, it is able to land throug.h surf, when ordinary
European boats are threatened at every attempt with capsizing.

For setting out from shore, the skin boat is put close to the water, with
bow foremost but out of reach of the larger waves. Two or three inflated
floats are laid under it, with long lines tied to0 their flippers. Then the boat
is loaded, and with one effort pushed into the water; while the crew, with
oars and poles, prevent it from being hurled against the shore.

On narrow strips of land between two shore's the boats are unloaded and
taken across. Six men can easily carry on their shoulders an empty boat,
even when soaked with water. Sometimes onil'y part of the freight is taken
out, and the boat is pushed across on the floats, which act like rollers and
prevent its contact with the ground.

One of the drawbacks of the skiin boat is the fragility of its cover. Every
sharp stone is liable to cut a hole through it, especially when it has b'een
soaked and softened with water. At every landing it 'is necessary to look
carefuilly over the whole skin surface, to clean away from under the central
timber every small pebble, and to patch even the minutest hole; otherwise
the boat may suddenly spring a leak while on the water,. and necess-itate an
extra landing. When in good repair, the boat is water-tiaht, and requires no
bailer; on the other hand, I know of cases where, on account of an over-
looked gap, boats were almost sunk before a landing could be effected. While
on shore, the boat is iturned upside down, pebbles and sand'are shaken off by
repeated blows with the oar, and the cover is allowed to dry. If not dried
for a long time, the boat will warp and get out of shape. To prevent warDing,
the boat has several sets of special lashings (see Fig. 44, c'), which connect
the gunwales with the central timber, and can be lengthened or shortened.

The Reindeer Chukchee living near the seashore also use skin boats;
and the boats of the Telqa'p people, for instance, are justl- as large as those
of the Maritime villagers. The, inland Reindeer people have no boats, and
hardly need any. A few of them buy from the Russianized Yukaghir or from
the Yakut small wooden canoes, and drag them along to use in summer on the
lakes and larger rivers.

Camps travelling late in spring, especially those of the Kavra'lit, are
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often hampered while on the road by the breaking-up of the ice. In order
to cross the mountain rivers, suddenly swollen by floods, they sometimes
construct a peculiar device, consisting of several sledges tied together in a
pile, and protected from beneath by the cover of the outer tent. This is used
as a raft to carry over men and household things.l

-HUNTING OF LAND-GAME. -Of land-game, the wild reindeer is the most
important. It is nevertheless not so abundant in northeastern Asia as the
caribou in America, because the best pastures are occupied by domesticated
herds. Only the depths of the forests and the higher slopes of the mountains
are left quite undisturbed for the wild breed, because they are unsuitable for
the breeding of domesticated animals. Wlild reindeer, however, are met every-
where in northeastern Asia, in single heads or in small herds.

The wild reindeer is larger than any of the domesticated varieties. Its
step is wider, and its footprint longer, because its hoof-joints are more supple.
Its antlers' are rhiore or less similar to those of the Lamut reindeer, but generally
the ends are bent up in a hook-like shape. Also the difference in size of
antlers between buck and doe is still more marked than with Lamut reindeer.
The color of the skin is uniformly dark gray, somewhat lighte-r on the belly
and lower part of the neck. Those living on the northeastern tundras and
close to the ocean are smaller, but accumulate more fat. In this respect,
however, all varieties of the wild reindeer are superior, even to the Chukchee
breed.' Late in summer, when insects cease to swarm -around the pastures, a
wild buck often takes on three inches of tallow on his hips, so that he is no

longer able to runl with his usual swiftness.
Some wild reindeer always live in the same places. They are called

resident reindeer. " Others gather every year in large herds and migrate
considerable distances, from the forest border to the- tundra and back again.

In former times there were two different trails in northeastern Asia for
these migrations. One led from the Kolyma Mountains across the Omolon
and the two Anui Rivers to the Chaun tundra; the other, from the high
country of Palpal, across the Anadyr River, to the Chukchee Peninsula. About
fourscore years ago the reindeer migration over the former trail began to lessen,
and finally ceased altogether. Several Yukaghir villages which depended on
wild reindeer for their subsistence were starved out in consequence, and the
remainder went to the northwest and settled in the Russo-Yukaghir fishing-
villages on the Kolyma River. In the year I896, when descending the Omolon
on a raft, I passed several of these deserted or starved-out hamlets. The
houses of some were still standing. Others had completely fallen in, and only
a grassy patch that interrupted the continuous line of the forest alona the
bank indicated the former dwelling-place of humanity. For the abandonment
of this trail by the reindeer, Yukaghir hunters blame the Lamut, who every

I Compare Maydell, p. 2 I I.
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spring came from the~south and followed the reindeer-herds to the very river's
edge, although, according to ancient Yukaghir custom, hunting was strictly
forbidden on 'land, and allowed only on the river. The old men of both
tribes attributed this calamity to the increase of sinfulness in the world. There
is 'an bld Yukaghir legend which aims at branding the wanton extermination
of game and fish. It relates how some men, in most versions some Russian
cossacks, tired of killin'g reindeer on the water, caught one, flayed it alive,
and. allowed it to escape to the shore. Afterwards,' in the fishing-season, they
took out the eyes of a live salmon, and in the same manner let it go free.
The next year, in hunting-time, the flayed reindeer was seen on the herd's
trail, causing the herds to turn away from the river. Likewise the injured
salmon made the salmon-shoals go back to the sea, and a frightful famine
ensued. Up to a late period, when reindeer-herds or salmon-shoals were not
forthcoming, it was considered by the old people as a just punishment for the
reckless extermination of the game. It is true even at present, that the Chuk-
chee or Markova hunters, when successful, will kill much more than they want,
and afterwards take only the skins, at least fro'm the lean animals, leaving
their carcasses to rot. The real reason that reindeer ceased to' migrate in the
direction of Omolon and the two Anuis, however, probably lies in the fact
that the Reindeer Chudkchee spread to the- west, occupying the tundra pastures,
and so there was no place left for wild reindeer. On the upper course of the
Omolon the Lamut hunters complain, too, that the "resident' wild reinldeer
retreated before the Chukchee herds farther into the forest. On the contrary,
the hunters on the banks of the Kolyma within- the forest border assert that
the "resident" reindeer even increased in number, perhaps after their retreat
from the tundra, only the animals ceased to gather in herds and to move
northwards in certainl seasons-.

On the Anadyr River the crossing-places of the reindeer are situated on
the middle part of the river, between the mouth of the Main and the small
Chukchee settlement Chikayeva. The reindeer leave the Palpal Mountains
about the middle of March, and keep crossing the river in bands -of 'varying
numbers till the end of June. The greater portion, especially the pregnant dams,
cross before the ice breaks up. After havilng c'rossed the river, the reindeer
scatter all along the tundra. A large number remain in the Pe'kul-niei Mountains,
to the north of the Anadyr. At the end of July the reindeer begin to assemble
and come back to the river; then the most important hunting-season beg"ins.
Reindeer-herds take the' same trail every year, and cross the river at the
same places. There the hunters, in separate groups, lie in ambu'sh and wait
for the game, each tribe by itself. The Russianized natives keep watch more
to the wJest, chiefly near the mouths of the Main and White Rivers. The
Chukchee take their places farther downstream, as far as Chikayevo. 'Both
tribes hunt in a similar manner, only the western natives- use the woodern
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canoe, constructed of three very thin and flexible boards, or dug out of a
hollow poplar-trunk, while the Chukchee use the skin canoe. The hunters
occupy a place a little downstream from the trail, and keep very quiet. They
even refrain from making a fire, in order that the animals may not be frightened
away by the smell of smoke. The reindeer come to the river, one (usually
a young active doe) running ahead as leader, and begin to swim across, being
all the while carried downstream by the current. When the animals are not
far from the middle of the river, the hunters rush out in canoes and boats,
and try to impede their progress. The frightened animals turn upstream, and
exhaust their strength in a vain struggle wTith the force of the running water;
then one or two canoes go around the herd in order to cut off their retreat
to the opposite bank, and slaughtering begins. The reindeer huddle together,
and float quite helplessly in the middle of the stream. Men in canoes approach
the herd and stab the reindeer with spears, which have a very long and slender
shaft, a small iron point, and are not used for any other kind of hunting.
One side of the double paddle is also often furnished with a small iron spear,
which, though not so long, is much handier to use (Fig. 47, a).

The killing is done with incredible rapidity, a man being able to.kill as

many as a hundred animals in one hour. The wound is- inflicted on the lower
part of the body, and the wounded animals immediately turn on the side and
are carried away by the stream. Most of them do not attempt defence.
Young strong bucks, however, often try to kick at the canoe, though the
hunter easily avoids their attack. Those hunters who are most skilful with
the paddle penetrate into the middle of the herd, and, placing their canoe
close between two large bucks, spear all the animals within reach, beginning
with those farthest away; while the nearest, not being disturbed, keep quiet,
and their bodies shield the canoe from the surrounding commotion. Old men,
women and children, row in boats farther down the river, and intercept the
game. All animals, when brought to the shore, are skinned. The fattest
bucks are carved, and some of the meat is hung up to dry. All other car-
casses are simply deposited in storehouses or in temporary hunting-huts, and
are 'used chiefly for dog-food in the winter. A score of Chukchee families
living in wooden huts on the Middle Anadyr have no herds, and do very
little fishing, but live exclusively on the produce of the chase; and in a suc-
cessful season one family will have as their share from a hundred and fifty
to two hundred reindeer. For their own food they use the animals killed
late in the season, especially those shot on the ice of the rivrer, because the
reindeer continue to cross late into the fall, and a few stragglers are met on
the river even as late as the middle of November.

The Anui and Omolon Yukaohir, who had only a few dogs, were more
careful to preserve the meat. They usually cut all the meat in long thin
strips, drying it on special drying-racks in sun and wind.
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The later the season, the better is the meat, because the animals- are no
longer worried by insects, and can feed undisturbed. The meat of you'ng-
animals killed in midsummer is so lean and tastele.ss, that it is really only fit-
for dog-food. The buck-skins are valued for summer bedding and as the
best material for curried leather. The fawn-skins, on the contrary, are poor,
sinc.e the hunter cannot- choose his own time for killing. Only the poorest
people use them for garments, while all others buy fawn-skinss from the rein-
deer-breeders.

At the places where the migrating reindeer crossed the Kolyma and its
affluents, the Yukaghir inhabitants used to set long rows of snares on both
banks of the river, spreading them out on the trees and among the bushes..
These were still more efficient than hunting on the water;g but bush and forest
on the Middle Anadyr are too scanty to allow of this method of hunting.
At the mouth of the Kolyma, where the migration of reindeer still continues
to some extent, a few score reindeer are killed every summer on the water,
and in some places single snares are still spread -on the reindeer-trail.-

The frame of the kayak used by the Chukchee for hunting reindeer on
the rivers (Fig. 67) is similar to the common Eskimo form, but it is covered

Fig. 47, a >Tpm b), Double Paddle with Small Iron Spear; b (T4n a), Kayak from the Middle
Anadyr; c, Eskimo K(ayak. a, b, from models; c, from a photograph.

with reindeer-skin instead of seal-skin. The manhole in the middle remailns
open, because there is no need of making it water-tight for use on the river.
The kayak is employed because of its lightness as compared to that of the
wooden canoes of the Russianized Yukaghir. The type of the Maritime Chukchee
kayak is represented in Fig. 47, c. The double paddle (Fig. 47, a) is similar
to that of the Yukaghir, and has a stem that is straight or somewhat curved,
with blades in the shape of a poplar-leaf. In shallow waters two slender
sticks about I50 cm. long and I cm. thick are used, both with the dug-out
and with the' skin canoe, for punting. The sporadic occurrence of the kayak
all along the Asiatic shore is very curious. It exists' on the Arct'ic, then
almost disappears on the Pacific, again appears on the waters of the Middle
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Anadyr, then disappears for a long stretch of space, to appear finally on the
Okhotsk Sea among the Maritime Koryak.

The hunting of "resident" reindeer is done with the gun, and sometimes
even now with the bow. For instance, bucks that go to the Chukchee herds
in rutting-time may be killed only with the bow or with the lasso. The Lamut,
and, following their example, also the Reindeer Chukchee, take advantage of
the well-known curiosity of the reindeer, to lure it within shooting range by
means of a special decoy-reindeer, which is put to pasture in the o'pen field,
on the end of a very long and thin line. When wild reindeer are espied at
a distance, the hunter hides behind 'some tree or large stone. Tke Lamut
on the open plain will crouch behind the back of his riding-reindeer. Thus
the hunter patiently awaits the oncomers, directing the course of his decoy-
animal by dexterous pulls and jerks of the line. The best decoy-animal is a
cross with a wild reindeer, in the rutting-season a young doe, or a buck
with large antlers, that is taken by the wild bucks for a rival.

The -Lamut hulnt reindeer in the spring, running on snowshoes over the
hard-crusted snow, but this is possible only in a wooded country. On the
tundra the snow is 'always too hard-beaten by winds to give a man with
snowshoes any advantage over the reindeer.

To the Maritime Chukchee the wild reindeer cannot be so important as
to the Ame-rican Eskimo, because most of the hunt is done by the Reindeer
Chukchee and other inland tribes; anid the m-aritime people, for the most part,
can only have a share in their large hunts. Thus., as already mentioned,
people from Pacific villages in former times' used- to go up the Anadyr River
to take part in the reindeer-killing -on the water. On the tundlra between the
Anadyr and Indian Point the chief reindeer-hunters are Maritime Chukchee,
who have acquired a few reindeer, and who for this reason spend much time
inland, scouring the country the whole time far and wide. Tlhe same is true
for the whole Chukchee Peninsula.

The elk, in former times, lived in the Kolyma country, close to the
seashore; and the Kolyma Yukaghir derived from it, a considerable part of
their food. Around old dwelling-places at the mouth of the Kolyma I could
always find an abundance of elk antlers and bones; and the jacket of a
Yukaghir corpse that Mr. Jochelson found in a wooden burial-box on the
lower part of the Dry Anui was made of elk-skin. In the last two centuries
the elk has retreated into the forest, and does not go to the tundra.. The
Chukchee, therefore, hunt the elk but little, though in former times they were
familiar with that animal, as is indicated by the frequent use of its name.
Among the constellati'ons, Castor and Pollux are called "elks;" a stray reindeer
coming into a strange herd, and unlawfully appropriated by its master, is
called X"elk;" etc.

The mountain-sheep is eagerly pursued by all Reindeer Chukchee on
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account of its meat, which is considered the best of all game ; also for its
horns, which are used for manufacturing spoons, pronged clasps for the rein-
deer-harness, cups, etc. Its skin is very soft and warm, and is considered
more valuable than reindeer-skin.

The mountain-sheep is very cautious, and lives only on rugged mountains.
When caught on the plain, it immediately makes for the nearest hill, however
low and easy to climb. In this case the dogs hold the sheep at bay, and
the hunter is able to catch it with his lasso.

Of fur-bearing animals, the most important are the white and the red
fox. The former are much more numerous, though the red variety also lives
all 'along the Arctic and Pacific coasts, and is even mnet with and killed on
the sea-ice while s'earching fcor young seals, or picking up bones left over from
the feast of the polar bear. The Maritime and Reindeer Ch'ukchee have
several methods of hunting the fox. The most simple is to run -it down on
a sledge with a swift team of dogs or reindeer. The best hunting-time is
after the first snow has fallen, which discloses every trace of the animal, and
makes it hard for it to escape. Swift reindeer are able to overtake a fox
after two or three hours of hard pursuit. When accustomed to that kind of
hunting, they become so excited that they try to trample the fox down. The
reindeer is also used in hunting down the wolf, and will be j'ust as eager to
catch it and to strike it on' the head with the hoof. In fox-hunting the rein-
deer-driver often does not rely exclusively on the swiftness of his team, but sends
a hunting-dog after the fox, replacing it by another when the run has Ilasted
for a couple of hours (a dog-driver simply releases the- swiftest dogs of his
team one after another for the purpose: the fresh dog will be sure to catch
the tired animal). When possible, the fox leads the pursuit to some large
lake where the' ice keeps bare of snow for a Iong time, and therefore is too
slippery for the reindeer. The short feet of the fox, on such ground, give it
advantage even over the dog, facilitating sudden turns and retreats. A good
dog, however, would not give in, but would obstinately keep on with the
pursuit. Sometimes the two adversaries are so tired that they lie down on
the ice opposite each other, and rest for a couple of minutes, keeping' a close
watch on each other's motions. An old wily fox, when pursued, does not go
into its burrow, for it knows that it can be dug out from the shallow. ground
with but little difficulty. On the Arctic shore the crust of the unfrozen soil
is so thin, that the ramifications of the burrow extend directly under the sur-
face, and sometimes the roof can be broken in s'imply with the foot. Foxes,
therefore, often prefer to lodge in hollow logs of driftwood or among stones
rather than burrow in the ground. If the fox. is in the burrow, the hunter
often enlarges the entrance with an axe or an ice-pick; then the fox is extri-
cated with a split stick that catches in some of the hair of its coat, or even

simply with the hands, the animal having been dazed with smoke beforehand.
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In the Kolyma country the Reindeer Chukchee, like other inhabitants, are

very assiduous in digging out the young of the white fox, though their skin
has hardly any value; and this imprudent extermination has already decreased
,the number of foxes. In trade, seven qualities of white-fox skin are distinguished,
according to age; and the first three are valued at not more than from ten
to fifteen cents apiece. In the Kolyma country the Russianized Yukaghir and
the Yakut often capture the young of the red fox, and raise them in willow
baskets or wooden cases. The animals are half starved, because, if well fed,
they would have thin and uneven fur. They are generally killed early in the
fall. The Chukchee are too indolent to go to the trouble of raising young
foxes in this way, and, moreover, they consider it as tabooed. In,7' the
eastern part of their territory, the Chukchee consider it unfair 'to break into
the house of any reside'nt, even if it be a fox," because every resident, though
but a fox, is supposed to have a'drumn and charms in his house, and vengeance
through 'magic means might ensue. Thus only a fox hunted down in the
burrow is dug after, especially since often it does not hide in its own hole.

TRAPS. - Traps with a spring of twisted sinew (Fig. 48), of the shape
common throughout the northern part of the Old World and possibly brought

Fig. 48 (4.Fox-trap, with Spring of Twisted Sinew. Len,gth of striking-stick a, 46 cm.

thither by the Russians, were much used in northeastern Asia, and even camae
to America; 1 but on the Pacific they are at present superseded by steel traps
bought from the whalers, while on the Kolyma and along the Arctic shore
the sinew-twisted trap still prev'ails. This trap strikes the animal from above;
and the blow, though prompt and strong, is not quite sure, since the fox is
often quick enough to dodge away in time. Then, instead of being killed,
it is only hurt, and may be able to escape, breaking the trap, or biting through
the sinew cords. On' the other hand, this kind of trap is not very safe for



the owner, and when visited may occasionally strike him on the feet, since
under the snow it is not easy to ascertain the actual place of the- releasing-
string and the trigger.

On the Pacific shore some native blacksmiths, Chukchee and Eskimo,
hammer traps of their own out of the bar-iron bought from whalers. They
have usually but one spring; since traps with two springs work too strongly,
and often cut off the paw, instead of holding it.- Both kinds of spring-traps,
especially the larger ones of steel, are used also for other animals, -hares,
wolverines, wolves, and even swans and geese. When set for the-wolf, the
steel trap is fastened with a strong chain to a wooden block weighing from
twenty to twenty-five pounds, so that the wolf may be able to drag it along
on the snow. If the block should. be too heavy, the wolf would snap the
chain and carry away the trap. Sometimes the wolf that carried away the
trap is able to live for several months on the tundra, preying on hares, moulting
ducks, etc. Once in the winter I was shown, on the fresh trail of several
wolves, the footsteps of one that evidently had only three paws; the fourth
paw probably having withered, and dropped down with the trap. Another
time a trap carried away by a wolf in the fall was found in the spring far
away in the tundra, with the withered paw of a wolf in it.

Dead-falls are used only by a few Chukchee, in imitation of the Russians,
who have large rows of them everywThere in the forest and on the tundra.
On the Chu'kchee Peninsula, among the lMaritime people, however, wood is
too scarce for constructing dead-falls; and the Reindeer Chukchee in other
parts of the country do not care very much about them, since they are not

very skilful with the axe.
A comm-on fox dead-fall (Fig. 49) consists of a double fence made of

thin poles ten feet long and two feet high, with a space betw~een about two

Fig- 49. Dead-Fall of Russianizecl Natives. (From a photograph.)

feet and a half broad. The flooring is laid loosely; and the roof is formed
of two or three strong beams split at the front enld, and having -a cross-pole
jammed into the cleft. The rear end simply rests on the ground or on a

special, very low support. Sometimes a large stone is put on the roof to
make it heavier. The roof is quite free, and so fitted that in falling down
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it will not be interfered with by the side-fences. The long end of the cross-
pole touches the ground. The short end is supported by a sweep, which
rests on a stake firmly -set into the ground. One of the ends of the sweep
is connected by a willow withe -or by a strong sinew cord with a trigger in
the middle of the fence. This trigger is held in place by a -short wooden
stick, to which the bait is so tied that the first strong pull1 of the animal sets
the trigger free, and the roof, loosened from its support, falls heavily down
and crushes it (Fig. 50). For bait a dried salmon-head is used, or the wing-

:~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Fig. 50. Dead-Fall, showing Captured Fox.. (From a photographl.)

bone of a goose, or something of that kind, usually in the most putrid state,
to attract -the animals by its pungent smell.

On the tundra, dead-falls are often raised on special supports to prevent thern
from being blocked by snowstorms. They are of slight build, being intended
chiefly for white foxes, and usually have two dropping-beams. Those within
the forest border, being intended for red fo'xes, are more strongly built, and
have three dropping-beams. HowTever, the larger animals, such as wolverines
and wolves, are caught in them only when the floor'ing is made with spaces
between the poles. Then the feet of the'animal will slip through, and the
sudden pain and pressure on its back will deprive it of most of its strength.
For hares a lighter dead-fall is used. It has only one stout beam ; and the
fence is made simply of small stakes stuck in a row around the fall. Pieces
of willow-bark, or a few tender sprigs of willow or poplar, serve as bait, and
are tied to the bait-stick.

On the Arctic shore the inhabitants make dead-falls of blocks of ice,
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which work on the same principle as the wooden ones. Sometim'es, in the
deep snow among the rough'ice, a pit is dug and covered with a large block
of ice. This is well poised on its axis, and will swing on slight pressure; so

that the animal stepping on it falls into the pit, and the ice-block comes to
its former place by its own weight.

Strychnine pills, procured from Russian or American traders, and wrapped
in blubber or tallow, are also occasionally used for killing animals.

The self-acting bow was probably copied from the Russians, together
with the sinew spring-trap. At the present time, of all the tribes of north-
eastern Asia, the Yakut and the Lamut use it most frequently. They secure
with it even elk and reindeer. The Chukchee employ it for small animals,
such as foxes and hares.

Till recent times the well-known spit of whalebone (Fig. 5 1, a), identical
with that of the American Eskimo,
was used to catch wolves. Itcon-AA
sisted of a slender rod of whalebone, XX
with sharp-pointed ends, folded to- ;' ./ e

a thin thred -f sie wel aturated Ae J;2 ( 4X j
with oil. Afterward it.was several $ g I C :==
times soaked in water and allowed K
to freeze. The whole object was
then well covered with blubber', tallow, Fig. 5I a (),Eskimo Whalebone Spit for killing
meat, or such like. These folded Wolves (length, 6 cm.); b (Tr-q°5s)) pkdBokfrcthn
1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~Bears(height of spikes, 6 cm.).

spring-spits were often joined in strings
of five or six, and hung on a bush on the wolf's trail, but so high as to be
oult of reach of foxes; or they were laid in a hole in the ice and water was poured
over them, so that it would freeze to a transparent protecting cover strong
enough to resist the attacks of smaller animals. The wolfwould break through
the ice and swallow all the spits, which would unfold in the stomach, and,
breaking through its walls, cause the speedy death of the animal. But with
only one or two spits it was able to walk away for a considerable distance,
even so far that it -would never be found by the hunter.

Polar bears are sought on the sea-ice with dog-teams. -When the animal
is espied, two or three of the best dogs are released. The bear is easily
overtake.n by them, -and, when held at bay, is speared with a lance, or shot

I Its name in Chlukchee is wa'pak, which means literally "fly-agaric" (an intoxicating mushroom). The

Chukchee and the Koryak are very fond of this mushroom; and when they find it in the woods, they pick it

off just as eagerly as the wolves snatch after the greased whalebone spits. The Chukchee believe, moreover,
that mice, when gathering roots for the winter, bring in some unknown intoxicating herbs which they use in

their ceremonials. These herbs also serve to protect their stores from intruders, because they are said to act

as poison on most other animals, including man. These herbs are called by a name derived from that of the

intoxicating mushroom, - elhi-wa'pak ("white agaric"), - and a similar name is given to the whalebone spit-
on account of its power of killing the animal that swallowed it.
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with a rifle.~ The pregnant bear lies down in some convenient spot on the
rough ice, and allows the snow to cover her over. She is kille-d in her snow
den, t'ogether with her young, much in -the same way as are brown bears in
more southern latitudes. The polar bear of northeaste'rn Asia is not dangerous,
and rarely defends itself. When wounded or hunted down, it simply thrusts
its head into the snow, and waits for the blow.

Brown bears are occasionally killed by the Reindeer Chukchee, chiefly
during their winter sleep, because that is the least dangerous method. The
entrance to the den is sometimes blocked with logs, and the animal is speared
'or shot through a hole made in the roof. The Maritime Chukchee occasion-
ally have a chance to kill a brown bear, because in the summer-time bears go
to the tundra far away from the forest border. Thus on the Arctic coast, near
the Kolyma, brown bears are met on the seashore between the mouth of the
Kolyma and Brown Bear River (Kei'niu-we'em). On the Lower Kolyma brown
bears even hibernate on the steep banks of some brook, well protected from
the wind, but beyond the border of'the forest. On the Pacific coast I met a
brown bear in Holy Cross Bay, in June, I9OI, that was feeding on seaweed
along the land-ice piled on the shore.

On the edge of the forest the Reindeer Chukchee sometimes catch the
bear with small thin wooden blocks spiked on their upper surface (Fig. 5 I, b),
and left on the pathway among fallen leaves. When the bear steps on one
of these, the spikes penetrate the sole of its foot. A wound of this kind
rapidly disables it for walking, especially since, in trying to tear away the
block, the bear only makes the wound worse. Th'is 'implement seems to have
been copied from some tribe living within the forest limit, though I am not
aware that any of the neigrhboring tribes use it at present.'

T]le Maritime Chukchee catch hares in winter by cornering them and
finally driving them into a spot surrounded by nets. Women and children
join in the ballue with rattles and sticks to drive the hares in the desired
direction. I was told that in one successful batl?ue several scores might be
caught. In times of famine poor families often escape starvation by this kind
of hare-hunting

Small animals like- marmots, ground-squirrels, etc. -are caught with
snares ; house-mice, with special mouse-traps; ermines, with a kind of self-acting
bow (Fig. 52), probably copied from the Russianized natives. It consists of
a small but strong bow fastened in a vertical position to a wooden frame of
narrow rectangular shape. The "arrow" is tied at one end to the middle ofthe
string, while on its other end is a cross-piece which runs up and down in
grooves, between the vertical sides of the frame. In stringing the bow, the
arrow with the attached cross-piece is pulled upward. Then the string is held
in position by means of a trigger, which is connected by a sinew cord with

I For the use of this implement among the Aleuts, see Mason, Traps, p. 472.
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a slender chip of wood. The latter is propped against the bottom of the
frame, and holds the cross-piece in place. It is braced by another very slender
cross-piece, the ends of
which are held by the
grooves. The bow iS 1. :
set on, the ermine's d I1
track,so that the ani-
mal'hastopassthrough /gl @
the lower part of the| | |

frame, beneath the bow. =ii1_;
A light touch pushes
off the wooden prop, 1m:
releases the trigger,
and the arrow with
the cross-piece shoots Fig. 52 (.Automatic Bow for catching Ermine. Length, 64cm.

down, catching the animal and strangling it to death.
BIRD-HUNTING. -Sea-fowl, such as eider-ducks, guillemots, and puffins,

are caught with various kinds of snares. These are made of whalebone and
sinew thread, and some of them (Fig. 53, a) are quite similar to those of the
American Eskimo.' Many snares of this kind are joined together and fuirnished
with wooden buoys (Fig. 3 b, c), then tied to a very long rope and thrown
from the shore into the sea as far as possible. The catch is best during long-
continued tempests, when the sea-fowl come near the shore. Other snares are

spread on the land, close to lakes and rivers, on nesting-rocks for auks and
puffns, around entrances to nests, or in bushes for ptarmigan.

The snare represented in Fig. 53, d, has two nooses made of whalebone
and fastened on both sides of a small stick. They are spread by placing a

portion of each noose into small tubes made of goose-quills. The snare has
a long line fastened to the middle of the cross-piece, by means of which
captured birds are hauled in.

Another kind of snare (Fig. 53, e) is set across the entrance to nests of
sea-fowl, already mentioned, so that they are caught when passing through.

A ptarmigan-snare is represented in Fig. 53, f. Its end is tied to a
branch, while the noose is spread on the ptarmioran-track. It is identical with
that-represented by Nelson,' which he says is used for marmots.

Sitting birds are killed with stones hurled from a common sling (Fig. 54).
When on the wing, they are hit with throwing-balls, which have been described
many times by travellers both in Asia and America. At the present time,
throwing-balls have gone completely out of use, even on the Arctic shore,
because with the introduction of the shotgun the birds ceased to come within

1 Boas, Central Eskimo, Fig. 452, p. 5I 1. 2 Nelson, Plate LI, Fig. 4, p. I122.
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Fig. 54 (8)Sling. Total length, I67 cm-
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throwing range of the balls. Therefore all
are old and worn (Fig. 55). Besides bone
and ivory balls, wooden ones were also used.
These had the advantage of not sinking
when they fell 'into the water.

The bird-dart is used along the Arctic
shore 'for the killing of moulting ducks and
geese, on the Kolyma, alike by the Chuk-
chee and by the Russianized Yukaghir
(Fig. 56); on Bering Sea, only by the Rus-
sianized natives. of the Middle Anadyr, who-
brought it over from the Kolyma. How-
ever, on old house-sites in Wute'en and
Eu'nmun I found a few dart-prongs made
of bone (Fig. 57). At Indian Point I came
across a small dart and a throwing-board;
but it was said that they came. originally
from the Ame'rican side (Fig. 58, c). The
Koryak of Penshina Bay in the Okhotsk
Sea, however, use throwilng-boards and darts
of somewhat different shape for hunting both
birds and small seals. Those used on the
Anadyr (Fig. 58, a, b) and Kolyma have
a shaft about seven or eight feet long,
slender at the rear end, and thick at the
head. They have one -central prong and
three circular prongs made of iron, and
fastened with sinew or twine. The Anadyr
throwing-board has a hole on the right side
for the forefinger; that of the Kolyma region
has the hole more frequently in the middle.
The Chukchee on the Chaun tundra often
use the bird-dart without the board, sending
it off simply from the hand.

specimens that could be secured

TI

Fig. 55, a (+b), b (^,c 4)
Throwing-Balls for killing Birds on the Wing.

nat. size.

Fig. 56. Kolyma Hunter with a Bird-Dart.. (From a photograph.)
I 9 JESUP NORTH PACIFIC EXPED.) VOL. VII.
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The dart is used for ducks and geese, but it is too weak for the swan.
r ~~A kayaker, finding a moulting swan on a lake, usually tires
eib ~it by long pursuit, making it dive frequently'. The swan is
LKi ~not a good diver, and, because of its, white plumage, can
i; ~~generally- be seen while swimming under water. Finally the
Vf ~kayaker overtakes the swan when it comes to the surface. He
t'?,'s; ; seizes it by its long neck, which he br'eaks close to the head.
¢t] t ~~Ptarmigans and ducks are also caught by means of a drop-
,t1 | net fastened to a hoop. The birds are allured with bait strewn

'l}l!01b n the ground, and at a favorable moment the net is lowered
by means of a long line.

,;'f ~FISHING. -Fishing is of comparatively less importance,
! 18 beca'use, the coast of the Chukchee, Peninsula is not very. rich
{; ^ in' fish. On the Pacific coast the mouth of the An'adyr is the last

Fi57(#;Oplace to the north to which large shoals of Salinonida, reso'rt
b().12 Dart-Prongs. every year to spawn. Farther on, their number rapidly diminishes.
Lenigth,) 14cm.,8.5cm. On the Arctic shore, Coregonida7 begin to-be abundant from Chaun

Bay, and especially from the mouth of the Kolyma westward.
Fish-nets of sinew are used ever-ywhere by the Reindeer- and Maritime

Chukchee. Their length varies greatly, according to w'hether they are employed

Fig. 58, a, b 7. 6 m.)Throwing-Board and Dart (length, 53 cm.: 26c.; c(f°) Dart with Throwing-Board
(length: board 42 cm., dart II7 cm.). a, b, from Anadyr, Russianizecl natives; c, from Indian Point, Eskimo.

On the seashore, or in the rivers and lakes of the interior. The small net of
the Reindeer people, used in catching graylings, i's made of from ten to fifteen
pieces of sinew. A larger net of the Pacific fishermen (Fig.sg reqursfo
.twenty to thirty pieces. The length of the latter varies from fifteen to twenty-
five feet; the meshes are from two to four inches square. Other nets are
made of thin strips of leather (Fig. 6o), and in former times they were made
also of whalebone. The Reindeer people often make their -nets without a

shu.ttle, though the process is very slow. The Maritime Chukchee use shuttl'es
of whalebone (Fig. 6 I, a), wood (Fig. 6iI, 5C), or bone, with netting-sticks
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Sinlew. JLen-thlo SSo cil.Iig- 59 F/o,)Iish-Net made of

'I ...

.C-e-__ ',>

I

1'

l;ig. 60 (,,!(.;). AIesh of a L,eather
Fish-Nct. I- iiat. siz,e.

P-, S. - - . ., ..... , : =
Fig. 6i, a, (:-,i0), Whalebone Netting-Shuttle (length, 29 CMz.); b (,R,b)1 c (,-°a), Wooden Netting-

Sute llagh 2I.3c.;d(-f) e (;0), f (F; -7)*,g ;-*'-,), Nettii -Sticks (I nat. size). a, e,E kimo;
lrest, Chulkchee.
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Of the same material (Fig. 6I, d-g). Large pebbles are used for sinkers.
They are strung on loops of thin leather, andl, having no notch, easily fall
off. Pieces of bone or of walrus-ivory, with a strip of leather fastened through
a hole on the upper edge (Fig. 62 , b), are also used for the purpose.

Fig. 62, a, b ( ). Net Float and Ivory Sinker. Size of mesh, 7 cm. -square.

Floats are made of wood, or of pieces of seal-intestines inflated with air
and carefully tied up (Fig,. 62, a). The nets of the Russianized settlers on

the Kolyma and Anadyr, made of hemp or horsehair, are eagerlv bought,
also Russian or American twine, cord, etc. On the small rivers the nets are'
put across shallow places, and the fishes driven into them by men and boys
shouting, and by splashing the water a short distance farther along the stream.
Often two nets are joined together and used in seine fashion. Even parts of
tent-coverings are used to make the seine longer. Occasionally the who'le seine
will consist of a skin covering with a piece of net in the middle, in which to
catch the fish. These methods are used chiefly by the Reindeer people.

The Maritime Chukchee push their nets into the sea by means of a long
pole made up of two or three pieces joined together. A large stone is fas-
tened to the water end of the net with a strong piece of leather. The shore
end is tied to some stones or to a stake. These nets are used on the Pacific
for catching several species of Salmoxida, such as humpback salmon (Oncorhynl-
chus horbusha), reel salmon (O. lycaodon or niarka), and pink salmon (O. lagoce-
phalu?s or keta); on the Arctic, for catching various species of Coregonus, such
as Coregonus omulf, C. leucichlys, C. maksun, C. nasulus, etc.

These nets are also set in the winter through holes cut in the ice with
ice-picks having stout iron points (formerly the points were made of bone).
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HOUJeVer, no Clitikechee has patience enottcyh to cut six feet of ice, as thle
Rtilssianizedl fishert-naii of the Kolynia does in settinog his net.

Bacg-nets fastenied to a squlare frame, inade of thin stakes (Fig. 6-) are

/ )

Iig3(-l-')e tol)a-e (leii-th, 240 C1ll.) j /,: Dia a of Bag-'Net.

tised in shallow water. Thle vertical stakes of the frame have
xlharp p)oiits, alncl are drive-n into tlle gxround.

Tlle ice-scoop) used by- the Chltkchee (Fig. 64) is of the
wvell-known Eskimo forin, chiefly of sniall size, anld has a cir-
cular lioop of aiitler netted acrwoss wvitli wrhalebone strincgs or

thin strips of leather. A round hoo)p-net made of whaleb)one
(Fi(Y. 65), w\ith onie lar(ye stonc bheneathl for a siniker, is uised for
c.atchinog wachna.' It is identtical w^ith tl-ie Amaerican Eskinio net.'

NTorclenski6ld ) gives a picttireo-!of a fish-sp-ear ii-ade of bJone.
()n the Pacific coast I nmet with the fish-spear oiily amon(T tlle Kerek
near Cape Anannoni, and in several places ainon(r tlle Kam-
cliatka IKorvakl. 'I'lieir spears, hourever, are inore or less .simnilar
to tllat (riveil bv. Nordenski6ld. The spgecimen represeinted in
Ficy). 66 -roal) forli-edl onie of the prongs of a fishz-spear.'
It is in-acle of b)one, an-d wvas fotind on- aii ancient hotise-site
in the E;skimo village NN'tite'en.

'rhe Clitukcliee mzake liardIl) any fisli-weirs, becaulse of the
lack of prop)er im-aterial for coiistrLictincg fences and fish-traps.
O)n the Arcti(I coast, at the niouth of some of the smnaller- rivers,
wveirs are occasionally constrticted of square piece.s of sod pi'led
tip acro.ss tlle river inl tl-ie form of a low wvall. Fish-traps are

Fig. 64 (-i T"R -T) Icc-
Scoop. L,en901, 5 7 cm.
Eskiiiio.

I Rutssian, Baxi-m; Chukcliee and Kvoryak, ve'qain. l'1his naine is applied to various species of Gatfi; such
as loeW/.r p(?7Z(-is inl the Ar\ctic, JlSici-oq adcis 7/.l,1imuts and Elevinuzs na(vatwz (Gtzels ..vachnaz Pall.) in the
I'acific Oceans.

2 Colliiparc N elsoii, Plate i,xx, Fig. I12t P. I 84. 3 Nordenski65ld, VTol. Ili p. I03.
4 Compar-e 'Nelson, Plate i,xvmIr, Fig. 1I, p. I 76.



1 Compare also Nelson, Plate LIv Fig. 7, p.I122.-
2 Russian, ObIKb pfa6a; Chukchee, qaia'yolhin. This name is applied to va'rious species of Cotti, such

as Cottus niger, Cottus quadricor-nus, etc.
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made of willow-branches brought from the:'south, or they are simply bought
from the inland fishermen, particularly from the Yakut and.Russian.

-gZ ~~~~~Thesimplest kind of fish-
///4 \ ~~~~hook is that used for catching
/( X ~~~~~~burbot. It consists of a wood-

/>I < ~~~~~enpeg pointed at both ends,
with a line tied around its

9 ~~~~~~~indthe.ItisbitedStates smioall

M 2 2 T~~~fiheofdinay kn;forminstance

XY> ~ ~~swlloebnioy orladbubody,thepe
~~~-~ wrstuf whikhsre ashaponpint. Ah

Eskimo.~imla hoo is soeiesue
als by childrefor catchinralng,

alsoarioukind of tout ad othr fr sh-hookspcis ofsilarmndsaeAmn
short~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~hcoletdn ofsornetime Esked.
<he fshin-tacle ued i sal wther United Statc)es Natioyed
Xhiely or arius adod secis,Mucaseu wachnWashndgtomco,.ls
4orsulpi, flunde, et. Thee o Tfou hordinary forme togethook41 ~~~~~~~~~~intan ivory stmondsvramlementboftikndyarfatned
i¢°withshor strpsofwhalbonetoacommnise withr smal piecesspofred
tdIfthesuport i of irn, it strvsLlff whic sinerve as robat.Th
Fig.65 soopNe. Lonerdaerofhline is mdof sineworoftngSmlhok twinoe.

£~ ~h fihngtcleuein salt water(rersne n Fig. 67,d, isem.oe

for sculpingflounder ethroughreout fouyer,whoosaenftedetogeothert
intofesanivoyntem, and sevring implementsne throug hoesindarefasene
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on the rivers, more frequently on the edae of some open place, whither every
kind of fish run in shoals to get a little fresh air. In this way the Omolon and the
Anadyr Chukchee angle for grayling, the Chaun Chukchee for salmon-trout, etc.

r

b,-l

i- E
e

iI.
r/

Fig.- 67, a ( '0-), b (WaT d), Fishing-Tackle for Fresh-water Fishing (length of hooks, 5 cm-, 4 cm-;
cT-(W) d (,p), e (°) Fishing-Tackle for Salt-water Fishing (length of hooks, 7 cm.)65cm),5 m)

a-c, Chukchee; d, e, Eskimo.

Hooked poles are used both by the Reindeer people for catching grayling
and trout and by the Maritime Chukchee for catching various kinds of salmon.
The hook at the present time is made of iron, and is either firmly set in the
shaft or is detachable. It is used also by the Russianized Yukaghir, the
Koryak, and the Kamchadal.

WAR.

BOW AND ARROWS. -For shooting, the bow was used until recently,
and in some remote places it is still used by a few people. In former times
it was the favorite weapon of the Chukchee; and as late as the thirties in
the nineteenth century, the official reports of the Anui fair, speaking of the
number of Chukchee comers, say that there- were so and so many camps,
with so and so many Chukchee men "versed in archery."

The epic tales are full of descr'ipt'ions of shooting-bouts and contests.



to increase its resisting power. This bow was used 'by the Yukaghir, the
Lamut, the Koryak, the Yakut, and, in fact, by all the tribes of northeastern
Asia, besides the Chukchee and the Eskimo. The Reindeer Chukchee bought
bows of this shape fronm their neiorhbors, and had quite a number of them in
actual use.

The other variety of bow (Fig. 69) was made of a single piece of woo'd,

IC

Fig. 69 (4^.Bow with -Backing of Sinew. I,ength, I60cm.

mostly larch, but occasionally birch or pine, found among the driftwood on
the coast. It was strengthened by a wrapping of bircb-bark or sinew, and in
addition had a plaited-sinew- backing. Occasionally even a "double-wooded"
bow would have a sinew backing, not only among the Chukchee, but also
among the Yukaghir and the Lamut.

The lashi'ng (Fig. 7o, a) was of the western type, so called by John
Murdoch, with a, single sinew cable secured about the body of the bow in
half-hitches, with extra strengthening on both bends. This type of lashing
has been described by John Murdoch as characteri'stic of the bow of north-
eastern Siberia, with the occasional mixture of the so-called Arctic type.' Small
ivorylvers ( ig.7, a) were used in twistin up the cords of sinew on the

back of the bow, making them into a cable. In shape they are identical
with tho,se used by the American Eskimo and represented by Nelson'2 and
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Ability to split a blade of grass with the point of an arrow was proof of the
greatest skill of the archer. Nowadays only -the toy-bows of children are put-
to their full use; and shooting with small arrows is practised much in the
same way as in former times, the children beginning at a very early age.

Two varieties of bow are used in northeastern Asia. One is the "double-
wooded bow," so called by the Russians. It wa's 'composed of two pieces of
wood, mostly birch and larch, which were glued together. The outer piece
(Fig. 68, a) was much thinner than

t~~~~~~~~h T

Fig. 68 (Xt.Diagrams Of u"Double-wooded" Bow.
Thickness at bend, 2.5 cm.

the inner one (Fig. 68, b). The horns
often consisted of separate pieces, and
were spliced to, the body of the bow
.(Fig. 68, c). The back of the bowwas
almo'st always covered with a thin layer
of sinew pasted over with fish-glue
(Fig. 68, d). Over that was glued- a

covering of birch-bark, often wound
around the body of the bow in a spiral,

I Murdoch, Eskimo Bows) pp. 31I3, 31I4. 2 Nelson, Fig. 30, p. I I I.-
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Murdoch.' Like the -latter, they were used in sets of two. The set in the
collection was bought, together with one of the quivers. It has both lev'ers

a cord of sinew
passing through Is<

holes at their t

Sometimes the

was strengthened
with a smooth flat
piece of whale-
bone fastened to

with anextrua piecoer
of wood lashed to
the middle,be-,
neath the grip Fig. 7o, a ( a), Detail of Sinew Backing of Bow represented in Fig. 69; b (TgJ1)
(Fig 6)b Thi Detail of Strengthening of Grip of Bow; c (J1^ Method of tipping Horns -of Bow

V g 70, J. s Length of bow in b, c, I55 cm.
kind of bow was
in use among the Chukchee and the Asiatic Eskimo.

The bows of the Gilyak, as may be seen from specimens in the collections
of this Museum, are strengthened with whalebone on the inside in much the
same way as the Chukchee bow. They have
a layer of sinew~glued to the back, and over j
that a birch-bark covering, -but nobackinggfEof
plaited sinew. According to Schrenck, the
finer specimens of Gilyak bows were strength- X
ened with whalebone on the back and with elk-
hide on the belly.'2

The two forms of bow were alike in shape:X
they had recurved ends, a body flat on the .Fig- 7 i, a (r x )) Ivory Lever for twisting

' ~~~~~~~Sinew;b ( 7T0Ivory Thumb-Guard. I nat. size.
Outside, and flat or rounded on the inside.
The grip was in 'the -middle, and narrower than the arms. The bow became
thicker and narrower towards the ends, which were almost triangular in cross-

section. When unstrung, bows of both types assume a peculiar position, with
the belly slightly curve'd, but with horns so much turned back that sometimes
the bows look as if curved outwards.

The string was made of plaited sinew or of thong. The notches for the
reception of the string were cut either on the back of the bow or across the

I Murdoch, Eskimo Bowvs, Plate x, Fig. 27; Plate XI, Figs. 28, 29.
2 Schrenck, II, p. 245.
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ends of the horns (Figs. 69, 70 c). In bows without separate horns, each
end was often tipped with a long piece of bone (Fig. 70, c) as a protection
against the impact of the string. Sm'all wooden supports (Fig. 69, a) were
frequently fastened to the horns to make the string stand off. Som'e of the
Chinese bows -as, for instance, those in the collections recently sent to
the Museum by Dr. Berthold Laufer -have many details in common with the
Chukchee bow. They are strengthened on the belly with a thin strip of hard
black wood, have supports for the string in exactly the same places; their
nocks are tipped with iron; and their whole appearance resembles that of the
Chukchee bow.

Both varieties of bow were strong, and sometimes could be strung only
wvith the help of the feet, as mentioned in many traditions.

One of the Chukchee bows brought by the expedition from the mouth
of the Anadyr is I60 cm. long, and another measures I55 cm.l Both are
similar in shape, but the former (Fig. 69) iS made of a single piece of wood,
strengthened from inside with a piece of whalebone reaching to the nocks and
neatly fitted in. The back of this bow has the usual layer of sinew glued
on, and over that a layer of birch-bark. This is overlaid with a backing of
plaited sinew. The cable of sinew is fastened to the body -of the bow with
afew half-hitches, then it is firmly- lashed to the bends and its ends fastened

around the horns, not reaching the nocks by' two inches. The string is of
sinew, and the notches are on the horns of the bow.

The other bow is made of two pieces of wood glued together, as
described before. The sinzew layer is absent, but it has the usual backing of
plaited sinew. The cable of sinew is fastened to the bow by a method similar
to that used in the first specimen ; but the cable, after being lashed to the
bends, extends directly to the nocks. A loop of thong is slung around each
nock, and meets the cable halfway, where they are tied tocrether. The bow
is covered with bark that is glued on, and adorned on the back with black
cross-lines similar in description to those found by Dr. Adler 2 on a Chuvantzy
bow from the Middle Anadyr. The string is of thong. Notches are cut
across the ends of the bow, which are tipped with bone (Fig. 70, c). One
horn was broken, and afterwards spliced and secured with bone wedges and
a strong s'lnew lashing.

Bows were also made of one piece of wood, without backing or covering,
and shaped in a single curve. Such bows occur among the Lamut or Yuka-
ghir, but they were used only temporarily, in the absenice of weapons of better
make; or they may be degenerate forms of the better type that developed
after the introduction of fire-arms.

1 Dr. Adler (II) gives for the length of the Chukchee bows (ancient), I42-159 cm.; for the lengtb-of the
Chuvantzy bow, I85 cnr..

2 Adler, II, p . I 0.

I 5j4 BOGORAS, THE CHUKCHEE.
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Among the Chukchee, however, plain bows without recurving ends have
always been in use side by side with those of better workmanship. The plain
bows consilsted of a single piece of wood, without elastic cover, but they were

supplied with a heavy sinew backing of the combined A.,rctic and western
types of John Murdoch. I found such bows among the Reindeer Chukchee
of the Kolyma country.

The bow is held vertically, and the arrow is on its left. The so-called
Mediterr'anean arrow-release was used, in which the first two fingers wrere
employed for drawing the string, and- the arrow was held between them.
Arrows were often flattened around the nock, to make them better adapted
to the position between the fingers.

the secondary release was also in use, at least among the Reindeer
Chukchee, and perhaps also the MIongolian release, if we may judge from the
occurrence of the thumb-guard. Specimens of thumb-guards were found among
the Chukchee (Fig. 7I, 6), though the owners could not exactly tell their use.

Perhaps they were used similarly to those of the Mongolian archers.
Tradition speaks also of bows that were made wholly of whalebone,

although this material could not make a strong bow. However, children still
use small bows made entirely of whalebone (Fig. 7 2). Wrist-guards (Fig. 7 3)

Fig. 72 (r7-ff a). Child's Bow, made of Whalebone. I,ength, 46 cni.

-;tX-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t
Fig. 73, a (TlUi Ivory Wrist-Guarcl (width, 4 cm-); h (b), Wrist-Guard made of Hide

(width, 5 cm.). a, Eskimo, Inclian Point; b, Lamut.

made of ivory or of strong leather served for protecting the hands from the
rebounding string.

In recent times arrow-points were made of iron, bone, ivory, wood, and
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of all these materials combined (Fig. 74). They were fastened to the shaft
in various ways, wedged in and occasionally wrapped with s'inew, or inserted
in a hole in the tip of the shaft. I was told that some were simply slanted

0

'k

Fig. '74. -Various Types of Arrows. nat. size. a,)140 d; b, 4485 g; c), f; d) h; e) c;

T, 4d; g) T'u3- j; h) -I0d; i,WR- b; j, Tk i; k) Uf= h ; , ;m,4 ;n)yb

and tied to the shaft, though among the specimens obtained not a single
splice of this kind is found. However, this method of splicing is well known
in northeastern Siberia, and is used, -for instance, in lashing a man's crooked
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knife to its slender handle, and especially in joining two pieces of broken
stick, as in canes, arrow-shafts, sledge-rails, etc.

Many of the points had fur sheaths to protect the sharpened edges.
Those with heavy blunt heads were intended to stun birds and small animals.
The ends of the shafts were often tipped with bone or wrapped with sinew to

prevent the nock from splitting. Arrows were generally feathered, and the
feathers were either glued on along their whole length, or only their t'ips were

caught in a slit in the -rearshaft, and the bases were tied to the nocks with
sinew, while the middle remain-ed free. There were arrows with one, two, or

three feathers (Fig. 75). The length of the arrows was from 60 to 85 cm-'
I could find no indications a

whatever that poisoning ofarrows=
was known to any of the tribes
of northeastern Asia, thoughX
Steller and Krasheninnikoff _/
mention it as existing among the
Kamchadal. The latter, they
say, smeared their arrow-points _
with the Juice of some kind of
AMconita,numerous species of feathering Arrows. Thickness, 75 cm-

which are found in Kamchatka.
Arrows were usually put into quivers. These were recta.ngular, in shape,

and embroidered on the outer side. They were carried on the' back, supported
by shoulder-straps, like a knapsack (Fig. 76; see also Plate XXII). Sometimes, to

Fig- 76 ( a). Quivrer. Lenigth, 83 cm-

protect the quiver from rain, an extra covering was used, which was frequently
also embroidered. A covering for the bow was employed for the same purpose.

At present bow and, arrows are used everywhere by children in playing.
Besides the usual bow, crossbows are much used, with some variations in the

I According to Adler (I)) 5 i to 78 cm.
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shape of the trigger, etc. (Fig. 77). Sticks, small round stones, and small
arrows are shot from them. The

| ~~~~~~~crossbow was probably copied from
/

- ~~~~~~~the Russians, since the Cossacks were

o ~~~~~~~~~armedlpartly with bows and arbalets
<;\yw ~~~aslate as the forties of the nineteenth

,;NX,\ ~century. Whips of peculiar shape,
9>t\ ~for throwing light darts- (Fig- 78),

X @ ~~are also used by children.
v ~~FIRE-ARMS, LANCES, AND OTHER

WEAPONS. - Fire-arms of every pos-
Fig. 77 (YT)- Chilcl's Crossbow. nat. size. sible description' are used by the

Chukchee. From the Russians they receive, evren at the present time, clumsy
firelocks (Fig. 9 while the Americans bring percussion-guns and breach-loaders.

All fire-arms are furnished with
9fti ~~~~~~~supports 1 and gun-cases. A
g j \ ~~~~~~~~~pieceof cloth iS tied around the

\Ai ~~~~~lockto keep off moisture. To
t ~~~~~~thefirelock belong two flasks,
t\\ ~~~~~~onefor powder, and one for

it \@ ~~~~~~~~bullet's(Fig. 8o, a), -a powder-
z
i 1l ~~~~~~~~measure,a ramrod (the latter two
\\ ~~~~~~oftencombined as in Fig. 80, b),
1 ',\ ~~~~andsometimes a small double

a ,\ \\ ~~~~~~~~tube(Fig. 80, C) with a partition
i \<\ ~~~~inthe middle, each part closed

] 51 \\\ ~~~~~~atthe end with a small plug,
>~~~ql \\~~~and. containing a charge ready
>,Is\J \\ ~~~for use. The plugs are held in
N + ~~~~~~placeby a string, which passes
-X < ~~~~~~through the middle of the tube,

\\ ~~and is slung around the belt of
b\%s < ~~~the hunter.

< < -~~~The lance, with the Chuk-
chee, was chiefly a -weapon for
defence and war; and among

4 the Reindeer people it still par-
Fig. 78) a (TjOST a), Throwing-Whip (length of handle) I02 c tilyrean.);freripr

b, c (7WT b, c): I)arts (length, 73 cm., 84 cm.). tance. Since the arrival of Rus-
sians, iron has been utilized for

the point, .which was formerly made of flint or bonle. Iron lance-points are
I Compare Nelson, Plate LXIII, Fig. 31I, p. I 64.
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forged by blacksmiths of all the neighboring tribes, and sold to the Reindeer

9Fig 79 (T% Firelock with Support.~ nat. size.

Fig. 80, a (4,Powder Flask and 1Ieasure, and B3ullet-Bag; b (70 ),Ramrod and Powder-Measure
combined; c, Double Tube for Gun-Charges (from a sketch). nat. size.

vel,though recently but few new lances hv bensl,tepeol en
contented with the old ones.

The points of lances, and sometimes the best arrows, are often adorned
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with various designs (Fig. 8 I), and inlaid with brass and copper, but not with
gold, as Nordenskiold presumes.l The pattern on the lance found by him
i/1 ~~~~~ina burial-place- near Pitlekaj

\\xi/ 1~~~~Squite common on the Kolyma,
\\l// ~~~~~andis probably inlaid in brass. i
\00/ / ~~~~Onthe Anadyr side, brass inlays Af
\|/ ~~~~arerare, and engraving iS done j<1
/t ~~~~~withless care, especially at the E
\/ Z ~~~present time. ld

/
XI \ ||:li!iq ~~~The style ofth edesigns is

/1 \ 1{ ~~~~~common to all tribes of north- 1n

/'I \ a AX ?i I ~eastern' Asia. It is aso similar ;
(0) 1 M) 4 ~~~tothat in use among the native H
>t z d X ~~~~~tribes of the Amur country, as X /

9)X2014SX I ) S brepresented by Schrenck' and i
4XK\> 1e, 0 ~~~Laufer.' The latter style has Pi
%l(Sf j si i ~~~been largely influenced by Chi- i
mJC [ ~~~~~~neseart. In the case of north-

P-4

e eastern Siberia, however, it seems
ttI1>1 0 01l'lg ~~possible that the style of orna i

sian sources. The Russian styleFig. 8 i, a ( a), Portion of an Iron Lance,..
showing Decoration; b (I f), Portion of an of ornamentation iS alsoofAsiatic 1FE
Iron Arrow-head, showing Decoration. origin,............an is similar t the
Chinese. We may even find in Russian carvilngs and embroideries the S :
cock pattern described by Laufer. Therefore it cannot be decided d
whether the style of this art is due directly to southern influences, > 0
or whether it has been introduced indirectly by the Russians. >

The point of the lance is often fastened to the shaft with iron or
brass wire, which is sometimes coiled around down the middle ofthe
shaft (Fig. 82). Frequently the lower end of the shaft is supplied
with a bone knob. A special loop of thong fastened to the-latter serves to
suspend it from the railing of the sledge when travelling (see Fig. I7,f, p.- 90).
The lower end of the shaft is supported by a large ring of sheep-horn tied
to the sledge. The point is provided with a skin sheath, and often small
rings of sheep-horn (Fig. 82, a) are slipped over the point to keep the edge
ftrom being blunted.

The lance is hardly used in hunting, except for polar bear; but the herds-
man usually takes it along on every trip, especially in the inland country.
Even a firelock is not so handy for self-defence, because it takes too long to

Nordenski6ld, II, pi IOS. 2 Schrenck, II, Plate XLVI, Figs- 4, 5.
Laufer, Plate III) Fig. 2, and others.
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handle it in moments of surprise, and it cannot be used at all in rain or with
a strong contrary wind.

In times of wvar a fight with lances was a most common occurrence, as

may be inferred from episodes in several tales. A certain degree of skill was

displayed in such fights, and young men would assid'uoulsly practise fighting
with the lance as well as running and carrying heavy stones. However, the
chief aim of this practice was to increase the strength of the arms. 'He
practised so long, that the shaft of the lance became, in his hands, as pliable
as a strip of skin," says one tale about a hero. As recently as fifty years
ago, fightint, with lances, as well as wrestlinggandd
racing, were practised for sport in ceremonials. May-
dell relates that Amrak'wurgin, -alreadv mentioned, g
was famous for his skill in fighting.

Large knives (re`sqAn-va'lE, "a cutlass') are car- Xl
ried on the hip, or sometimes on a separate strap 1
slung over the shoulder. Elaborate scabbards are a

adorned with fringe (Fig. 83, a). These knives are
used chiefly as weapons of defence, in the same way m t E
as spears. Some of the older cutlasses were quite lono., 2kl :g"
One obtained from a Maritime Chukchee is two feet 5
long, including the handle (Fig. 83, b).

Slung-shots were used for braining seals, and
possibly also as weapons. However, I saw only one XX |
specimen, whichn was collected by MIr. Gondatti, and l}
now belongs to the Museum of Anthropology and
Ethnography of the Imperial Academy of Sciences,
St. Petersburg, Russia. It looks ancient, and is quite
similar to that of the American Eskimo,as represented 1X
by Murdoch 1 and Nelson.' [W 1

Regarding its use as a weapon, my Chukchee
informants told me that in former times warriors
would fasten a slung-shot around the waist like a ,<
belt, the stone serving as a button and being always
ready for use. A bel't of this kind, with a smallx
pebble in place of a clasp, iS sometimes improvised
by careless persons; but of course the stone used for
this is very small, and unfit to serve as a weapon. Fig. 83, a (-) b f-)

ARMOR. -Armor was made of walrus ivory, Skin Knife-Scabbards, with Knives.

ground-seal hide, and iron. Of ivory armor, an in-

complete specimen is in the collections of the Geographical Society at St. Peters-
1 Murdoch, Fig. I73, p. 19I. 2 Nelson, Plate LII) Fig. I, p. 126.

21I-JESUP NORTH PACIFIC EXPED., Vol-. VII.
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burg. Another was obtained by Nordenskiold. Judging from the picture in
his book, it is also an incomplete one, because it has only three rows of plates
and no wooden head-protector. Two specimens are in the Museum of Eth-
nography and History, Helsingfors, Finnland-, of which one is in fairly good
condition, judging from the figure in Ratzel's paper on the subject.'

A number of specimens of ivory armor, chiefly from the American side
of Bering Sea, are in the possession of the UTnited States National Museum
in Washington, but all of these are incomplete. 'rhose represented in the
valuable paper by Walter Hough on primitive American armor come respectively
from Cape Prince of Wales and Diomede Island..' Apparently there is no
difference between them and the specimens brought from the Asiatic shore.
Mr. Hough mentions, besides, four armor-plates of fossil ivory from Cape
Waniqar'e'man, on the Arctic shore; also nine 'iron plates found together with
the ivory armor in a bog at Cape Prince of Wales. According to a com-
munication of Capt. E. P. Herendeen, quoted by Mr. Hough,3 the Chukchee
of Plover Bay, i. e-., probably the Ai'wan Eskimo, wore a cuirass made of
long strips of baleen; but from Capt. Herendeen's words it. is not clear
whether he saw this kind of armor or only repeats the words of the natives.
At the present time no trace of armor made of whalebone can be found on
the spot.

One specimen of armor made of hide is represented in my description of
the Chukchee collection of the Museum of Anthlropology, St. Petersburg.'
Another one, also from Siberia and quite similar in shape, is represented on
Plate 4 of Hough's paper.

This kind of armor is evidently an imitation in skin of plate armor. It
is made of horizontal bands of seal-skin instead of rows of ivory plates, the
rings telescoping together like the hoops of a farthingale when the armor is
not in use. Mr. Hough compares this type of armor to the banded mail of
the middle ages.

A stiff hide head-protector is fastened above the armor. It evidently
served to protect the neck from behind and from both sides. Mr. Hough
compares it to the neck-fender of the Kingsmill Island ' armor.

The specimen of hide armor now in St. Petersburg is made of ground-
seal skin. According to Mr. Hough, the armor in Washington is made of
sea-lion hide; but I should think rathe-r that it also is made of ground-seal
skin, because sea-lions are scarce near the shores of the Chukchee Peninsula.

As stated before,' iron armor has of late been very common among the
Chukchee as well as among the Koryak. The expedition obtained two sets
of armor from the Chukchee (Fig. 84, a) and th-ree from the Koryak (Fig. 84, b),

Ratzel) Plate II: Figs- 5, 6, p- 2 I6. 2 Hougb, Armor, Plates 2 and 3.
3 Hough, Armor, p. 634. 4 I3ogoras, Chukchee NIaterial Life, Plate xii, Fig. I.
5 In the Pacific Ocean, near the Equator. 6 See p. 54-
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also parts and separate plates of several other sets of armor, besides the armor

of Japanese makel mentioned before (Fig. 85). In the region of the Palpal

Fig. 84, a (--°r:Chukchee Man dressed in a Suit of Right-handecl Iron Armor, Front View; b (-A)Koryak
Man dressed in a Suit of Left-handecl Iron Armor, Back View. (From photographs).

Mountains and on the upper course of the Big River, which is a southern
tributary of the Anadyr, many of the Reindeer Koryak and -Chukchee still
carefully keep such armor as heirlooms from their ancestors,- and do not want to

part with it at any price. One rich reindeer-breeder by the name of Ka'ka gave
as a reason, that he might have need of it in strife with some of his neighbors.

The specimens brought back, as well as others seen in the possession of
the natives, consist of several rows of narrow iron plates, laced together with
strips of leather and easily folded. The shape of the plates, and the manner
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quite similar to those observed on the curious rein-
nants of Gilyak armor collected by Schrenck 1

(Fig. 86, a). The number of rows ranges from six
to ten. Sometimes the plates have rounded edges,
which are adorned with small notches (Fig. 86, 6).

The measureinents of a single plate are, breadth,
2-4 cm.; length, 6- I 3 cm. The armor opens atone
side, and the edges are tied together with narrow

strips of leather. Of. five suits of armor obtained,
three open' on the right side, and two on the left
side. A square piece of tough hide, or a piece
of board covered on both sides with thin curried
reindeer-skin, is laced to the front of the armor.
It has togg-les, which are fastened to the straps
passing from -the back over the shoulders. These
straps support the whole weight of the armor, which,
when quite complete, must have weighed not less
than fifty pouinds.

A head-protector made of thin wooden
boards, likewise covered on both sides with curried
skin, was firmly laced to the upper edge of the
armor from behind and from the sides. All the

of connectina them, are

Fig. 85 (T'4T). Japanese Armor,
with Helmet'. bought from a Chukchee.
O'nmilin tundra. c, nat. size.

specimens obtained by the expe- l lllll "' \
dition or seen in the field have a 0 0 0 0 0 0 \
heaa-protector consisting of a cen- I 14 10 1 T \
tr-al piece and one side-winog; but, h°Mto \;
judging by traces of the fastening, -00CJIl lo\ I'
they formerly had two wings, as \
indeed Mr. Jochelsoni hasbeen told |1lgO
by his Koryak informants. The l1
whole was arranged in such a way
as to protect the head and the ll ll °
neck from the rear and from both

" 1O _X
sides. The central piece consists Fig. 86, a, Gilyak Armor(reproducedfrom Scbrenck); b 0l)
of a square board about I cm. thic'k. Details of Chukchee 'Armor-Plate (length of plate, 13 cm.).
Its outer surface was decorated with geometrical -designs in black and red

1 Copied from Schrenck, II,. Plate XLIV.
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(Fig. 87; see also Fig. 84, b), or with pieces of tin fashioned after Rus-

sian patterns. The side-wing consists of
several narrow parallel boards sewed
between two lavers of skin, so that the
wing is movable. My Chukchee in-
formants, both on the Kolyma and on

the Anadyr, insisted that the armor was

one-sided, and had only one wing,
destined to protect the left hand, like
a shield; while the- right hand, armed
with a spear or a bow, did not need a

shield. Mr. Gondatti, according to his
verbal communication, was told the same.

It is remarkable that, of the four speci-
mens having a wina on the head-protector,
two from the Chukchee have it on the
left side, and two from the Koryak have
it on the rigxht side; but, according to

Fig.87,a (Xo))b (XT,,c (45 Designs
on Head-Protectors. nIat. size. a) b, Koryak;
c, Chukchee.

-,.----- _Z>- ---- II-

Mr. Jochelson's informants, the latter- were used by left-handed men, who

evidently wanted to have'their left hand free for the use of the bow or the

spear. Thus the Koryak informants seem partly to share the idea that the

head-protector was one-sided. The specimen of hide armor in the collection
at Washington (Fig. 88, a), however, has two wings of- equal size. Both
have loops fastened from the inside, which evridently were slung across the
arms. Each wing had two loops; but one of those on the left wing has been

destroyed, and indistinct traces of its fastening are the only indication of it.

When the armor was used, the left arm probably had one of the loops around



I Hough, Armor, Plate 5, copie(l from Sauer, Plate xiv, p. .321.
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the elbow and the other around the wrist, and was somewhat raised for

.~~~~~~~~~' ~~~~~~covering the face with the left wing. The right
/61>S T-)- ~arm probably had one loop near the shoulder and

a1< 1 1 ~the other near the elbow, thus leaving the lower
@|)bz <0b part free for han-dling the bow. 'In trying on the

0|WN I z/3 Ispecimen, I found that this method was quite in
) l 1 ~~~conformity to the position of the wings. The wings
U))l 11 tS0 of the head-protectors on the specimens in the col-

4.rML ) j &tt lections of this Museulm also have loops (Fig. 88, b),
r e = 1AS fastened from the inside. On the sketch of Mr. W.

Fig. 88, a, Upper Part of Hide Alexander made in 1797, representing a Chukchee
Armor (from a specimen in the U,. S. warrior in hide a.rmor,' the head-protector has two
National Museum, Washington; see
also Hough, Armor, Plate 4, Fig. I); wings, but the left hand is conceal.ed within the
b (9),Details of Head-Protector9hih tI5C) armor, probably behind the shield-like part, while

the right hand is quite free, and the right wing
serves only as a neck-fender. The ivrory armor of Helsingfors, represented by
Ratzel, has only a narrow neck-fender and no wings. Perhaps there were
sevreral ways of arranging the head-protector on the armor.

Two photographs taken in the field show the modern ideas of the natives
as to the manner of wearing armor. One was taken at Mariinsky Post (see
Fig. 84, a) of a man who claimed to have learned the way from his father.
The latter died in I900o at a very old age. Another is that of Ka'ka, whose
name was mentioned above, and who claimed to have actual occ'asilon for
using his armor (Plate ix, Fig. 2, p. I I 9.).

Several helmets were -brought by the expedition both from the Koryak
(Fig. 89, a, b) and from the Chukchee. (Fig. 89, c). That represented in
Fig. 89, c, is quite similar in shape to the helmet of the Gilyak (Fig. go, a),
although it has two iron ear-flaps hanging down on both sides, and no neck-
fender. Another helmet of the C~hukchee, in the collections of the Academy
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a neck-fender quite similar to

T-hey were made of hide and

of Sciences at St. Petersburg (Fig. go, b), has
the Gilyak specimen.

Greaves and arm-guards were also used.

'O.-

Fig. 89, a (FWT, b (,) c (TFSc). Helmets. I nat. size. a, b, Koryak; c) Chukcbee.

Of iron. The expedition obtained two iron arm-guards (Fig. 9i, a, b) bought
writh one of the suits of armor, and evidently used with it for protecting
both arms. They are quite Japanese in pattern, with special hand-protectors
which were held in place by small loops slung over the thumb and little

finger. A greave made of thick skin (Fig. 9I, d) was obtained with another
suit of armor. My informants insisted that usually only the left hand and
the left leg were protected by these guards.

The lance was used, together with the armor, as a weapon of defence.
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Thrusts were made over the liead-protector, as shown in Fig. 84, a, For
p> ~~~attacks on the.opponent the bow

n ; g / ~~~~~wasused. On some of the head-
$3lq?tt/////////1 2protectors the marks of arrows shot/1 //t*$/BlllXlgla >

at them in ceremonial or real fights
//llllW *EE/X#>I;ISX8AX g may still be traced. Both kinds

/llll%\\t\l l lltales, though the cmbatants are

t11]'})\: 01\1 ,0 1 1\ Irepresented as displaying more
<Q1}1JI1.1.1. I Aagiliy than would seem consistent

9XU ~~~~~~~witthe armor. In other tales the
lWW41iS} t T XAf taction of the combatants iS said;|;I;OII;IXO}JE8IDI;' il ;to be slow and wary. They cover

their faces with the head-protector
> ~~and discharge one arrow after

Fig. go, a, Gilyak Helmet with Neck-Protector (reproducecl another, which certainly agrees
from Schrenck, 11, Plate XLIV); b, Portion of Chukchee Helmet more nearly with the probable facts.with Neck-Protector (reproduced from Bogoras, Chukchee
Material Life, Plate XII). nat. size.

-4<~~~~~~~~~~~~~8
Fig. 9iIz a (4°0 b)), b, c TWI c)) Arm-Guards; d (-40 f), Greave. X nat. size.
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VI I. -HABITATIONS,IHOUSEHOLD UTENSILS.

HABITATIONS.

UGENUINE HOUSE.' The general type of the Chukchee habitation is
that of a large, round, skin tent, with a square inner room, which during the
winter forms the dwellin'g-room, and is carefully protected against the cold.
This type of house has several variat'ion's, and is always called a"genuine
house" (We'e ran).'

HOUSE OF THE RXINDEER CHUKC.HEE. -The tent (yara'-nI) of the Reindeer
Chukchee (Plate XII, Fig. I) iS round with flaring sides. Its height in the centre
is from ten to fifteen feet; and its diameter, fro-m fifteen to twenty-five feet.

The framework of the outer tent is of the same construction for both
winter and summer (Fig. 92). Its central supports are thre'e large, stout poles
(a), which are tiedtogetherX
through holes in their tops, X /
so that they can be set
up firmly on the ground to i
form a tripod. Thesepoles; /
are considered as the foun- _
dation of the tent, and be- d 't
long to the sacred obje:ct3 of /-y,ly 1

when a netw house is found-

pared and tied together, /1 9Xsg 0
*receives a separate sacri- 6, l '\ X
fice, and iS anOinted With i /J'
blood. A number of shorth
thin stakes (va r'et) joined Fig. 92. Frame of Outer Tent of Reindeer Chukchee.

(From~a photograph.)in pairs or threes (6) are

placed around the central poles, forming a wide circle. They support cross-bars
(UC'Vi'C'It), c, the ends of which are tied to the'm. Long thin roof-poles (U ttAMIt),
d, are tied at one end to these points of -junction, while their other ends
simply rest on the top of the central tripod, supported by it, and in turn

bracing it upon all sides. The 'whole frame is firm and elastic at the same

time. The poles are. stronger, and the lashings are more carefully made, than
I In the same way the Chukchee language is called li'i-yi'liil ("genuine language"); the village or the

cm,li'i-ni'mnim ("genuine habitation"); and the people themselves, li'6-ora'we'Lat ("genuine men"). See p. xII.

[ I69]
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in the frames of the Lamut tents, though the construction is essentially the
same in both.

When the skin cover is on, three large stretchers are used to tighten
its sides (Fig. 92, e). The stretcher consists of a thin, slightly curved cross-
piece fastened in the middle to the end of a long pole. The cross-piece is
set against one of the roof-poles (d), and the butt-end of the pole is firmly
propped against the -ground; then it is p3ushed outward as far as possible by
successive jerks. wThe -tent, propped with the stretchers on all sides, looks like
a highly inflated bladder, and is abl'e to resist a strong wind. To make it
still more solid, the central poles and some of the most important joints of
the frame are strengthened by means of heavy stones tied to them with ropes,
or by' loaded sledges, which are pushed from inside against the skin cover,
the lower end of which is secured under the runners. The sledges are con-
nected with the upper part of the frame by taut cords. Fastened with thongs
and secured with stones and sledges, the Chukchee tent is able to withstand
the fiercest wind-storms of the open tundra. I had occasion, however, to
witness a snowstorm which very quickly battered the frame, and almost caused
the collapse of the tent. The deep masses of snow which drifted against
one side of the tent gradually bent the poles out of shape.

The cover (rette'm) is made in two pieces: only in small tents is it in
one piece. It is thrown over the frame. with the hair side out, and is thenf
fastened with cords which have been sewed to its ends. A circular openift
is left at the top for purposes of ventilation. The strongest of these cords
are drawn across the tent inside, and fastened to- the bottoms of tile central
poles or to heavy sledges. An entrance is left between the two halves of
the cover, so that one end of the flap may be-turned aside and then fall
back by its own weight. The cover is rmade of skins of full-grown reindeer,
which have previously don'e service as covers of the inner room. The thick
hair of these, however, is closely clipped off to make them lighter. In front,
a piece of walrus-gut or of well-scraped thin reindeer-skin is sometimes inserted
to admit light.- The Chukchee generally have two tent-covers in use at the
same time, one for winter, made of new skins, in which every small hole
is carefuilly: pat'ched (Plate -xii,- Fig. -2) ; anid an old one for the summer. In
summer the new -cover is- carefully folded up and preserved for the next year.
-- Th-e Chukchee pick out- f6r' camps flat places without too much snow.
After th'e p'lac-es for' 'the te_nts.- hav-e b'ee designa'ted, the' wmnsrpoff
the-.-snow w:it'h.adzie-shaped s-cra'pers of antler or of bone (Fig. 93). They pull
up 'all:the -small s'hrubs, an-d then' fill 'in the holes. with Ios erth or snow.

ThzeInrr -or Slee.ig.oon.The inner- room (yo'ro'n)hatesap
of-a lg-e -rec"ta'ngula:r,box- set. on' the' floor with its bottom-end up (Plate XIII,
Fig. 2). Its di-mensions vary,:considerably. In the smallest there is hardly
room-nough: for four pepl tolee sieb ie hile the largest is high
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and wide enough for a person to walk ab'out. The usual dimensions are

about4fet inheigt), 7 feet'in breadth, and-I 2 feet in length. -The entrance
is in the long side, which faces the flap of the outer tent.

Fig. 93 (7tT8). Snow-scraper for Camping-Places. Length, 92 cm.

The cover of the inner room is held in position by numerous loops
which are sewed to it, and are passed over two long horizontal poles. The
rear pole is fastened to the frame of the outer tent. The front pole is sup-
ported by two forked stakes of sufficient size. These stakes are called "thumbs"
(e'tti). The floor is covered with willow twigs or with a coarse matting (Fig. 94)
made of these, and X ,r

the whith theicoveskinsne.omismd are osieal,codn

Theneowerevery oftherya,bcueecbaesoontesrcefthsks

dvsides of theover -are intneW h epeo leKlm uda

tucked ecusivelythe o ther aia eto h wler PaeXV.i ro
edg ofatsie proporionatgotenme.onae,adbeoe aial
Atl atheenr aneo aremaeisdanthlosloeedsftecvrae
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tucked in so as to exclude all ventilation. During the night the vapor of
the breath and the exhalations from the bodies, having no way of escape,
settle down on the fur of the cover. In the morn'ing all the people have to
go out; and the wo'men break up the room, and leave its covering to freeze
on the snow for an hour or two ; then they beat the frost out of the hairy
folds with heavy snow-beaters, and afterwards .spread the cover on the ground
to dry, or hang it up on a tree.

The snow-beater (Fig. 95) is made of antler or wood, and has a

t ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~shape, often wider

>+ ~~~and more slender
5 ~~~~~~~~~~~towardthehandle,

~~~~~~=~~~---:<~~which iS roundedI
Fig. 95 (7F)Snow-Beater for Tent-Covering. Length, 69 cm.anhsakobt

give a better grip
for the hand. Its length is from 50 cm. to 70 cm. The women, when using
it, lift it high over their heads, and then suddenly bring the end down with
force upon the spread skin. They work alternately with the right and left
hands, rapidly changing from one to the other. Usually two women work
on the same cover, since one alone would find it difficult to stretch and
manage the lieavy skin cover. The beating-out of the frost requires coni-
siderable strength, and during the whole winter forms the most diffcult task
of the Reindeer Chukchee wo'man. However, in the coldest season it is
hardly possible to omit a single day's beating, because, if the sleeping-room
is not beaten out, it will become damp the next night, and evTen drip with
moisture. This co'ntinual change from damp to frost, and the severe daily
beating, cause the cover of the inner room to wear down rapidly.

In the fall and spring, especially during thaws, the sleeping-room may
be left undisturbed for two or three days, and thin and worn covers may be
used withzout causing inconvenience.

The two halves of the outer cover require about forty large skins. The
cover of the inner room is made of from twelve to fifteen skins. For the
beds ten large skins are required. Each sleeping-room is occupied by a separate
family, and belongs to one woman, who takes care of it. There are sometimes
two sleeping-rooms in the same tent, but this is not very often the case.

Usually the sleeping-room is in the rear of the tent, facing the entrance, which
is generally toward the northeast (Morning Dawn 1), oFccasionally toward the
north or east. Thus the square walls of the sleeping-room have a fixed
position with respect to the compass. The left side faces the northwest, and is
called "leeward room" (aigi's qa-ron). The right side is toward the southeast,

I See Ch..pter XIl.
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and is called "windward room' (aiwa'Lon). These names call to mind the
combinations of winds and points of the compass referred to previously.'

Because of the position of the sleeping-room, the tent often has' a some-
what oval 'shape, the rear bulging out under pressure of the poles used in the
construction of the inner room. The rear side (ki'nmen) of the sleep'ing-room
has a lamp fixed in the middle, quite near the wall (Plate XIV).. Above it, near
the ceiling, a line is stretched, which serves for hanging up small articles of
dress that require drying over the lamp. The left side of the sleeping-room
is always occupied by the master and his wife, and is therefore also called
"master's place;' while the right side is given up to the younger members
of the family, and, when necessary, to guests and strangers. The Chukchee
sleeping-room, however, affords little room for the stranger. A few extra
men crowd it considerably, and are compelled to sit crouching in the strangest
postures while eating or conversing. When there are a number of guests,
they can only thrust their heads in, and must keep the rest of their bodies
outside of the room, lying flat on their stomachs, and raising themselves up,
like so many seals, from under the tent-cover, which is fastened around their
shoulders. As these gatherings are usually accompanied by a common meal,
and trays of steaming meat and kettles of boilina, tea are brought inside, the
temperature becomes quite unbe-arable. The guests strip to the waist, the
inmates even farther than this, and their naked bodies are, flushed with heat
and covered with perspiration. The only way to improve the situation is to
lift up the front of the inner tent-cover for a while, and let in a wave of
fresh cold air, which almost instantly lowers the temperature several degrees,
and causes the moisture to condense in thick white clouds. Such changes
of temperature, which occur several times during the evening, are trying to
the most hardened constitution, and the natives often catch cold from the
sudden frosty draughts. After the visitors have departed, the temperature
quickly goes down-, and the inmates must be careful not to let in any more

cold air. Therefore, after the evening meal, nobody is allowed to go outside;
and so, to satisfy the demands of nature, every person is supplied with a

special vessel (Fig. 96), which the mistress pushes with one hand out from
underl the lroo°m cover, han em1ptiesX

at hand in the ouIter room.

entrance, reclining on the common pil-
low. They cover themsel'ves with blan-

Fg 6 UieVse.Lnt,3 m

kets made of several heavy skins sewed
together, similar to those of the Eskimo. Each blanket serves for a. whole family.

IComlpare, p. 27 e
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The fire is made in the centre of the outer room, right under the vent-
'hole, and the hearth-is surrounded by stones laid side by side. Sometimes the
fire and the vent-hole are placed nearer to one side, so as to leave more

space in the tent. Pots and kettles are suspended from hooks wrhich are fastened
with a piece of thong to one of the central poles. The hooks vary in form,
most of them being similar to those used by the Lamut and Russianized
natives. They are made of wood, iron, bone, or antler (Fig. 97, a). I col-

t ~lected a hook made of a pair
z ~~of antlers taken off with the

X ~~~top of the skull, as is usual
1; ~among the Chukchee. An-

j tl ~~~~~~~~~~~otherkind ofhook (Fig.g97,b6),
^2 !11 ~~~~~~~madeof wood, is used with

tIl!il an adjustable attachment to
tfis<g 1*4 ~~~~~~~thekettle, so that its height
> ! ~~~~~~~~~overthe fire can be regulated.
'%2jX !! ~~~This form of hook occurs
WR t ~~~~~~throughout northern Asia and
\,4 FL~~~77 Europe as far west as Finland.tt1 ~~~~~Within the borders of the-a 1 5 -" ~~~~~~forest the fire is m ade outside

(> n \~~~~~A,v the tent, to avoid filling it
fWt ., ~~~~~withsmoke. OIl the tundra,
czl| 11}5 ~~~~~~where fuel is scarce, and often
\! 1 i ~~~~~~~brought from a distance of

tgI ~thirty miles, the fire IS always
Xt PA ~~~~~~~madeinside the tent, because
\\ i] l ~~~~~~itis thus protected from the
)XE /X 4, jr ~~wind and there iS less waste

t9 v X > ~~~~~~~offuel.

' ;t v , / Mit~~~~~~henkindling a fire, the
X

#t A ~~~~Chukchee women split logs

the fire as low as possible,
t ~~~and -take care to put it out

as soon as the cooking is done.

Fig97a(TiKttl-Hok ad ofAnler bThey are so accustomed to
Fi.97 7r5dKKtlelH°°kmzl:°-Asne;i) economize in their fuel, that

they continue to stint them-
selves even within the forest, so that the remains of a Chukch-ee fire can be
easily distinguished from those of other tribes. On the whole, the Chukchee
do not use the fire of the hearth for heating-purposes. The temperature



inside of the outer roomt even while cooking i,s going on, is almost the same
as that outside. The herdsmen or hunters, when sleeping in the open, although
they may have an abundance of f-Liel, are often content to make a small
smouldering fire from which to light their pipes, or do not make any fire;
whereas the Lamut and. the Yukaghir send up a blaze that wards off the
cold from a space of several yards around, and often keep it up during the
whole night in order to get a chance to sleep comfortably.

Movable House. -The type of tent and sleepi'ng-room here described
is especially used in moving about with the herd. That used by the family
is very heavy, and requires--with poles, cover, and bedding -six or seven

sledges. Whenever the herdsmen leave their principal camp, they carry with
them a small sleeping-room, with a light tent, which is often not properly
pitched, but only loosely thrown over the sleeping-room to keep off the
snow. In this type of house it is difficult to dry damp clothing. Fur clothing
generally becomes damp quickly, even in dry, cold weather, especially when
it is worn 'directly on the skin, without any underclothing. When damp, it
does not protect the body from the cold: therefore it must be dried every
night while its owner is asleep. In the sle-eping-room of the Reindeer Chukchee
.the only place for dryling things is directly over the lamp. Only small articles,
such as mittens, socks, and boots, can be placed -there. Large pieces of
clothing, such as shirt or trousers, are dried in a way similar to that used
in drying the sleeping-room cover; i. e., by freezing the dampness out, then
shakting it off with the snow-beater, and finally dryring for a long time in

the cold dry wind. The Chukchee herdsman sometimes walks. for a fortnight
in damp clothes without a chance to dry th-em, and takes off his undershirt
only when it is quite spoviled and unfit for further use. On this account the
Reindeer Chukchee are always anxious to avoid the damp. For instance,
before coming into the inner room, the whole dress, from the cap to the
shaggy boot-soles, is well beaten with the beater to remove the slightest
trace of snow, which otherwise would melt in the warm interior and cause

additional trouble. In the evening, when the sleeping-tents are put in place
ready for occupancy, the entire camp begins to resound on all sides with the
short rapping of the snow-b-eaters, which lasts for half an hour before all the
people are ready to retire. Travellers and herdsmen often have beaters of
their own, which are carried on the belt or are attached to the sledge-grating.

The snow-beaters for clothing (Fig. 98) are more slender than those used
for the room-covers. The knob is often fashioned in the shape of a human
or dog's head, which then plays the r'ole of the protecting spirit, the so-called
X'travellinog-companion" (lei'hu-tu'mgin) .1

Winter HIouse. -Late in the fall most of the families, especially those

See chapter on charms.
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who have small children, cease to move about, and settle down for three' or
1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~four'mo'nths within
\ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~theforest border,

8 Dd ~~~~~~~~~~~~cialwinter dwelling

< ~~~~~Thisconsists ofthree
//gX ~~parts. The entrance-

Fig. 98 I 0 a). Snows-Beater for Clothing. Length, 57 cm. room (tl LI-ran) is
Tu'l-S ~~~~~formed of a few

stakes tied together, and loosely covered with an old tent-cover. It serves
chiefly to keep off the wind and snow from the entrance. It often has no
door; and in order to get in, one has to crawl in under the tent-cover. The
main tent is constructed in the or-dinary way, only, for the most part, an old
cover is used, because it is likely to be damaged by the hearth-fire within.
This fire is kept up all day long; and on this account, as well as on account
of the well-sheltered entrance, the temperature -of the tent is not very. low,
usually I0°-I2° above zero Fahrenheit, while outside it may range from 50°
to 6o° below. The sledges are piled up_ near the'tent, high enough not to be
covered by the drifting snow, and after this are tied with thongs to prevent
the wind from throwing down the pile. Only a few driving-sledges are left
free for daily use.

The sleeping-room is much larger than that of the movable tent, and
bears marked similarity to that of the Mar'it'ime Chukchee, only it is dirtier
and is made more carelessly. The usual dimensions are 5 -feet in height, 8
feet in breadth, and I4-I6 feet in length. It occupies the whole rear ot
the tent, leaving only a small space on the sides for storing provisions. The
skin cover is made of fawn-skins taken late in the fall, the hair side out. It
is drawn tightly across a rectangular frame made of flat, narrow sticks. On
the outside it is covered with a thick layer of dried grass tied up in sheaves
and fastened side by side. The frame is so strong that a man can walk on
top of it. The whole structure is covered with a piece of tent-covering, with
the ends carefully tucked in below. The floor is covered with skins of the
thong-seal or of the walrus, and over them some scraps of reindeer-skin are
put for seats, while the bedding is rolled up and taken away during the day.

One or two lamps burn constantly within, to keep the place dry. There
is no kind of ventilation whatsoever: therefore the sleeping-room, although
warm enough, in course of time becomes very unclean, and acquires an odor
offensive even to the inmates. Notwithstanding the burning lamp, the skin
cover becomes damp and covered with mildew. When newly constructed,
the sleeping-room is dried by carrying in a pile of burnin'g -coals on an iron
pan. The same method is sometimes applied afterwards, though it is dangerous,
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because the small, low room is filled with charcoal-fumes, which will not
entirely disappear for a day or two.

The winter sleeping-room serves also for only a single small family.
Sometimes two inner rooms are joined together at an angle. There is no

partition between, and a separate lamp is lighted by each family in its own

part. This large double sleeping-room is quite similar to that of the Maritime
Chukchee and Asiatic Eskimo, as will -be described later. In my opinion,
the stationary winter house is the typical form of the Chukchee dwelling,
while the movable tent is a variety comparatively new, and not even very
well adapted to the exigencies for which it is used. It is cumbersome, and
requires many reindeer to. carry it, especially when compared to the Lamut
tent. When under way, it hampers considerably the progress of a Chuk-
chee family.

Suzmmer House. - The summer habitation is arranged in about the same

way as the movable winter tent, except that its place cannot be changed
till the first snow is on the ground. Therefore all the sledges are piled
together for the summer. The best driving-sledges are untied, and the lashings
and wooden parts carefully gathered in bundles a'nd concealed in the middle
of the pile.

The whole is protected with parts of old tent-covers not in use. These
generally serve as tarpaulins. For the summer tent and for the summer

sleeping-room, old worn-out covers are used, and the people also wear old
clothing which was discarded in winter. The sleeping-room cover is closely
cropped with a sharp knife, and is usually put up with the hair side out. A
large piece of tent-cover tarpaulin is stretched over it above, resting on several
sticks fastened to the outer frame. This serves to keep off the rain, which
would come through the vent-hole and through the small holes of the outer tent.

The place of the camp cannot be changed during the whole summer;
but in the middle of June, in connection with the first summer ceremonial-,
the tents are broken up and shifted some fifty or sixty feet. This change
is very desirable, because the house is exceedingly unclean. Sometimes at
the end of July the family will again change to avoid the offensive smell of
their old surroundings. Even in winter the people are often driven out of
their warm habitations by the same cause, and resort to the use of the movable
tent much earlier than usual.

An or-ra'n ("wooden house") is a lodge made of poles, used by the
Reindeer Chukchee inside the border of the forests as an annex to the large
winter house. Some kinds of work - the boiling out of tallow from bones
and the scraping of skins -are done in this lodge. In its simple conical
shape, it occurs also among the Russianized Yukaghir as a summer dwelling
or as a dog-shelter. Long logs. that are collected for fuel in winter are

often put in the same position to prevent them from being blocked with snow.

23 JESUP NORTH PACIFIC EXPED., VOL. VI.I.



Th-e-R'eindeer Chu'kchee have no particula strhuses orclas Th
space in the tent behind the sleeigro (cale yana)srefo strn
meat, tallows e'tc.; while' blood, oil, and the_like, are stored in large bags
that 'are kept outside.

For 'the' summer a small hole is. dug in the- middle of the tent, and
meat -is kept' there to -preserve it from decay. The- opening of- the hole is
covered with s'kins and grass; and it is usually.anly two -feet deep, its bottom
reaching~the'fr'ozen layer- of soilt which the Chukchee, with' his primitive tools,
cannotpenetrate.--

HOUSE OF THE MARITIME CHUKCHEE. --The winter lodging of the
Maritime Chukchee --is more or less similar to that -of the Reindeer people.
The frame, however, is constructed differently, chiefly on account of the
scarcity of wood for poles. One great pole forms the central support (Plate xv,
Fig. t) -'It 'is 'laced upright, its lower end- being firmly "stuck into the
ground,- while the other end has a cross-piece tied- t'o it' to support the roof-
poles. Stakes -of wood or of bone- of the whale 'replace the va'r'et. They
are plante'd in-. the ground, and form the frame for the walls. The cross-

pie'ce's and lo'ng .poles -ar'e tied on-as 'usual, but occasionally whales' ribs are
used instead of-wood. The whole structure is often surrounded by a low
wall' -of -sod -(PIate xv, -Fig. 3) or of stones, and the cover draw'n over the
fra-me is fas'tened' to it by stones and pieces of sod. The stretchers with
cross-pieces are also 'used for tightening the cover. The, entrance faces the
sea. It is often sheltered by a small structure of sod (Plate XVI, Fig. I )
or of stones, or by a piece of tent-covering thrown over a few stakes, as in
the case of the winter houses of the Rebindeer people.

For cutting the sod, digging the loose earth, and levellina the spot.
intended for the house, shovels of wood and of walrus sho)ulder-blades (Fig.
99, a, b), and picks of bone (Fig.- 99, c), are used, though nowadays these are

gradually being superseded by iron im'plements. The' forms of those made of
bone or wood are similar to those used by 'the American Eskimo.' Fig. 99, d,
represents a- shovel collected among the Lamut, though the Kolyma Reindeer
'Chukchee use exactly the same form. It also resembles the shovel used in
'Alaska and represented by Nelson.'

The covering of the house is for the -most part sewed together out of worn-
out pieces of tent-covering bought from the Reindeer people. In front a large
wvalrus-skin- is placed, in order to give- protection against the storms, which
usually come from the sea. In more recent years 'old sail-cloth has begun to be
used instead of old reindeer-skins, especially in the E:skimo settlements. Every
part of the cover is wel fastened with thongs, and 'weighte.d down by means
of heavy stones and loaded sledges, and e'ven iron chains (Plate xv, Fig. 2).
The inner room is almost always double, both'-sections meeting at an angle.

Compare Nelson, Fig. 221 I, 2, p. 7 3
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It has three or eve'n four lamp's of various sizes, which are used not only
for light, but algo for cookingy (Plate xv, Fig. 4).

L:71- 16

v

Fig. 99, a (#°r)Wooden Shovel (length, Scm)b(*),hoemaefteSoudr
Blade of a Walrus (length, I05 cm-); c (T)Bone Pick (total length, 65 cm.); d (,S7 ), Lamut
Snow-Shovel (length, 79 cm.).

It is usually larger, than the inner room of the tents of the, Reindeer
people; and among well-to-do families it may be about 30 feet in length, IO
feet in breadth, and 6 feet in height. The outer tent is also larger than
that of the Reindeer Chukchee. I saw one house which was forty feet in
diameter and had eleven stretchers to support the frame. In the outer tent,
on both sides of the sleeping-room, are placed two huge seal-skin bags, which
are used for p.urposes of storage.

The bottom of the sleeping-room - is covered 'with a large walrus-hide,
forming a hard and smooth floor to tread on. The steadily burning lamps
make the room warm and dry, and even afford a chance for ventilaLtion, which
is effected either by lifting the front or by opening a special hole in the wall,
which may be closed by a round stopper made of a piece of reindeer-skin.
Damp clothes are dried by hanging them on pegs or by stretching them on
strings tied along the walls.
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At the end of May the winter abode is usually abolis'hed, and the summer
tent is pitched adjacent to it. The cover of this'is rnade' of walrus or thong-
seal skins, to afford protection against rains and rough weather. The sleeping-
room is similar to that of the Reindeer people, but its cover is also made
of tough wralrus-hide.

.The Eskimo of the Asiatic shore and of'- St. LaNvrence Island nowadays
arrange their winter houses i'n a quite similar way, only the outer cover is
almost always made of sail-cloth and has a wooden door, - often the door
of a boat's cabin picked up from wreckage or received from the whalers
(Plate XVI, Fig. 2).

In the summer, besides the do'uble tent (li"e-ran) before described, sheds
of irregular form are sometimes constructed of poles, and covered with walrus-
skins (Plate XVII, Figs., ) Sometimes the shelter consists only of a
tent-cover thrown over a few stakes joined together. TIents of cloth bought
from whalers are-also used.

Hut. -The small village that in former t'imes existed in Anadyr Bay,
had huts constructed of wood and covered. with earth and sod.

Two families of those living in Vegfi (Mariinsky Post), not far from the
site of the village mentioned, still construct for their winter lodges small huts
with wooden frames covered over with earth and stones. The hut has a hole
in the roof for the escape of smoke, and within is a -sleeping-room of the
usual shape. The hut has a square wooden door covered with scraps of
reindeer-skin for greater warmth. Plate XVII, Flig. 2, represents one of these
huts. The poles in the front servre for hanging dried fish on.

A few Chukchee families of the Middle Anadyr live in wooden huts
somewhat similar to the Yakut z yurta. " These were copied from the yurtas
of the Anadyr Russians, who of late years, however, have replaced their
yurtas with log-cabins -of the usual Northeast-Siberian type. In ancient times
wo3oden huts of this type may have been in more common use in this territory.
Remains of huts found on the Bear Islands are more or less of this type.
In the deserted villages of the Yukaghir situated on the Middle Omolon,
and inhabited about seventy-five years ago, I have seen huts of the same

type. It is not easy to decide whether this type of dwelling is due to Yakut
influence, or whether it is an ancient type that developed independently. The
construction of the fireplace differs in all of the'm from that of the Yakut
hou'ses.-' They had no stove with woode'n chimney, bu't simply a central
'hearth,-: with a- square hole in the roof'just above it. In modern times the
-Y-akut, arrangement of the' fireplace has been copie yms fteRsin
and Yu'kaghir in their log-cabins and'huts, and the Chukche'e of the Mliddle
A;'nadyr ha've 'also adopted it.

I-Underground House. -In all the Chukchee and Eskimo villages that
I visited on the Pacific coast, ruins of the so-called c"jaw-bone houses" (Plate'
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XVII, Fig. I) (wa'lkar; pSl., wa'lkarat) are found. These ruins seem to be
ancient, and are either circular holes or flat mounds, with some battered
rafters and beams of bone of the whale. In some villages -as, for example,
in E'nmilin -the inhabitants have forgotten the exact location of most of
the ruins, because the village has been shifted several times since. In Eu'nmun
and W'ute'en the "jaw-bone houses" overhanging the 'flat sandy shore were

gradually destroyed by the weather, and crumbled down, together with the
ledge of rock on which they stood. In other villages, for instance, in ,e'c'in
and at. Indian Point, they are in the immediate vicinity of the present habitations,
and the villagers still remember to what families most of the ruins belong.
As before mentioned, Ithey claim that these houses went out of use three
generations ago. At the time of Hooper's visit in I848, houses of the modern
type were already in use, and he mentions having seen half-ruined underground
houses which were in no better condition when I found them, fifty-two years
later. The wa'lkar of the Maritime Chukchee and As'iatic Eskimo had a
frame made of jaw-bones. Hea'vy pieces were set in the ground in an upright
position at intervals all around the house, and were held in place by earth
and stones. Sometimes there were about sixteen of these supports, so that
they formed a regular fence. Large pieces of jaw-bone or of whale's ribs
were superposed as rafters, and smaller pieces were inserted to make the
structure more compact. The floor, or at least the middle part of it, was

paved with -flat pieces of bone. Then the whole structure was covered with
sod, and a thick layer of loose earth was strewn around the bottom. Often
the wa'lkar was started withl a circular excavation, and, after being well covered
with earth, appeared to be a half-underground honse, with only the roof pro-
truding above the surface. Even the 'jaw-bone houses' built above ground,
in the course of a long period of time, assumed the shape of small hillocks,
with a human lodging-place inside. Of all the wa'lkarat that I have seen
on the Pacific coast, only one, in the village of Nu'nligren, retains its original
shape. A comparison with other ruins shows that 'it 'is a typical underground
"jaw-bone ho-use." It is a large rectangular apartment, 20 feet long, I4 feet
wide, and 71 feet high in the middle. A strong "jaw-bone" frame incrusted
in the hardened earth supports its walls (Fig. J00). Most of the uprights
which support the side-walls 'are formed of two parts, the upper being thinner
than that below. The upper parts are not fastened to those below, but are

firmly implanted on their top. The pressure of the rafters, and the weight
of the soil which covers the structure, help to hold them in place. The
roof is formed of several curved beams, which rest on other uprights,
short and stout, leaned against 'the front and the rear wall (Plate XVIII,
Figs. 2, 3). Like the underground house of other tribes, it has two -entrances.
One is through a long underground passage, and could be used only in
winter, because in sumrner it was filled with water. The level of the floor
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of the inner room. was above the level of the passage, so that the water could
W _ ~~~~~notinjure the living-room.

The other entrance,in theJ X 1 ~ 1u1 1 t22upper part of the wall, was

_ t | ~~~~~acirculaIr hole, which could

7_ ; a shoulder-blade. It was
used only in summer; -in
winter it was stuffed with

;-:: X ~~~~grass, then covered with
l
S :/,m,,X/ >>/CNXj/>.,>f g3gthe shoulder-blade a'nd se-

>P2S¢91 X ~~~~~~~~curedwith stones. The
-/1 ~~~~~~~~~lowerpassage was cleared;t 7t > 9ik 00m'4 0 | | dSof snow and ice and used

-1 g ~~~~~~tillthe next spring.'
0<. t ~~~~~~Inthe centre of the

Fig. IOO. Plan of an Underground House) Nu'nligren. (From a sketch.) ivn°om alrefa

* ~~~stone served as a support
for a large lamp, which burned day and night. Over the lamp, in the roof,
was placed a vertebra of a whale, and its opening served as an air-hole.
The floor was raised on all four sides' and on the lo-w platforms thus made
four sleeping-rooms of the usual shape were arranged. These were occupied
by four families, so that the house had about twenty inmates. This house at
NTu'nligren, however, was the largest in the whole village. Underground
houses of the usual size had only two platforms, one on the right and one
on the left side of the entrance, each with one sleeping-room. - Thus, in the
modern houses with double sleeping-room, the same number of families are
found as in the ancient houses. The underground houses were constructed
with the aid of all the neighboring families, and were strengthened and
enlarged during many subsequent years. They were occupied generation after
generation, till at last the accumulation of dirt and stench within would become
so great as to drive away the inhabitants. The natives say that the un-

.wholesomeness of these abodes, fixed forever on the same spot, was the chief
reason why the population left them alto'gether and turned to the skin houses.
On St. Lawrence Island the natives of (,ibu'kak, who, as mentioned before,
have adopted the Asiatic type of skin house for their constant abode, still
use the old underground houses in the other parts of the island during their
sealing expecditions in winter.

The Rev. Lerrigo, who is also a physician, told me that these underground
house-s are veritable breeding-houses for the microbes of consumption and of
several other diseases, and expressed the opinion Ithat the decrease in the

1 In the Koryak underground house the lower passage is used in summer, and the top lhole in winter.
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Iopulation of the island was due, for the most part, to the unwholesome
condition of the houses.

So, upon the whole, we must admit for this part of northeastern Asia
two principal types of house. One is the 'jaw-bone house," which in ancient
times existed in many places along the Arctic and -the Pacific shores, but
which at present has almost altogether gone out of use. It is more or less
similar to the habitatilons .,of the Eskimo in America and of the Koryak and
Kamchadal in Asia. 'Another type is the double skin house, .the "genuine
house" of the Chukchee. -It- is also ancient, and the Chukchee consider it as
characteristic of their tribe.- Outside of the Chukchee territory, setting aside its
recent adoption by the Asiatic Eskimo, it occurs only'amongy the Reindeer Koryak.

Snow-House. -The vaulted snow--house, which is typical for the Eskimo
tribes, does not occur anywhere on' the Asilatic coast. Of all the tribes of
northeastern Asia, only the Kerek, who have no sufficient supply of wood or
skins to construct adequate winter houses', utilize snow as building-material.
Their half-underground house has a frame roughly constructed of such poles
and pieces of wood as. they can -find on the shore. Crooked bra'nches of
stunted willow and birch trees are placed between to -fill in the spaces, and
the whole is lined, from within with such sk'ins as they can scrape together,
and from without -with sod -and loose earth. A long, low, narrow passage
made of similar material form's the entrance. It is divided. into three parts,
closed by skin curtains. This structure is used in spring and summer as it
is; but in the fall it is covered with, a thick layer of snow several feet deep,
and fashioned into a well-defined round or rectangular form, which gives to
this house some outward likeness 'to the Eskimo snow-house.

The interior arrangements are much like those of the houses of other
branches of the Maritime Koryak. The lack of a roof-entrance with its cha-
racteristic tree-ladder, however, gives it a peculiar feature. On that part ofthe
shore no logs fit for the purpose can be found. Thus the use of the tree-
ladder ceases suddenly on this part of the Asiatic shore for want of material.
Farther to the northward and eastward, across Bering Strait, along the American
shore on the Arctic and. Pacific Oceans, are found various types of houses.
Still farther to the south, in America, after. the forest border is reached again,
the square roof-entrance and the notched tree-ladder re-appear in exactly the
same shap'es as' among the Koryak and Kamchadal in Asia.

CellNars and Boat Sup.ports. -Underground cellars were and-are used
in all Chukchee villages for storing provisions. Th-ey also have supports
made of bDone of the whale in their walls, and the en'trance consists often- of
a square frame with a shoulder-blade cover. Sometimes a. vacant undergrou'nd
house is used 'for a cellar.'

Supports -for boats, -spare -tent-covering, etc. (Plate XVIII, Fig. I), also
I S;ee also Nordenski6ldrII) p. 405.
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racks for drying seal-meat and fish, are still -constructed of bone of the whale,
or the people make use of old structures of this kind, because jaw-bone will
last for a very considerable time, even in the open air.

Such frames usually consist of four stout uprights firmly embedded in
the ground, with cross-bars tied to their upper ends, and a platform made of
poles, or of bone of whale, laid across the bars. Some of these simple
structures were erected on the cliffs overhanging the sea. .During the winter-
time, if any of the seal-hunters were overtaken by a stor'm on the open ice,
these platforms served as beacons: the women ascended them, carrying burning
lamps under their transparent overcoats of walrus-gut, and stood there for
hours, shoutinig, and displaying their lights tor guide the wanderers. Over the
platform a light bunch of feathers, called paggo'lhin ("vane"), was suspended
from a thin staff. It was consulted by the hun'ter in observations of, wind
and weather. Such vanes are still in use among the Maritime Chukchee, and
even among those who are settled on the Middle Anadyr.

HOUSEH,OLD UTENSILS.

FURNITURE. -The Chukchee houses have little furniture. In the outer
tent as well as in the inner room the people sit on outspread skins with
their legs crossed, and crouch or lie flat on their stomachs, as described above.
Sometimes three-legged stools (Fig. Io0I ), fashioned in one piece from the

butt of a tree with its roots or

ibw ~~from a pair of large reindeer-
5 ~~~~~~antlers cut off with the top of the

> $ ~~~~~skull, are used in the hou'se or

/ ~~~~~~~outside, as, for instance, when'
, u > ~~~~~~~sealing in winter. Tables con-

u < ~~sisting of large square wooden
<9 ~boards with four legs about three
QX ~inches in height are used. These,

however, are copies of the tables
Fig. IO(1 y Three-legged Stool. Height, 41 cm. seen in Russian houses.

LAMP. The chief appur-
tenance of the inner room, of both the Reindeer and Maritime divisions of
the tribe, is the lamp, which gives light and heat. The lamp used by the
Reindeer people is small and round in shape,- and is made either of clay
(Plate xx, Fig. I ; also Fig. IO2, a') or of sandstone hollowed out with an'
adze (Fig. 102, b). Since the appearance of iron, old saucepans and pieces
of cast-off kettles, battered into the shape of a bowl, are used for the same
purpose. Wooden bowls having one edge covered with sheet-iron are also
used as lamps. The lamp is usually placed in a shallow wooden bowl, standing,
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in its turn, on a tray (Fig. I10 2 a') . Sometimes this bowl and tray are
made of one piece (Fig. 102, a2). Another ,
tray serves as a support for the whole.
All these vessels serve to catch the drip- <
pings of oil. The material used forlightingg -JrI^
is either blubber, or,in all inland regions,,
the tallow tried out of the reindeer-bones,/: ;~.
which have been crushed with a stone ham-
mzer. The latter material is the better, :,
because reindeer-t'allow is very hard and
contains a large proportion of stearine. It
burns with a soft bright light, without smoke
or odor. The wick is made of sphagnum /
thoroughly dried and spread in a thin nar-
row layer across the front edge of the lamp. ,
To burn properly it requires continual tri-im---
ming, which is done with a slender chip of
wood. Instead of sphagnum, rotten wood
or thin half-burnt shavings may be used.

Fig. 102, a (jr&° U7yTcl,5)UjClay LampThe lamp inside ha's a bridge, flat and in- with Wooden Stand; b (AW-5 b), Stone
iedbakwards.Its edgs do no reach Lamp. T nat. size. Reindeer Chukchee.

the sides of the lamp, and the middle has a deep cleft almost to the level
of the bottom. The fuel, blubber, or tallow is placed behind the brildge, and
the lamp is set in its wrooden bowl somewhat obliquely. The slant causes
the oil oozing from the blubber, or the melting ta'llow, to flow down to the
wick along the walls of the lamp or through the cleft in the dividing ridge.
Pounded blubber is sometimes used in the lamp to make the extraction of
the oil easier. Oftentimes the lamp is simply filled with oil, and placed on
the tray in a horizontal position, though it is then much more -apt to
smoke. The seal-oil lamp also gives off a strong unpleasant smell, offensive
even to the natives.

The ordinary lamp of the people, both Maritime Chukchee and Eskimo
(Fig. I03, a), is larger than that used by the Reindeer people. It has an
oval, almost rectangular shape, and is made of clay. The bridge is vertical.
For cooking, still larger lamps, with two bridges (Fig. I03, b) and moss
wicks arranged on both sides~of the lamp, are used. The bridges are often
divided in the middle. The lamp is placed horizontally on a large wooden
dish, and the kettle suspended over it from a peg. Round lamps of clay
and sandstone are also used, and sometimes are put in a large round kettle-
shaped vessel of clay, with one side cut out in a half-circle (Fig. I04, a) to
give a better support to the oblique position of the lamp.'

1 Compare the illustration in Hough, I,amp., Plate I5, Fig. 3.

24-JESUP NORTH PACIFIC EXPED.) VOL. VII.
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KETTLE. - The old women still have a vivid recollection of the clay
kettles which were used in former times, and two of these were made for

,
. . v ~~~

Fig. I03, a O"fT), Clay Lamp of Indian Point Eskimo (length, 29 cm.); b (-T60- b), Cooking-Lamp
made in.Mariinsky Post (length, 36.5 cm-)

me, one in Mariinsky Post (Fig. I0o4, b), and the other in Indian Point.
They are similar in shape to the soapstone kettles of the American Eskimo,

J~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1
Fig. 104, a (>qu I Clay Stand for Lamp (height, I5 cm.), Indian Point Eskimo;

b ( 7 7), Clay Kettle made in MariinskEy Post (height, 8.5 cm.).

except' that the clay walls -are necessarily thicker and, clumsier. Some clay
kettles from St. Lawrence Island, also of the same shape, are among the
collections of the National Museum in Washington. Some -fragments which
I found on Baron Korff's Bay demonstrate that the Koryak of the Pacific
coast must have used similar kettles. Some of these fragmnents have the
same texture as the Chukchee kettles described above. The others, as well
as some fragments from the ancient "jaw-bone houses" of the Asiatic Eskimo,
are too thin to be considered as parts of such kettles, and- indicate that other
shapes were also inuse.-

The kettles and the lamps of my collection are not baked. When being
manufactured, they are covered with a coating of reindeer or seal blood,
sometimes mixed with ochre, and well dried before 'th'e fire. After this they
are filled with oil and left to stand for several days, during which time the
oil penetrates the pores of the clay. This makes the kettle less brittle.
Iiy ancient times the kettles and some of the lamps may have been baked.
At least, some of those from St. Lawrence Island, mentioned above, are well
baked, and I was told by Mr. W. Hough that some of them which he had

1 Compare the illustration in Hough, Lamp, Plate 9, Fig. 4.



occasion to test display baking not less complete than any earthenware of
American make. Some of the fragments from Baron Korff's Bay seem also
to have been baked.

I am not aware of the occurrence of any soapstone kettles or lamps on
the Asiatic side,' but the customs of the Chukchee concerning the taking
from the cliffs of pieces of sandstone fit for the manufacture of lamps cor-

respond to those of the American Eskimo regarding soapstone. Thus every
piece of sandstone has to be "bought" from the cliff with a little blubbe'r or
with a small piece of tobacco-leaf. The man going for sandstone has to
strip to the waist, or in winter at least to take off his outer coat, or else the
displeasure of the "owner of the place' will bring con a heavy storm.

The clay kettle of northeastern Asia, as well as the soapstone kettle of
arctic America, is evidently one of the contrivances of the Maritime people.
Its elongated rectangular form is adapted to the shape of the lamp over
which it was hung in cooking. Perhaps in former times a square frame of
poles connected by cross-bars was used to suspend it, as is the case with the
American Eskimo. The Chukchee woman, when cooking out of doors, often
builds, instead of the wooden tripod generally used in Siberia, a square frame
of sticks with cross-pieces at the top. NTowadays, however, the clumsy clay'
vessels have long been superseded by copper and iron kettles and teapots.
No special frame is used for them in the sleeping-room, and the kettles are

suspended simply on a peg or a hook fastened to the wooden frame of the wall.
I have already spoken about -the hooks used for hanging the kettle in

the outer tent. The Reindeer Chukchee of the Omolon employ for this purpose
a special pole, which is fastened in an upright position near the hearth, with
the upper end protruding through the vent-hole. The pole' is made from the
slender trunk of a larch-tree, and one of the branches is retained. The line
of the kettle-hook is tied to it. The pole is called "single Jack," "single man"
(yanrva8-la'ul), and is used also in some of the Koryak camps.

BONE-BREAKING SET. -Another important household utensil, especially
with the Reindeer Chukchee, is the bone-breaking set (Fig. I05), which con-
sists of several stone mauls (Fig. I05, b), a large flat stone upon vvhich to
lay the bone's, and a flat cylindrical vessel made out of walrus-hide, and serv'ing
as a receptacle for the broken bones (Fig. I05, a).

The stone maul (ri'pe'-ni) is oblong in shape, with a groove in the middle,
and a short handle tied to it by means of strong lashings. It has exactly
the same form among the Markova Russianized natives, who call it manga'uda,
a word which is supposed to belong to the old Chuvantzy language. It is
one of. the most familiar of the kitchen tools, and is especially used for split-

I W. Hough, in Lamp (Plate 17), calls one of the Siberian specimens of the National Museum a soap-
stone lamp, but on closer investigation it proved to be also sandstone.

2 See Chapter XII; cf. also p. IOI.
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ting marrow-bones to extract the marrow from -them; it is - also used for
breaking all kinds of bones from which

all:inds o>f 1froze met fish and blubblenr

A
C15 :: IZIMIIl1IIIIM 11WATER-SUPPLY One of the great

ter-time is a suffIcient suply of water for

_. ~~~~~~ent,when the drinking of hot tea has
<.,; ~~~~~~~almostentirely superseded the eating of

>-;X---~, __ _hard snow, which was usual in former

an iron kettle, is at best a slow process,
particularly so if the kettle is filled 'with
snow or ice that must be first melted

Fig. I05. Bone-Breaking Set. a () Flat and then heated. The process is con-
Stone and Hide Bucket (height of bucket) iocm.);
b (7,iw,Stone-Maul (length, 25 cm.). siderably shortened when begun with water

instead of ice or snow. W7hen a river
or lake is near by, and the ice is not too thick to be broken through, water
is taken from a hole in the ice. Otherwise the largest vessel in the house
is kept full of ice all the time. This dissolves gradually. The vessel is
usually hung up to escape casualties, and a large wooden dish is put under
it to catch the drippings.

The movable sleeping-room of the Reindeer Chukchee is not suitable to
melt ice in. For the night-time a kettleful of ice-cold water or of broth cooled
with pieces of hard snow is put inside for the benefit of the inmates. Its
place is on the skin in front of the lamp, where nobody is allowed to sleep.
Because of the general lack. of room, the kettle i's-often upset by the foot of
one of the in'mates, and the contents are spilled over the sleepers. This
arrangement presents another, proof that the movable type of sleeping-room
is a- comparatively recent variation from the stationary type, and is not
thoroughly adapted to the conditions it has to meet.

DISHES, BOWLS, ETC. Wooden trays and dishes, bowls, and dippers
(Fig. IO6, a-f) of various sizes are made of-wood, and used by the Chuk-
chee for the purpose of serving food and drinkz. Those with sides of bent
pine-wood sewed together, and fastened with pegs to a flat bottom' (Fig. IO7),
are brought from Alaska across Bering Sea or from St. Lawrence Island.
In several tales there appears, as -an object of luxury, a carved drinking-cup of
sheep-horn (Fig. IO8). -Such cups are even now valued more highly than the
imported hardware. Drinking-tubes made of the leg--bones of swans (Fig. I O9) are
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Fig. xo6, a (jTJ°y), Dipper (length, I9 cm.); b (X,Bailer (length, 25 cm-); c ( ) Dipper (iength, I9 cm.);
d (4)Bowl (diameter, 22.5 cm.); e ( ),Tray (leDgth, 73 cm-); f ( ) Dish (length, 38 cm.).

F'ig. 107z a Yq#7S b), Vessel of Bent Pine for Cookecl Meat (height, 20 cm.), Indian Point Eskimo,
Alaska make; b (m), Dish of Bent Pine (length, 23.5 cm.), Mariinsky Post, Alaska make.
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also used chiefly as a measure of precaution against diseases a'subject to shunning."'
Spoons were unknown in former times, broth

\\being drunk from small cups of various shapes,
/ 0 ' ~~While-mush was taken simply writh the fingers

v ); J ~~or with small spatulae cut out of the rear

;, ~~~~~~~~~~presenttime, spoons (Fig. I I I, a, b,c) are

or a piece of cast-off sheet-metal is wrought
: ~~~~into the required shape by hammering or by

simply bending it with the teeth. Many spoonsFig. I0o8 (T-4). Drinking-Cup of Sheep
Horn. Height, p-cm have capacious bowls and short handles, call-

Fig. iog. Drinking-Tube. nat. size. (From a sketch.)

-_ ~~~~~~~~~ingto mind the original
_

I _ _ ~~~~~~~~form of the drinking-cup., ~~~~~~~~~~~~~As a rule, all these uten-
_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~silsare similar in shape
Fig. IIO (Tw-) Marline-Spike with Spatula. ffnat. size. to those used by Ameri-
- ~~~~~~~~~canEskimo.

<> ~~A stout branch of
_;=<=_ Ja ~~~~~~~anitler, with a spade-like
V-f _ ~~~~~~~endand several points
<f- ~~~~~~~~curvedupwards, is used
- ~~~~~~~~~fortaking boiled meat out

of the pot (Fig. I I2, a).
000, _, ~~~~~~~~~~Fish-skimmers (Fig. I I2,
< ,~~~~~W b) are usually made of

wood, and their form i's
copied' from the forms

m ~~~~~~~~ofthose used by the
cXm * ~~~~~~~~Russianized fishermen.
>>E ~~~~~~~~~~Tooth-picks of whale-
s% ~~~~~~~~boneare sometimes met
=' U i E S ~~~~~~~with.The spec'imen

Figh.iii

-)

a Shet-ir,oneSpoon (leXngth 8 cm.); b)(&) Ivory was pehap sdas
chee; c, Wute'en Eskimo. as tweezers for pulling

I See p. 41I.
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out the hair of the mustache.
a hole in the belt. Cups of
are occasionally used.

Every kind of cheap
hardware is bought from
the traders, especially
cups, glasses, and sau-

cers, for tea-drinking.
When these are broken
into pieces, the Chukchee
have a clever ivay of
mending them by keep-
ing the pieces together v
y means of a combi-

nation of iron clasps.
This is done, however,
in imitation of the Rus-
sianized natives. W7hen Fii
a man travels alone, he
carries his cup and sau-

To prevent. its being lost, it was stuck through
walrus-hide (Fig. III4), for holding oil or mush,

(Z

ig. i i2-, a (f+) Meat-Ladle made of Antler (length, 28 cm.);
b T7,), Fish-Skimmer (length, 31 cm.).

cer, often incased in a small round wooden box closely .:==
fitting the chinaware. The cups and saucers of the
Reindeer people's household are carried along in Fig. 113 (AW). Tooth-Pick..
square wooden boxes, for the most part bought from Length, 8 cm.

the Russianized natives or from the Maritime Koryak.
The Maritime Chukchee, on the contrary, have little 2
opportunity to work and deal in boxes, on account

13AGS - The bags for storing food usually
consist, in the case of the Maritime Chukchee, of a t
complete seal-skin, with all the natural openings W \ .\
carefully sewed up. A rip across the breast forms F.1
the mouth of the bag. This kind of bag. is used for
several purposes, for floats of harpoon-lines, for t-
holding putrid meat for dog-food, etc. The inland
reindeer-breeders, who have little seal-skin, make Fig. II14 (# .Oil-Cup.
storage-bags out of old reindeer-skins, but always Height, IO cm.

give them an oblong form with a mouth across the middle. These bags are

usually so large that a single bag filled with putrid meat, or with blood
mixed with pounded leaves, forms a sledge-load for one reindeer.

Similar bags (Fig. I I 5) are used for storing clothes and old scraps of skin.
The flat narrow pillow-bag of the movable sleeping-room has a similar sh.ape.
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The bags filled -with oil or blubber, on the contrary, are rounded, with

Fig. 115() Clothing-Bag. Length, go cm.

a short slit for a mo-uth. The blubber is pulled out of the bag with a hook

Fig. xx6 (g.Blubber-Hook. Length, 54.5 cm. Eskimo, Indian Point.

(Fig. I I6), which is essentially the same also among the Eskimo, the Koryak,
and the Kamchadal.I



VIII. --FOOD.

ANIMAL FOOD. -The staple food of the Reindeer Chukchee is reindeer-
meat, and that of the Maritime peop,le, "sea-meat," - the -meat of sea-mam-

mals. On the whole, the latter is more relished by the whole people, because
it is fatter, and because it formed the chief food of their forefathers. The
reindeer-breeders have quite a liking for sea-food. This peculiarity may also
be observed in the traditions of the tribe. In the tale of Elendi and his
sons the old man and his wife risk the safety of their herd in sending their
sons to procure some sea-fooxd. After a while, when the enemies have been
defeated, the old man is described as sitting in the sleeping-room, eating
blubber, the oil drippinog down from both sides of his inouth.

I myself witnessed that Reindeer Chukchee who had not had any blubber
for a long time develop a craving for it, and are ready to pay extravagant
prices for it. For this reason every spring, when the traders from the sea-

coast visit the Reindeer cam.ps, a continual feasting begins, and blubber and
meat of sea-animals are offered to every one as the best of.dainties.

On the other hand, the Maritime Chukchee and the Eskimo- value rein-
deer-meat very highly, and call 'it the "sweet food of reindeer-breeders." In
their tales it is often praised be-yond any other kind of human food. The
Maritime people undertake long expeditions by sea and land to obtain a

supply, and occasionally trade some of it to the Eskimo of St. Lawrence
Island and of the Diomede Islands. Although the meat is usually in a very
poor state, it brings quite a good price. Generally it is bartered for the
meat of sea-mammals, 'because one of the principles of trade in those coun-

tries is the interchange of similar articles whenever possible. Cotton is traded
for skins, sugar for 'reindeer-tongues, ready-m'ade shirts for ready-made skin
coats,etc.--

The Reindeer Chukchee liave no opportun'ity to consume fish in any
considerable quantity. The Russianized nat'ives, on the other hand, live almost
solely on fish; and therefore the. Chukchee who live near these settlements
utilize fish, which they reckon as belonging to what is 'called "alien food." 2
The Maritime Chukchee 'also consider fish as ratlier poor diet. 3 They con-

sume it, however, whenever they have za chance to obtain 'it, and also gather
oysters and shells on sandy beaches or' 'in shallow w'aters.

METHODS OF COOKING. -At present most of the meat is -eaten boiled.
It is hard to tell how food was prepared in former times. I collected one

Bogoras, Chukchee Materials, .33 2 See p. 20I. 3 Compare p. I46.
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tradition among the Reindeer Chukchee, according to which, in olden times,
their forefathers had no clay kettles, and the meat was roasted on large flat
stones heated for the purpose. The Lamut tell the same story of their ances-

tors; but such a method of cooking is possible only within the borders of the
forest, where the supply of fuel is abundant. On the tundra and on the
treeless coast a method of cooking that requires less fuel must always have
been in use. Therefore it seems probable that the lamp and the kettle were

in use in former times as well as now.
The Yukaghir and the Kamchadal used to boil their meat and fish in

bark or wooden vessels by means of heated stones. This method of boiling
meat is still used occasionally by the hunter, who carries no kettle, and who
may boil his meat in the old way. The Kamchadal of Central Kamchatka
extract the fish-oil of Salmo sanguinolentus by trying out the fish in a dug-out
with heated stones.

At present the Chukchee use little roasted meat. They hardly know how
to roast it properly. Fish and lungs, which are sometimes roasted near the
fire, are always covered with ashes, charred from without, and quite raw

within. The Yukaghir and Kamchadal roast fish and meat very well on thin
wooden spits stuck into the ground near the fire.

RAW AND PUTRID MEAT AND CARRION. -Raw, frozen -meat is eaten by
the Reindeer Chukchee and all the neighboring tribes. The Arctic people
consider meat that is raw and hard-frozen just as palatable as cooked meat.
I must acknowledge that I soon learned- to eat it and to like its taste.

Especially when we had to live for a long time exclusively on fat fish, with
not so much as a pinch of salt to season it, we found this diet more tolerable
when the fish was eaten raw and frozen hard.

Liver and kidneys, heart, tendons of the legs, gristle' of the nose, eyes,
and marrow are consumed raw summer and winter, immediately after the
reindeer has been slaughtered. Blood is also consumed raw, fresh. or half-
putrid. The Chukchee are averse to eating other parts of the animal raw;
and I know of cases where a herdsman who had no kettle killed one buck
after another, and ate only those parts that are considered fit to be eaten raw,
leaving all the rest of the meat to spoil.

The Reindeer Chukchee, and especially the herdsmen, however, are not

very particular as to their food. They eat the maggots of the reindeer-fly,
and various herbs which taste to us unsavory or repugnant. In exceptional
cases they gather toadstools and the green, half-liquid dung of the reindeer
that has taken to eating leaves in the spring. This is mixed with herbs and
a little blood or putrid liver, and eaten raw.

The herdsmen aruong the Telq d/p people are accused by their neighbors
of catching mice and eating them raw, after removing the intestines. During
calving-time, when short of drinking-water, they are said to drink the birth-
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water of dams. In a similar way the Maritime Chukchee and the Eskimo,
while killing a walrus in the summer-time, far-away on the open sea, open
it, and squeeze out the "liquid contained in the intestines.

The Maritime Chukchee. eat more raw meat than the reindeer-breeders,
because of the dificulty of procuring fuel. Especially in the spring, when the
supply of fuel runs short and the snow is very deep, they live almost exclu-
sively on raw meat or blubber, frozen or not frozen, with the addition of some
dried meat which is half putrid and tast'es bitter. The meat of animals that
have died of disease is eaten without aversion. For instance, the Reindeer
Chukchee consume reindeer that die of the hoof-disease, fawns that perish
from starvation in an unfavorable spring, etc. Late in the spring and early
in summer, well-to-do families live almost exclusively on the meat of reindeer
that have died of disease, because there is always plenty of it, and it is con-
sidered sinful to throw away any kinid of food unless absolutely compelled to.
During this period, the poor people, who do not lose so many animals, live
on slaughtered reindeer. Animals killed by wolves are eaten, but not as

freely as those that have died of disease, and children are forbidden to eat
of their hearts or marrow.

In former times the meat of reindeer killed by wolves was tabooed,
because it was believed that a man who had eaten of such meat would become
an easy mark for his foes; but at the present time this custom has lost much
of its force.

.The Maritime Chukchee consume the carcasses of all sea-animals that
are drifted ashore by the currents,. so long as they are not too putrid.

Although it would Be easy to construct storerooms in the frozen ground,
in which meat could be preserved in good condition, the Chukchee are satisfied
with their ill-protected cellars, in which the provisions soon begin to become
putrid. Therefore both the Reindeer and the Maritime Chukchee live on

putrid meat throughout the summer and part of the winter.
When the Reindeer people drive their herds to the summer pastures, ten

or fifteen animals are slaughtered for summer provisions. The meat is simply
hung in the tent, where it is easily accessible to carrion-flies and other insects.
After several days it is placed in a pit dug in the centre of the tent, and
covered with sod. Later on, when the pit is opened, the stench is so strong
that it is disagreeable to the natives themselves, who avoid staying in the tent
until the pit is covered over again.

The Reindeer Chukchee do not let any part of the carcass of the rein-
deer.-go to waste. They eat the gristle, and consume the half-digested moss
of the paunch.

Blood is eaten fresh, mixed with herbs or dried meat. It is also preserved
in large bags. It is frozen in winter, and fermented in summer. The ears,
the gristly part of the nose, and the rims of the hoofs, are singed over the
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fire, cut into pieces, and thrown into the blood. The guts are also chopped
and thrown into the blood. The sam-e is done with fish-heads and such bits
of meat as are not consumed immediately. This mixture does not readily
become putrid, on account of the fermentation that is going on in the blood.
Bags filled with fermented blood, and putrid meat of slaughtered or dead
-animals, are stored up. by thrifty families for winter use. These stores are

gradually consumed during the cold season, although the Chukchee prefer to
use fresh meat, and sell them at a low price to the Russians for dog-food.

The Maritimze Chukchee store away baas of seal-blood prepared in -the
same manner, but their supply is not so abundant as that of the reindeer-
breeders. Walrus-meat, whale-skin, and the like, are cut into square pieces
and stored in underground cellars. Whole carcasses of seals and walruses
are often stored for several months, and afterwards eaten or used for dog-food,
although they generally become quite putrid. Blubber is stored in bags. .Oil
is extracted from chopped or pounded blubber by protracted boiling. The
blubber is not chewed, as is done by the Central Eskimo in America.

In spring, about the middle of April, the Reindeer Chukchee dry some
of their meat in the open air. Under the combined action of the warm
breezes of noon -and the frost of night, quite large plieces become thoroughly
'dry, and keep much of their savor and softness. The dried meat is slightly
smoked over the hearth -in the tent. Unlike the Lamut and the Yukaghir,
the Reindeer Chukchee do not care to dry meat in summer, because f_at that
season the -meat must be cut into thin strips and strung on lines,: wh'ich is
considered too much wsork. The Maritime people dry some seal-meat in
-summer. It is sliced thin and hung. on long poles, which form a drying-rack.
Whenever a whale drifts ashore, quantities of whale-meat are sliced thin and
hung on poles or strung'on lines, or, if thev weather is favorable, spread on

skins. 'or on dry smooth rocks. The Chukchee fishermen at the mouth of the
Anadyr dry their. fish on racks made in imitation of those of their neighbors,
the Russianized natives.

'The dryinor is done very carelessly. The meat or fish is'seldom protected
.from 'rain. It becomes' soft, and so full of maggots that ofte'n they can be
gathered by, the handful on the, gro'und below. When it is at last dry, it is
;as hard as wood, and almost as' ta'steless.'-

TABOOS. There are several restrictions fconnected with animal food.
The Reindeer Chukchee abstain from the meat of the wolverene and black
bear, of all the species of Canis., and of most birds of prey. The large owl
of the 'tundra (S/srix nyclea) and its large eggs are eaten. Milt of reindeer is
supposed to cause the impotency of men and the flabby breasts of women,
and is tabooed 'for young peo'ple of both sexes. The same taboo exists con-

cerning the, -tongue and the gastrocnemius muscle of the' sacrificed fawn.
The -Maritime Chukchee eat all'-kinds of animals -except a. few birds, such
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as the eagle and the raven. To kill the former would bring a dense fog.
In times of want, meat of foxes and wolves is often eaten, and the popular
saying for a - man born of a poor family is that he has b'een raised on fox-meat.'

VEGETABLE FOOD. - Vegetable food of various kinds is used by both
branches of the tribe, though rather as a substitute in cases of scarcity of
meat than as a relished change.

I have already mentioned the moss extracted -from the paunch of the
reindeer. It is a soft greenish mass of -the consistency of thick gruel. The
women strain it through a piece of old net. The coarse shreds of moss that
remain in the strainer are placed back in the paunch, and smoked for a long
time over the hearth. This method of preparation, however, is used princi-
pally by the Tungus. The Chukchee thro'w away the shreds and keep the
green gruel, which they use for preparing a soup by boiling it with some

blood, fat, and chopped guts of reindeer. In former times this soup formed
the usual breakfast of the Re6indeer people. The moss-gruel was stored in
~great- quantities and used throughout the summer, but at present tea is gradually
superseding the old moss-porridge.

Poor people still store a couple of bags for winter use every year, but
the greater part is left unused. In the fall, when the' Chukchee have their
great slaughtering, the- poor fishing-people of the Russian and Yakut settle-
ments of the Kolyma take some of it for dog-food without pay. With it
they thicken the 'fish-soup prepared for the dogs.

Leaves of stunted willows are gathered early in summer, pounded into
a puilp, mixed -with moss-gruel, and put into bags, in which the mixture is
allowed to ferment. After fermentation it tastes sour, and is eaten with putrid
meat, like a salad, though not in large quantities.
-Leaves of Polygonuzm polymnor.phum, Oxyria digina, Claylohia aculifolia
W7illd, and several other plants, are used for the same purpose, or are eaten
raw, mixed with blood or putrid liver, or some animal. food of similar kind.
The Maritime Chukchee pound these leaves -and store them for winter use,
without admixture of moss-gruel. They eat also several kinds of seaweed
which are found on the seashore. ,This is gathered only when animal food
is scarce, but children eat it raw while 'laying on-the beach.

The inner bark of the thickest roots of stunted willow is also utilized as

food. In olden times it was much more important than at present, as may
-be judged from an ancient sayincr: "The people come to life in spring because
the roots of the willow begin to thaw." The bark is stripped off, thoroughly
pounded, and then mixed with fresh or putrid blood, and eaten raw or boiled
,as a kind of soup. -The women also put some of ~this bark into the ferment-
ing blood, which is stored 'for winter use.
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The roots of Claylonia acutifolia Willd, Hedisarumn o6scurum, Polygonum
viviparum, Polygontm fiolymorphum, Pedicularis sudetzica, Potentilla fragi-
formis, Oxytropis, various species of Carex, and several others, are used by
the Chukchee. They are the only vegetabl-e food that is really relished.
During the summer women often go diggilng roots (Plate XIX, Fig. i). They
use a digging-pick, which in former times consisted of a handle with bone
point (Fig. II7, 6) or simply of a sharp-pointed piece of antler (Fig.- II7, C),
while at present it has an iron poinit tied to a wooden handle (Fig. II 7, a).

Nests of mice are also robbed.
It iS considered dangerous, how-

t_ ~~~~~~~~~~ever,to take all the roots from*7Q--; ^ = ¢ / ~~~the nests, because the owner-i-<i ~~~~~~~might retaliate by means of~~~~ ~~~magic.- Moreover, the Chuk-
chee believe that some of the
roots and herbs found in the

zl5storehouses of mice are po'ison-
Fig.117,a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ous, and are gathered by the

handle7, (ws) Root-Digger with Iron Point (length of tyfrteproeohade 57 cm.); b (U-f), Root-Digger with Bone Point (length mice p~artyfrheppoef
Of handle, 5 I cm.); c (B4h), Root-Digger made of Antler (length, poisoning the robbers, partly

as an intoxicant, like fly-agaric
(Agaricusmuscsarius), 1-which is used by man.

Roots are eaten raw, added to meat-soup as vegetables, or pounded fine,
together with the choicest meat and tallow, and made into a pudding, which
is considered the most delicious dish of the Chukchee bifl of fare.

Berries are gathered and eaten on the spot. They are very seldom stored,
since the tundra is not very rich in berries. Those occurring most frequently
are :Empetrum nigrum and Rubus chamomorus.
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On the whole, vegetable food is much more used by women and children
than by men. In tales, men living in solitude are always described as hunting
animals and ,procuring animal food. A solitary woman is more frequently
described as gathering herbs and roots, laying in stores of vegetable food,
and often it is told how she brings up on it several small children.'

DISHES. -The Chukchee bill of fare is not very varied. Boiled meat
forms the staple food, and the brisket is considered the best part of the animal.
The head of the animal is generally eaten first; and the other parts are pre-
pared in order, going backward along the body. There 'are a few more
elaborate dishes. First of all is ki'vlet, a kind of soup, wThich is made of
blood mixed with fat, chopped guts, and edible roots if on hand.' This soup
is cooked in large quantities at all the principal ceremonials. It is used for
sacrifices, and eaten by the guests as the chief course of the feast. Another
dish is made of pounded flesh mixed with fat and roots and boiled with a
small quantity of water into porridge.

Pounded meat mixed with fat, and sometimes also with edible roots, is
boiled in water, and then well kneaded and formed into large round balls,
which in winter are frozen hard, and- form the chief travelling-provisions of
the Chukchee. A man going alo'ne on an expedition of any kind will take
along a ball of frozen meat-pudlding and a few sticks of frozen marrow. Mleat-
pudding is prepared in quantity for ceremonials of a social character; for
instance, for weddings. It is the customary present which is interchanged
between the families of the groom and of the bride.

The Chukchee women do not care to prepare these dishes for every-day
consumptio)n, especially because boiled reindeer-meat is, after all, the dish
best to their liking. Among the Koryak and the Kamchadal, puddings are

prepared chiefly of roots, stalks of herbs, and berries pounded and mixed with
oil; but the country of the Chukchee is too poor to yield vegetable food in
sufficient quantities. For sacrificial purposes, however, puddings are made of
pounded leaves and'herbs of the plants named, and on these occasions some-
such pudding is eaten by the people.

The ordinary meals of the Chukchee consist of solid food o'nly. Like
all the other tribes of northeastern Siberia, they dnink tea 'after the meal.
Broth is taken afterwards as a cold drink, for which purpose it is often
cooled with slabs of snow. According to reports of former travellers, they
ate much snow to quench the thirst; but, owing to the introduction of tea,
this custom has fallen off to a great extent.

TEA, TOBACCO, AND OTHER FOODS. -The people of northeastern Siberia
use compressed "brick tea" almost exclusively, and drink it very strong and
black, when their supply is suficient. They have no milk, and practically nlo
sugar; nor do they add tallow or rye-meal, as do the people of southern Siberia.

I See, for instance, Bogoras, Chukchee Materials, p. 258.
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Roasted rye-meal is sometimes used in the north as a substitute for tea, but
it is not much liked by the people. They drink tea in large quantities three
or four times daily, sometimes as much as forty large cups a day; but it
does not seem to affect their nervous system. This-is due to the fact that
compressed tea, being prepared of the refuse leaves mixed with sheep or ox
blood, contains but small quantities of the alkaloid. Europeans travelling in
that country generally consume nearly as much tea- without ill effects. Tea
is considered by the people as a subst'itute for food. Its chief importance,
however, is that it presents an excellent means of restor'ing heat after travelling
or walking out of doors in the cold. It is considered to be healthy; and the
natives believe that in the summer-time, when camping on the damp tundra,
plenty of hot strong tea keeps off cold, and fever. For all these reasons,
scarcity of tea is considered almost evrerywhere as nothing short of a calamity,
which, however, befalls the people.almost every year for several weeks, when-
ever the arrival of the merchant caravans is retarded by blizzards or by
swollen rivers.

As substitutes for tea, leaves of the 'Sweet-brier? of EpAilobivum alngustifolioum
and of various berries, such as Rubus cham'amorus and Rubus arcticus, are used.

As stated before, the principal meal of the Chukchee is in the evening,
after all the people have entered the sleeping-room. At this time the Chuk-
chee eat much and ravenously. They swallow large quantities of meat, gnaw
the bones, and try to outdo each other in quickness. Nevertheless the Chuk-
chee do not seem to be greater eaters than their neighbors; and my cossacks
and other companions, after a long day spent-in travelling through the cold
weather, ate just as swiftly and ravenously as the natives. There are so-me
exceptionally great eaters among the Chukchee, although I myself met such-
a one only among the Russianized Yukaghir of the Kolyma. I was told about
one Reindeer Chukchee of -the Telqd'p tundra who was able to consume at
one eating a two-year-old reindeer-buck. I was told that be'fore a meal the
skin on h'is stomach lay in large folds, which he gathered up with his belt.-
He could stay without food for two or three days. Then, after a sumptuous
meal, his stomach would ' be enormously distended, so that the skin would
look quite smooth, and he would spend a whole day'Imotionless digesting.

The Reindeer Chukchee, 'as well as the Lamut and the Koryak in Kam-
chatka, occasionally use as food a kind of white clay, which is called -nu'te--
e cen ('earth-fat"). This, of course, is eaten o-nly in moderate quantities,- mixed
with broth or writh reindeer-milk.

Pitch ,from the larch-tree is used as chewing-gum, as is done' by many
other tribes. For the same purpose the Maritim'e Chukchee and the Eskimo
make a preparation of seal-oil by boiling the dregs from the oil till, they
become quite ductile and sticky. A sm-all piece is, steepe'd in fresh seal-oil
just before chewingit.';' ''
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The Chukchee like to try every kind of "alien -food," and even become
accustomed to condiments, like mustard and pepper. They even offer sacrifices of
sugar, bread, etc., to the spirits, supposing that they are also fond of new kinds of
food. In 'cases of voluntary death, the self-doomed man often declares his last
wish to be to taste "alien food." In the next world, he argues, there will be
no place for other tribes, so this will be his last chance to taste foreign foods.

I have already nmentioned the passion for tobacco among the native tribes
of northeastern Siberia. It is st'ronger in the Kolyma country, possibly be-
cause tobacco is more difficult to get there. Among the Chukchee very few
people are met in that region who do not use tobacco in some form. Even
children three years old, who are just toddling about, are seen smoking.
Mothers give their pipes to suckling babes to quiet their crying.

"The tobacco-weed knows no shame, says a proverb of the Russi-anized
Yukaghir. Of the same nature is another common saying in this tribe, which
refers 'to their girls selling their virtue for a stem of tobacco.

Scarcity of tobacco is felt as keenly as a food or tea famine. The same
term is used to express. all three ideas in I-ocal Russian and in the native
languages. When tobacco- gives out, the people use the black. deposit which
gathers inside of the. pipe-stem. In-de'ed, one of the reasons for making pipes
with cleft stems is for the convenience of extracting this nicotine deposit,- which
is stored in a bag for future use. It is considered especially suited to chewing,
and during prolonged hard work it drives away drowsiness and fatigue more

effectually than genuine- tobacco. More commonly they use for chew'inog small
pieces of tobacc-o-leaf without any preparation. The stamens are considered
to be less desirable than the broad part of the leaf.

Tobacco for smoking 'is cut fine with an ordinary knife on a small board
of the same shape as a, woman's tailoring-board' Two parts of tobacco are
then mixed with one part of wood to weaken it prop)erly. The wood used
is dry poplar or aspen bark, or pieces of young willow, w1hich are scraped
fine and rubbed with the fingers. The Russian leaf-tobacco is too strong,
though a few people use it without, mixture. The so-called "Turkish" tobacco,
which in reality is grown in sou'thern Russia and in the Cri-mean is used pure,
because it is much weaker. The same may be said of Manchurian tobacco
and the lighter American tobaccos. All strong. American tobaccos are smoked
with-- a mixture of wood.

The receptacle for tobacco in the bowl of the pipe is extremely narrow,
and each dose for smoking is there'fore very small. The smoker consumes a

pipeful at once by several prolonged puffs. The northern smokers, in conse-

quence, refill their pipes almost every ten minutes. After a long period of
abstinence, a passionate smoker, on consuming his first pipe i'n this hasty
manner, often becomes so giddy that he falls unconscious. Th'is 'is particularly
noticeable among the- young men and women.

26-JESUP NORTH PACIFIC EXPED.) VOL. VIl.
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Tobacco-pipes of various shapes are used. The oldest and simplest pattern
(Fig. IiI8 a, b) has the stem made of two. parts, unequal in size, the narrower

part forming- the bottom. The stem
, ~~is, held together by being wound with~~~~a strip of leather. The bowl (Fig.b~~~~~~~~~ II8,b) iS made of tin or pewter, and

S w 1S~~~~~~i more or less similar to Chinese

w ~~~~~~~~nese rnake are found widely distrib-
V'\ ~~~~~~utedamong all tribes- of eastern

\\ ~~~~~~~Siberia, and have undoubtedly influi-
<\ ~~~~~~encedthe native manufacture. Other
awfX ~~~~~~~pipeshave a bowl of tin or pewter,~~~~~~~~with a round wooden stem. TheyX: \ ~~~~~~~~are Joined in a manner similar to that
/J\\0 ~~~~~~shownin Fig. I I8, a, but the stem

2
S ~~~~~~~~~~~consists of a single piece (Fig. I I 9, a).g
, > ~~~~~~~It has a hole in the butt-end,closed

2ia zS ~~~~~with a stopper, which allows the

A few pipes in the collection have
Fig. IIg Tn) Chukchee Pipe with Cleft Stem. bowls of the same shape made of

Height of bowl, 2_5cm. bone, or stone roughly hollowed out
with a chisel. Other pipes (Fig. I I9, d) are made of a single piece of woodl,
with a very small bowl and bulging stem. All aloncg their lower side are
round holes closed with stoppers. Tohrough these holes the black residue from
the pipe is extracted. Some of these pipes are quite large. On the Kolymza
I saw an old woman who carried her pipe on her shoulder like a club, and
indeed it might have been used, as a weapon. A Koryak pipe in Mr. Jochelson'Is
collection is about 60 cm.' long.

Some single-piece pipes are ornamented with patterns inlaid with pewter
(Ficy. I I9, b, C). The bowl and the mouth-piece are of pewter, and are cast
in wooden mantles (Fiog. I 20). The wooden part of the pipe, with its sur-
face grooved for inlaying, is interposed between the end moulds, which are
connected by a paper tube. The metal parts are thu's all cast. at the samie
time, the pewter beinig poured into the bowl-end of the 'mould. -The pipe is
afterwards finished with a knife and a file.

One style of pipe (Fi'g. I2I a, b) has ani ivory bowl, and a stem made
of wood. Its shape is nearer to that usual among Europeans, and may be
an imitation. The bowl is adorned with very clever carvings. This work is
rare among the Chukch'ee, but the Koryak pipes display a great variety of
carved patterns.
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With the pipe are kept a stout iron pin to clean the bowl, and a small to-
bacco-pouch made of leath-
er and sometimes adornedd
with crude embroidery. <

All the pipes describeda_=
resemble the pipes of the
Alaskan Eskimo. This <
may be seen by compari-
son with Nelson's plates.'w
Some of the Alaskan Eski- --2

mo pipes, however, have the
body ~of the bowl higher,
and the rim wider and fmore
flattened. The differe'nce_
was pointed out to me by

American pipes carved of6
ivory retain the same form
as the s'impler pipes; while 1
the Asiatic carved pipes, as

noted before, resemble the

simila tothe ChukcheeAn

shape. Their stems, more-
F'ig. Iig, a (4TF)Pipe with a Tin Bowl (length, I7.5 cm.); b (-.1T)over, are engraved with Ornamental Pip4e (length, 26- cm.), Eskimo, Indian Point; c (,g,Or-

pictogAphic tching (Fignamental Pipe (length, 2-3 cm.); d (N-f 0.), Wooden Pipe (length, 45 cm.).
I 22), while on the Asiatic
side the pipe-makers use t
only relief-work. N-J

The uise of snuff is
found rather among the ;M

Russianized natives than *JiX1

bacco for this purpose is Fi. I20Flg.20 (el).Wooden Mantle for casting Pipe. nat. size.
ground in a very small
wooden mortar (Fig. 123) by means of a long, heavy, wooden pestle. The

I Nelson, Plates LXXXVIII and LXXXIX; also Fig. 94, p. 28I; ancl Fig. 95, p. 284.
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mortar is placed on the ground, between the operator's feet. The small end
of the pestle is put into the mortar,- while the other end is moved slowly

a

*

c)

44.
0

c),
1 .

cd

bA3 :

Oi
0

41

a;;
0

vz

cS~

Fig. 12I1, (,340,), (rAl".). -Pipes Bowls.

Lenlgthl. I 8 cm., 20 cm.

Fig. I 22 ( s).Ivory Pipe. Length, 23 'cm. Eskimo,
S;t. Lawrence Island.

F'ig. I124 (5i-) Birch-bark
Snuff-13ox, Markova imake. IHeighlt,
7 cm.

around with the hand. Mortars used by various tribes of -northeastern Asia
resemable those used by the Alaskan Eskimo. Some white ashes of poplar-
wood is added to the tobacco, and-often a pinch of pulverized glass, to increase
the irritation of the snuff. On the Pacific coast, ground tobacco is used very
generally, but for chewing rather than for snu-ffing.

The Chukchee. buy snuff-boxes from the Russianized Yukaghir or the
Maritime Koryak. These boxes are made of birch wood or bark (Fig. I24),
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and s'ometimes are ornamented with geometrical designs scratched in with a
knife or impressed in the soft bark -with sharp stamps. The Chukchee use
these boxes for holding snuff, chewing-tobacco, and any small objects which
they are afraid of losing. Occasionally a lump of sugar gets in with the mixture,
and its sweetness is improved, to their taste, by the additional tobacco flavor.
The Koryak, the Kerek, the Russianized Yukaghir, and also the Chukchee
of the Kolyma, make snuff-boxes of the same styles, using wood, antler, and
ivory. The same is true of the Alaskan Eskimo. MIany of the shapes rep-
resented by Nelson 1 have their counterparts in Asia.

I have met men and 'women who used tobacco in all three ways at tl-le
same tinie. Usually, howevert snuff- is onlyJ used when smokincg cannot be
continued because it causes a cough, or for.some other reason. Taking snuff
is considered a cure for rheum, weakness of the eyes, and even dulniess of
hearing. In the Kolyma reoion, smzoking and chewing are of equal impor-
tance, but on the Pacific chewing is much more general.

INTOXICANTS. -Fly-agaric is the only means of intoxicat'ion discovered
by the natives of northeastern Asia. Its use is more common in the Koryak
tribe, as agaric does not grow outside of-the forest border. For the same
reason only the Southern Pacific Chukchee -e. g., those around the Anadyr.'
Big River, and Opuka River -are supplied with the 'intoxicating mushrootn.
They do not compare with the Koryak, however, in their passion for agaric.

The Russianized natives of the Anadyr until recently shared in the con-

sumption of this into.xicant, but now they have almost wholly given up its use.
The reason of this 'change is that they con'sider the strong intoxication produced
by this stimulant as shameful for a Christian. They also realize that the
consumption of fly-agaric involves some danger. With a person unaccustomed
to its use it may even cause death. The abstinence from agaric is also noticed
among the northern Kamchadal, and to some degree among the Maritime
Koryak of northern Kamchatka, though all of these people gather it assiduously
in order to trade it to their less civilized reindeer-breeding .neighbors.

Fortunately for the tribes consuming the fly-agaric, it grows only in cer-
tain places, and the supply is often limited. The mushrooms are usually
dried up and strung together in threes, that number being an average dose.
Some of the natives of course req-uire much more to produce any effect. The
intoxication may be followed by sickness, or the after-effect may be very slioght.
When eaten, the mushrooms are torn to small shreds, and these are chewed
piece by piece, and swallowed with a little water. Among the Koryak the
woman chews the mushrooml, and offers the ready quidl to her husband to swallow.

I witnessed a few times the progress of intoxication by means of agaric.
The symptoms are analogous to those produced byJ opium or hasheesh. Tlhe
intoxication comes on rather suddenly, in about a q'uarter of an hour after

I See Nelson, Plate LXXXVTI, Figs. 51 6, 20, 23, p. 270.
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'the consumption of the mushrooms. Usually the person remains awake; but
the natives say that if a person falls-asleep immediately after eating mushrooms,
they will work more effectively, and in a short time he 'will awaken more

thoroughly under their influence. The intoxication has three stages. In the
'first the person feels pleasantly excited. His agility increases, and he displays
more physical strength than normally. Reindeer-hunters of the Middle Anadyr
told me that before starting i'n canoes in pursuit of animals, they would chew
agaric because that made them more nimble on the hunt. A native fellow-
traveller of mine, after taking agaric, would lay aside his snow-shoes and
walk through the deep snow hour after hour by the side of his dogs for the
mere pleasure of exercise, and without any feeling of 'fatigue. During this
period the agaric-eater sings and dances. He frequently bursts into loud
peals of laughter without any apparent reason. It is a state altogether of
noisy joviality. His face acquires a darker hue and twi1itches nervously; his
eyes are now contracted, and again almost bursting from their sockets; his
mouth puckers and grins or spreads into a broad smile.-

Flashes of the second stage often appear early, shortly after t.he first
traces of intoxication become visible; indeed, all three stages are frequently
intermingled. This is noticeable especially among elderly inveterate agaric-
eaters. During the second stage the intoxica-ted person hears strange voices
bidding him perforni more or less incongruous actions; he sees the spirits of
fly-agaric and talks to them. He still recognizes surro.unding objects, however,
and when talked to is able to answer. All things appear to him increased
in size. For instance, when entering a room and stepping over the door-sill,
he will raise his feet exceedingly high. The handle of a knife seems to him
so big that he wants to grasp it with both hands.

The spirits of fly-agaric have an outward appearance similar to that of
the actual mushrooms, and the agaric-eater feels impelled to imitate them.
For example, I saw one man suddenly snatch a small narrow bag and pull
it with all his might o'ver his head, trying to break through the bottomn. He
was evidently imitating the mushroom bursting forth from the ground. Another
walked around with his neck drawn in, and assured every one that he- had
no head. He would bend his knees and move very quickly, swinging his
arms violently about. This was in imitation of the spirits-of fly-agaric, who
are supposed to have no necks or legs, but stout cylindrical bodies which,
move about swiftly.

The spirits of fly-agaric are fond of playing practical jokes on men under
their influence. They begin with asking for homage either for themselves or
.for surrounding objects, -the hills, the- river, the moon, etc. Then they
show some of the objects under a delusive aspect. WAihen asked why this
strange change has occurred, the splr'its answer that it portends danger to
the man's life unless he makes obeisance in a particular way. To illustrate.
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An intoxicated man, while talking to me reasonably enough, suddenly leaped
aside, and, dropping on his knees, exclaimed, a"Hills, how do you do ? Be
greeted!" Then he stood up, and, looking at the full moon,- asked, "O
Moon! why are you waning so fast?" He told me that the spirits answered,
"Even so will your life wane, unless you show the moon your bare buttocks."
This he did, and then, suddenly recovering his senses, began to laugh at his
foolish actions.

In the third stage the man is unconscious of his surroundings, but he is
still active, walking or tumbling about on the ground, sometimes raving, and
breaking whatever happens to come into his hands.- During this period the
agaric spirits take him through various worlds 'and show him strange sights
and peoples. Then a heavy slumber ensues, lasting for several hours, during
which it is impossible to rouse the sleeper. How persistent are the spirits'
commands is shown by the following instance of a man, who, when -about to
retire, was ordered to lie down in the midst of his dog-team. Although he
was attacked by the dogs, we could not keep him away from them. He
finally succeeded in staying with the dogs all fiight.

On awakening, a general weakness and heavy headache ensue, accom-

panied by nausea, often violent vomiting. The drunken state can be renewe-d
by a single mushroom. In this manner inveterate agaric-eaters keep up their
intoxicationi day after day.

Drinking the urine of one who has recently eaten fly-agaric produces the
same effect as eating the mushroom. The passion for intoxication beco'mes
so strong that the people will often resort to this source when agaric is not
available. Apparently wilthout aversion they will even pass this liquor around
in their ordinary tea-cups. The effect is said to be less than from the mush-
rooms themselves.

I have already spoken about the amount of trade in strono, liquors car-
ried on in northeastern Siberia. The Chukchee, as well as all other inhabitants
of the country, are eager for a chance to drink spirits. In all my journeys
through these countries I met people in only two places who knew nothing
about strong liquors. In one case they were some Maritime Koryak in small
villaaes on the northern border of the Kamchatka district. These people
were far from the Kamchatka towns and from Gishiginsk trading-settlements.
At the same time, they were so poor that nobody sought to bring liquors
to them. The other case was that of the Kerek of thie southern shore of
Anadyr Bay.

On the other hand, I hardly met a single adult man or woman among
the Chukchee who would refuse a drink of spirits. Younger people, of course,
have little chance to taste them. When offered drink, they consider it their
duty to pass the treat to their elders. Occasionally they will moisten their
lips with the liquor to indicate that they have partaken. W;\ith the older
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people the offering of a single -drop when liquor is scarce is considered a

quite acceptable treat. They feel that it adds to the general enj'oyment.
The Chukchee do not approve of dilutinog alcohol with much water. I have
witnessed them drink large glasses of 95%/ alcohol, one drop of which wras
sufficient to make my mouth burn for several minutes. Even the unrefined
alcohol of the Kolyma country is drunk undiluted when possible. The so-called
"principal chief" of the Reindeer Chukchee, previously mentioned, died sud-
denly in 1898 on the day of his arrival at the town of Sredne-Kolymsk, after
a oenerous drink of unrectified alcohol.

The Reindeer people are more eager for liquor than the Maritime. This
ma-y be because they have less chance to satisfy their craving. W;hen they
know that there is some strong liquor wvithin their reach, most of them are

ready to pay an exorbitant price for it. I was assured by many that if necessary
they would be quite ready to give a piece of their own flesh for a drink.

Small wooden kegs, in which the liquor is brought from the Russian
settlements, are carefully washed with hot water, and if possible boiled in large

g ~kettles. I have seen people sitting~~around a keg, which finally refused
f.5 :,-(; } ~~~~toyield any more, wveep bitter tears

v<-~-ts. ~~L . ; Uffover the end of their festivity.
;.- ; -fX ) ~Between the native villages and
.

, ~~~~~~camps the liquor iS carried in bags
;)made of the stomachs or bladders

of various animals (Fig. I 25). The
Fig- 125 (°).Bag in which to carry Strong Liqluors.bg eebetoevsdb h

Alaskan Eskimo for carryina water
or oil,' but they do not have an ivory nozzle, and are inerely tied around
the neck with a string.

The Maritime Koryak and the Kamchadal sometimes distil a kind of
b.randy from berries of Vazcciniums itiginos-iroa. They use for this a large iron
kettle with a wooden cover pasted over with dough. An old gun-barrel serves
as a condenser. This art was learned from the cossacks, though at present
the latter are strictly forbidden to distil in private any strong liquor. The
Chukchee, however, do not have enough berries for this purpose, or the skill
to thus distil them.

I S;ce p. 73- 2 Nelson, p. 73.



IX. -MANUFACTURES. '

WORK IN STONE. - Stone tools and weapons are no longer used in
northeastern Asia by the men. The more conservative women have preserved
some of the implements,. and even sought to increase their 'importance by
connecting them with religious ceremonies. This was the case with the kitchen
stone hammer among the Chukchee.

In the remotest parts of the country, -for example, among the Kerek,
stone adzes and knives were discarded within the remembrance of the living
generation, not more than fifteen or twenty years ago, according to. statements
of older people made to me in villages of that tribe.

Among the Chukchee and the Asiatic Eskimo stone implements of this
class disappeared more than half a century ago. Their character can be
ascertained only from specimens found in old houses and on burial-places.

By comparing these implements with those found in other parts of north-
eastern Asia, it seems that the harpoon-heads, spears, and arrows of the
whole region were usually made of flint, slate,' obsidian, and sometimes of
quartz. -The pieces of obsidian occasionally found in the country at the present
time are regarded as lightning arrows and balls which from time to time
drop from the sky. The- arrow-points made of obsidian are generally ruder
than those made of flint. By carefully chipping off thin pieces the natives
seem to have often made the flint arrow-heads with quite symmetrical outlines
and sharp edges.

The slate imnplements were flat, and had their edges rubbed down with
another stone. To assist in fastening these to the shaft, the Chukchee made
holes in the slate, using a slender drill, and working alternately on opposite
sides until the blade was pierced. One of the slate specimens in the Museum
has a circular mark on each side, showing how they had started to drill holes.

The slate blades' were rather weak and ineffectual. I was told by the
older people that a fresh blade was usually placed in the whaling-harpoon
after each blow, on account of the old one being spoiled. Slate was more
appropriate for knives, and fragments of these are found in almost every old
"jaw-bone" house. Regarding stone implements us.-d at present in woman's
work, see p. 2 I 7.

Bone, ivory, and antler were used also for all ki'nds of weapons, such as

harpoons, arrows, etc. A-fter the appearance of iron, they held their ground
mucV, better than the stone tools. Of the specimens found in old Chukchee
and Eskimo houses, only a few bear traces of having been made with stone
tools. Most of them were fashioned with iron knives. Even now the bodies

- [~~~~~~209]
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Compare the Aillu marline-spike ( 7'T g) in the collections of this Museum.
2 S;ee Fig. IIo0, p. I 90.
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of harpoon-points are cut out of bone almost exclusively. The same is true
of the butts of harpoons which are used for breaking ice. Bone arrow-heads
are also common in those parts of the country where the bow is still used.

A bone instrument still in universal use is the marline-spike (Fig. I 26)..
It has several variations in shape. Some

X ~~~~~~~showtwo-pointed branches'1 (Fig.' 1 26, i);
0A\ ~~~~~~~others, a small sptla at the rear end.2gE ~~~~~~~Sinceiron nails are not used, and every-
lji45 ~~~~thing about the sledges, boats, etc., is fastened
a..;E ~~~~bylashing and tying with thong, the marline-
\ gn ~~~~~spike is a very important tool, and is required
Jfli Dtt ~~~whenever knots are -to be untied.
/!'1////,,''-- >\\ WORK IN WOOD. Of the instruments
/1?--X X ~~~now used for working wood, the iron adz'e

/
,t < ~~~~~(ga tti) serves for chipping and hewing. In

/
it / ~~~~contrast to the Lamut and the Yukaghir,

/ ~~~~~~~theChukchee are unskilful with the axe,
Fig. 126, _a Y(W Ta) b (s). Marline-Spikes.

Length, 14.5 cm., IO cm. and use it only for felling trees and preparing
wood for fuel. The adze is used in all joilner's

work, even fashioning run-

A~~~~~~~~~~~nr an hein out taior

1tX ' + \k; . @ ares~ing-oardstohe strokcesae

w X g| ~~~~~~~~~theadzlesvillagenerare
M usoete ma)daefrmaode
Ccwiefl bythamer Rusanizased

Yukathir blacksithe.n

aron toold tof the Chukchee,
oftehaearotctig shathof wod verthe readertondeven bluntinto
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when not in use. The form of the sheath is not like that of the Alaskan
Eskimo represented by Nelson'1 as adapted to arrow-heads, harpoon-points,
and working-knives. For long, slender weapons and tools the Chukchee use
sheaths of skin, often simply the leg-skin of a fawn taken off like a stocking
(see Fig. 74, k, p. I 56.).

The gouge (10'mine) is used chiefly for scooping out shallow mortises in
the sledge-runners, in which the ends of the ribs are inserted. The edge ofthe
gouge (Fig. I 27, 6) iS protected by a wooden sheath.

The bow-drill was an instrument much used before the appearance of iron
to make holes in shafts for fastening spear-points, etc. To cut in two a piece
of ivory or hard wood, a number of holes were drilled side by side in a straight
line. Curiously enough, this method is still used by civilized peoples for dividing
steel armor-plate. The reason is evidently the same as with the primitive
man, a lack of other tools adapted to cutting through the solid material.

At the present time the Chukchee bow-drill (Fig. I28) always has an
iron point. It is set in a stout 3
wooden shaft, the top of which Q
forms a stronor pin. This passes
through a circular hole in the t
middle of the head-cap, so that t
the latter can be held fast =
while the shaft revolves in it. >k:
Another pin prevents the cap :g_> =tX

The bow may be straight 1 l
or curved, but, unlike that of C
the Alaskan Eskimot is always| i
without carving or other or-;
nament. It is made of wood
or antler, and arranged so that|
the string passes two or three
times around the shaft of thel
drill. Sometimes the string
is put throu"gh a hole at about
the middle of the shaft. T'he

r ~~~~Fig. 128 ( x7, Bow-Drill. Total length, 48 cm.Operator places his left hand * 7
on top of the head-cap of the shaft, and saws with the bow with his right
hand. The forward-and-back movement of the bowv causes the drill to revolve
rapidly.

In the so-called pump or weighted drill (Fig. I29) the bow is a straight
wooden stick, narrow at the ends, and broad in the middle. The shaft of
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the drill is thinner, and passes through a hole in the m'iddle of the bow. The

A ~~~~~~~stringruns through
/]1l1\ ~~~~aholei1n the upper
/11lg\ ~~~~~endof the shaft, so
/tIp X ~~~~~thatthe bow hangs
/ 1 \ ~~~~~~~belowthe middle of
D g X ~~~~~~~theshaft. On the
/ g \ ~~~~~~~lowerend of this
/ Elj \ ~~~~~~~shaft, between t;he
/ :i1 \ ~~~~~~~~bow-and the iron'
//t 1 0 \ ~~~~~~~~~point,is fastened a
/ [w; \ ~~~~~~~~~~flatblock of wood.

_ =<25 ~~~The drill is rotated
@ _ -~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~bypressingy down on

S ~~~~~~thebow after the

twisted around the

.I| ~~~~shaft. The momen-
z| ~~~~~~~tumpartiallyrewinds
T ~~~~~~~~thestring. This drill

Fig. 129 7 0-G) Pump-drill. Length, 62 cm. is.moreeffectivethan
the ordinary boiv-

drill described before. It is used for drilling bone and even for sheet-iron.
The Eskimo at Indian Point and on St. Lawrence Island until recently
X ~~used another drill, which was turnedA

i:tilll between the palms without any bow
;1'l E (Fig. I 30). Two drills of this kind
11,l^ were obtained. Notwithstanding their ,\
! i1iljiron point, they are suited only for
: ,^2; soft wood, not for bone or i'vory. .; - Q

g _ ~~Small saws are made in imitation .__ *
;l;!] n-of the Russian and American forms ; 'e
;/; S (Fig. I3[). They are used for cutting gf1.
i; antler and bone, while wood iS usually i;1 ,

lj ~~For whittling, carving,anddfinish-
ie ~ing all kiiids of wood-work, the Fig. 13I (T5X§) Iron Saw. Length

"zcrooked -knife" is used by the Chuk- of blade, 9.5 cm.

1 ~~chee, the Koryak, the Yukaghir, and the Eskitno. The blade is
I ~~made of a, thin tapering piece of iron or steel from three to ten

centimetres long, set in a slender wooden or ivory handle. It is fastened to the
handle with a peg, or simply tied to it by a thin strip of leather (Fig. I 32, a, b, c).
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Fig. I. Chukchee Woman digging Roots.
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Fig. 2. Chukchee Woman scraping a Skin. Fig. 3. Chukchee Man getting Fire with a
Wooden Fire-Drill.

rThe Chukchee.





This knife is similar to the crooked knife of the Alaskan Eskimo.' It
is used with the same characteristic motion of the hand toward the body which
the Chukchee employs when using the ordinary knife. The Russian and the
Russianized Yukaghir, on the contr.ary, move the knife away from the body.

Fig. 132, a (£rf)b (rf,c ( a)) Crooked Knives (length, 3Ic.x8 cm., I6 cm.; d
(>)

Long
Crooked Knife of Russianized Natives in Markova (length, 68 cm.); e (c'o-r): Knlife for hollowing out Spoons
(length, 21 cm.).

A knife quite similar in shape to the Chukchee crooked knife (Fig. I32, d)
is used by the Russians on the Kolyma and Anadyr for the special purpose
of finishing the hollow^ed tree-trunks scooped out for canoes. This knife is
often grasped with both hands, and 'it 'is moved away from the body, as are
the other knives used by these tribes. .An adze of peculiar shape is used by
the Russians for the rougher part of -this work. One variety of this crooked
knife (Fig. 132, e) is commonly used by all tribes of northeastern Asia for
scooping out spoons.

NTeither the Chukchee nor the other tribes have special tools used only
for carving or engraving ivory or bone. This work is done with' various
knives, crooked or straight, but those with short slender blades are preferred.

Fig. I 33 represents a knife us-ed for carving ivory from the village Ti'lliran
of the Olutora Koryak. It has a double-
edged blade, rather thin and broad, inserted _
in a slender piece of wood, and wound
all around with leather. Fig 133 (T7rOrF) Knife for carving Ivory.

With most tribes of northeastern AsiaLegh13mOltrKoyk
the stout straight knife (Fig.
I 34), carried in the belt or

chief tool, because it is adapted Fig. 134 (s).Straight Knife. Length, 2.6.5 cm.
to so many uses. The Chuk-
chee, however, prefer to use the crooked knife for regular work. The straight

I Compare Nelson, Plate xxxviii, Figs. 21) 23i p- 94.
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knife serves for ordinary cutting, or is used by reindeer herdsmen for slaughtering-9
purposes. It is also used for carving and cutting meat at -meals. The kind
of meat u'sually consumed by the Reindeer and by the Maritime Chukchee is
so tough that it is quite impossible to g.et along without a knife.

Every adult member of a Chukchee family, and each child after he is
about five years old, has his own eating-knife. Often these knives are simply
small bits of iron, rudely set in a handle, and unfit for many uses.

The knives used by the Chukchee differ chiefly in size. The smaller
one is called re^'c'cet-va-'lE ("belt-knife"). The blade has a stout back and a

long pointed end. The other end has ~a slender round stem, which is deeply
embedded in a wooden or antler handle, usually without pegs to hold it in
place. The handle is often notched to afford a better grip. Most of the
knives are of Russo-Yukaghir make; some also are hammered by the Chuk-
chee out of American steel files of small size (cf. Fig. I32, a). A sheath or
scabbard is usually made of a piece of ground-seal hide folded together and
roughly sewed or laced with a thin strip of leather (see Fig. 83, p. I6I).

Knives made by the southern Yakut and brought over to the Kolyma
by merchants are the most convenient for the Reindeer Chukchee, because
their narrow bl-ades make them fit for stabbing animals, while a deep groove
along the blade allows the blood to flow freely from the wound. The Maritime
Chukchee use American cutlery chiefly.

The Chukchee usually carry their knives in their belts, while the Lamut
and the Russo-Yukaghir have the scabbard fastened to the hip by means of
a loop of leather, and a toggle formed simply by a knot of the string.

The double-edged knife of th-e usual Eskimo form does not exist at present
in northern Asia. Among the more ancient stone blades there are some w'hich
clearly belong to this type. The blade represented in Fig. I 35 is from the

village Wute'en of the Asiatic Eskimo. It is
= ~ f 0? #> >made of slate, and is slightly convex on both

point. Two holes are drilled in the bottom for~~fastening it to the shaft. They were probably
Fig. 135 (wr.Slate Knife. Length, made with a stone drill-point.
12C.Esimo,Wuteen.Knife-sharpeners are made of slender pieces

of sandstone of fine grain. At Indian Point I found such a sharpener, made
of jade, and pilerced through at one end for convenience in fastening it to the
belt. It was said to have come from King's Island. In the Koryak villages
of western Kamchatka, knife-sharpeners are made of pieces of petrified wood,
which is frequently found on the seashore near the mouths of rivers.

Large whetstones for sharpening tools are made of square blocks of
smooth-grained sandstone, which is found in various places about the country.
A few revolving grindstones have been bought from the Russians and Americans.
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The Chukchee have little chance to split logs in their treeless country,
and indeed they prefer simply. to hew wood with their light adzes, though
sometimes it takes a day to cut a single sledge-runner. They have learned,
however, from the Yukaghir, who have more skill in handling wood, how to
split wood by means of wedges made of the same material.

WORK IN IRON. - Work in iron has been but little developed -up to the
present time. This is explained by the- difficulty in preparing charcoal, an

indispensable material for the smith. The Chukchee work chiefly on cold iron
with file and hammer (Plate xx, Fig. 2). A few clay forges with large bellows
have been obs'erved. Their form is directly copied after that used by Rus-
sianized natives.

The Chukchee bellows in the collection (Fig. I36) are made of seal-skin,
with boards on the top
and bottom. A barrel==
of an old gun is inserted
for a nozzle. The bellows
are worked simply with Fig. 136 (T,w.Bellows. Length, iigcm.
the hands. Among the
Russianized natives and the Koryak a string is sometimes tied to an iron eye
fastened to the handle of the bellows. This string is passed over a smooth
beam; and the operator can thus work the bellows by pulling the string, and
does not need to bend over. The eye on the side of the specimen illustrated
in Fig. I136, however, is hardly placed in the proper place for such -an ar-

rangement. Iron is cut with -files bought from traders. Sometimes a stout
iron saw of native make is also used for this purpose (Fig. I37).

The Reindeer Chukchee of
the Kolyma are quite unable to
mend their iron tools and articles ,J
they use. They are compelled to \ w
seek the Lamut or the Russians 0

for the most trifling cases. Rein-
deer-Chukchee blacksmiths are

exceedingly few in number, and
throughoutthe tribe hecraft Fig._I37 0wT). Saw for cutting Iron. Length of blade, 12 cm.

the smith iS esteemed as the heightFi,37
of human cleverness.

In one of the Chukchee tales'1 borrowed from the Russians, and curiously
adapted to their own ideas about the civilized world, the hero is a young son

of the great Sun chief; i. e., a prince. He is described as handsome and
clever, with a face 'like that of a blacksmith."

The Maritime Chukchee on -the Pacific side are better acquainted with
I Bogoras, Chukchee Materials, p. 324.
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methods of working iron. I met one who was able to turn broken Winchester
rifles into firelocks, to mend gun-barrels, and to forge steel springs and traps.

4 ~~A distinct branch of iron-work is drilling
out new eye-holes in- broken needles. It is

i accomplished with a very slender drill (Fig.
! I 38, b), turned either by hand or by a light

bow. A small head-piece of ivory (Fig. I138, c)
biS used with it. The needle is held in position

ji by a small awl-holder (Fig. I 38, a), and wedged
I1 tight with a piece of wood. According to
|l Steller, the art of drilling needle-eyes was
lJ known to the Kamchadal before the appearance

~~ - e ~~~~ofthe Russians.
For tongs I have seen the Chukchee use

F- 8 70Oh' 7 70 apee of wood whittled in the middle andFig. I138, a (TrsV) I G7)b (TfVW
Implements for drilling Eye-Holes in Broken then folded together (Fig. X139). The ends

served as prongs, with which they picked small
pieces of iron out- of the coals.

S 8 ~~~~~~~WOMAN'S WORK.-The work of women
5 5 1 g ~~~~~consists chiefly in skinning and carving the

carcasses of animals, preparing the skins, cutting
Fig. 139 (iww-Wooden Tongs. and sewing garments. The butcher-knife used

Lengh,ii.5cm.by the Maritime Chukc'hee and Eskimo women
,_;=r =2=,,_. iS similar to the semilunar woman's knife of

~~~:-- ) the American Eskimo. It is called among the
Chukchee pe'qul, and among the Asiatic Eskimo

hlStiliS /5 ) lq.Modern specimens (Fig. I 401 z rt; 0 < ~~~~all of iron; but in ancient dwelling-sites I found
< -~~ -s=~ ~ a few blades of slate and obsidian, which

evidently were used for the same purpose
g[_N"1] ~~~(Fig. 14 1, a, b). The butcher-knife is

V ~~~~~~usedchiefly for cutting and chopping
,/ X ~~~~~blubber. Its shape is not adapted to carve
b/0Ntf:t ;0. 'reindeer carcasses with their long, thick
g 0;;;;; > <>> bones. The women ofthe reindeer-breed-
t;; ;0;0/L0 ;0 ttS;;X ers, therefore, use for this purpose a stout=>: ;00^ 0 ; ~knife of the common straight form.

_ _00 ~~~~~Inputting up a reindeer-carcass, the
Fig. 1401 r( 7 0rv), b(wOTr ). Woman's K(nives. antlers are taken off with the top of the

Xnat. size. a: Chukchee; b, Eskimo, Indian Point.7 ~~~~~skull by means of an adze or an axe.
Then a long cut is made in the skin from the lower lip backward along the

I Steller, p. 320.
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under side 'of the animal. The skin is peeled off with the hands, beginning
with the abdomen. Afterwards the head and
the legs are cut off, and the intestines and
blood removed. The carcass is then divided
into seven parts, -two hams, twvo shoulders,
the brisket, the back together with the pelvis,
and the neck. The brisket is considered the
best part of the deer.

When taken off from the animals' bodies,
all skins are cleaned of bits of meat or sinew
with a knife. The inner membrane is also
removed. Then the skins are stretched by
various methods, and allowed to dry. The
peltries are always taken off whole. They are

Fig. 141, aZ (,,IsI g), Woman's Slate Knife;
b (-T-U-T), Woman's Obsidian Knife. nat.
size. "Eskimo, Wute'en.

turned inside out, i. e., the hair side in, and pulled over a wooden drying-rack,
sometimes simply over a wooden block roughly fashioned to the proper shape.

The drying-rack in use among.all the tribes of northeastern Asia is formed
of two sticks tied at their tops in such a way that they E
can be easily brought together (Fig. I42). A third stick
is attached across the lower portion of the rack. One
end of the cross-stick may be easily untied, allowing the *'
rack to be folded and inserted in the skin. After that, /V
the rack is stretched within the skin, and the cross-piece
retied in its former position. t

Reindeer-skins are stretched on the ground, and their
edges are held with stones. Sometimes they are pinned
to the ground with wooden pegs, which allow more strain JB
in stretching, and make the skin larger wrhen dried. Seal |
and walrus skins are s'tretched with cords on rectangular l :
frames quite similar to those used in Alaska.' Cords are , ;
passed through holes cut in the edge of the skin. When Ai
dry, they are folded in compact elongated packages (Fig.
I 43), for the most part identical with those represented
by Nelson.' Reindeer-skins are simply folded in two or 1l
rolled together and tied with a piece of cord. /1t

Tool-s for scraping the skins have the same shape
'mn he Chukchee, the Koryak, the Yukaghir, and theFi.I2(§f)Drng

Kamchadal. The typical one has a blade of a round flat Rlack for Peltries. Length,

piece of flint (Fig. I 44, a) or obsidian. The edge 'is
0 m

roughly flaked, while the butt is firmly fastened in a hollow~ scooped out of

2 Ibid., Fig. 33, p. 11I7.1Nelson, Fig. 32, p. I I6.

28 JESUP NORTH PACIFIC EXPED.1 VOL. VII.
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the middle of a curved wooden stick. The scraper is very strong. It is
<S--< ~~worked with both hands over a skin, a

7 a ~~~~portion of which is- spread on a smooth
g g j < ~~narrow board resting against the knees

tI i /' ~~(Plate xix, Fig. 2).
)1; °t ~~~Along with the stone scraper there

,J° i { °<)~~~has come into use an iron instrument of

A ) ~~~exactly the same shape (Fig. I 44,b)
'< ( ~~~~~~~~~Originally adapted for finer-work, the iron

00;0t t ( scraper is now gradually superseding its
8
; y ~~~~~stone prototype in general use.

Vo!;;000$V-000{ aIThe women of the Lamut and Rus-
>- OJ ~~~sianized Yukaghir use iron scrapers of
\X100000-f! $ p/ two different forms,-one of them prob-
-- t ~~~~~~ablyan imitation of a stone scraper
Sji00:;- / (Fig. 145); andl the other, of one made~~~~ ~~~of bone (Fig. I46). Both forms also occur

Fig. 143 (7).Method of folding Seal-Skin.aogohrtie.
ILa nat. size. aogohrtie.

An ivory scraper, oval or semilunar

Fig. 144, a (T7 w Scraper with Stone Blade (length, 64 cm.); b 'NVT) Scraper with Iron Blade
(length, 53 cm-)-

in shape, and hollowed in the middle
A(Fig. I47, a, b), is used by the Chukchee

aswell as by the neighboring tribes for

(_r7.7.crper Tta lngh,
which they use as material for various

Fi.I8.5cm Lamut kinds of coats. The form of the scraper
is similar to that used by the American

L= 5~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~37
Fig. 146 (T,T.Scraper. Total length, 59cm. Lamut.
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Eskimo.' The Koryak and the Kamchadal use for this purpose a piece of
sheet iron or copper bent or beaten into the same shape (Fig. 147, C). This
implement also serves

forsqueezin the j ui*ce
out of the stalks of fire-

gustifoliuwm) and otherb

shells are likewise =
adapted by the people ::- --<
in Kamchatka to these ~ ~-~
uses. Fig. 147, a (X,f:b (Wf,:Ivory Scrapers; c (rw,Scraper made of

Copper. nat. size. a, Chukchee; b, Eskimo, Indian Point; c) Maritime
Sklinsareprepared Koryak of northern Kamchatka, Pallan.

with or without the
hair on. For rubbing the skins the Chukp-hee women use mainly reindeer-
dung and human urine, and sometimes meat-broth. Other tribes apply oil,
putrid liver, fish-eggs (fresh, putrid, or dried, and subsequently soaked in water),
bran, etc. Nevertheless the reindeer-skins of Chukchee make are softer and
better dyed than those of any of their neighbors. The usual process begins
with folding a fresh skin with the flesh side in, and leaving it in this state
over night. If dry, the skin is previously soaked in water. In the morning
the flesh side of the skin is scraped with the iron scraper and trampled with
the feet, the right heel being covered with the back part of a short summer

boot, the toe of which has been cut off at the instep to allow freer motion
of the foot. The skin is then smeared over with reindeer-dung, and again
left over night. After that, it is scraped a second time'and trampled with
the heels. A vessel filled with urine anad some alder-bark cut fine is warmed
for an hour over an ordinary lamp. When the liquor is sufficiently saturated,
the inside of the skin is 'ell rubbed with it, and the skin is hung up in the
sleeping-room to dry. After drying, it is again gone over with the scraper,
and all tough places are dampened with urine, scraped, and dyed anew.

With the largest skins the scraping is repeated several times. Each time
the skin is left to dry over night. The scraping is begun with the stone

scraper, and continued with the iron one. The more scrapings the'skin has
undergone, the softer and finer it becomes in the end.

The dyeing with alder-bark is considered quite indispensable for every
part of the reindeer-skin, even for the tough strips taken from the legs, which
are used for boots and mittens. This process makes the skin softer, and
corresponds somewhat to tanning. The dyed skins will keep off dampness
much better than those with a white inner side. The skins prepared by
women among the Russianized natives, which have the inner side either left

Compare Nelson, Plate Lv Figs. 9, IO: p. xII.



white or dyed with alder-bark dissolved in water instead of urine, are much
poorer in quality than those of the Chukchee.

The chief drawback with all these skins is their complete unfitness to
stand moisture. Even slightly damp skins, whe'n drying, will become crumpled
and as hard as wood.- Faults of this kind can be partially corrected by fresh
scraping and dyeing, but even then the skin is in much worse condition than
it was before.

In currying reindeer-skins the Chukchee women do not manifest much
skill. This work is neglected because the curried leather is comparatively
little used among the Chukchee. For currying, the skin is soaked and left
for twenty-four hours folded together. Then the hair is scraped off and the
skin is dried. Such scraped skins are brought by the Chukchee to every fair,
because they are much lighter than those with the hair on. In the further
process of preparing the skin, it is smeared with any one of the materials
mentioned above, then scraped again, and bleached in the wind or dyed with
yellow ochre. The Russianized natives even wash the finest curried skins with
soap, and then dry them in the air, giving them a snow-white appearance.

Most of the curried skins are smoked for a couple of days over the
hearth 0or in a special shed which is employed for extra cooking, scraping of
skins, etc. The women among the Russianized natives often make a temporary
tent of a few sticks, covering them with skins they are going to smoke, and
build a smouldering -fire inside. A structure of this kind is called a "bath,"
in reference to the fact that the Russians in that coun'try still take sweat-
baths inside of the tent sometimes, much in the same way as the American
Indians do.

The best curried leather of Chukchee make is the rette'm, 1;. e., the
covering of the outer tent,, especially-the upper parts, which get a continuous
smoking from the hearth inside. This leather does not shrink.after rain, and
is waterproolf to a considerable degree. Th:e tent-covering has the hair closely
cropped. In -making clothes, this hair, if necessary, is'scraped off with an
iron scraper. Because of the previous smoking, it comes off easily. Often,
however, it is left o'n.

The dressing of seal-skins has not developed to the same degree as that
of reindeer-skins, because the former are utilized only for boots, bags, and
purposes which do not requ'ire so much care in preparing the mater'ial- as is
necessaryr for clothing. W\ialrus and thong-seal skins, after they are dried, do
not undergo any further process. The thong-seal skin is used with the hair
on for soles of boots, to make the boot warmer. The walrus-hide is split in
two with a thin broad -knife, while the hide is tightly stretched on the dr-ying-
rack (see Plate XIII, Fig. I, p. I 70).

When ulsed for covering a boat, the walrus-hide does not receive any
See p. I170.

BOGORAS, THE CHUKCHEE.220
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additional preparation. It is simply soaked in water, then cut and sewed in
the shape required, and pulled over the frame.

The skins of small seals that are used with the hair -on-are prepared by
merely scraping their inner side with an iron scraper. A little blubber which
is left on the skin helps to make it softer. These skins are Inot dyed, and

g ~~are used for spring boots and trousers, also for bags
$\ ~~of every kind. The seal-skin trousers and boots are

i, a ~~very tough, and wear much better than those of
at d ~~reindeer-skin, especially in damp weather, for theyvXP s ~~are not spoiled when dried after being wet.
, W ~~~~~Theskins prepared for summer boots are folded
#
B ~~~wet, with the hair side in, and allowed to lie for a

}* * ~~night or two. Then they are well scraped on both
Xt 1| ~~sides. To make the skin black it is rubbed' with coal
' t ~~~mixed with oil, or sometimes with the black dust
^ t; ~~~gathered from whetstones. Often the skins, when
jF |^ ~~~scraped, have the epidermis left on, which has a natural
ik ] L ~~black color, and does not need artificial blackening.
L % ~~~~~Thesnow-white, parchment-like leather used for
SS j ^ ~ornamental purposes iS obtained by
(X Xiir b ~~bleaching the well-scraped sk ins in the

, ~k ' ,4
i S ~~~~ar for a long time. The best season WE

)
5 t t M ~such leather iS dyed with alder-bark,

@2itt lt * and then it takes on a deep russet color.

XW iE ~~The best white and russet parchment
g > ~~~~isobtained from the gullets of large Z

g l ~~~~~Thesoft fur of the youing of the4

4 4 ~~~~color by using the inner bark layer of

t
u ~~~~This skin iS cut in narrow strips, t

g \ ~~~which are sewed together in Iong thin ,
tassels for the adornment of clothes,
sledge-coverings, etc. (Fig. I 48, a, b), >

Fig. 148, a, b (t).Fur often with a bead or two on tlie upperTassels. Length, 48 cm., 53 cm. Fig. 149 (7 0)
* ~~~~~orlower end, as shown in Fig. I49. Tasselwith Beads.

A small round. piece of skin to which a tassel is fastened is Length, 28.5 cm.

used as an amulet.
Long tassels made of strips of brown leather, with white ringlets sewed



The tailoring-knives in use among the Reindeer'Chukchee are either of
Russo-Yukaghir or of MIaritime Koryak make. The Maritime Chukchee
generally employ American cutlery for thi's'purpose.

1 See chapter on shamanism.
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(Fig., I50, a), or tassels of small strips of fur alternately white
and black (Fig. I50, 6), are likewise used as amulets or to
adorn objects connec,ted with shamanism'1
AXTAILOR-WORK. -For cutting skins in making garments

S, a special knife is used. This knife is called the "woman's
knife' (nia'wan-wal, a word which resembles the name of the
Eskimo knife used for the same purpose). In recent times
this knife is made of iron. The blade is curved, and rather
broad in the middle. The handle end of the blade projects as
a small stem, which is set in wood (Fig. I5 i a) or fashioned
into a handle (Fig. I5I, 6). This knife probably developed

a),

es.

on at intervals

Fig. I 5o, a (r7r
bs (y' 0 ). Tassels usi
for Shamanistic Purpos(
Length, 90 cm., 46 cm

ti

c

Fig. 151, a,(s7) b (_Tv"T)l0Women's Tailoring-Knives (length) 30.5 cm., I8cm.);
C (-,7 -u), Scissors (length, 20cm.).

from the same stone implement as the butcher's knife. It
may have been copied, however, from the Russians, whose
women on the Kolyma and Anadyr use the same -kind of
knife for tailoring, and have a special Russian name for it,
naaemzeca (palemka), diminutive form of IIa&bma (palma), which
means a peculiar small-sized lance with a- one-sided blade
of palm-leaf shape, much in use among the Russians and
the Yakut.
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Scissors used throughout northeastern Asia are of a peculiar pattern,
common to the Amur tri'bes, and originating in China, as may be seen by
comparing Fig. I5I, C, with specimens in the Chinese collections ofthis Museum.

Tailoring-boards of various sizes, and r-ather long and narrow in shape,
are used. .The smalIler among them are also employed to cut tobacco-leaves
and wood-fibre on, in preparing a convenient mixture for smoking. They are
almost always plain among the Chukchee, while those belonging to the Lamut
or the Yukaghir are often decorated with engraved designs.

Only iron needles are used at present. In sewing hard leather, especially
the soles of boots, needles with three edges are preferred, because they pierce
the leather more easily. When short of these needles, the women soften the
steel of the large round needles, and then hammer them with a stone into
the required shape.

Thread is made of sinew of the reindeer's back, which is dried (Fig. 152),
, ~~~then pounded with a hammer, and sepa- k

@t179g ~rated or combed into thin shreds not r5ttF1 ~~unlike the fibres of hemp (Fig. I53).
1SllJ1 The shreds can be easily twitsted to aK
281\Qb' ~neat strong thread of any length desired. l
p1>}, ~One end of the thread is tied in a N
l:t\\ ~knot, and the other worked out very g
92tltl ~fine for inserting into the eye of the )

01 ~~Eskimo fashion with a kind of loop,X
Xttp ~~the thin end of the thread being pulled

i;7 ~~and twisted around the main thread

snt ~~~The women usually sew by pulling Xpt
% ~~~~thethread towards them, and make an

overcast seam.
~~The thimbles used at present are

_ ~~~for the most part made of iron (Fig.
Fig 52 (70mb). Sine I55, a'), and are bought from traders.
oRenerBark egh They are of the plainest kind, and are
57cm. ~~~open at the ends. Ivory thimbles of Poundedl Sine(wTLength,

the'same pattern are made by the Chukchee,- the Koryak, 34 cm.

Fig. 154 wyrt b). Method of threading Needle. - nat. size.

and. the Kamchadal (Fig. I55, b,. d'). Leather thimbles in similar shapes are
also used (Fig. I 5 5 XCl).
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i 0

Cw

I

Fig. 155, a(_ _&F)I Work-Bag with Iron Thimble (I) and Bone Thimble-Holder (2) (height of bag, 13 cm-);
b(-g'7-,), Ivory Thimble (height, 2 cm.); C (-5,0 ,), Leather Thimble with Ivory Guard (height, 2.2cm.); d _C _ff),

Work-Bag with Bone Thimble (I), Needle-Case (2), Iron Thimble-Holder (3), and Painting-Stone (4) (height of
bag, 23S5 cm.); e (-w'7u), Work-Bag with Needle-Case (I) (height of bag, 24 cm-); f (Assr)i Work-Bag (width
20 cm.), Anadyr Make.

., ..,

1.

-e.1,
I J, I"
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Needle-cases are made in Eskimo fashion, but always of iron or copper.
They are long, thin tubes' -(Fig. 155, d', el), inside of which the needles,
thrust i'nto a piece of-rag or of thin leather, are kept.

The thimble is slipped on a thin strip of leather. fastened to the needle-
case, and prevrented from falling by a thimble-
guard generally made of iron (Fig. I55, d5), but ,<
sometimes of ivory (Fig. I55, a , c).\

Rude work-bags are made of the curried 5i
leather of the leg-skins of reindeer or of plaited # l
grass (Fig. I55, a, d, e), occasionally adorned with .;
a few pendants of b'eads or o'f iron. Their pat- 1 .
terns are in general similar to those used by the

have work-bags similar In shape to those of the \ W; ;
Alaskan Eskimo. Both may be imitations of ; f ;
Russian patterns. Some are made in the Rus- X _- ^
sianized settlements of Anadyr and Kolyma for '
sale to Chukchee women at the small fairs, and
these are now and then imitated by them. A Fig. 156 ( 'VW Pouch. iegh, i m

work-bag is represented in. Fig. I55, f, which should be compared with one

figured by Nelson.' When folded, it has a shape similar to another represented
by the same author; s. but in place of a buckle a A ,, m
small round pebble iS used. 1j 1ti^ 1i1i

Pouches for holding snuff-boxes and sundry i . j!llbjg
small implements are often worn on the belt (see |;}l itl5 I'llll
Plate xxiii,-Fig. I). Their shape resembles that ;1l |lV t ji't3^
of American Eskimo specimens. For instance, ^j| t- |1 l37
that represented in Fig. I 56 iS similar to specimens ; 1 d" f 6illi i5i
from Alaska in the National Museum at Wash- || "-- ,ington. Other pouches and small bags are made juxuiw|t a
of a seal's flipper or of a swan's foot. Instances 0 UtIi z0ll
like this are met also on the American shore. U1 I

Bone or ivory combs are used for shredding
grass needed for insoles, and for preparing sinew Fig. 157, a (v7r:b (Xwr:c (aF
toesea trea. sull te cmb hvetw Combs. Length, 13 cm , IO cm.) 13 cm.tobesedathre( ,. sua y he cobs zae twoa, C, Chukchee; zb, Eskimo, Eu'nmun.

prongs Fig. I 5 7, a), and are shaped quite like those
used in Alaska.4 Some, however, have several prongs (Fig. I 5 7, 6) or a circular
head with prongs around it and a wooden handle inserted (Fig. .I 5 7, c). These are
more like other ki-nds of Eskimo combs used for removing loosened hair from skins.5

Compare Boas, Central Eskim'o, p. 524. 2 Nelson, Plate XLV,- Fig. 14, p. IO8.
3 Ibid., Plate XLV, Fig. I 5. 4 Ibid., Plate XI viii, Figs- 3, 4, p. 104.

s Compare Murdoch, Fig. 301I:p. 30 I.
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EMBROIDERY. -Skin clothes are orn'amented in two ways, -either with
embroidery or with applique' work, formed, like a mosaic, of small squares
of black and white- skin cut out for the purpose and sewed together piece by
piece (see Plate XXI, Fig. I). In both branches of this ornamental work the
women' of the Chukchee havre but little skill, while those of the Koryak and
of the Russianized Yukaghir display considerable taste and great patience.
Embroidery is done with the Iona, hair of the reindeer-mane, which is white
in color. Ofteii it -is dyed red with alder-bark. Thin sinew thread is used
for the same purpose, as are also long narrow strips'of soft white leather.
Koryak women and Russianized native women also use woollen thread and
silk bought from traders.

'I'he embroidery patterns used by Chukchee wvomen consist of a few very
simple geometrical figures, chiefly straight lines,- crosses, and circles, single or

double. The circles' are said to represent stars. All these figu'res may be
seen 'on various pieces of embroidery (Plate XXI, Figs. 1-4; also Fig. IS8, a-c).
Occasionally they embellish the trimming of the "dry-shoes," the opening of
the sleeves, or the backs of women's frocks, where. tassels are fastened.

The Reindeer Chukchee women embroider the covers of their family
sledges according to their skill. These covers have around their-lower part
a broad band of leather embroidered with various geometrical designs, and
trimmed with fringe and red-dyed fur tassels (Fig. I58, a-C).

The triangles seen in Plate XXI, Fig. I, and in Fig. I58, C, wAere said
to represent mountains; and the zigzag-like lines in Fig. I58, C, were explained
as rivers. A part of the design in Fig. I58, C, iS apparently copied from the
engraving on the iron spear-points, the pattern of which, as noted before,
came from the south.

I could not find a single woman able to give fuill explanations of her
own patterns; so that, if they ever had a meaning, it is forgotten by this time.

Above the band on the back part of the cover is fastened a circle about
tw^enty-five or thirty centimetres in diameter, covered all over with embroidery.
This is called "the sun," the same namae which the Lamut women give to the
round metal breastplates that form part of their festive costumes. This round
.piece clearly represents the sun, which is often embroidered in the middle,
and is easily r-ecognized by the prominent rays spreading out from the centre
of the circle (Plate XXI, Figs. 3, 4). The tassels which are sewed on in the
centre of the sun or all around the disk also represent the rays. The sun is
surrounded with many concentric circles, which iindicate different worlds. In
some of these worlds are seen flyincg birds and shining stars. The birds are.

represented by crosses; and star', by small circles (Plate XXI, Fig. 4). Oc
in a while a sun-picture is replaced by a moon-picture, which is made in white
or red, and crossed with several diagonal lines.

The Asiatic Eskiimo adorn their fur -shirts with a band of embroidered
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could not be ascertained, because the work belongs to a former generation.
No quivers are made now. These embroidered designs, in their general
character, resemble the drawings of the Chukchee, which relate to religion
and ideas of creation;'1 and it is possible that the embroidered patterns in
question have reference to some cosmogonical ideas.

1 See Chapter XII.
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trimming, but this is only a clumsy imitation of the fine work of-the Russianized
natives. The cartridge-pouches and belts of the Eskimo are also embroidered,
while those of the Chukchee are for the most part plain. The quivers of the
Reindeer Chukchee, of which there are several in the collection, are also
decorated with elaborate embroidery (Plate XXII). The meaning ofthese figures

(7

C

Fig. I 58, a (f) b (3_70_r)l C (W7"T f)'
leather band,

.II 1

Fringed Bands for Family Sledge Cover.. Width of
I4.5 cm-, I7 cm-, 14 cm.

W- V711
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As to patterns formed of square pieces of skin, the Chukchee women
make but v'ery few, using them to decorate caps, hoods, leg-openincgs of trousers,
the upper edges of bootg, ear-laps (see Fig. I83, a), etc. Among the square
pieces of skin they may insert a small bit of red flannel. The whole work
is crude and -irreoular. The patterns made by the Koryak women are much
more elaborate. The collections include a coat of Koryak make, with a large
band around the skirt formed of several thousand small squares sewed togTether
with untiring patience.

Embroidering vvith beads is practised very little. Po'uches for tobacco
and strike-a-lights are often adorned with beads, but most of these pouches
are bought either from Lamut or from Alaskan Eskimo. I found amonog the
Reindeer Chukchee a pouch which undoubtedly came from the Athapascan
Indians. Chukchee wvork of this kind is a mere-imitation of foreign patterns.

BASKETS AND TRINKET-BOXES. -The work of the Chukchee in mats and
baskets is exceedingly limited-. I have mentioned rough mats made by the
Reindeer Chukchee for covering the ground in -their sleeping-rooms. At the
mouth ofb the Anadyr River baskets alniost as crude are made of willow-
branches, o arigfs Fg 5) One or two of the Chukchee living= 5 ~~~~~~~~~~make better baskets of

willow-roots but frthestl

isowholycpeLamuteor the
Fig.~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~wrI59theT.FshBse.Lngh6m RussianizedntvsFi

I6 ersmall trinket-boe

j~~~~~~~~~~~~r ocomnasiongally made trbsofnrh
t .: easte~~~~~~~~brch-wood.but isfovrewthgeomt

totht ,g1dabditfrormthe Laut similar

-t THONGS~~AND repReS.ehnts atrnket
Fig.60(Tst) Triket-ox of Lamutmake.i h haems

Length:I0cm. common vamloukng allthe tribes of norts,
eastern Asiea. l cuti ncoee spiralgeomet

theircmfernceto he cxlte, tota that fiholed byi Naelson.' og ie

lNelson, Plate LXII: Fig. Io, p. I62.
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The poorest of the laraer reindeer-skins, those not fit for any other purpose,'
are clipped of hair with a sharp knife, and then cut into a narrow strip less
than half and inch broad. The skins are cut when fresh, or, if dry, they are

dipped in water to make them softer and more pliable. The line is stretched
out of doors, made as taut as possible, and allowed to dry. This kind of line is
called a "leather line' (niilhi'lhin). Among the Reindeer Chukchee it is used
for almost every kind of lashing. The best line of this kind is made of the
skin of old w'ild reindeer-bucks. The neck part is so thick that it might be
used for boot-soles, and the line made of it is quite strong. When plaited, it
is used for lassos (see Fia. I62, a). The Maritime Chukchee prepare a similar
kind of thin line- of the skins of smaller seals. It is called "seal-skin leather'
(me,mice"c'hin), and it is better in quality than the reindeer-skin line.

The skill of the natives in cutting the skin inito narrow lines is very
remarkable. Usually one man holds the hide and the line near the cut, and
pulls them toward himself, while another makes the cut by steadily drawing
towards himself a knife held in an uOpright position. For a hundred feet of
line the' hand of the cutter will not chanoe its regular motion or swerve from
the proper direction. .The entire line seemls of exactly the same width.

Stouter line is made of the skin of the ground-seal and of walrus-hide.
These are cut in the manner described, either fresh or dry. The line is usually
from an inch to an inch and a half broad. The line made of ground-seal
skin (u"neci'chin, "ground-seal leather") is best i'n quality. That /
of the walrus-hide (rirka'-fie'lhin, I"walrus-line") becomes flabby A A
with moisture, and wears out more rapidly. The hide of young A
walrus gives a line of much better quality. The ground-seal skin l
line is often dyed black with soot mixed with oil, to make it \;
stand the dampness better. When freshly cut and dried, the line g
is almost as hard as wood. To make it more pliable it has to
be chewed all over, in which process it usually increases in breadth. |f
After that, it iS drawn witb considerable force -across the edge ilXf,j,
of some immovable object, like the runner o)f a heavily loaded 1:};,Q,
sledge or one of the larger tent-poles. A special imp)lement of :!l
bone or antler IS sometimes used in this process (Fig i6i). 1:r
It contains a hole with sharp edores, through which the line iS 0=.
repeatedly drawn. By means of another hole in the top, the : 17
implement iS suspended from the house-frame. H

For lassos, tent-ropes, and various kinds of cord, the Rein-
deer Chukchee and the Lamut often use thin plaited "leather Implgementt "ffo)r
line" (Fig. I62, a) or plaited sinew (Fig. I62, b). The sinew 'Ofefnigng5T5hong.
of the legs is chiefly used, because it is too coarse for makingZ.
thread, but it wears better than the sinew of the back. The twisting is
done. by hand. The sinew or reindeer-skin rope is often smeared with oil
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and smoked over the hearth for a day or two to make it less susceptible to

6V moisture.
g < ~~~Most of the knots in use

> ~~~~among the Chukchee are either
identical or very similar to those

s*9hb ~~~~~~usedby the American Eskimo.

Fig. I621 a (.,"Oy), Method of plaiting Thong (thicknesso5c-;iFg.I6 adar encl
b (6FsV b), Tent-Rope of Plaited Sinew (thickness, I Cll[.). .

with those figured by Boas'
t1 I I In Fig. I63', e is the same as d, with

1l1 1 | ~~the addition of the peculiar tied-in toggle
,<<g 4 < ~~~onthe free end of the line, which is a
<9s'14 t) (7 1/} l characteristic feature of many Eskimo

1\t ll 1 ~~~~~knots. In Fig. I63 f iS a variation
\V18 N,6 { of d; g is a splice identical with Fig.
\X/,1; 1: < ~~44 xi of "Baffin-Land Eskimo." Fig.

'IX -' iX II63, in iS a variation of Fia. 44, 11

tE--- of "Baffin-Land Eskimo." Fio g.I63,h
< 4 ~~~~represents a thong eye spliced wTith a

l,b1 a < 81 ~~line in true Eskimlo fashion.
< \, ~~Fig. I 64, a, shows the way to

@$ splice a thin line with a thicker piece
< 1' \ i,2 <8~~h of thona. It is employed on reindeer-
&<f Ctk ir, ~~halters to make their inner side -the
X(lg <>, ) ~~part touching the forehead - rouoher,
0;Sn 0 \ \ ~~~~thus assisting the action of the ivory

! \il prongs in making the anim-al turn
Fig. I63. Knots and Splices. a, s7 , a; bc,elw707rTV b; around.

dl' 'Swra; eX7rT7TT; fj VT; gWIFT a; h, 'r; i,v7 Fig. I 64, b, shows the method of
splicing two ends of a broken stick.

rT ~~~~~~~Itis' used on reindeer-whips, and is-~~~~~~~ ~~mentioned also' on p. I 5 7.
Fig. I 65, a-f, shows patterns of

buttons and eyes used for various pur-
_E3 = ~~~~~~poses. For other buttons and eyes see

FIRE-MAKING IMPLEMENTS. - The
Fig.'x64, a (91fXTr)l Method of splicing Lines (width, fire-drill, even at the present time, offers

2 cm.); b (W70.,), Method of splicing Ends of Stick
(thckes, cVW one of the chief means of kindling fire

among the Chukchee. It is not certailn,
however, whether the people of northeastern Asia did not formerly also use

I Boas, Baffin-Lancl Eskimo, Fig. 44, a, c-el p. 34.
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pyrites and flint for the same purpoE
ancestor" used to get fire by
stri'king together two stones.
One old man related to me &
that the spark was caught in
a tiny sulphur-dish in the same
way as is now done. The
sulphur -at present is bought
from Russians, but the natives
say that in former times sul-
phur was found in the Anui
Mountains and near Baron
Korff's Bay, In a Chukchee -
creation-myth the Raven first ~-:
drills fire out of his right foot,
by means of his forefinger,
then strikes it out of his two
thumb-nails. At the present
time, howevrer, the strike-a-
light, though qulite prevalent
among the Chukchee, is made
of steel and flint, and bought
from Russians or Americans. 7

Among the Maritimef (7F77 C
Chukchee the fire-drill (U'ttI- sz;
mzi'lhimil, "wooden fire-tools")
has gone outofuse. Among
the Reindeer Chukchee it is
still the only means of starting
the sacred fire used in many
ceremonials. It is also em-

ployed in remote places in
ordinary life, when the house-
hold finds itself without touch-
wvood, which is necessary for
use with flint and steel.

The fire-drill has the same
shape both amo'ng the Rein-
deer Chukchee and the Rein-
deer Koryak (Fig. I 66). It consis

Yukaghir tradition says that the " first

.o.O

f

65, a, (C7rT;T: (1r7 a), Bone Eyes; c (7A7rT)l rnTg,e
B3one Toggle; e (67 0vc), Leather Trace andWooden Toggle;
);Two Ends of Trace combined with a Loop. a-e, .2 nat.
nat. size.

Fig. I66 (C 70-). Fire-drill Apparatus. 11 nat. size.

3ts of a board roughly shaped, usually in

Ii



human form 'gi'rgir), a round wooden drill (nii'laq), an upper piece (hirgiftco'cin),
and a bow (tiinu"cin) separate from the drill.

I am not aware of a pump-drill being used for makinog fire by the Chuk-
chee, as is stated by W. Hough. 'The fire-drill board for every-day use
sometimes has no particular shape, the real oi'rgir being kept for ceremonials.
The board and the drill are usually made of the same wood, on the -Arctic
coast more frequently of Canadian pine, which is found everywhere aloing the
shore in the driftwood. In the interior they are made of poplar and aspen.
.To work successfuly, both parts must b-e completely dry. Therefore in damp
weather the Chukchee wvomen sometimes have considerable trouble in obtaining
fire with this implement.

The board has several rows of holes, marked at first with a knife, and
then made deeper by means of the drill. The upper piece is almost always
made of the astragalus of a reindeer, wvhile the Koryak use also wo-od and
stone. It is held in position with the left hand or with the breast. The board
is kept in place writh the foot, while the right band moves the bow, the
string of wrhich winds around the drill.(see Plate XIX, Ficg. opp. p. I98).

Too hard pressure on the top of the drill makes the process slower.
While turninog in the hole, the drill produces a shrill sound, which is regarded
as the voice of the gi'rgir.

When the wood is dry, smoke begins to rise out of the hole after a few
seconds. To produce a flame, however, requires considerable skill. Often to
increase the friction, a little coal is put into the hole under the drill. The
lioghting of the spark is indicated by a rapid increase in the density of smoke'
not unlike the steam from boiling wrater. Thenl the drill is laid aside, and
the board gently swung in the air to keep the spark alive. After that a
minute portion of burning charcoal is quickly taken out of the board and put
anionog somue dry coals; and the fire is rapidly kindled by swinging it about
and blowing it, at th'e same time -feeding it with little chips and splinters of
dry wood. The whole process, when the operator is experienced, requires not
more than five minutes. The fire-drill, together with the chips and- coals
necessary for the process, is always kept carefully wrapped in dry skins and
hidden in the depths of some voluminous bag to preserve it from dampness.

At present the fire-tools in most common use are the flint and steel (Fig..
I 67, a). They are bouight from the Russians or the Lamut, who, while wandering
across large territories, usuially take the trouble. to find the best pieces of flint,
and to keep them for barter with the Chukchiee. The touch-wood is made
of a kind of fungus which is found on the poplar and aspen. This is the
same as that used by the Alaskan Eskimo, and represented by Nelson.' The
fungus is well boiled in water, and when dried affords excellent tinder, whi-ch

BOGORAS, THE CHUKCHEE.23"2

IHough, Fire-Making, p. 397. 2 Nelson, Fig. 93, p. 27I .
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is very easily ignited. Beyond the timber-line the Chukchee make touch-wood
of young willow-catkins, dried, and mixed with powdered charcoal.

The continuous use of \
the strike-a-light for lighting .;}

pipes requires so much tinder m

that no -amount seems suf- |Q

ficient for the winter's supply. &
The sulphur-dish iS zsr

I674,c), and has the same

of northeasternnAsia..Itt

making fire much easier, b

the slightest spark, which
can then be immediately Fig. i67) a(;7) Steel ofStrike-a-Light (length, 7 cm.),MarkovaMake;
* * b) (T~~~~~T1,))C (.TT)0Wooden and Ivory Sulphur-I)ishes (length, 6.5 cm.,transmitted to the tinder. 4cm.); d 7 11.), Pouch for Strike-a-Light (height, iocm.).

The sulphur is rapidly con-
sumed, and the dish must be frequently refilled. All tools and materials for
produc'ing fire -i. e., the flint, the steel, the sulphur-dish, and tinder - are-

kept together in a small pouch (Fig. I67, d), often embroidered and adorned
with pendants and tassels. Caeu epecry th oc na slender strip
of leather around the neck, like a talisman, hanging down under their clothing
over the breast. During a heavy rain they even place it under the armpit
to keep it free from moisture. Others carry it on the belt or fasten it to
their pipe with the tobacco-pouch.

Among the Maritime Chukchee, American matches (ke'we-mi'lhimil, "chafing
fire-tool") are much used, and on the Pacific' shore they have almost superseded
other means of lighting fires.

30 JESUP NORTH PACIFIC EXPED.1 VOl.. VII.



X. -CLOTHING.

There is no particular difference between the clothes of Reindeer and
those of Maritime Chukchee, except that the form'er use better reindeer-skins,
while the latter use seal-skins more frequently. Skins of reinideer-fa'wns are

highly prized as material for clothing, because they are very warm and at the
same time so light that a man clad i-n double garments is able to bustle
around in the open quite freely. When Middendorff' says that in his opinion
a good sheep-skin coat is to be preferred for travel, it may be ascribed to
the fact that he travelled only with the Tungus. The latter select for clothing
either the thinnest summer skins for nmaking their holiday garments, or the
heaviest winter skins for making short overcoats, which are put on over the
usual clothes for riding-trips in the m'iddle of winter. Moreoveir, the Tungus
usually have only small herds of reindeer, and cannot very well choose their
time for slaughtering or pick those animals whose skins are best fitted for
clothing, as the wealthy reindeer-breeders of the extreme northeast do. Skins
of the wolf, and perhaps also those of the wild sheep, surpass those of the
reindeer in their wearing and protecting qualities, but both are too rare to be
used regularly as material for clothing.

The Maritime people in these regions, unlike the American Eskinio, use
seal-skin but little for coats.- This is because seal gives but slight protection
aogainst the cold, 'while, on the other hand, it brings a much better price in
exchange for reindeer-skins. For this reason we find that only reindeer-skin
is used for winter coats. Seal-skin is more useful for trousers, because it
wears better, especially in tlle damp weather of spring. For spring and summer
boots, seal-skin is most serviceable. It is touorh, wears extremely well, and
affords better protection against dampness and water than any other hide known
to these natives.

While the Maritime Chukchee depend on reindeer-breeders for their winter
clothes, the latter obtain boots and sole leather fro'm the coast tribes. Late
in the spring, when short of seal-skin, the he'rdsmen will use it only to patch
out the uppers of a pair of ordinary reindeer-skin boots, so that they will wear
better in the damp snow.

WINTER CLOTHING FOR MEN. -The style of clothes used by Chukchee
and Koryak men in winter is admirably adapted to its purpose. It therefore
prevails among most of the tribes- of northeastern Asia, including the Russians.
Even the northern Lanmut, who in ordinary life wear narrow coats, and aprons
of a peculiar cut common among the Tungus tribes throughout eastern Siberia,

I Middenidorff, IV, Part 2, p. I I05.

[2L 34]
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put on the heavy fur shirts of the Chukchee when they drive a reindeer-sledge.
Their own clothing does not suficiently protect them from the heavy wind
blowing against their faces, and from the lumps of snow thrown up by the
reindeer-hoofs and the runners of the sledges.

.Each part of the Chukchee winter garments for men or women is made
in two pieces, an inner and an outer one, the former with the hair side in,
and the latter with the hair side out. These pieces are worn without being
sewed together, in order th'at they may be separated for drying, but they fit
together so exactly as to form practically a single garment. The inner part
is usually made of very soft-haired material, so that it will not irritate the
skin, and can be worn without underclothing even by a European.

The chief piece of clothing is a heavy fur shirt almost reaching to the
knees, with no hood attachedf and with a rather large opening in the collar
(Plates XXIII, Fig. I; XXIV, Fig. 2; also Fig. I68). Koryak shirts are longer,

Fig. i68. Pattern of Alan's fShirt. a, Front; b, Side Gore; c, B3ack; if, Sleeve.

and often have a hood; but among the Chukchee only the shroud has a hood,
which is drawn over the face of the dead body. The shroud is therefore
called by them "the hooded garment." The collar of the Chukchee shirt is,
bound with a narrow piece o'f skin folded over so that a stout sinew string
may be pulled throuorh to tighten the collar as much as desired. The ends
of the string come out on the breast. The Chukchee assert that the string
is added to strengthen the neck of the shirt in case of a scuffle.; otherwise
it would give way when pulled hard in wrestling.

The shirts of the Mbaritime people, (Plate XXIV Fig. I) are of the same cut
as those of the reindeer-breeders. They often wear cast-off clothing of the
Reindeer people, because the herdsman wears his coat only one winter, often
only half of this time. After that, the women of his family make him a new
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coat, and the old one is sold to the Maritime neighbors. It is still fairly
warm and appears well, but in reality the leather has deteriorated and the
hair thinned out, so that it offers appreciably less protection from the col.d.

The neck of the inner shirt is often trimmed with a broad strip of dog's
or wolf's fur, as shown on Plate XXIV, Fig. 2. This i-nay be folded back,
forming a thick and -warm collar'. The lower edges of both parts of the shirt
are trimmed- with narrow pieces of fur. The inner shirt is a trifle longer, so
that the garment appears to have a double row of trimming around the bottom.
This trimming is. -usually of dog-skin, but ,in the best shirts wolf, fox, and.
wvolverene trimm'ing is used. The last-named is considered the prettiest,
wolverene-skin being highly prized among the Chukchee and among the
Eskimo -on -both shores -of Bering Sea.

The Koryak fur shirt is trimmed below wit-h a broad strip of fur of the.
same material' as the body of the shirt, but different in color. This strip is
commonly bordered with a narrow pJiece of dark-colored reindeer-skin, and with
beaver or otter in garments of the well-to-do. The same method of trimming
fur shirts is adopted by the Russianized Yukaghir and Kamchadal, as well as

by some of the Chuikchee on the Pacific side. On the whole, however, a
characteristic feature of the Chukchee shirt, distinguishing it from that of the
Koryak, is the absence of this lower strip.

The sleeves of the shirts ' are full at the shoulder, and narrow -at the
wrrist. The opening is slightly gathered in, and bordered with a narrow strip
of fur. If desired, the arms can be drawn out of the sleeves into the bosom
of the shirt. Indeed, this is a favorite position with the Chukchee when taki-ng
their ease (see Plate XXVII, Figs. I, 2). The shirt is so ample, that when the
arms'are drawn in, the man can without difficulty turn in the garmzent, which
then looks more like a small tent. When sleepina in the open without an
overcoat, a Chukchee man makes full use of the shelter of his ample shirt.
He tightens the belt'and then drawrs in his arms, turns up his fur collar, and
draws his head inside, and then pulls the front of his thick fur cap up to the
neck-opening. Fortified in this manner, he can sleep snugly in the most severe
cold or during a heavy fall of snow. 'In the morning he will shake off the
snow just like an animal after' sleeping -in the open.

TIhe- young people mnake their upper shirt of thin fawn-skins from the.
first fall slaughtering These look smoother and neater than the others. The
inner shirt, of course, has to be made of thicker skins. With the simpler
clothes the- reve-rse: is the case. I have already noted that for colors, dark
brown, spoDtted, and pure- white are preferred. The young people, too, have
their shirts short, while those of old men reach sometimes considerably below
the knees, and are made of the thi-ckest autumn skins. They then look more
like heavy overcoats than inere shirts.

The outer trousers (Fig. I69) are made chiefly of the leg-skins of th-e
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reindeer, the hair running downward. By this arrangement the snow does not
stick at all to their sleek surface. For the middle of winter the outer trousers
are made ofthick fawn-skins (Plate XXIII, Fig. I). <im
Among other advantages, these skins require,
fewer seams than those made of leg-skins. z
Since the cold comes in through each seam,:
this makes a very marked difference in the
amount of protection afforded. On the other > Q e
hand, the leg-skin trousers are not so suscepti-

spring thlan those of fawn-skins. Well-to-do

peope haverthitrousersar made of soth fawn-

skins of th snwostlf,whih cmin grasse though- i:9 R
n ess and wrth.iupper1ede4.'ihtadn
thstheyinealwaysersv artenden tof slioftfan.

sekin tof vaeryboing othickess acctousrdin tocthej
seaon The Chukrplche.Te trousershave no euarro, TJ
andeftanhae short in the leatightsacly. rechngthe
th nae (se Fig tho) Ithe ar hel in Fg 6 7;t)T;ueso ener

thische alays havdaw tightarncy tohei donkl.
The Chukcheee menohabituallycgee aot areulaysptisdrhetosr,s
jerkttowheir bodesltoe rthero -thetrouseris imeriostosnw

Toh rousers place.lsiThetrousrreinasrinrndioumewy,h artm
pol,andfi byeclforeineleo-redrtihotliveOneathe cos.Terutiextl
loe dethe ysamevathat usuagthe rn-tigTrousersofReindeer-si,adtearofnaond
theirflllenghwith arrow sripes ded purlegSi.Thoegb frornt,6bay kyoun men

which canvenumrawn tigtasslsoun the anklno e. lppde e Fg 7)
TrhesousrswthlegsnythselChukchebotshae always putthirnownert ttouaswrestling
rpthatiohn, from latter fare tied the wholed irsimervitouserosno." Watypol

theetimeas thatve thes trousers,oriewindertasselle, and thyareofthesknaornedr

seal, which is extremely rare on these shores.
Winter boots are made of reindeer-lea skin with the hair side out (Fig.

I 7 I, a). They vary in thickness according to the season. The Chukchee
1 Compare p. 22I .
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are very particular about this, and change their boots almost every month.
The boots are generally ma-de of black skin, with a narrow strilp of wrhite
in the vamp. The legs of men's boots are usually short. Around the edge

Fig I70 (rT Sel-ki Troser trime wihTasls , rnt ,ak

t' t~~~~~~~~~
Fig x7"a(f°f,b(,T ) itrBos egh fsl,2c. 75m

Ofte oe sanurih srp fskn t hihisatahd h pee oern
thetop of the foot (Fig. I7I, b). This gives more room for the toes,and.
atthesametimemakes the boot fit the foot more snugly. On accountof~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I



this peculiar vamp, the Chukchee winter boot has a square-shaped toe. The
same shape is used for the summer boots of seal-skin or curried leather, thouoh
the vamp in the latter consists of a plain piece sewed to the sole. Other
tribes of northeastern Asia neighboring on the Chukchee generally wear boots
with pointed toes. In the Yakut boots the toes even bend upward with a

long curved strip, somewhat resembling the well-known mediaeval form. The
natives are well aware of the peculiar square shape of the toe of the Chuk-
chee boot. In one of the legends of the local Russians about their early war
with the Chukchee, a party of the latter is discovered by means of the square-
shaped grass insoles which they had thrown into the river flowing past their
camp. The soles for the coldest time of the year are made of patches of
very tough skin taken from between the four toes of the reindeer's foot.
These patches are covered with -thick tufts of hair, dirty white in color, and
almost as stiff as bristles. They are sewed together, fashioned into a sole,
and then well dried. The sole has the hair side out, so that the whole covering
of the man, from the crown of his head to the sole of his foot, literally bristles
with hair, like the skin of an animal.

In former times the Maritime Chukchee on the Arctic shores used the
leg-skins of the white bear for making winter boots, including the soles. This
fact was also noted by Nordenski6ld. These parts of the bear-skin are

exceedincrly tough and covered with thick white hair, so they serve the pur-
pose well. Nowa'days, however, the skin of a polar bear brings a very good
price either from Russian or American buyers, so the natives have ceased to
use it for shoes. Only the elbow-protectors', that form part of the seal-hunter's
dress, 1 continue to be made of polar-bear skin. For all other seasons, covering
about nine months of the year, the soles of boots are made of thong-seal hide
with the hair side in, or of split walrus-skin. The latter is not so durable as

ground-seal skin. NTotwithstanding the extreme tougrhness of these hides, the
herdsmen wear them. out quickly, especially in summer. The inland camps
are always in want of hides for making soles. In the Kolyma country thoncg-
seal hides sell for twenty fawn-skins apiece. EvJen cow's hide, furnished by
Yakut traders, is gladly bought at the rate of three reindeer-bucks for one
hide. Poor people, unable to procure enough hide for soles, make them of
pieces of skin taken from the neck of old reindeer-bucks. This leather is
tough enough for soles, especially when- taken from wild animals, but it is
more susceptible to damage by dampness.

The boot-string is made of strips of curried leather, which are sewed to
the boot on both sides, a little behind the ankle (Fig. I 7 I, b), and taper
towards the ends-. In fastening the boot they are crossed over the heel, and
then wound around the ankle and tied with a simple knot on the front side
of the boot.

S;ee p. I I 9.
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Short socks, made of fawn-skin in mid-winter and of reindeer-leg skin in
other seasons, are similar in cut to the boots. They have the same strip
passing around the edge of the foot. They are always worn with the hair
side in, so that here again the boot and sock form the usual double 'art'icle
of clothing. The Chukchee do not use for their socks very thick fawn-skini,
not even in the depth of winter, because it is supposed that a man keeps his
feet warm chiefly by motion. Indeed, a herdsman can use only thin leg-skin
socks, else his feet will perspire too much. As noted before, this lowers to a
considerable degree the protect'ing-power of clothes. A Yakut, when travelling
on horseback, requlires extra covering for his feet, because they are exposed
to the cold from all sides. He therefore wears over the stockings of fawn-
skin short socks of the thick fluffy skin of the polar hare. His boots are
often made of the thick ctirried hide of a hors'e or an elk.' Althouogh these
are not so warm as leg-skin, they are better proof acrainst dampness. Russilan
merchants, officials, and other travellers wear double socks of thick fawn-skin.
Their boots are made of leg-skins, have soles of reindeer-sole, and thick ograss
insoles. They are often extremely larore. One pair in the collection has soles
33 cm. long, 15 cm. wide, and 40 cm. around the foot, near the instep. Some-
times travellers wear over each boot a kind of furry baog to further protect
them from the cold. These are copied from the Tungus, who, when sleeping
in the open, protect their feet by this means.

Insoles of grass are used in all seasons, even writh light summer boots,
which are worn without socks, because the native boots, with their thin, pliable
soles, are unfit to be worn without a grass insole. Tough, Iona-bladed grass
is selected for this purpose. The villages on the most exposed shores procure
this grass from the inland country by barter. Grass only partly dried is good
for insoles. In the fall women gather quantities of it to last their families
throughout the year.

Boots with long legs, reaching to the knee and fastened over the trousers
with a gathering-string around the top, are often worn by men, although they
really belong to the woman's attire. In many cases men wear them, on the
order of a shaman, as a means of concealing their identity, or at the bidding
of spirits,- as the first step in transforming their individuality from male to
female.' Leggings of reindeer-leg skin are also u'sed occasionally.

Mittens are made of reindeer-leg skin of various thicknesses. Their cut
is the same amonu all the- tribes of northeastern Siberia (Fig. 172). Winter
gloves are almost unknown among the Chukchee. At present the'Eskimo
women at Indian Point make very clumsy gloves in imitation of those of the
American whalers. The winter gloves that were formerly made were chiefly
connected with the performance of magic. Thus a very rude shamanistic
dress' has a left-hand glove attached to it.
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In funeral ceremonials gloves with only three fingers are used. They are

worn by the woman who cuts up the body, in order to keep her hands free
from contamination.

Mittens are not mnade double, because the tough
reindeer-leg skin of which they are made would make it )JS;wX
impossible to handle anything with a double mitten. During '#Sl;
a journey the- hands are always kept in motion sufficiently_
to remain warm. The working-people of other tribes of
the country have mittens of the same shape and material. ,
The Russians, on the other hand, have adopted, besides J ,
the type described above, another style of mitten, which (
iS made of curried skin, lined Inside with soft fawn-skin, 2 >
and trimmed around the wrist with a narrow strip of fluffy d2'
beaver-skin. A little above' the wrist the mitten has a 6l,!,,,
cross-slit through which the hand may be conveniently i \'
thrust for any special work requiring the use ofthe fingers. Ii ,,1l
The slit iS trimmed with fluffy fur, squirrel or beaver, to >}:Dk;N
keep the cold out. These mittens are really better suited 1i
for short walks within the village than for real work or Fig. 172 (*.Mitten
* ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ofReindeer-leg Skin.for travelling. Length, 27 cm.

The Russian merchants and officials have adopted
still another style of mitten, a combination of the two above'described. It is
double. The outside is made of the soft leg-skins of the white, red, or gray
fox; and the inside, of the belly-skins of the same animals. The palm and
the inner surface of the thumb are of cloth or curried leather, which makes
the mitten fairly flexible in sp'ite of its excessive thickness. The cross-slit
above the w'rist is usually present, but the mittens are so heavy that no cold
enters it. These mittens, I think, are the largest in the world. Those in
the collection are 32 cm. long and I5 cm. wide. The thumb is 8 cm. Iona.6
The Koryak and the Kamchadal, and even the Gilyak and the Tungus of
the Amur River, have, in their turn, imitated in native material various patterns
of mittens and gloves made by the Russians. These show a mixture of native
and Russian elements. Thus the Koryak have mittens and gloves of curried
leather, lined with fur, with a cross-slit under the wrist. The Tungus of the
Amur (see specimen, Cat. No. 971'l5) have mittens of the leg-skin of the reindeer,
with palms of curried leather and a cross-slit bordered with fur; also mittens
of curried- leather lined with fur (see specimen, Cat. No. 97 °3).

The Chukchee cap (Fig. I 7 3) fits the head cloesely, and its triangular
flaps snugly enclose the ears. These ends are joined by a band of cloth or

curried leather of su.ch length that when they are crossed under the chin the
band will hold them 'in place by being pulled over the crown of the head
(see Plate XXVIII, Fig. 2)
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The cap of this shape is worn by all the tribes of the countryr, includinog
the Tungus. The Russians have, besides this cap,- a conmbinatiorn of it and

/X\t~~~~~~~O
Fiog. 173, a (T,'I d),

b s;sf). Caps.
Of the roulnd shacggy cap of the cossacks, which, in its turn, is derived from
a style worn by the nomadic tribes of the West Asiatic prairies. The Chuk-
chee cap is double, like other parts of their clothing. It is generally made
of the leg-skins of various animals, - reindeer, fawns, dogs, wolverenes, etc.
It' is trimmed on the front with a strip of some handsome fur, and on the
back with a narrow strip of thinner skin or leather. Sometimes the front is
adorned with a few rows of gay-colored beads. The heaviest cap, wvorn ovrer
this ordinary one in winter travelfing, is made of thick reindeer-skin or of the
head part of the wolf's skin, arranged in such a manner that the ears stand
up on, top. These ears are often decorated with smzall tassels of red-dyed
seal-skin or of crimson cloth.

Poor people protect the neck writh a kind of short boa (Fig. I 74, a)
made of a narrow piece of reindeer-skin folded together and sewed. The
wealthy use scarfs and shawls bought from the traders. Boas of squirrel-tails,
made by the Lamut, are much wtorn by Chukchee men and women, who trade
them for reindeer-skins.

The Chukchee men also wear unde'r their chin a kind of square bib
(Fig. I74, b) made of thin reindeer-lea skin, and fastened around the neck.
This protects the shirt from the frost that collects froml the breath. All the
overcoats of men and the frocks of women are supplied with a similar square
piece in front for the same purpose.
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A larore hood (Fio. I 75) of thick reindeer or wolf skin is worn in stormy

<'w'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A
Fig.I74)(ffF()B)Boaof Rindeer-Skn (length 7I cm.);b (,0X; g, Bib of eindeer-Sin (lengt,I9Icm.)ried~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ lethrcali ofJ i

Fi17ore0)harene tof Rende rSi (le gth t7Icm. ();b St70rm-Hod -Skinh (legt, c
weadther. Ithoeirsneihe- edadtesoles Mn epepeett
brontheovuthwestbecauseitmhey liveonoitknofar more reapsdreiy. it

nohfel fovrcotfiewTeorno evnsupytheChkeeaemadelofvariousheatyoercoals,sc

and bhlue drivlling,fleeanteopnwtotexrnoeig.TeKra
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and the Kamchadal, on the contrary, during a night passed in the open, have
a cheerful fire, and protect themselves with heavy double overcoats and sleeping-
bags made of thick skins. The Chukchee seldom use fawn-skins for their
overcoats, because the hair and skin are not sufficiently touogh and durable.
Summer skins of full-grown reindeer, with their short slick hair, are most
suitable. Thicker skins, employed for this purpose, have their hair previously
cropped short. They are worn-with the hairy side in. The outside is usually
dyed yellow with ochre, or dark red with alder-bark.

Chukchee overcoats are made in the form of long ample frocks reaching
far below the knees, with a loose hood, and very full sleeves gath'ered at the
w7rists. The lower edge is often bordered with narrow strip's of fur or leatlier.
Near the edge the overcoat is trimmed with a band of leather, usually of
different color, the reverse side of the skin being turned. out.

Tlhe overcoats of the southwestern tribes are trimmed along the lower
edge with much broader strips of cotton or cloth of bright colors, -white,
red, or blue. These are embroidered in various designs.

The belt is made of a piece of tough leather, with a clasp of ivory or of
iron. It is sometimes rudely adorned with buttons, bells, or other jinglinog
objects. Fig. I76 represents a Chukchee belt with a big iron clasp. Strips

of leather tied into knots
~~~~~~~~~~~~~\14V and sewed on the back

~~~~~ ~~~ _ w~~~~~as will be described later.
The simplest form of belt

^ ~~~~~~~ismade of a'n odd piece
7t& ~~~~ofthin leather thong,

,SWG ~~~~~with a small stone that
, ff ~~~~~~serves as a button. The

i5X ~~~~~~otherend of the belt has
<t, ~~~~~aloop which slips over
\;\> ~~~~~~thestone button. Inother
/r}\ ~~~~~casespiecesofsinewstrina
/v7 ~~~~~orthong, without clasp,
< ,2 ~~~~~~aresimply tied around the

Fig. 176 ( B4-I)et with Amulet. Length, I25 cm- waist to serve as a belt.
WINTER CLOTHING

FOR WOMEN. -The dress of the Chukchee woman does not seem so well
adapted to its purpose as that of the man. Its main part, a combination-
garment, is found in the same style also among the Koryak and the Kani-
chadal. Indeed, the cur'ious cut of this garment, with its full, dangling sleeves
-and somewhat low neck, suggests a remote origiln in a milder climate than
Arctic Asia (see Plate XXIV, Fig. 2 ).
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The combination-g'arment (see Plate XXIII, Fig. 2 ; also Fig. 177) consists
of a bodice, large at the- shoulders, but rather close-fitting at the waist, and

Fig. 177. Pattern of Woman's Dress. a, Right Front; b, Front Middle Piece; c, Left Back; d, Back
Middle Piece; e, Left Sleeve.

passing into baggy trousers that reach a little below the knees. The neck of
the bodice is cut quite low both front and back, especially for younger women.
To keep off the cold it is bordered with a double or even a triple row of
trimming of the thick fur of the dog, fox, or wolf. On the suits of young
-women these strips of fur are of different hues, contrasting strikingly with
each other. Of course this does not prevent the cold winds of the tundra
from penetrating. under the bodice. The sleeves are very full, and so long
that they interfere -with the work of the woman. Moreover, they are not
gathered in at the opening. On account of these sleeves, the woman, when
occupied in several branches of work, has to thrust her right arm and shoulder
out of the bodice, while the sleeve is left danglinor down the back. This
attitude, with half of the bust bare, is one of the most typical for Chukchee
women (see Plate XXVII, Fig. 3). The front of the garment opens a short distance
down from the neck,' and may be fastened with curried 1leather bands attached
to both edges. The garment is with'out any opening to allow the women to
attend to the requirements of nature. For such purposes the body must be
entirely removed, allowing the garment to fall down on the knees. In winter
the women then cover their naked bodies with overcoats thrown over their
shoulders, but 'in summer they, may be seen about the camps quite uncovered.'
The leg-openings of the. breeches are fastened over the boots with a gathering-
string.

The boots- reach to the knee. The upper edge either has a hem through
which a string is pulled (Fig. I 78, a) or is left rough as in the boots of men.



I Middendorff, p . 145 8.
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This is because the boot-legs are generally tucked under the legs of the
~~breeches. The stockings (Fig. I 78, b)
are also long, and fit the leg snugly.

, X ~~~~The foot of the stocking iS made
¢ % W Q ~~~~~~offawn-kn while the leg iS oftent3 ~~~~~~~~grown reindeer. The calves ofvwomen/1 M # t+t -t g j ~bulge out with these stockings and

S1 W W ~~~~~whlile waltking throulgh deesnCC*OW.

w W ~~~~~~~~theinconvenience of the female garbfw- | E < ~~~~~of their tribe. In several cases I

ts | > t ~~~knrew of herdswomen adopting man's
women iS influenced by their clothing.
The Lamut describe them as walkinog

.), womn's Boot; abT0) oanssokn with legs spread apart. TheChk
chee retaliate by saying that the Lamut girls are chained like dogs because~~~~their aprons are decorated with iron chains and various

g-< ~~metal ornaments.
The material for women's dress is the same as

0.-'.X;X that for the men,'s; viz., fawn-skins of different thick-
,u- S w ~nesses. The garnments are likewise made double, with

:
r t ~~~the hair of the inner piece touching the skin, and that

2RR @ t of the other turned outward.
wXi S ~~~The color preferred is brown with small white

X ~~~~~used but seldom by women.

lXXa W ~The wman's overcoat is shaped something like
that of the man, only it is comparatively shorter andm«~;w F @ 9 fuller than the latter (Plate xxv, Fig. 2). It iS made

X ;:S; n ~of tisumer skins of grown reindeer. The flesh
0 -S,\ side is worn ouitside, and is dyed red with alder-ak

t:i>'3>#!tev} i9Na\*'';@^J The overcoat is adorned with fringe and with patches of
Fig. 179. Woinan's Frock. fur scattered over the front and back. Sometimes the

(Froa keth.) back is further decorated with strips of colored cloth
and rude embroidery (Fiog. I79). It shows some similarity to the back of the
Samoyed coat pictured by- Middendorff.1
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Fig. I. Seal-skill Overcoat. Eskimo. Cat. No. '53

Fig. 2.. Overcoat of a Chlllkchee Wonian, with Tassels. Cat. No. 7 7-ii
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The 'Chukchee women wear this overco'at over their usual dress when going
for a walk or ride in the open air. It must also be put on 'in ceremonial
dances and performances.
The Koryak women wear -, .
the overcoat with theitr .r jl.
Ordinary costume, andj ii.|'\
consider the combination- ;=

The Chukchee women

made of cotton, but do 4>-W t }
not wear these so fre- 'WIti'''li'''''''}j2i

quently as the men. In, S , ; '\ 4
the Pacific villages the ,; .,,,j........,\

Chukchee and the Eskimo ltttl;!t.9 IAIS\;\0;.1
young women also have S>\s-0<Wt;i5z
overcoats made of thin <o"2 ..... Z'j' !
guts of seal and walrus r ;;;--...... V ; 4

carefully bleached and
quite transparent..Theyy
are exceedingly light, and ,, !
not ungraceful in appear- X:

ance (Fig. I 8o). The _ <

guts are neatly stitched ,-
together in Iong bands, i <- - >l df- F
and the coat is trimmed - - ~ ' ~ t v s -
with tassels and small red -<jj n>
tufts of feathers from the - - -V --;
heads of crested auks. .^Y;~;>-,l

It is probable that this -I -L X.
frock or coat belonged S' > 5 "j-- a <6! A
originally to the Eskimo ;---- { fi--=- ........

costume. Even now the \--JX i "f - S'>;i
best are brought from
St. Lawvrence Island, where
sealsarepentiful and Fig. i So, a, b6Ow0 a, b). Dress Frocks of Seal-Gut. a, Front;

crested auks also abound.
The Maritime Chukchee, however, have adopted it as a dress for the great
fall ceremonial. They believe that the sea-god Kere'tkun and his wife vvear
ovTercoats of exactly the same shape. Therefore while bringing sacrifices to
Kere'tkun, the whole family, down to the small children, don this garment in
imitation of the deity. At all other times these coats are kept in bags.
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Women's caps and mittens are quite similar to those of men. The women
also tie bright cotton handkerchiefs, around th-eir heads, after the manner of
the Russians.

SUMMER CLOTHING. - The Chukchee have no special summer garments,
properly speaking. Indeed, there is little need for them in those latitudes.
Fur clothes are used all the year round; the old, half-worn clothes, which are
of little use in the coldest season, being worn during the summer m'onths.
Dampness and rain are much more' destructive to fuir clothing than the dry
snows of winter. So the Chukchee, who in mid-winter is clad in clean and
handsome furs, in- the summer wears the wrorst clothing he has. Even the
well-to-do reindeer-breeders then look exceedingly shabby. The people, wTho
have accustomed- themselves to severe cold, apparently consider it not wvorth
while to prepare for the milder, damp weather of the short summer months.

In the summer-time coats are worn either sinale or double. If single,
they are always worn with the hair side in. Among the Reindeer Chukchee,
trousers and shoes are made of strongly smoked tent-covering (rette'm), which
has the advantage of not shrinking after having been wetted."' The trousers
have the usual cut. The soles of the boots are made of hard thong-seal hide.
The boots often have small guards around the front to keep the toes from
being hurt by striking against stones and roots that lie exposed during the
summer. These shoes are wrorn with thick grass insoles, but without socks.
They fit the foot closely, so that when walkinog ankle-deep in the numerous

bogs and mountain brooks, very little water can remain in the shoe. The
soles, moreover, are pierced with two rows of small holes made with a bodkin,
to facilitate the outlet of the water. Even after a long walk through water,
when a stretch of dry ground is reached, thze shoes dry very rapidly under
the pressure of the foot. As there are no stockings inside, the feet will be
quite dry in half an hour's time.

The summer trousers and boots of the Maritime Chukchee, as has been
noted before, are made of seal-skin, which is much more suitable for this pur-
pose than any kind of reindeer-skin. The seal-s-kin is curried and the epidermis
is left on, or the skin is well scraped and blackened with soot. Thanks to the
thickness and oiliness of seal-skin, they are nearly impervious to water.

lIhe typical boot reaches to the knee (Fig. I8 I, a), and has clumsy, rather
full legs. The large soles are crimped around the edge. This latter process
is quite similar to that used by the American Eskimo. Since the Asiatic women
have no special boot-sole creasers, they use their teeth for this purpose.

The Koryak women have small ivory knives which are similar to the
boot-sole creasers of t'he Alaskan Eskimo; but,. curiously enough, they do not
use them in boot-maki'ng, but only for t'racing patterns on soft curried leather*,
or cloth for the- embroidered fringe of the overcoat. Boots of the style just

I Compare p. 22o.
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described are made on both shores of Bering Sea by the M\aritime Chukchee,I
the Asiatic Eskimo, and the American Eskimo of Alaska. W7hal'ing-crews

Fig. x8xj aZ (-f'0n) Seal-skin Summer Boot; b (,r7O-(,), C (,v0-F), Men's "Dry Boots;"
d (,T7 0

, Woman's "Dry Boot."

and miners use them in preference -to the civilized form of foot-gear. In Asia
they are traded off to the inland camps of Reindeer -people, and some of-
them reach even the market-places of the Kolyma. Some of the seal-skin
boots are much longer., Boots and trousers combined, made of curried seal-.
skin, are occasionally seen. These are useful for seal-hunters and fishermen,
who w~alk constantly through cold water.
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Besides the boots and shoes already described, the Reindeer and Maritime
Chukchee have the so-called v"dry boots" (ke'rgi-p'ce'kit), which -are worn at
home when resting from the fatigue of travel and work. These boots are of
various shapes. One of the most common forms has the leas made of thin slick
reindeer-leg skin, and the feet of brown, smoked, and curried rette'm leather.'
The tops of these are trimmed with narrow strips of crimson-dyed seal-skin
or red cloth. Others are made entirely of curried leather and adorned with
rudle embroidery (Fig. I8I, fi, c). The' "dry boots' of women (Fig. I8I, d)
bear a close resemblance to the patterng used by the Koryak, the Kamchadal,
and the Russianized Yukaghir. This form of boot thus appears to be spread
over a very large- area.

With most forms of summer boots the strinors are attached in the same

way as among the Alaskan Eskimo. They are fastened to both sides of the
instep, and in tying are crossed in front, passed through two loops placed Oll
each side of the boot near the sole, then crossed behin(l the heel and wound
around the ankle, and finally tied in front. This method of fastening the
strings is used for curried reindeer-skin shoes of the Reindeer herdsmen, for
seal-skin boots of the Maritime huntersn and, amoncr the Koryak, on a"dry
shoes" and short summer boots made of rette'm.

Mittens (Fig. I82) for summer use are made of seal-skin or curried rette'm
~~leather, and are similar in shape to those worn in winter.

4' \ Gloves of curried leather are sometimes worn, but are
> ~probably copied after Russian and Lamut patterns.

,. 4 ~~~~Caps are made either of the thinnest lea-skins of fawns
or of curried leather. Large hoods of the latter material,

;v1$¢Wt1JSimilar in shape to the storm-hoods for winter use, are
1!!j;lzl ,i/C; jf'worn for -protection from insects. They are often trimmed

t ^ ~~~wth leather fringe around the face and all along the'

'i:llgtll^Vfll;}!z< In the sprinog-time the herdsmen wear light caps with-
,lt;\tlt1'' f/';gout crowns (Fig. I83 a). These are more common in
i9ll,1\lV:;jisfi}g the inland camps. The Maritime young men, while foot-
<S*lw10 / \ >racing and indulcring in other athletic exercises, sometimes

''' 1i y wear crownless caps of a somewhat different pattern (Fig.
I 8 3, fi). A third style iS worn by Lamut hunters. This

N&t$ykw combines the crownless cap with a protector for cheel;s
FigM8t(_'3skSelsi and chin. The illustration (Fig. 183, c) represents a cap

of this last style, seen from the front. Two leather bands
one running across the fore-head, and the other passing under the nose -

prevent the cap from slipping off. The pattern in voogue among the Alaskan
Eskimo (represented in Nelson's book) does not resemble any of the forms
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me1acitionedl lout remzinds one rather of the ear-laps used by the Rulssian cos-

sacks oin the Ksolylma, which are wori-i under the parade fur cap to protect

howvever, are iiiade of plaiin clothl, andi
are IlOt aclortied witli emibroidery, as in m _ u
ANlasksan sp)ecillienls. }, ,2 _

Thle stiiiiiiier overcoats worn by h1erds-

aiicl the ftir IS llalf-shled andC ill its poorest
coilclition. Tlle hair iS scraped off, but f
tlie- skins are p)repared very rouuhly, be-
catis,e extra care would n-ot sliow after the Fig. I83 (r, b (-e), c-(,T b)- Crownless
coat had passed throucrh the first rainstorm. Caps. a7, Rteindeer Chulkcbee, frol-n a sketch; b, Mari-

Z:~~~~~~~~ime Chukchlee: c: L,amlut.
Tllese overcoats are so stiff that tlley canbe!
ptit on- oinlv when nmoisten-ed with water. At the same timne, they are N.Tery
lii,-ht an(:d convenient for herclsmen.

Overcoats iniade of rette'rn leather (1'late sxxviii, Fiog. I), are also worna
in sun-n-er, but are heavier than those described here. They do not shrinlk
after beii1(g exposed to rain, and, if made of the- thickest leather, are water-

proof to a conisiderable degree. The MIaritin-e Chukchee and the Eskinio
wear waterp)roof coats made of seal or walrus guts (see Plate xxvi, Fqig. 2), quite
simiilar to the Aimerican EDskimo patterns. Seal-skiii overcoats are used very
rarely because of the highz value of that material (see Plate xxv, Fig. I).

CIIITLDREN'S CLOTI-IING. - The child's dress is a conmbination-sulit (IFig. I 4
I'aes,Iig 4), and is called in Chukchee ka'lhek'r(jitst).Iha
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a large hood trimmed with fur. The sleeves and breeches have no openings
.at all, so that the child's feet and hands are kept warm inside. A square

.! ~~~~~diaper (ma'ki) is sewed on

It can be tucked between'1 - + xni~~~~the mosslhaslegs, andoptsends

, e~~~~~~~~~~asternSbeiaincludtbystings

i'ig.~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ WtI8sm5.InatsDes.nwbr nantsinfnsmadeio

ture softrestfande-mskis, and
hair~~~ xsiei.Sncattiieryaebaisaeketotowheiopeabs rbs theex

fawn-skins~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ crtareischned.evra
Thearmetso chidrenare rimmd w th l imes aofy Thirs dandpen-

binatio-suitudergoesgradualchanges Sleeve hasbeple n adopsltscu
slitthehadmay bethustoutan eailldawback agaibe. oWhnorth-

chilbegnstwal, th brechesoftesuttae Rusosupianedcwith openings,

iscotinudaftrthemoss attig becmes nnecssiany name,iialboys up t

anddrggingehindthem i the sow,ii taefaiirosg thin Chukheeo
Koryak~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~hcoamps.n-ui-of

At~ igihage of ) Infant'si Dreight new-bthboysrnd ginfans isceive ofr
mentofhesualcut butthe attr reainthe softestpieewcn-skins,ably

dulinger becus thes euit aruneaessarv entlittl late adoubled suts madehid' thicker

LONBREHEgamnS. of chidenMareitrimmedwipe,bthall ukidofcharmsand pEn-mo

chilenginsto akhebreechrofeeping-room areaccstmeso suppip aedwihoexept fo
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short loin-breeches. These are used by both men and women. They are

made of curried leather (Fig. I85, a, b) or (in, modern times) also of calico
or cloth. Many of them are lI
adorned with leather fringe. \
The men also wear crownless 1-
caps (see Fig. I 83, b). Young i<5

conthin,te girsishor,avng onlso

in those on the Pacific which|
lie nearest to East Cape, the
inhabitants are familiar with

treheuse sinc theylontsrp Fg 8ra(X,b(60) e'oin-breeches.

THAIRChkceeSNT. ninthevillagensu hehiro tecrw

ofithe hoeer, doclose wa rosbe ota tlosams si hvnomn
atkindarenf aosr sePaeXI,Fg haraondconideitsrei
trimmedimo loriin like freinge oeie nadul rw(lt x,Fg
dee peoplote wead, non lotsine-ftetnue w ln ok retb
breecesofithe then. dosocslonotstip Fi. ike,a(] -) bh ea-rs ofMen'Lon-Breeches e
nashindowhiearingthi honurisnuses alsokamo,ningPhoint. ndamn
theAsiR-DESSNG-nA meianyEsiof mntheChukcem enu he hitri on lthe cerow

graduallheingasupersededposbylte, sordinaryitylook alosthasifr-cut.orin
aTineo tonsure (sefinePate resorteFig 4wheneehir isrtoundghetonsureissay

trimestlookct'imsel fringte, sometimesofncontagiousrowseases, orxa murderer
concealso this hedenit fon bthe siesegflsuoftheiosue vitwom.n Frok are laeftb
smoie,uulyocomnof shaansmen.Thes lokslolownlk theirrsofa hanimaltohgow

for sperst itiou breasons,aterchane fahone' ofpwoearnce For insteance,w lockson

the temples or on the back -of the neck, to be plaited into a small braid.



A sinale white bead is sometimes braided in with the hair at the front of the
head (Plate XXIX, Fig. 3). This is supposed to serve as a protecting charm,
and will 'be referred to later. On Plate XXIX, Fig. I, Will be noticed a small
piece of perforated iron.

Women sometimes plait into their hair in front a number of small gay-
colored beads merely for ornament. In dressing the hair, the women formz
'two braids on the sides of the head, quite near the temples (Plate XXIX, Fig. 2).
The braids are adorned with strinos of small beads and buttons (see Fig.
I88, g, h, k). Married women arrange their braids at the back of the head
in a coil, and cover them with a cotton neckerchief in Russian style (Plate

XXVI, ig.3).Young women and girls leave their braids hanoing down over
the shoulders, and join their ends together with a narrow band.

The Chukchee allowv the mustache and wvhiskers to grow. Only a fewT
young men pull them out with tweezers, which are probably copied after those
of some neighboring tribe. In this respect the Koryak are similar to the
Chukchee, while the Lamut and the Eskimo pull out the scanty growth of
hair on their faces very carefully.

TATTOOING. Tattooing is done with a needle, by means of which a
thin threadn blackened with soot or with powder, is drawn throuogh the skin.
It is practised on girls of ten years or even younger, though it requires con-
siderable endurance (see Plate xxx, Fiog-,. 4). The women of the Reindeer Chuk-
chee are contented with only a few lines (Fig. I86, a). Two of these run

vertically on both sides of the nose. On account of these tattoo-lines several
tales speak of a heroine with a punctured nose as a Chukchee woman par
excellence. Several vertical lines adorn the chin. Childless women tattoo on
both cheeks three equidistant lines runnino, all the way around. This is con-
sidered one of the charms against sterility. I know of cases, however, where
young women and girls have adorned their cheeks with such lines with no
reference to child-bearing. Many wromen of the Reindeer branch have no

,tattooing at all.
Of the Maritime people, the Eskimo womn en, both on the mainland and

on St. Lawrence Island, adorn their faces and hands with more or less elaborate
tattooing (Fig. I 86, fi-e).

The Chukchee of the Pacific villages south of Indian Point practise tat-
tooing similar to that of the Reindeer people, while in the northern villages
more elaborate designs are occasionally used (Fig. I86, f-1h). In the Arctic
villages, so far as I am aware, the tattooing is like that of the Reindeer people.

Men are not tattooed, except in the Eskimao villages and the nearest
Chukchee settlements, where a areat many have two small marks tattooed on
both cheeks near the mouth (Fig. I86, i). NTels'on suggests that they may be
substitutes for labrets, which possibly were worn by the people in olden times.

I Nelson, p. 52.
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Fig. I. Reindeer Chukchee Young -Man. Fig. 2. Eskimo Girl.

Fig. 4. Reindleer Chukchee Man.Fig. 3. Maritime Chukchee Woman.

tThe Chukchee.
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bI

Fig. I86. Tattooing. a, Of Reindeer Chukchee Woman; b, c) d, e) Of Esklmo WYoman; f g,
Chul;chee Wloman; i, Of Men (from sketches).

it) Of Maritime
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'Fhis is pDrobablN.- true, thlotioh t}leir psositioii does IlOt qtiite correspoind to tlle
usulal lsos'itioin of the labret. These m arkcs are iioNv inteilded onlN.- as char-nis
against spirits. The saiine is> triie of otlier iiiarks, represenitingT 11inian figrures,
of wvhich I shaall speak later. I h1eard froim- the KISO1)I11a Chuikcliee tllat in
ancinttmesa llan,after killiing aii enemvx, tattooed a dot on thle back of

lils rit,lht wrrist. For eacl-i slimiilar perforiinatice a dot Nvas added, sometimes in
tllls wa), formnlICY qeliite a Iiiie of dots runnin(- friom- the NxTist toward tlle ell)o-%N.
II1 moclerii titiies, amlonc, the MIaritinie pzeopule the hiinter who sticceeds inl
ksillincg Iiis first AN laale or polar bear has a s>imple mark tattooed iiear everv
jio11t of his linllbs.

I'ERSO-NAL ADOR-NMENT-. - Chukchlee ii-eii aiid -%xromlen. enmlbellishl their per-
,soils withl variotis adorinilents of rtidest fashion, IllOSt of whlicha are regarded
.as protectii1og cliarms or amsulets. XItost pronii-inent aiiio(--g tl1ese are iieckSlaces.
'I he ordinarv tx pe is a slender leather b)and (Fig. IS8,, a), im-ucli soiledl, oftei

CX broketi in onie or tNNro plac\e:,3 aiid retied NxTitli uncrgainlyli~~~~nots (see Fqig. i9o, a). In front is fiastened a tiiiv pou"cl1

t X ~~~for thle tob)acco-qulid. An aniulet sewed up in a piece of
lX Q ~~leather mua- b)e added, or ev eii a smiall figTtire carvedl of ivrory
/,@ ja ~(.Fig. I 87, b). At p)resent, hlowever, beCads are conisiderecl
S l:)~~~est, stiited for this pzurp)ose. Soii1e of tl1ose Nlho, h1ave
| | l)~~eenl baptized adld a brass crticifix.

gj Neckilaces of' this sliape are worn b))y illOSt of tlle
Jlal i tgpeople. (see F;ic. I go, a), and are pu1t oi-i at anl early
lA11' ~~~~~~~~~~ag~e.NINTomen1 wear,

tV i ,;^ ~~~~~~~~inaddition, ieckilaces
@ nz~~~~~~~~~~~iade of 13eadlxof vari-

Xt A , Otl~~~~~~~~~~0-S sizes anelI colors,
t

t b .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Strunllg togTetlier o1

r sX ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~siiiewthread and wNotiind
a fz tt ~~~~~~~arotndtlle ineck in
,f%, t % ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~severalcoils (1 icys. I CS8,

XA j ~~~~~~~~~~~~~XXV-otF ic. ,) These
@
! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~neckElaces are often

tons of brass and porce-
Fqig. I87: a (.¢2 Necklace: g (1-', Neckl-ace witli IvTory .Amullet. .-nat. size'. laiii, b)ottomns of cart-

ridgTes, heads of brass
nails, h1andles of broken chlina cups, etc. These trinkets are arraii(,ed witli
poor taste and without any symmetry. Ofteni tlle neckElace of a Nvoman repre-
sents a mass of different strincys l1copelesslv entaingled. Amoncg the Maritinaie
Chlukchee anid Eskilno mnaiiy men wear niecklaces of a string, of largye beacls.
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The bracelet of the most usual type is made to match the necklace.
It is a narrow strip of leather, with a single bead tied to one of the ends

10-1 t W ,'-

r~~~~~~~

Fig I88, TT

Necklace; b (TI- a), Ear-Ring;
c fO ) rclt ?z,,e(a7) a-Rings;

f (T405), Bracelet; g (s+ b) 7 ) Ba ris (T+?°, b), Necklace of Small Beads; j (TIRT a),
Ear-Ring; k (,r#7 b), Bcad BraLid. ffnat. size. b, d, Lamut style; c, Eskimo; rest, Chukchee.

(Fig. I 89, a ; Fig. i go, .a, b). Very few Chukchee are seen without these bracelets
on at least, one of their wrists. Some add an extra bead or wind the band
around twice. Arm-bands of a similar -style are also worn (Fig. I90 a, b).
Mor'e ornamental bracelets are made of a string of large beads or of small.
beads sewed in several rows on a st'rip of leather (Fig.. I88, C, f).- Bracelets
of iron and brass are, also used (Fig. I89, b), though these are generally
bought from the neighboring tribes. The same may be said of brass, copper,
and iron finger-rings (Fig. I 89, C).
3 3 JESUP NORTH PACIFIC EXPED,, VOL. VII.
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Women often wear around the wrist or over the chest, under their clothing,
a string with a few beads on it (Fig. I go, 6).

t ~~~~~~Themen simply use a thin strip of leather
|;;or a cord of sinew for the same purpose

v ~~~~~~Middle-aged men often wear a kind

v ~~~~~~~ofhead-band (Fig. I 9 1 X a) similar in style
J ~~~~~~to'the leather necklace. It is made of a

very narrow strip of leather, adorned at
:t f ~~~~~intervals with a few large beads and having
47 e ~~~~afew strings of smaller beads hanging
0 ~~~~~~~fromit. These ornaments are also amulets.
0 ~~~~~~Inolden times the attachments consisted
w ~~~~~~~ofsmall blocks of wood. These represent-
i89,a7el 0

ed protecting spirits, and were called
Zin8g. (niaSt sibze. a,6),hukchee; b, E(ski°mo.) wooden manikins" (otta -la'u1qaite'). IFig.

Iron i

.JXITI\' ~=S'fW'7

Fig. I go, a, b. MIan and Woman with Necklaces, Arm-Bands, and I3reast-Bands. (From photographs.)

saw one head-band of this kind worn by an old man among the Reindeer
people on the Wolverene River. Head-bands with wooden images attached are



I Schrenck, II, Plate xxix, Fig. 6.
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mentioned in several tales. Similar wooden manikins, forked at one end, may
be seen on the breast-band of the women (Fig. i go, b). Their shape represents
one of the typical Images of guardian E

and assistant spirits, which are much t h

used by the Chukchee. They willrX
be discussed at length, in Chapter t\

XIII. t
Ear-rings are usually made of )r{

small beads strung on leather or ' i
sinew (Fig. 88, e, j). A larger Jt /C
bead or a disk of silver battered d
out of a small coin is added attheXa
end (Fig. I88, b). Ear-rings of ' (
thin silver wire in combination with i
a few beads strung on leather S!
(Fig. I88, d) are also used. The ii
latter two forms are characteristic le
of the Lamut. Ear-rings of silver 4
wire are similar to those of the
Gilyak figured by Schrenck.1 Eaar-i
rings are fastened by passing a

string. through a bole in the lobe g

of the a and tying a knot in the ;
end of the string to prevent it from m

slipping out (see Plate XXIX*, Fig. 3).
This method of holding the ear- Fig. i9I,,a (Tr7a0W), Head-Band; b (T7T), c (,r"T), Ivory
ringsinpace s usd bymostof Ornaments; d (rJ4-g), Ivory Bead; e B-T,f(r) Ivory

Buttons. a, I nat. size; all others, .nat. size.
the tribes of this region. Even the T2

ear-rings of thin silver wire are thus fastened to the ear with a short strip of
leather. For greater safety the two r'ings are often joined by a fine thread
passing around the back of the head.

Many men also wear ear-rings, generally by order of a shaman. These',
however, are sometimes fastened simply with a loop slung over the ear.

Single beads on long leather strings are sewed to the clothes at various
places, serving at the same time both as a charm and as an ornament. Women
frequently have a long pendant dangling from the front of their bodice down
as low as the knees.

In earlier times ivory beads and pendants were used for ear-rings and
other ornaments. I could find but a few of these, all of which are very care-

fully made, and seem to be only imnitations of glass beads (Fig. I 9I I d).
Others (Fig. I9I, 6, C) resemble the ivory ornaments for women's j'ackets used



I Compare Boas, Central Eskimo, Fig. 5og, az, p. 555; and Boas, Baffin-Land Eskimo: Fig. 75, p. 52.
Schrenck, II) Plate XXIX, Figs. 4i 5.
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by the Central Eskimo.' It is uncertain whether, before the arriv-al of Europeans,
the Chukchee used necklaces made of small objects strung together.

I have heard that necklaces of the vertebrae of fish were worn by children.
One of the dolls I collected had a necklace of tiny stone-s of irregular form
tied together on a sinew thread.

Buttons are little known to -the Chukchee, since their garments do not
require any. Some buttons carved out of ivory are used for clasping belts or
'for buttoning pouches and work-bags (Fig. I 9 I, e, f). They may be com-

pared to the buttons belonging to the Gilyak, and illustrated by Schrenck.'
SNOW-GOGGLES. -Snow-goggles of leather and vvood (Fig. I 9 2, a,b

are used by the Chukchee, the Asiatic Eskimo, the Lamut, and other tribes

Fig. I92, a.(*) Leather Snow-Goggles (length, 4cm.); b (7j"L), WVooden Snow-Goggles (length,
5m)

c (-AP1;)1 d (A54T)l Eye-Shades (wridth, 22 CMn., 23 cmn.). a, Chukchee; b, Lamut; c, d: Eskimo.

Of northeastern Asia. They have narrow slits similar to those in the specimens
from the American Eskimo. The Lamut sometimes fashion snow-goggles of
the same shape out of thin sheets of silver hammered out of silver coins.
Nowadays snow-goggles of Yakut make, covered with a net of horsehair, are

bought from Russian traders. Glass goggles from civilized countries are also
eagerly purchased. The Chukchee sometimes imitate European snow-goggles,
but in place of smoked glass or hair-netting they use round bits of iron pierced
with numerous holes.

Ionce saw among the Reindeer Chukchee an eye-shade used by a man
w-ho had weak e7es. It was made of thick leather, and fastened with str'ings
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around the back of his head. Among the Maritime people., owners of boats,
who usually sit at the stern steering, put on eye-shades during their hunting-
expeditions. The harpooneer also wears an eye-shade. The eye-shades whic,h
I collected belong to the Asiatic Eskimo. All of them represent masks at
the same time. One has on it the im'age of a killer-whale and two walruses
(Fig. I92, C); another, the face of a walrus without tusks (Fig. I92, d;a
third has two eyes, which are said to represent whale's eyes.

SNOWSHOES, STAFFS, AND ICE-CREEPERS. -The snowshoes used in north-
eastern Asia are of two varieties, in accordance with the character of the
ground on which they are to be used. Those used within the forest-border,
where the snow is soft and abundant, are made of long, thin boards. Those
used by the Yakut are narrow, and are not covered with skins. They are
therefore called "bare snowshoes.' Those used by the Laniut are broader,
and covered underneath with slick reindeer-leg skins, the hair turning backward
to assist in ascending hills and yet glide along smoothly on the level or down
grades. Their length is from I25 cm. to 130 cm.; and breadth, from 24 cm.
to 26 cm. The Kamchadal snowshoes are more clumsily made, and covered
with seal-skin, which does not serve nearly as well as reindeer-skin. Snowshoes
covered with leg-skins (Fig. I 93, a) are known also among the Reindeer

.Fig. 193, Iog) Snowshoe covered withl Reindeer-leg Skin (length, 128 cm.); b 7(fw)Nte
Snowslhoe (length, 70cm.). a, Lamut make; b, Chukchee.

Chukchee on both the Arctic and the Pacific shores (see Plate xxx, Fig. 2).
They are bought either from -the Lamaut or from the Russianized natives, and are
used in wJinter for travel in the forests. They are very useful in hunting
reindeer on the hard-crusted snow, because their large surface prevents the
foot from breaking through the thin crust of the snow.

Nordenskiold 1 obtained'a specimen of these snowshoes from the Arctic
Chukchee, and considered them hopelessly clumsy. He says that he could

Nordenski6ld: II) p 0.IOI.
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not even admit any possible use for them until he saw a Japanese picture
representing an Ainu man driving a reindeer wvhile on such snowshoes (i. e.,

the snowshoes served as a sledge). The title oftheJapanese
book from which the picture is taken is givren by Nordenskiold

WTIO as "Journey to the Northern Part of Japan (Yezo)." It, is to
S 4 e be regretted that no more details are given. It is almost

|| needless to say, that, however attractive the picture may be
;\ on the pages of the Japanese book, it is altogether fantastic.

Ainu do not drive reindeer either with snowshoes or in any
\,other way. My own experience and the opinion ofthe natives

l 1} ~both contradict Nordenskiold when he speaks ofthe clumsiness
of these snowshoes. The Lamut, who are the best snowshoe-
runners in northeastern Asia, achieve wonders with this partic-
ular kind of shoe. Several times I had Lamut runners wearing

1 ! I such snow shoes who accompanied my dog-team for miles and
ill ~miles without any visible strain. The dogs ran in the deep,

lhlard-beaten track. The Lamut runners glided by their side
o|ver the surface of the snow. Races on such snowshoes are

1 | Xl al1o run among the Lamut runners, in' which they attain a
I ~~speed equal to that of the fastest race-reindeer.
'i ~~~The other variety of snowshoe, and the one typical of

the Chukchee (Fig. I193, fi), is the so-called "raven feet"
l1" | jve'lvi-ye'hit; in local Russian,.znIHM, "paws," which is evidently
]i lia ranslation of the same term). They are made with a wooden
:1 ~~frame, rather small.in size (60-70 cm. by I6-20 cm.), and inter-

laced with thongs. The frame is rounded between the two
pointed ends. The foot rests on the middle of the net, and
is fastened with a loop. The loop for the foot is the same
on both kinds of snowshoes.

ii ~~Netted snowshoes are used by natives when walking on
1 ~~uneven ground, where the other kind of shoe would be quite
> ~useless. Herdsmen, for example, wear them when tending the

~~reindeer i'n the pastures, where the snow is scraped and ploughed
5 S4 X1 1 up by the feet of the animals. Seal-hunters also wear them
> v g ~in walking on the outskirts of the rugged ice.

Fig. 194, a (g(T. Snowshoes having a similar name are in use also among
Sta(ff ofSnowtshofe-Runner; the Koryak. Their construction is essentially the same, only
Racer. Length of Staffs, the frame is more eloncrated. Snowshoes of this kind are
abot15cm). also well known in America among the Eskimo and the

northern Indians from the Pacific to the Atlantic Ocean.
The runner on snowshoes steadies himself with a long staff. On the end

it has a small hoop supported by spokes of whalebone or thong (Fig. I94, a),
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which prevents it from sinking through the snow. The staff with the hoop
is well known among the American Eskimo. In Asia, however, it is used
chiefly with the broad snowshoes in walking on soft snow. When travelling
with netted snowshoes on hard ground, there is much less need for support.
The staff of this form is known through all the Arctic country of the Old
World as far west as Lapland.

Foot-racers and even herdsmen in the summer-time use a short staff
(Fig. I94, b), the lower end of which is. tipped
with spikes made of antler. Often a couple of
nails serve for spikes. While running, the man l
thrusts the staff as far ahead as possible, and
supports himself on it, trying to lengthen his
steps. Instead of tllis staff, runners will often l
use plain wooden sticks. 9i

Another kind of staff is used in climbing X
mountains. It has a head of antler or iron,with,E
two large, slightly curved spikes not unlike walrus-
tusks. These spikes are used for ca'tching to rocks
in the most difficult places. This staff is used
mainly among the Kamchadal in hunting sheep Lengthff0., b). IeCreeer
Or bears on the rugged mountains. A similar
form is found among the Lamut hunters. I have also seen specimens among
those Chukchee of the Kolyma who livre farther to the south.

Chukchee and Koryak, when walking over smooth ice, use ivory creepers
identical in shape with those of the American Eskimo (Fig. 195). These are
fastened to the sole crosswise to prevent slipping.



XI. -GAMES.

ATHLETIC SPORTS. - The Chukchee are fond of all kinds of-sports, and
indulge in them whenever opportunity is offered. Many of their games are
connected with religious ceremonials, as will be described later.

Among the Reindeer Chukchee the chief sport is reindeer-racing. Once
a year almost every camp arranges a race. These races are held in circu'its,
so that the wvhole neighborhood can visit all in their vicinity. The principal
man of the camp, who figures as the host of the race (ire'lin), has to supply
the prize, which varies -from a couple of leaves of tobacco to a beaver-skin
or a pack-sledge reindeer. The prize is tied to a tree-branch, which is stuck
into the snow. For this reason it is called "the thing stuck in" (ri'pyo). The
larger the prize, the greater will be the concourse of people at the race, and
the longer the stretch to be covered by the contestants, sometimes ten miles'
and upwards.

There are no particular rules about starting the race. The participants
gather in front of the prize in an irregular group. The host gives the signal,
and all start off. While some keep to the road, others strike off through the
deep snow, trying to intercept the leaders. The race is to a distant point
and back again. Until the contestants are on the return stretch they spare
their animals. The race begin's in earnest on the way back, and becomes
vrery exciting as they near the prize.

The onlookers are very enthusiastic, and meet the racers with encouraging
cries or hootings. The winner snatches the prize, and the race is over. Often
one or two minor prizes are also put up by other people of the camp. These
are taken by the next comers in order. Sometimes there is also a small stake
for the last comer, partly in derision, partly (according to a native saying)
'to console him for- his disgrace." The host takes part in the race, bu't it is
regarded as discourteous if he seriously tries to beat his guests out of the
prize. If he comes in first, he will not touch the prize; or, if there is more
than one prize, he will take the smallest, leaving the others for his guests.

The Chukchee are passionately fond of reindeer-racing. In the spring,
wvhich is the usual season for the sport, some of the young people undertake
long journeys to try their reindeer against a possible rival. Dou-btful races
often lead to quarrels, and even to feuds. I had a chance to observe one of
these in I896 in the East Anui camps on the Wolverene River. Two rivals
of several years standing met in a race. When one had almost reached the
goal, one of his reindeer suddenly stumbled and fell-, thus allowing the other
man to capture the prize. A quarrel ensued; and the winner, who had the
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reputation of being a shaman, was accused of laming the reindeer by means
of secret incantations. The quarrel was quieted down by the other guests.
After two days the loser suddenly died. Of course, the other one was accused
of using further incantations to kill his rival. He fled in the night to his
native country, about five hundred miles away. Two brothers of the dead
man followed his tracks in the morning, but were unable to overtake him.
It was understood, however, that one of them would seek the supposed criminal
the next fall in order to settle the blood score.

The Maritime Chukchee have races with dogs, or, in summer, with skin
boats; but both are of little consequence compared with the racina-contests
of reindeer-breeders. Chukchee dogs, as I have already mentioned, are of
inferior quality.. Paddling in skin boats is rather too 'irregular to allow a

spirited contest for any long distance. The Russianized natives frequently
arrangre pDrivate dog-races, with a bet to be paid to the victor. In these races
the contestants are allowed to use any means, fair or unfair, even to cutting
the traces of their adversaries. The excitement approaches that in reindeer-races.

Foot-races and wrestling usually take place at the reindeer-race meets.
The foot-race follows the reindeer contest, over 'the same track through the
snow loosened by the hoofs of the deer. The race is always for a long distance,
and often covers several miles. The participants remove their outer clothes,
or else they take off their underclothes and wear the outer trousers and short
boots without stockings. They carry staffs or sticks, which they r'est on the
ground to assist them in taking long steady strides.

The Chukchee are not so swift of foot as they are enduring, especially
the members of the Reindeer division. I doubt if very many runners among
civilized peoples could run several miles, through loose deep snow, wearing
heavy fur clothing.

A fair amount of swiftness combined with endurance, however, is peculiar
to all tribes of the area described. Some of the Chu'Kchee herdsmen are able
to overtake a reindeer-buck running at full speed, while the swiftest of the
ILamut hunters claim to be able to keep up with a wild reindeer fleeing for
its life. The Russianized Yukaghir of the Kolyma are able to keep pace with
. swift-running dog-team for ten or fifteen miles. I saw one man run behind
. dog-sledge for forty miles. At- the end the dogs were only half an hour
ahead of him.

On the spring journey of the chief official of the Kolyma from Nishne-
Kolymsk to the Anui fair, the dog-driver 'is picked out from the best young
men of the country. The journey is about two hundred and fifty versts (a
hundred and sixty-six miles) long, and is usually covered in about twenty-two
or twenty-four hours. The road has many difficulties, being full of long inclines
and running through several clearings on .the woody hills. The driver has
almost no chance to sit down, and has to run all the tim'e by' th-e side of the

34 JESUP NORTH PACIF'IC EXPED., VOL. VII.



swiftly driven sledge, keepina it from tippina over. After twenty-four hours
of this painfLil exercise, the driver is often so tired, that, on reaching the
place, he reels like one drunk, and has to be helped into the house.

Of two drivers who took part in the dog-race of I869, which I mentioned
before, the victor -so 'impaired his health by the strain that he never recovered.

The young girls and women among the Chukche'e have foot-races of their
own, which they are as eager to win as the men. Often foot-races are run by
boys, who-compete with fellows of their own age.

Wrestlina usually takes place after the foot-race, becatise the wrestlers
strip naked to the waist, and they like to have their bodies heated by the
previous exercise. If there is no foot-race, the wrestlers will run a couple of
miles to get warmed up for their contests. While the couples are wrestling,
the rest of the people sit or stand around to judge the matches. Sometimes
two or three.pairs wrestle at the same time. After strippina, the men, just
before the contest, rub their bodies all over with snow.

The rules of the contest require that one man shall assume a posture
of passive defence, and the other try to throw him. The first is called
"motionless" (uI'Vlvil); the second, "the attacking one" (viri'tiin). If the latter
proves unsuccessful, the positions are reversed. Finally there uIsually follows
a rough-and-tumble scranible, in which each of the contestants .tries every
means to oet the better of his adversary. Custom requlires that one of the
parties be made to touch the ground with both of his shoulders, and kept
in this position in spite of his struggles. Three bouts are regarded as settling
the match, but the vanquished one often desires to keep on trying his
chances. Frequently he becomes greatly excited, and then a violent scuffle
may ensue. The -victor has to meet the winner of any other contests: but,
lest he should become too tired, he will step back after a few matches and
return in a half-hour or so to try his chance once more. This continues until
the best man is determined, and he takes the stake if there is one. The
passions are aroused quite enoucgh, howevrer, w7ithout stakes, so that prizes
are seldom put up for this sport. Several Chukchee tales describe a peculiar
wrestling-match that takes place on a spread walrus-skin, slippery with blubber
and made dangerouis by having sharp splinters of bone or wood stuck around
its edge. Similar details are mentioned also in Eskimo and Indian tales.'

A wrestling-match is the usual -method of settling quarrels among the
Chukchee. A man. having a grudgre against another one will either openly~challenge him for a mzatch or he will seek a chance to encounter him in a
general contest. In either case, the match sometimes ends in bloodshed, or
evren death, if the spectators do not 'interfere in time.

Wlomen also wrestle, but their matches generally end in scratching and
pulling hair. Members of alien tribes are also allowed to take part in all of

I Bogoras, Anthropologist, p. 61I7.
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the sports described ; but. if a stranger should be so imprudent as to take the
best prize, the people are likely to resent it, and migobht even try to retaliate
in some way.

The Maritime Chukchee and Eskimo liave foot-races (Plate xxx, Fig. I )
an'd wrestling-matches (Plate XXXI, Fig. I) of the same character as those above
described, as well as nearly all the other sports which we shall now take up.

I have already noted the fighting-contests of former times and the physical,
exercises with stones (Plate xxviii, Fig. i) and trunks oftrees.' In all exercises.
long and continuous running plays the most important part. The common

expression for these exercises is "becoming lighter of foot" (inetvi'rkin). Even
at the present time, -if a young man is vanquished by an unfriendly rival in
a wrestling-contest, he will sometimes train for a whole year, dragging heavyt
loads, running, carrying burdens, etc., in order to acquire more agility and
strength for another contest. Cases of this kind are often mentioned in tales.
For instance, in the legend of Talo 2 it is stated that the hero lies idle in his
tent for about a year, eating an enormous amount and storing up fat and
mauscle, Then suddenly he starts training. At first he is'so slow in draggilng
a small sledge behind him, that the moving train of his family gets far ahead
of him, and he reaches the camping-place only late the next mornina. He
perseveres, however, in his exercises, and from day to day increases his speed
and the load he is drawing. On the twentieth day he is able to pull six
loaded sledges, and still keep ahead of the moving train. All this time he
eats nothina and does not enter his tent, sleep'ing -for only a few hours each
night out in the open on the snow. After that he practises other exercises.
For whole days he will throw his lance or jump over the tents, across the
lakes, or over large forests from one border to the other, until he feels ready
to conquer the Ta'n niit.

Tossing in blankets is a kind of re-ligious performance with the Maritime
Chukchee and Eskimo, and will therefore be described later, in the chapters
dealing with this subject. Other amusements of less importance are practised
by grown people and children whenever occasion presents, without prizes b'eing
offered and without general gatherings.

Jumping-matches are often arranged on the spur of the momIent by- young
people in camps or villages. Each tries to make the longest jump possible,
keeping his heels together, and getting a start by a few preliminary jumps.

Arm-pulling, finger-pullin-g, neck-pulling, and stick-pullina are practised in
pairs. For these the contestants lock arms or fingers,- have a rawhide loop
p-assed around their necks, or put their feet sole to sole and ograsp the same

stick, holding it horizontally above their knees. Then they strain and pull
until one gives way.

Young women amuse themselves with a aame similar to our skip-rope.
1 Compare pp. 33, I 6 I. 2 Bogoras, Chukchee Materials, p. 364.



Two women, hold the ends of a line, and swing it around regularly, while a
third jumps over the middle of it, keeping her knees and heels together. I
have not noticed any particular rules about the order of the jumps, like those
found by Parry among the Iglulik Eskimo.'

Another game is a contest in crawling on the knees, which is rather
difficult for women, on account of their clumsy breeches. In one sort of race
the contestants move around while bending forward and taking hold of the
toes of their boots with their hands. In another they crouch on the ground,
imitating the motion of the seal.

SONGS AND DANCES. -The dances performed at ceremonials by men or
women will be described farther on. Young girls have dances of their own,
which are meant to imitate the motions of various animals or certain human
actions. They are accompanied b), peculiar songs, or rather rhythnmical guttural
sounds pro(luced by alternately drawing in and letting out the breath. The
act of making these sounds is termed "to call with the throat" (pi'c-einie'rkin).
Two or more girls take positions opposite each other or in a circle (see Plate -xxvii,
Fig. 4) and in succession produce the sounds, keeping time carefully, and
quickly taking their turns one after the other. The singing is begun with low
hoarse notes. Imitative sounds are introduced later in a much higher key.
While sing'ing, the girls sway the upper part of their bodies back and forth,
and then go through various imitative motio-ns in connection with the sounds
uttered (Plates XXXI, Fig. 2; xxvii, Fig. 4). Young boys taking part in the
dance hold up their hands and snap their fingers, at the same t'ime producing
a peculiar clicking sound with their tongues. Each soncr, with the accompanying
dance, has the name of the animal represented.

The most frequently performed are the Raven and The-One-eyed-One
dances. The imitative sounds of the former represent the croaking of the
Raven. The girls for-a while also keep repeating, "Raven, Raven!" in hoarse.
sounds produced while drawing in the breath. While dancina, the girls hop
around, pretend to seek for something, peck at the ground, etc. The song
of The-One-eyed-One is accompanied by a few words sung in the same manner
as "Raven." It- runs like this: "The-One-eyed-One called with his throat
till his other eye got out (of the socket)" (Kowla'ifiin pi'ce'i-nei ripe't pi'tqa-
1'elanto"e). The dancers make faces and sq'uint their eyes alternately, representing
The-One-eyed-One. He is supposed to have been an old man who wanted to
have a contest of "calling with the throat" with some young girls. In the
contest his only eye came out of the socket under the strain.

Among other songs may be mentioned' X"The Song of the Fox." It is
a kind of dialogue between the fox and the bear, and reproduces a widely
known tale, in which the fox pretends to heal the bear's wounds with red-hot
stones, and finally kills him. The fox speaks in a thin treble voice; the bear

I Bo0as, Central Eskimo, p. j573-
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answers in a deep bass voice, which gradually weakens. A similar theme
occurs in:Indian tales.'

In -the dance and song of the geese the motions and cackling of the
white-fronte'd goose (Anser.albifrons) are imitated. In "The Song of the
Fighting Sandpiper" ( Totanus -buexax) are imitated the quaint motions of those
birds in their social gatherings during the early nestina-season.2

Songs of the.long-tailed duck (Fuligula glacialis), swan, wralrus, seal, and
of reindeer-rutting, are either imitative songs or are accompanied by imitative
dances. One dance is an imitation of the scraping of skins. Anoather is
called "The Boneless-One.' Its song has the following words: "I became
boneless!" (A'ni vai! a'ni vai!). The dance is accompanied by violent jerking
motions of the head and arms to pretend that - the dancers have no bones
at all.

Another class of these songs represents the act of copulation, with a rather
queer dance and even with imitative sounds. The dance often ends in two
girls lying on the ground imitating sexual intercourse. Frequently young boys
also take part in the performance.

CHILDREN'S GAMES, TOYS, ETC.- Boys and half-grown young men of the
Reindeer people have a few simple games of their own. Of these may be
mentioned swinoing on a rope suspended from two trees or around an upriaht
pole, like a merry-go-round. The Maritime people are without these games
because they live on a treeless tundra. In another game a block of wood is
suspended from a tree by a rope, and the youth try to catch it with their
small lassos. Although the block is kept constantly swinging, a good marks-
man almost never misses his throw.

The scoring runs like this: a I. I saw an elk's track; 2. I overtook the
elk; 3. I killed it." The fact that elk-hunt'ina is represented, shows that the
play must be of ancient origin.'

A rather curious game represents the Raven chasing a group of small
children. At first a mother stands holding on to the children, with the Raven
opposite her. He scrapes the ground with his hands, and the following con-
versation takes place:

Mother. What are you doing?
Raven. I am digging a hole.
Mfother. What for?
Raven. To put pebbles in.
Mffother. What do you want the pebbles for?
Raven. To shoot at your children.
Mother. Why will you shoot?
Raven. l'hey have spoiled my corral.

Compare Boas, Indianische Sagen, p. 317; see also Bogoras, Anthropologist: p. 655.
2 The Chukchee call this bird "ceremonial bird" (mA8-ga'LEi). The name originated from these social

assemblies of the birds, which are regarded by the Chukchee as ceremonial performances.
3 Compare p. I 36.
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Then the Raven runs after the children, who scatter, shouting, "The
Raven's eyes are lean, our eyes are fat !"

A game with almost identically the same details exists among the Rus-
sians of the Kolyma. In fact, games similar to this are known throughout
the civilized world. It is hard to tell whether in this particular case it was
conceived under Russian -influence or whether it sprang up independently in
connection with niumerous Raven legends which play an important part in the
mythology of all the tribes living around Bering Sea.

Some of the children's games have an elaborate method of countinlg the
points scored. Thus the curious game of a"immersing into syphilis," which I
mentioned before,' has twenty-four points to score. It is played by two) per-
sons, or by two groups of two or three persons each, who try to lasso a
block of wood lying on the ground or thrown into the air. Each successful
throw counts one. The counting runs thus: 'i. 'I cover you with eruption;
2. I immerse you to the sole; 3. I immerse you to the vamp; 4. I immerse
you to the instep ; 5. I immerse you to the ankle;" and so on until all the
points corresponding to parts of the human body have been named, from the
sole of the foot to the crown of the head. The points may be won back one

by one, or they may be doubled.
A still more complicated system of counting refers to the succession of

various incidents of the reindeer-breedincr life. -It goes like this: "i. I moved
to the first summer quarters; 2. I castrated the bucks; 3. I moved on to the
mid-summer quarters; 4. I slaughtered; 5. I prepared boots; 6. I drove (the
herd) inland; 7. I carried away the kettles; 8. On the grass border; 9. I got
entangled in the grass ; I0o. I came out of the grass ; I I. In the lower bush ;
12. I got entangled in the bush; 13. I came out of the bush; 14. In the
thickness of the bush; I5. I got entangled in the thickness of the bush; I6. I
came out of the thickness of the bush; I 7. On the clearing; I 8. I prepared inner
trousers; I9. I sucked a reindeer-dam; 20. I burned bones." This point forms
the climax, and from here beg'ins the return journey, though the names of
the stages are, generally different from those preceding. The total number
of points is thus thirty-nine. They are often followed by syphilitic cc>unting
or by another counting having six points and referring to the hunting of wild
reindeer or seals. Other'plans of scoring refer to the slaughtering of reindeer
and to various hnunting-pursuits.

Games with elaborate countings are of a lively character. Those who
are backward are goaded on writh jeers. For instance, in the syphilis play
the winners will assert that the losers have lost their. noses withal; or in the
hunting-play they will taunt the loser with, "You mnust be hungry [on account
of the unsuccessful hunt], cut off your boy's diaper-strings and eat them !' This
derision often causes games of this character to end in quarrels.

I See p. 41.
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Playing ball is moecmo mn the Maritime- Chukchee, wolv
in settled villages, and whose life is more regular than in the scattered, ever-

moving camps.
The Chukchee employ both hand-balfs and foot-balls, which differ chiefly

in size (Fig. i96, a-d). The word used for the ball (qe'pel), however, signifies

a

el 41

Fig.I96)a (4)) b(a7JO) c (Z4W), d (-.,60). Balls. Diameters, g cm., 13 cm-, IO cm-, 14 cm.Fig.I96,a G4 A
a-c, Chukchee; d, Eskimo.

"kick," "kicked thing," and therefore is connected more closely with the foot-
ball. The outward appearance of the- balls resembles very much that of the
balls used by Alaskan Eskimo. There are no particular rules for ball-playing.
The participants, mainly young boys and girls, are divided into. two parties. The
ball is thrown or kicked by one party, while the members of the other party
try to catch it. Often the girls take one side, and the boys the other. Still
more frequently they all run about, trying to catch the ball as it flies from
side to side.

Sometimes a whole reindeer-skin is folded and fashioned into a large
clumsy-looking foot-ball, and almost the ent'ire population of the village joins
in'tossing and kicking it about.
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A game which is called o'kkal is played with a slender stick and a
number of small wooden hoops of various sizes (Fig. I97, a). The hoops

h

:W

4L411.".4

Fig. 197, a (4f)Game with Hoops (length of stick, 32 cm.); b7(0T), Top (height, 14.5 cm-); c (f)Buzz
(length, 45 cm.); d (-gjO b)S e (X), Top-like Implements (height, 23 cm., 17 cm.). e, Kerek; all others Chukchee.

are thrown upwards in a bunch, and one of the party tries to catch on the
stick as 'many hoops as possible. The hoops, caught are taken off in pairs
and returned to the general bunch. If there is an odd hoop left over,, it is
said to be "killed." It is left out of the lot thrown up, and counts one for
the luckv catcher. This odd hoop 'also gives him the right to try again. If
no hoop, or an even number of hoops, is caught, the turn is forfeited, and
the next party begins to play. .After all the 'hoops have been "killed," the
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winner has the right to give the loser a stroke on the palmn of- his ha'nd with
the stick used in the game, for every point he has gained on him. The 'game
is sometimes varied by throwing a bundle of sticks into the air and catching
them with the hand as they fall. The scor'inog'and the ultimate reward are
identical with those of the hoop-game.

Gambling-games are little known among the Chukchee. I was told that
amona the Maritime Chukchee on the Arctic shore there is a simple game
played for stakes, which consists in throwing a small piece of gristle against
a large flat stone so that it will rebound high in the air. The one who
catches the gristle gets the stakes, which are u'sually matches, copper caps,
and similar small objects.,

At the present time many camps, and villages have learned to play cards
from their Russian neighbors or from American whalers.: Among the Reindeer
Chukchee of the Kolyma, passionate gamblers may now be met who have lost
their all in play against more clever Russian neighbors.

Children havre various toys, most of them small imitations of objects of
every-day life, such as little boots, sledges, wooden or ivory dogs and reindeer
with the proper harness, snowshoes, bows and arrows. Grasping in each hand
a slender willow branch having many offshoots to represent antlers, the boys
will gallop up and down, playing reindeer.

Tops (Fig. I97, 6) are favorite toys. Their shape is similar to that of
the American Eskimo top. Buzzes (Fig. 197, c) are made of various materials,-
ivory, wood, tough skin,. a;nd even a piece of dried fish. Much of the ivory
carving is also. used by children for toys. An implement exactly like that
represented by Nelson 1 is used by the Chukchee as a kind of top. A specimen
of it was obtained. on Anadyr Bay (Fig. I97 d). It consists of a horizontal
antler handle with one end broadened and containing a hole, through which
passes, the rod of the, top to be spun. This is kept from slipping out of the
hlandle' by' a knob. at the upper end and a square piece,of wood at the, bottom.
The latter forms the body of the top. In sp'inning the top, a cord is wound
around the. rod above where it passes through the handle and just under the
knob. By holding the top vertically and pulling the string off quickly, it will
spin rapidly for a short time with the knob rest"ing on -the handle.

I, obtained from the Kerek three specimens of the same implement (Fig.
I 97, e). They are made of ivory and adorned with vrarious geometrical designs.
The handle is bent slightly downwards. The hole and-the knob are serrated,
so that in revolving the constant chafing produces a sort of buzzing noise.
The knob has four sides, with similar face designs on opposite sides. The
implement is used for a kind of game in which four persons take part, two
on a side. Two of the faces on one specimen have big round eyes; on the
other specimens they are marked with a curved line across the cheeks. These

I Nelson,) Fig. 31PIX 1.1I2.
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are called "faces of the spirits.' Two other faces are called "the faces of
men." The participants stand in a circle, with partners facing each other.
The rod is spun in the middle by somebody. When the top stops spinning,
the party that is faced by the spirits has lost. The stakes are small, and
consist usually of pieces of sinew, single beads, or matches.

Nelson obtained his specimen from St. L'awrence Island. He considers
it a cord-spinner, or, rather, a cord-twister, and suggests that the idea of it was
borrowed from the whalers, because no other specimen was seen by-him any-
wrhere in the regions visited.

Among the collections in- the National Museum at Wlashington, however,
I found another specimen of this implement (Cat. No. 63382), labelled " Diomede
Island, and collected also by Nelson. In the sketch in his book the piece
with the hole is represented in a vertical position, while the ivory weight is
represented as grasped in the hand of the operator for the purpose of setting
the implement rotating. In the specimens of my collection the weight does
not have a shape adapted to be grasped by the hand.

The implements of the Mex'ican and Zuini Indians havina a similar shape
serve for twisting grass-fibre and horsehair. In this case they have no weigyht
attached, and the piece with the hole in it is no longer used as a handle,

K*'.; . At\- a(,, $ i-

kl(e, X 1

Fig. I 98,ac i°) b (fXT. Dolls. nlat. sizl .

but is much longer and heavier, apparently for the purpose of beina revolved
for twisting cords.

Perhaps the Northern implement has degenerated frorr. some borrow.ed
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Fig. I99. Cat's-Cradle. (From sketches.) a, Wild Reindeer; b, Fox; c, Whale; d) Man in Canoe.



form primarily used for tw'ist'ing; but whalers could hardly have had anything
to do with the introduction of such an implement.. The connection is evidently
older, and is yet to be traced.

The girls of the Chukchee have small lamps and dishes, and dolls of
various sizes (Fig. I98, a, b) sometimes almost as big as a very small baby.
The dolls havre clothes that are. careftilly made, and represent grown persons
and children of- both sexes. The favorite one is.that representing a small
infant wearing a diaper and baby-cl'othes. Some of the dolls pass by inheritance
from generation to generation. They are even supposed to be connected with
the fecundity of women.

The women and children are fond of making figures by skilfully winding
loops of thread around the fingers of both hands. The game is called yu'Out,
and is somewhat analogous to cat's-cradle of civilized people. It exists among
the Eskimo tribes of AmericaX and is mentioned by Boas as occurring among
the Central Eskimo,l and by Kroeber among the Eskimo of Smith Sound.'
In Asia it existed among the Chukchee from the Kolyma to the Pacific coast.
In former times it was also known -among the Kamchadal and the Koryak.
Some of the devices in my collection are very similar to those represented by
Boas and Kroeber; for instance, compare Fig. I99, a, representing the wild
reindeer, with Fig. 5 2 5, a, in Boas's Central Eskimo, p. 5 69; Fig. I 99, b,
representing a fox, with Kroeber's Fig. 52, a, a dog; Fig. I99, C, representing
a whale, with Kroeber's Fig. 53, a, a narwhal; Fig. i99, d, representing a
man in a canoe, with a specimen from Smith Sound (Cat. No. 4G° a) in the
Eskimo Hall of this Museum.

I Boas, Central Eskimo, p. 569.
2 Kroeber, The Eskimo of Smith Sound (Bulletin American Museum of Natural H-istory, I 899, Vol. XII, p. 298).
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I The Russians call by this name the village and the river IlIpi, and also the whole country occupied
by that division of the Kerek. The proper river XRTupKa, however, lies farther to the east. Its Kerek name is
Hati'ykan or Hati'rkan. On the map the Chukchee variety of the name (Vati'rkan) is given.

2 On Russian and English maps, Cape Anannon, through a general misunderstanding, has been called
Cape Alutorsky; and the real Cape Alutorsky, Cape Govensky.

3 Chukchee. The meaning is the same as in Russian.
4 This name, although belonging to a Yukaghir village, is Lamut. It comes from a mountain near by,

which has the shape of a boat.
v Yukaghir, meaning "stony." The first Russian name is probably a corruption of it. It is, however,

unknown evren to the Russian inhabitants of the country, though it appears on most of the maps. The second
Russian name means "dry river." The Lamut name of the river is Buks-unda, which means "icy river." Of
this last some travellers have made, thirough mispronunciation, Buyunda, though the real river of this name lies
much farther to the south.

EXPLANATORY NOTE.

,*, Namnes' of native villages and other localities are given in aboriginal form with phonetic
spelling. Names of Russian and Russianized villages are printed in the English transcription of the
Russian form. In a few cases a literal translation of the Russian name is given. Russian equivalents
of native names or of English translations are given in the following lists.

Northern Kamchatka and Adjacent Pacific Shore. Chukchee Peninsula.

Ki'6hin KmqHrH
.Qare'niin Kapara
Ewle'wun llYCTOp'tl4KT
Pitka'hefn 1l0,4KarepHo
TI'lliran THAeqHKH
I lir KYATYCHO
A lut OAIOTOpCK'b
I lpi XaTLApKa
Qa yilin XaHAsHHO
Cape Alutorsky, Cape Anannon 2

Gishiga Bay.

Indian Point
East Cape
te'c'in Bay
Kulu"ci

Mbicb qlanAIIH-
ME-IC'b AeMHeB7.
ttIe4HHCKan ry6a or

|3aAHB% A4MHpaAa& fyTaKOB&
KOAlO09HHE

The Lower Kolyma.

Forest Border Kpah AItooBi
Kei'fiu-we'em I (R.) Me,a,B*xibii ptKa (Bear River)
With the Mosquito Y KomapKa
Large Chukchee RiverBoAEmaq 'qyKoqbwq pIKa
SmallChukcheeRiver MaAan'qtyKo9bf pEKa
Two Brooks Y AByx-h BIICOK'b
Wolverine River Poccomaixiiin p%Ka

Poi'tin
Vai'kenan
Ega'6 R.

napeHb
KameHCKoe

jIIeCT&KOIBKa

AMnadyr Country. TChe Middle Omolon.

Under the Cliffs
Hare Mountains
White River
Red River
Pike River
Big River

Y YTecHKa
YMIKaHili xpe6eTI,
B%Aa p$tKa
KpacIHzHa or Kpaaitan
IL4y,qh p$ka
B;OAbmIan p$tKa

Karbaschan 4 Small Boat

The Up.per Kolyma.

Shoudon 5River Aay,4on7 or Cyxafl
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